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Abstract
Code reviews, i.e., systematic manual checks of program source code by other developers,
have been an integral part of the quality assurance canon in software engineering since their for-
malization by Michael Fagan in the 1970s. Computer-aided tools supporting the review process
have been known for decades and are now widely used in software development practice. De-
spite this long history and widespread use, current tools hardly go beyond simple automation of
routine tasks. The core objective of this thesis is to systematically develop options for improved
tool support for code reviews and to evaluate them in the interplay of research and practice.
The starting point of the considerations is a comprehensive analysis of the state of research
and practice. Interview and survey data collected in this thesis show that review processes in
practice are now largely change-based, i.e., based on checking the changes resulting from the
iterative-incremental evolution of software. This is true not only for open source projects and
large technology companies, as shown in previous research, but across the industry. Despite
the common change-based core process, there are various differences in the details of the review
processes. The thesis shows possible factors influencing these differences. Important factors seem
to be the process variants supported and promoted by the used review tool. In contrast, the
used tool has little influence on the fundamental decision to use regular code reviews. Instead,
the interviews and survey data suggest that the decision to use code reviews depends more on
cultural factors.
Overall, the analysis of the state of research and practice shows that there is a potential for
developing better code review tools, and this potential is associated with the opportunity to
increase efficiency in software development. The present thesis argues that the most promising
approach for better review support is reducing the reviewer’s cognitive load when reviewing
large code changes. Results of a controlled experiment support this reasoning. The thesis
explores various possibilities for cognitive support, two of these in detail: Guiding the reviewer
by identifying and presenting a good order of reading the code changes being reviewed, and
assisting the reviewer through automatic determination of change parts that are irrelevant for
review. In both cases, empirical data is used to both generate and test hypotheses. In order to
demonstrate the practical suitability of the techniques, they are also used in a partner company
in regular development practice. For this evaluation of the cognitive support techniques in
practice, a review tool which is suitable for use in the partner company and as a platform for
review research is needed. As such a tool was not available, the code review tool “CoRT” has
been developed. Here, too, a combination of an analysis of the state of research, support of
design decisions through scientific studies and evaluation in practical use was employed.
Overall, the results of this thesis can be roughly divided into three blocks: Researchers and
practitioners working on improving review tools receive an empirically and theoretically sound
catalog of requirements for cognitive-support review tools. It is available explicitly in the form of
essential requirements and possible forms of realization, and additionally implicitly in the form
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of the tool “CoRT”. The second block consists of contributions to the fundamentals of review
research, ranging from the comprehensive analysis of review processes in practice to the analysis
of the impact of cognitive abilities (specifically, working memory capacity) on review perfor-
mance. As the third block, innovative methodological approaches have been developed within
this thesis, e.g., the use of process simulation for the development of heuristics for development
teams and new approaches in repository and data mining.
Keywords: Software Engineering, Code Reviews, Cognitive Load, Code Reading Techniques,
Software Development Tools
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Zusammenfassung
Code Reviews, d. h. manuelle Pru¨fungen von Programmquellcode durch andere Entwick-
ler, sind seit ihrer Formalisierung durch Michael Fagan in den 1970er Jahren fester Bestandteil
des Qualita¨tssicherungs-Kanons im Software Engineering. Auch computerbasierte Werkzeuge
zur Unterstu¨tzung des Review-Prozesses sind seit Jahrzehnten bekannt und inzwischen in der
Softwareenwicklungspraxis weit verbreitet. Trotz dieser langen Historie und weiten Verbrei-
tung gehen auch aktuelle Werkzeuge kaum u¨ber einfache Automatisierung anfallender Rou-
tineaufgaben hinaus. Das Kernziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist, systematisch Mo¨glichkeiten zur
verbesserten Werkzeugunterstu¨tzung fu¨r Code Reviews zu erarbeiten und im Zusammenspiel
von Wissenschaft und Praxis zu evaluieren.
Ausgangspunkt der U¨berlegungen ist eine umfassende Analyse des Standes der Forschung
und der Praxis. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erhobene Interview- und Umfragedaten zeigen, dass
Review-Prozesse in der Praxis inzwischen zu einem großen Teil a¨nderungsbasiert sind, d.h. auf
dem Pru¨fen von A¨nderungen, die sich aus der iterativ-inkrementellen Weiterentwicklung von
Software ergeben, basieren. Dies gilt nicht nur, wie in der vorherigen Forschung gezeigt wurde,
fu¨r Open-Source-Projekte und große Technologiefirmen, sondern in der gesamten Branche. Dem
gemeinsamen a¨nderungsbasierten Kernprozess stehen jedoch diverse Unterschiede in der De-
tailumsetzung der Reviewprozesse gegenu¨ber. Die Arbeit zeigt mo¨gliche Einflussfaktoren fu¨r
diese Unterschiede auf. Wichtige Faktoren scheinen die vom genutzen Review-Werkzeug un-
terstu¨tzten und bevorzugten Prozessvarianten zu sein. Diesem großen Einfluss der verwende-
ten Werkzeuge auf die Auspra¨gung des Review-Prozesses steht ein geringer Einfluss auf die
grundsa¨tzliche Entscheidung fu¨r die Nutzung regelma¨ßiger Code Reviews entgegen. Die Inter-
views und Umfragedaten legen stattdessen nahe, dass die Entscheidung fu¨r die Nutzung von
Code Reviews eher von kulturellen Faktoren abha¨ngig ist.
Aus der Analyse des Stands der Forschung und der Praxis ergibt sich insgesamt, dass es
ein Potential zur Entwicklung besserer Code-Review-Werkzeuge gibt und mit diesem Potential
die Chance zur Effizienzsteigerung in der Softwareentwicklung einhergeht. In der vorliegenden
Arbeit wird dargelegt, dass der vielversprechendste Ansatz fu¨r bessere Review-Unterstu¨tzung in
der kognitiven Entlastung des Reviewers beim Pru¨fen großer Code-A¨nderungen besteht. Diese
Argumentation kann durch Ergebnisse eines kontrollierten Experiments gestu¨tzt werden. Die Ar-
beit untersucht verschiedene Mo¨glichkeiten zur kognitiven Unterstu¨tzung, zwei davon im Detail:
Das Leiten des Reviewers durch Ermitteln und Pra¨sentieren einer guten Abfolge des Lesens der
zu pru¨fenden Code-A¨nderungen sowie das Entlasten des Reviewers durch automatisches Erken-
nen fu¨r das Review irrelevanter Teile der A¨nderungen. In beiden Fa¨llen werden empirische
Daten sowohl zur Generierung als auch zur Pru¨fung von Hypothesen verwendet. Um die Praxis-
tauglichkeit der Unterstu¨tzungsvarianten zu zeigen, werden diese zusa¨tzlich in einem Partnerun-
ternehmen in der regula¨ren Entwicklungspraxis eingesetzt. Fu¨r diese Evaluation der kognitiven
Unterstu¨tzungsfunktionen im Praxiseinsatz wird ein Review-Werkzeug beno¨tigt, das sich fu¨r den
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Einsatz im Partnerunternehmen und als Plattform fu¨r Reviewforschung eignet. Da ein solches
Werkzeug nicht verfu¨gbar war, wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit das Code-Review-Werkzeug
”
CoRT“ entwickelt. Auch hierbei wurde wieder auf eine Kombination aus einer Analyse des
Standes der Forschung, Unterstu¨tzung von Designentscheidungen durch wissenschaftliche Stu-
dien und Evaluation im Praxiseinsatz zuru¨ckgegriffen.
Insgesamt lassen sich die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit grob in drei Blo¨cke einteilen: Forscher und
Praktiker, die an der Verbesserung von Review-Werkzeugen arbeiten, erhalten einen empirisch
und theoretisch fundierten Katalog von Anforderungen an kognitiv-unterstu¨tzende Review-
Werkzeuge. Dieser liegt einmal explizit in Form essentieller Anforderungen und mo¨glicher Reali-
sierungsformen vor, und zusa¨tzlich implizit in Form der im Praxiseinsatz bewa¨hrten Auspra¨gung
”
CoRT“. Der zweite Block besteht aus Beitra¨gen zu den Grundlagen der Reviewforschung und
erstreckt sich von der umfassenden Analyse von Review-Prozessen in der Praxis bis hin zur
Analyse des Einflusses kognitiver Fa¨higkeiten (konkret der Arbeitsgeda¨chtniskapazita¨t) auf die
Reviewleistung. Aus den erzielten Ergebnissen ergeben sich Ansa¨tze fu¨r weitere Forschung und
die weitere Verbesserung der Softwareentwicklung durch Code Reviews. Als dritter Block wur-
den im Rahmen dieser Arbeit innovative methodische Ansa¨tze ausgearbeitet, u.a. die Nutzung
von Prozesssimulation zur Erarbeitung von Heuristiken fu¨r Entwicklungsteams und neue Ansa¨tze
im Repository- und Data-Mining.
Schlagworte: Software Engineering, Code Reviews, kognitive Last, Quellcode-Lesetechniken,
Software-Entwicklungswerkzeuge
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1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Background
Software Engineering is often more about humans than about computers: Humans pose
the requirements, humans collaborate to implement these requirements in software, and human
characteristics lead to mistakes and inefficiencies in that process. This thesis, too, is about a
software engineering technique in which humans play a major role: Code Reviews. In code
reviews, software developers read each other’s source code to find errors and other deficiencies
and to learn and spread knowledge (see Chapter 4 for a more detailed definition). In many
areas, humans use tools to increase their abilities, and the central hypothesis for this thesis is
that the performance of human reviewers can be improved by providing better computer-based
tools to help them during the review.
This hypothesis arose out of the author’s experiences with current code review tools and with
code review practices in a medium-sized software company. As is detailed in Chapter 7, review
tools so far provide little more than support for book-keeping and data-handling. According
to results from Microsoft as well as open-source projects, developers spend 10 to 15% of their
time in code reviews [60]. This points to a considerable potential for cost savings by increasing
review efficiency, not to mention savings through better quality or spreading of knowledge. Like
the cited study, most current research on code reviews is based on open-source projects or large
software companies. The emphasis of this thesis is different: Its scope is limited to commercial
software development, and it takes care to include companies of different sizes in its survey of the
state of the practice. When developing better code review support, this emphasis is amplified
by applying the results in a medium-sized software company.
The analysis of the state of the art and practice shows possibilities for better review support.
However, there is a vast number of possibilities, and to keep the thesis scope manageable not all
of them can be studied. This thesis argues that cognitive support for the reviewer is the most
promising route, and selects two possibilities for such cognitive support to study in detail.
All in all, these arguments lead to the following goal:
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The goal of this thesis is to analyze the state of the practice regarding the use of code
reviews, to derive how code review tools should be improved to help software development
teams most, and to study selected improvement possibilities in detail. The research is done
with a focus on commercial software development, which is emphasized by applying the
results in a medium-sized software company.
1.2 Contributions
This section lists the main contributions of the thesis and also some limitations. The thesis
contains several contributions to research on improved code review tools and to general code
review research, among those:
• The systematically derived notion of “cognitive-support code review tools”, and an em-
pirically and theoretically founded catalog of essential requirements for cognitive-support
code review tools.
• An open-source implementation of a cognitive-support code review tool that showed its
fitness for production use in a deployment in a software company.
• An empirically derived and tested theory on how to order code changes for optimal un-
derstanding in code reviews, and an implementation of this theory.
• An approach that uses repository mining to classify code change parts by their importance
for review, tested in a company case study.
• An analysis of the state of the practice for code reviews, and grounded hypotheses on the
use and non-use of reviews in general and on the use of certain review variants.
• An analysis of the effects and contextual factors that influence whether pre-commit or
post-commit reviews lead to better results regarding efficiency, quality or cycle time.
• Evidence that the reviewer’s working memory capacity is associated with code review
effectiveness for certain kinds of defects.
Besides these contributions, the thesis also advances several Software Engineering research
methods, for example with an approach to use software process simulation to derive heuristics
for use in practice, and a data mining algorithm and system that is geared towards iterative
feedback from domain experts.
One of the major limitations is the low statistical power for some conclusions from the
controlled experiments. Most of the studied techniques were also deployed in commercial practice
for triangulation, but this does not allow definite conclusions either, because there is no control
group and it is hard to measure the effect on review outcomes. A second limitation is that the
hypothesis of cognitive-support as the most promising avenue for improvement in code reviews
is not compared to competing hypotheses with a controlled experiment, but only assessed by
accumulating confirmatory evidence.
1.3 Approach and Research Methods
The general approach taken by this thesis is rooted in Hevner’s three-cycle model of design
science research [173], as depicted in Figure 1.1. Hevner’s model emphasizes that research that
creates artifacts to reach some human goal needs to be integrated with both, the application
domain (relevance) and the scientific and domain body of knowledge (rigor). These integrations,
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Figure 1.1: Hevner’s three-cycle view of design science research, which is used as a methodological guide
for this thesis. (based on [173])
as well as the creation of the artifact itself, are iterative, going back and forth between evaluation
and incorporation of gathered knowledge. The central created artifact of this thesis is the code
review tool CoRT, but the three-cycle view also influenced the creation of secondary artifacts,
like the code ordering theory of Chapter 14 or the data mining system used in Chapter 15.
For the specific (sub-)studies to establish relevance and rigor, the research methods are chosen
pragmatically based on the respective study goals and research questions. Many studies use a
mixed-methods approach and triangulate several data sources. In sum, this leads to the use of a
wide variety of different methods, like qualitative interviews and Grounded Theory hypothesis
generation, controlled experiments, software process simulation, repository mining case studies,
and semi-systematic literature reviews. The specific methods are described together with the
respective studies.
1.4 Structure
The results are described linearly in the thesis, although an iterative research methodology
has been used. The thesis is structured into three parts. Part I discusses background information
on code reviews from the related work. In addition, it contains the results from three studies on
code review use in commercial practice. That first part ensures that the remaining parts of this
thesis are rooted in an in-depth analysis of current code review processes and their problems.
Part II discusses the code review tool that is used to test some of the thesis’ hypotheses in a
company setting. It also describes a simulation study and a controlled experiment that were
performed to inform design decisions for that code review tool. Part III finally revolves around
cognitive-support code review tools. It first motivates, based on the results from the earlier
parts, why cognitive-support is a sensible next step in the evolution of code review tools. Then,
it describes two ideas for cognitive-support in detail: Showing the parts of the code change
under review in an improved order, and using empirical data from previous reviews to classify
parts that can be left out from the review. The final Part IV concludes the thesis and provides
an outlook on future research opportunities.
Figure 1.2 depicts how findings and arguments from specific chapters are used in others.
The thesis uses a variety of data sources, and many of them were reused in several chapters.
Therefore, the figure also shows which data sources were used in which chapters.
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2
Related Work on the State and History of
Code Reviews in Industrial Practice
Before starting out to work on improved code review tooling, the current state of the practice
has to be known. Furthermore, the extent of the potential practical impact of work on review
tooling should be checked. Therefore, the first part of this thesis describes the current state of
the practice and motivates the search for better code review tools. It also provides information
on the state and history of code review tools and related techniques.
This chapter surveys the existing research literature on code reviews in industrial practice.
Before that, the topic is introduced by a brief overview of the history of code reviews and
inspections. This shows the state of the art regarding the studies described in the other chapters
of Part I of this thesis. The relevant state of the art for Parts II and III also contains research
on review support and code review tools. Their description depends on the results brought forth
in the following chapters. Therefore, an overview of related work on tools and techniques to
support code reviews is postponed to Chapter 7, and further related work for cognitive-support
is discussed in Chapter 12. Furthermore, several other chapters discuss related work that is
specific to their respective contents.
Reduced to its core, code review is the proof-reading of program source code by one or sev-
eral peers, and as such it is probably as old as programming itself. The first major scientific
contribution appeared in 1976: Michael Fagan [117] had systematically compared various ways
of reviewing code and other development artifacts in projects at IBM and developed a structured
process which he called ‘Inspection’. An Inspection is performed by a disciplined team of several
people with distinct roles. In a Fagan Inspection, there is a phase of individual preparation and
a review meeting in which the artifact is checked by the team. Fagan stressed the importance
of the meeting synergy for finding defects. He noted that Inspections can be performed for all
kinds of development artifacts, and that reviewing early artifacts like requirements and design
documents is more important than reviewing late documents like code and tests. Following
Fagan’s publication, several other authors published variants of inspection processes (e.g., [140,
397]), and in 1988 an IEEE standard [179] was published that defines several review processes.
Classification schemes for these processes have been published, among others, by Laitenberger
and DeBaud [216] and Kim, Sauer and Jeffery [195]. Macdonald and Miller [238] even devel-
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oped a domain-specific language for the description of inspection processes based on a detailed
comparison of different processes from the literature.
Many aspects of inspections have been studied empirically: Several case studies indicate
that for finding an optimal number of defects, one has to review slowly enough (i.e., with
a low ‘inspection rate’) [218, 354]. A series of experiments (e.g., [187, 390]) found only small
meeting gains, which raises doubts whether they are worth the scheduling effort. More reviewers
usually mean more defects found, but with quickly diminishing returns [300], and two-person
inspections can already be sufficient [56]. Many experiments assess review results by effectiveness
(share of found defects) and efficiency (defects found per unit of time). But many of the early
publications already stressed the value of inspections for individual and organizational learning,
and Section 4 shows that secondary benefits are indeed considered in practice. These are just
a few of the empirical results on reviews, and there are several published literature reviews and
other overviews that provide a more detailed picture [17, 216, 302].
The given empirical results cast doubts on some of the assumptions of Fagan Inspections, but
more serious problems are caused by the changes in development practices since their publication.
Classic inspection is rooted in staged, document-centric development processes, but most current
development is highly iterative or even ‘continuous’. Several recent case studies indicate that
a new style of ‘modern’ code review has replaced it [318]. These studies are confirmed with
a larger sample in this thesis (Chapter 4). The modern style of reviewing code is adapted to
continuous development by reviewing code changes, and it relies on computerized tools to gather
the needed information. This, often informal, change-based style of reviewing was popularized
by open-source practices. Peer review practices in open source software development have been
studied intensively in the last decade, with contributions for example by Asundi and Jayant [15],
Rigby and Storey [321], Wang et al. [395], Thongtanunam et al. [374] and Baysal et al. [44].
A survey by Bosu and Carver studied the impact of code review on peer impression among
developers in open source projects [58]. Recent studies that assess code reviews in industry are
more rare. Before this thesis, several case studies described its use for a limited number of cases.
The semi-systematic literature review that is described in Section 3.2 identifies such studies.
Baker [19] gave an early description of a change-based code review process in the industry and
Bernhart et al. [50] describe its use (under the term “continuous differential code review”) in
airport operations software. Other small-scale studies of code review and inspection practices in
the industry have been performed by Harjumaa, Tervonen, and Huttunen [162] and by Kollanus
and Koskinen [204]. The latter study describes software inspection practices based on interviews
with practitioners from five Finnish companies. In their sample, code review was quite rare and
consequently not described in much detail. They conclude stating a need for further case studies
on characteristics and problems of software inspection in practice. In Rigby’s and Bird’s study
from 2013 [318], the authors compare peer review processes from several projects and note
convergence towards a common process. This process is lightweight, flexible and based on the
frequent review of small changes. Their analysis contains qualitative and quantitative parts,
with a focus on the quantitative analysis of data sets from review tools. They surveyed a broad
range of projects, but their study is limited to projects from large companies (Google, Microsoft,
AMD) and large open source projects (Apache, Subversion, Linux, . . . ). The studies in Part I
of this thesis differ from theirs by using a different methodology and extend it by studying a
broader range of organization sizes and styles. Nevertheless, Rigby’s and Bird’s study is closely
related and this thesis confirms many of their findings.
The most recent academic survey on the state of review practices was published by Ciolkowski,
Laitenberger, and Biﬄ in 2003 [75, 214]. This survey targeted not only code review, but also
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reviews in other lifecycle phases. Its authors found a share of 28% of the 226 respondents using
code reviews. A recent survey on software testing practices by Winter, Vosseberg, and Spill-
ner [403] briefly touches upon reviews and notes that 52% of the respondents often or always
perform reviews for source code. In a more specific survey, Bacchelli and Bird [18] studied ex-
pectations regarding code review at Microsoft and found a set of intended effects similar to the
ones found in this thesis for a larger and different sample (Section 4.3).
Looking beyond the academic literature, there are some more recent surveys that contain
information on code review practices. A whitepaper written in 2010 by Forrester Consulting [127]
for Klocwork, a company selling a code review tool, notes that 25% of the 159 survey respondents
use a review process that fits the definition of “regular, change-based code review” (Section 4.1).
A survey performed in 2015 by Smartbear [354], another company selling code review software,
contains information on code review practices and perceptions on code quality from about 600
respondents. Like the Forrester study, it contains very little information on the sampling method
and possible biases. It states that 63% of their respondents perform tool-based code reviews.
♦
All in all, contemporary code review practices have considerably departed from classic Fagan
Inspection. Many results for Inspections might still hold, whereas others need to be adapted.
The IEEE Standard on Reviews and Audits [179], for example, is not an adequate definition
of common current code review practices. Therefore, Chapter 4 introduces definitions of code
review that better suit today’s reality.
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3
Methodology to Assess the State of the
Practice
As could be seen from the previous chapter, there is a lack of recent and rigorous research on
the current state of code review use in industry. This part of the thesis aims to close this gap by
means of several inter-related studies: An interview study with industrial software developers
provides in-depth knowledge of their review processes, a systematic literature review augments
these findings with data from other studies, and a large scale online survey tests and extends
some of the claims from the first two studies. The current chapter describes the research methods
used in these studies, so that the later chapters can build upon this knowledge when presenting
the results. Many of the results from the studies were also published separately [37, 38, 39], and
these publications contain further methodological details on the studies. Figure 3.1 shows the
interplay of the research methods.
The research questions that are studied in the next chapters all revolve around the question
of how code review is performed in industry today. For all of the RQs, the question ‘What is the
role of tools in this regard?’ looms in the background. RQ4
1 establishes the common ground:
RQ4. Which commonalities exist between code review processes of different teams and
companies?
A positive effect of more efficient review tools could be to convince more development teams
to use reviews. In this regards, RQ5 studies the reasons for review adoption and cessation:
RQ5. Why are code reviews used or not used by industrial software development teams?
The studies find a lot of variation in the details of the review processes. To further lay a
foundation for better review tools, it seems advisable to systematize these variations, and to
determine what influences the teams’ decisions:
1Throughout the thesis, the identifiers of RQs contain the chapter in which they are answered. So RQ4 is
answered in Chapter 4, and RQ1 does not exist.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the data sources and results used to assess and explain the state of the practice
RQ6.1. How can the variations between code review processes of different teams and com-
panies be systematized?
RQ6.2. Why are code reviews used the way they are?
3.1 Grounded Theory Interview Study
Besides determining the current state of the practice, this part of the thesis shows hypotheses
regarding the factors influencing review process decisions and the role of tools. The Grounded
Theory methodology [2, 81, 144] suits the goal of empirically generating such hypotheses well: It
uses an iterative approach to build a theory that is ‘grounded’ in data. Interviews with industrial
practitioners as the primary source of data allow to elicit motivations, opinions and detailed
descriptions. To clarify the used interpretation of Grounded Theory, the chosen method is
described in more detail in the following. Besides presenting the Grounded Theory methodology,
this section also presents demographics on the interviewees and their companies. The articles
on the Grounded Theory study were co-authored by Olga Boruszewski (Liskin), Kai Niklas, and
Kurt Schneider. Raphael Pham gave further methodological advice.
I performed ‘theoretical sampling’ to select the interviewees: The emerging theory helped to
choose participants that could extend or challenge that theory, for example because they came
from a so far unexplored context. I gained access to the participants either by direct or indirect
personal connections or by approaching them on conferences or after they showed interest in
code reviews on the Internet. In total, the study is based on 22 interviews with 24 participants.
They describe 22 different cases of code review use in 19 companies. Detailed information on
participants’ demographics and contextual information can be seen in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The
sample has a focus on small and medium standard software development companies and in-
house IT departments from Germany, but it includes contrasting cases for all main factors. As
some examples, company IS is much larger and company II much smaller than the other cases.
Companies IB and II do the main development outside of Germany. The team from company IJ
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Table 3.1: Demographics and review use of the companies from the interviews
ID1 Type2
Employees
(IT, ca.)
Country
Development
Process
Spatial
Regular
Review Use
IA in-house IT, travel 450 DE agile co-located no
IB std. softw., dev. tools 400 CZ ad hoc distributed yes
IC std. softw., government 200 DE classic / ad hoc co-located no
ID std. softw., CAD 100 DE ad hoc co-located yes
IE std. softw., output mgmt. 70 DE agile co-located yes
IF std. softw.,
agriculture
130 DE agile co-located yes
IG std. softw., retail 50 DE agile co-located yes
IH contractor,
automotive
70 DE agile co-located yes
II SaaS, dev. tools 5 US ad hoc distributed no
IJ in-house IT, finance 1100 DE ad hoc co-located no
IK in-house IT, finance 200 DE classic co-located no
IL in-house IT, finance 400 DE classic co-located yes
IM in-house IT,
government
200 DE classic co-located no
IN in-house IT,
marketing
50 DE agile co-located no
IO – – DE – co-located yes
IP in-house IT, finance – DE – distributed yes
IQ in-house IT, retail 120 DE classic / agile co-located yes
IR in-house IT,
marketing
50 DE agile co-located no
IS in-house IT, automotive 4000 DE agile co-located yes
1 All company IDs from the interviews start with ‘I’ to be able to separate them from IDs from other
data sources that will be introduced later.
2 For consultants, the company given is the consultancy’s customer, not the consulting company itself.
does not directly work on a product (like most of the other cases), but on an architectural
platform. The interviewees are mostly software developers and team or project leads, because
the development teams were responsible for code reviews in the sampled cases. Company IE
is the partner company that is described in more detail in Chapter 8. By sampling several
interviewees from that company, differences in the descriptions between participants could be
tested and more knowledge on the problems of individual reviewers gained. The second topic is
addressed in the later parts of this thesis. The interviews were conducted between September
2014 and May 2015. Data collection was stopped when theoretical saturation was reached, i.e.,
when there was only marginal new information in the last interviews.
The interviews are semi-structured, using open-ended questions. The corresponding inter-
view guide was initially created based on the research questions and checked by another re-
searcher (Pham) who has experience with interview studies and Grounded Theory. It was later
continually adjusted according to earlier interview experiences and the emerging theory. The
interviews lasted 46 minutes on average, ranging from 24 minutes to 78 minutes. Face-to-face
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Table 3.2: Demographics of interviewees
Company ID Role
Industrial Softw. Dev.
Experience (Years)
IA 1 software developer 30
IB 2 software developer 15
IC 3 software developer 15
ID 4 software developer 17
IE 5 team/project lead 10
IE 6 software developer 25
IE 7 software developer 10
IE 8 software developer 7
IE 9 software developer 7
IE 10 software developer 6
IF 11 team/project lead 12
IG 12 team/project lead 10
IH 13 team/project lead 15
II 14 team/project lead 14
IJ 15 software developer 16
IK 16 software developer 3
IL 17 software developer 6
IM 18 requirements engineer (consultant) 20
IN 19 software developer (consultant) 20
IO 20 team/project lead (consultant) –
IP 21 team/project lead (consultant) –
IQ 22 software developer 3
IR 23 software developer 14
IS 24 team/project lead (consultant) 18
interviews were preferred; Skype or telephone were used for 5 interviewees where a face-to-face
interview was not possible. Three participants (IDs 19, 20, and 21 in Table 3.2) were interrogated
in a group interview2, all other interviews were conducted with single persons. All interviews
were recorded and later transcribed. To reduce the risk of bias when interviewing colleagues in
company IE, the respective interviews were performed by another researcher (Boruszewski).
After performing and transcribing the first four interviews, I started data analysis: I used
open coding to identify common themes in the data and analyzed the resulting codes for di-
mensions in which they vary as well as for similarities. Coding was done paper-based at first
and later using the CAQDAS software Atlas.TI [131]. Coding was done incrementally and itera-
tively, including new interviews as they were taken and revisiting most interviews several times.
In this constant comparison process [81], I compared and related citations and codes to each
other. Furthermore, I contrasted whole cases of review usage to carve out their differences and
similarities. The basic open coding was done again indepenently by a second researcher (Niklas).
The results were compared and discussed afterwards to check for possible bias or different view-
2The gate-keeper which had provided access to these interviewees left the company during the study. They
could not be reached by other means. Therefore, some entries in Table 3.1 and 3.2 could not be determined and
had to be left blank.
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points. During the whole process, memos were written to capture emerging ideas. The resulting
analysis was reported back to all participants, asking for review regarding misunderstandings
and relevance. This “member checking” resulted in minor extensions and changes to the the-
ory and increased the confidence that the results are a suitable description of the participants’
reality.
3.2 Systematic Literature Review
In addition to the interviews, a semi-systematic literature review is performed to find recent
descriptions of industrial code review processes. The found descriptions are used to triangulate
and extend the findings from the interviews. The literature review is systematic in the way that
it uses the rigorous procedure for snowballing-based systematic literature reviews described by
Wohlin [405]. It is semi-systematic because the decisions regarding inclusion or exclusion of
studies were done only by a single researcher.
The inclusion criteria for studies were as follows: (1) the study has been published since 2006
(inclusive), (2) it has been peer-reviewed, (3) it is published in English and (4) it describes code
review practices in industry in some detail. There has to be some indication that the process
is really used and not only brought into the company for a case study by the researchers. The
description of the code review process does not have to be the article’s main topic, as long as it
is described in enough detail. Open source projects that are largely driven by a company (e.g.,
Android, Qt) are included as “industrial”, other open source projects are excluded. The review
in my original article [38] contained publications up to 2016. For this thesis it is extended up
to the start of 2019.
The start set consists of four papers: [50, 266, 318, 342]. They have been chosen because
they span a number of different years and publication venues. In addition, the article by Rigby
Table 3.3: Companies with review process information extracted from the literature review
ID Company name Sources
LE Eiffel Software [266]
LA AMD [312, 318]
LX name unknown [248]
LC Critical Software S.A. [122]
LF Frequentis [49, 50]
LV VMWare [20]
LM Microsoft [18, 55, 60, 61, 241, 318]
LG Google/Android [275, 318]
LQ Digia/Qt [257, 375]
LL Salesforce.com [413]
LS Sony Mobile [342]
LN Vendasta [310]
LY name unknown [104]
LH Shopify [207]
LO Google [331]
LD Dell EMC [396]
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and Bird [318] is a key publication that combines several previous studies and that is cited quite
often. Saturation was reached after four iterations. Table 3.3 lists the found sources, grouped
by the companies whose code review process they describe. The information gained from the
publications was much more shallow compared to the rich descriptions from the interviews. Its
main use is as additional evidence for the identified variants.
3.3 Online Survey
Theoretically sampled interviews can provide in-depth data, but they require a lot of effort to
get a broad overview and are not suitable to test hypotheses. Therefore, a survey was performed
in a third step, based on the results of the interview study and the literature review. The survey
was joint work with Hendrik Leßmann: He created the survey instrument and conducted the
survey as part of his master thesis [232].
The survey’s target population consists of all commercial software development teams. As
there is no repository of all software development teams, a controlled random sampling of partic-
ipants was not possible. Instead, they were contacted via a number of communication channels:
We (Baum, Leßmann) directly contacted 32 people belonging to the target population from our
personal networks. We further asked 23 people outside the target population from our net-
works to advertise the survey. We posted the survey invitation to several online communities,
on Twitter, Xing, and Facebook; and also advertised the survey at a German software engi-
neering conference. Finally, we posted the invitation on some mailing lists. Probably the most
important single channel was a post on the mailing list of the German software craftsmanship
communities (“Softwerkskammer”), reaching out to roughly 1400 people. When selecting chan-
nels, we took care to avoid introducing bias on the type of review process used. Specifically, we
decided against sampling GitHub users, and we turned down an offer to spread the invitation
to a mailing list of former participants of a series of review courses.
The intended granularity of sampling was teams. As the survey was conducted anonymously,
it was not possible to tell whether two respondents came from the same or different teams.
Survey participants were informed that we only want one response per team. When inviting
participants directly, we took care to only invite one person per company. Nevertheless, there
is a risk that the sample includes several respondents from the same team.
Most parts of the survey were created based on the results of the interviews and literature
study. The process of survey creation followed established guidelines [183, 363]. To ease an-
swering and analyzing the survey, it mainly contains multiple-choice and numerical questions.
Following guidelines for survey research [363], it was tried to reuse questions from existing sur-
veys, but only a limited number of questions from the first version of the HELENA survey [211]
could be reused with adjustments.
The questionnaire was iteratively tested and refined. Initial internal testing was followed by
six rounds of pre-tests, four of these with members of the target population and two with PhD
students. The final survey also allowed the participants to enter feedback on the survey, which
was checked for possible problems. There was a German as well as an English translation of the
questionnaire.
It became evident early during questionnaire creation that if all hypotheses and factors from
the interview study were included, the survey would become too long for the intended audience.
Therefore, the scope of the questionnaire was limited and the questionnaire was split into a
main part and an optional extension part. Answering the main part took around 15 minutes
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and answering the extension part additional 8 minutes in the pre-tests.
The survey questions can be roughly classified into four groups: (1) Demographics or filter
questions (e.g., on the country, role of the participant or the use of reviews), (2) questions on
the context of the review process (e.g., product, development process, team characteristics, . . . )
(3) questions on the used review process (based on the classification scheme in Appendix B)
and (4) ranking questions to assess the relative importance of intended and unintended review
effects. The full instrument can be found in the online material of the original publication [36].
The survey data analysis constitutes a mix of descriptive and inferential statistics. Multiple-
choice questions that contained an ‘other’ option with free-text answers were coded for analysis.
Most statistical tests performed during analysis checked for a dependence between two di-
chotomous variables. Unless otherwise noted, these 2x2 contingency tables were checked using
Fisher’s exact test and statistical significance was tested at the 5% level. Bonferroni correction
is used when there are multiple tests for a research question, but not between research ques-
tions. Confidence intervals for proportions are 95% confidence intervals calculated using the
Clopper-Pearson method. All percentages are presented rounded to the nearest integer. All but
the filter questions were optional, to avoid forcing participants to answer. The resulting missing
data was handled by ‘pairwise deletion’ (also called ‘available case analysis’), i.e., participants
were excluded only from those analyses where data was missing for at least one of the needed
questions.
Data collection happened in early 2017. In total, 240 respondents from the target population
answered the survey. 130 participants went on to answer the extension part after finishing the
main part. The respondents are working in 19 different countries. The majority of respondents,
170 (76%), is from Germany. 33 respondents (15%) work in other European countries, 11 (5%)
in Asia (including the Middle East) and 11 (5%) in Northern America. 19 respondents (10%)
were invited directly by one of the researchers, 30 (16%) were indirectly invited by other people,
104 (55%) heard about the survey on a mailing list, 24 (13%) in an online forum and 13 (7%)
named some other channel. When asked about their role, 154 respondents (67%) said they
mainly work as a developer, 50 (22%) work as architects, 14 (6%) as managers and 11 (5%) gave
other roles.
The survey’s target population is teams in commercial software development, so the large
majority (94%, 215 teams) of the responding teams works on closed source software. The
remaining share (14 teams) said their team mainly works on an open source project. The teams
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Figure 3.2: Company sizes (number of employees) in survey
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work in companies of vastly differing sizes, from less than 10 to more than 10,000 employees;
Figure 3.2 shows the detailed distribution of company sizes. 68% (148 of 217) of the participants
work in co-located (as opposed to distributed) teams.
3.4 Validity and Limitations
This section presents the limitations of the claims put forward based on the interview study,
the survey and the results from the literature. They are presented jointly because the three
studies complement each other.
The interview study relies on the human researcher as instrument for data collection and
analysis and is therefore prone to researcher bias. To mitigate this threat, the study follows
Grounded Theory best practices, a reflexive research approach [71], and uses additional measures
described below.
There is a risk that the interviewees left out or changed some aspects of their processes
when describing them. This risk is reduced because the interviews did not touch upon sensitive
personal data and interviewees were assured anonymity. The validity of the interview data could
also be threatened by asking for descriptions and rationales after the fact. There is only one
data point for most of the companies, and a larger study using several data points from each
company as well as longitudinal observation could provide more reliable results.
During data analysis, there is the risk of introducing observational bias, for example when
important data is not taken into account or open questions are not followed up. This risk is
reduced through the used Grounded Theory practices: Careful and thorough coding, constant
comparison, theoretical sampling and memoing. To avoid premature closing of the interviews,
the interviewer explicitly asked for points missed in the discussion at the end of each inter-
view. By recording and transcribing all interviews, it was ensured that no information was lost
unintentionally and that the data could be coded and checked several times.
To mitigate researcher bias during data analysis and interpretation, coding was performed
by two researchers (Baum, Niklas) and the results were discussed by all four authors of the
publication. Another important mitigation for observational as well as researcher bias was
‘member checking’: I provided the results to the study participants and asked for feedback,
which was then incorporated into the study.
As Grounded Theory studies use theoretical sampling and rather small sample sizes, it is
hard to assess their generalizability. The study used a broad range of different interviewees from
a heterogeneous sample of companies, and the interviewed sample is large compared to most
qualitative studies. The most significant biases are that most of the companies and all of the
interviewees are German, and that none of the interviewees came from a team producing highly
safety critical software or from upper management.
Regarding the literature review, I mitigated many potential threats to validity by following
the rigorous procedure outlined by Wohlin [405]. A snowballing-based literature review is sen-
sitive to the choice of the start set. I chose a start set that was heterogeneous and quite large,
which minimized this threat. The choice to only include peer-reviewed publications ensured
a minimum of reliability of the data. It comes at the cost of excluding many review process
descriptions from other sources, e.g., from blogs on the Internet. The most significant threat
to the validity of the literature review is that the decision on inclusion and exclusion was done
only by a single author.
The data sources combined cover various different review contexts. Nevertheless, the set of
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potential code review processes is essentially unbounded, so it would be presumptuous to claim
that the study captures all variation there is in change-based industrial code review processes.
For the survey, the primary threat to internal validity is sampling bias, given that the
survey was distributed over various channels without the possibility to control who answered.
Consequently, the participants likely differ systematically from the population of all developers,
and they do so not only in their geographical distribution: They are probably more interested
in code reviews and/or in process improvement or software quality in general. Due to this bias,
the share of teams using code review in the survey should be regarded as an upper limit rather
than an estimate of the real proportion. Apart from this bias, it was actively tried to avoid
favoring certain types of code review processes in the sample.
A general problem of online surveys is that there is little control over the quality of responses.
The survey included filter questions to check whether participants belong to the target popu-
lation. Another threat with long online surveys is survey fatigue. As 209 of 240 participants
reached the end of the main part, there is no indication of major fatigue effects.
The survey was anonymous, and most of the questions did not touch upon sensitive topics.
However, the results of some questions might be influenced by social desirability bias, e.g., by
stating that the team is using reviews just because it is desirable to do. Again, this might have
influenced the descriptive results.
A weakness of the chosen method of data collection, i.e., of cross-sectional observational
studies, is that they cannot be used to distinguish between correlation and causation.
♦
Summing up, the state of the practice is assessed with a combination of three data sources:
Semi-structured interviews in 19 companies, a semi-systematic literature review that provides
data on 16 additional companies, and an online survey with responses from 240 development
teams. Besides the descriptive results, the interview data is used to develop hypotheses on
reasons for the current state, which are then partly tested with data from the survey.
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4
Reviews in Current Industrial Practice
Before delving into the details of the processes in later chapters, this chapter delineates the
common ground and addresses RQ4: “Which commonalities exist between code review processes
of different teams and companies?” The practice of change-based code review is defined based
on the interview data. Results from the survey confirm that it is the dominating review variant
in practice. Another important foundation are the effects that teams try to reach when using
code reviews, and they are discussed at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Commonalities of Review Processes in Practice
This section presents the definitions of code review and change-based code review that were
derived based on the interviews. All interviewees have a rather broad but common idea of code
reviews. It is summarized in the following definition:
Definition 1 (Code Review). Code Review is a software quality assurance activity with
the following properties:
• The main checking is done by one or several humans.
• At least one of these humans is not the code’s author.
• The checking is performed mainly by viewing and reading source code.
• It is performed after implementation or as an interruption of implementation.
The humans performing the checking, excluding the author, are called “reviewers”.
Each part of the definition delimits code review from other quality assurance techniques,
namely static analysis, self checks, testing and pair programming. All these delimitations are
blurred: Human reviewers can be assisted by static code analysis, they sometimes execute tests
or click through the GUI, in some cases the author joins the reviewers in checking his own code,
and when author and reviewer jointly correct issues on-the-fly, they are basically doing pair
programming. Definition 1 specifies a least common denominator of what practitioners consider
a code review, in contrast to the definitions given in the IEEE Standard for Software Reviews
and Audits [179] that describe specific processes in detail.
In the interviews, there were cases in which code review is performed irregularly and driven
by individual needs, as well as cases in which there is a defined and regularly used code review
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process. This thesis focuses on reviews that are done regularly. In all of the observed cases, this
regular code review process is change-based:
Definition 2 (Regular, change-based code review). Regular, change-based code review is a
type of code review that is codified in the development process of the team or organization
in the following way: Every time a ‘unit of work’a is seen as ‘ready for review’, all changes
that were performed in the course of its implementation are considered a review candidate.
This candidate is then assessed: For which parts of the change is a review needed, and is
it needed at all? If a review is needed, the review candidate then waits for the reviewers to
start reviewing.
aThe term “unit of work” is similar to the ‘patch set’ identified in other studies. The definition does not
use the term ‘patch set’ because that term is more narrowly focused on specific technologies.
The following commonalities of the observed change-based code review processes were iden-
tified from the interviews:
• No management action is required to trigger single code reviews, they are triggered solely
based on pre-agreed rules. This replacement of the planning phase with conventions and
rules is the difference most consistently separating regular change-based code reviews from
classical inspection variants.
• When code reviews are performed in addition to unit testing or other developer-centric
tests, testing is performed before code review. The same applies to static code analysis
and to (other) checks that are performed automatically on a continuous integration server.
• The number of reviewers is two or less for the majority of reviews.
• All teams try to prevent situations in which code review happens after the changes are
released to the customer.
4.2 The Dominance of Change-Based Code Review
The interviews suggest that change-based review is very frequent, and so does the study done
by Rigby and Bird [318]. But results from a large scale survey were missing so far. This section
provides quantitative empirical support for the dominance of change-based reviews in practice
and also studies the prevalence of several more specific review styles. Finally, the further claims
on convergent practices by Rigby and Bird are tested.
Of the companies from the interviews, eleven (IB, ID - IH, IL, IO, IP, IQ, and IS ) have a
regular, change-based code review process, whereas the remaining eight (IA, IC, II, IJ, IK, IM,
IN, IR) only do irregular code reviews. Systematic review that is not change-based is mentioned
in the interviews, but always in the form of “we did this once, but it was discontinued”. In
the literature, LE and LC describe cases that do not use change-based code review. All other
literature sources describe change-based code review processes.
In the survey, the participants were asked how the review scope is determined: Based on
changes, based on architectural properties of the software (whole module/package/class) or in
some other way (with free text for further details). With a share of 90% (146 of 163; confidence
interval 84 – 94%) of the teams doing code reviews, a change-based review scope is indeed
dominating.
In the literature on code review and related work practices, there are slightly differing defini-
tions and descriptions of sub-styles of change-based code review. Table 4.1 shows the frequency
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Table 4.1: Frequency of use of different styles of code review
Style Used Approximation of Definition
Using Survey Constructs
Frequency of Use
Review based on code-changes scope=changes 90% (146/163)
Regular, change-based code review
(Definition 2)
scope=changes and trigger=rules 60% (96/160)
Contemporary Code Review [318] scope=changes and
publicness=pre-commit and
unit-of-work≤user-story
46% (61/133)
Pull-based software
development [147]
scope=changes and trigger=rules and
publicness=pre-commit and
interaction=no-meeting
22% (29/134)
Approximating Inspection [117] interaction=meeting and
communication=oral+stored and
temporal-arrangement=parallel and
trigger=explicit
2% (3/141)
of use for “modern/contemporary code review” [318], “regular, change-based review” (this the-
sis) and “pull-based software development” [147]. As not all of these sub-styles are concisely
defined in the respective publications, the table also shows how the definitions/descriptions were
approximated in terms of constructs used in the survey. Most of the teams that do not fall un-
der Rigby and Bird’s description of contemporary code review do so because they do not use
pre-commit reviews (pre-commit: 46%, 61 teams; post-commit: 54%, 72 teams). There is only
one respondent whose team uses a review scope that is larger than a user story/requirement.
The survey did not focus on Fagan-style Inspection [117] and, therefore, the current analysis
cannot tell for sure whether a team uses a fully-fledged Inspection process to review code. To
estimate an upper bound on the number of teams doing Inspection, a number of necessary
conditions that would hold for those teams (see Table 4.1) were combined. Only 2% (3/141;
confidence interval 0 - 6%) of the teams have a process that approximates Inspection in that
way. Because much existing research on modern/change-based code review is based on open-
source development or agile teams, I also checked whether there is a difference in the use of
change-based review between open-source and closed-source products and between agile and
classic development processes. There is no statistically significant difference in either case.
Apart from their description of a change-based review process as referred to in Table 4.1,
Rigby and Bird consolidated three further convergent review practices:
1. “Contemporary review usually involves two reviewers. However, the number of review-
ers is not fixed and can vary to accommodate other factors, such as the complexity of a
change.” [318]: The survey results support the finding that the usual number of reviewers
is low, indeed the numbers are even lower than Rigby and Bird’s.1 The average usual
number of reviewers in the sample is 1.57, the median is 1 reviewer. With regard to the
accommodation of other factors when determining the number of reviewers, 51% of the
teams (47 of 92) named at least one rule that they use to adjust the number of reviewers
in certain situations. The most commonly used rule is to decrease the number of review-
1The numbers are not fully comparable: Rigby and Bird looked at the actual number of reviewers in a large
sample of reviews, whereas the survey asked for the usual number of reviewers in a review.
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Figure 4.1: Interaction during Reviews
ers or to skip code review completely when the code change was implemented using pair
programming: Such a rule is used in 36% of the teams.
2. “Contemporary reviewers prefers [sic] discussion and fixing code over reporting defects.” [318]:
Figure 4.1 shows how the surveyed teams usually interact during a review. Depending on
how many of the teams discuss code during review meetings, between 55% and 81% of
the teams have a review process that includes discussion of the code. Regarding fixing
the code, 54% (84 of 157) of the respondents indicate that reviewers sometimes or often
fix code during a review. This pragmatic attitude towards the classic boundaries of code
review also shows up when 76% (69 of 91) of the respondents state that the reviewer
executes the code for testing during review at least occasionally.
3. “Tool supported review provides the benefits of traceability, when compared to email based
review, and can record implicit measures, when compared to traditional inspection. The
rise in adoption of review tools provides an indicator of success.” [318]: In the survey
sample, 59% of the teams (96 of 163) use at least one specialized review tool. 33% (54 of
163) use only general software development tools, like ticket system and version control
system, for review. 13 respondents indicated no tool use.2 The ability of specialized review
tools to record implicit measures might be one of their benefits, but it is seldom used in
practice. Only 5% (4 of 88) of the teams systematically analyze review metrics. Further
details on tool use are given in Chapter 7.
4.3 Desired and Undesired Review Effects
Reviews are used not only for finding defects, but for a variety of reasons. This section
presents these desired effects, and also the undesired potential side-effects. The described effects
were mentioned in the interviews as generally relevant to a team or organization as a whole.
Besides these, there are also effects mostly relevant to single developers (e.g., “solving a specific
problem”). This thesis does not describe those single developer effects, as they are of minor
importance for regular code reviews. An overview of the team level effects is shown in Table 4.2.
Better code quality (desired) Reviews are expected to have a positive effect on internal
code quality and maintainability (readability, uniformity, understandability, etc.). This
effect results most directly from checking and fixing the found issues. Furthermore, the
interviewees claim a preventive effect which leads developers to take more care in writing
code that will be reviewed. Lastly, a better distribution of knowledge increases uniformity
(see “Learning” below).
2A weakness in the used questionnaire is that there was no explicit “We do not use any tool” choice available.
Therefore, the distinction between non-response and non-use of tools cannot be reliably made.
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Table 4.2: Overview of found desired and undesired review effects, with results from the survey.
Rank in Survey
Type Effect Mean Mode Distribution
Desired Better code quality 2.24 1 (37%)
Finding defects 2.79 1 (35%)
Finding better solutions 4.09 5 (21%)
Learning (author) 4.38 5 (23%)
Learning (reviewer) 4.49 6 (28%)
Sense of mutual responsibility 4.72 6 (21%)
Complying to QA guidelines 5.29 7 (45%)
Undesired Increased cycle time 1.79 2 (41%)
Staff effort 2.08 2 (36%)
Offending the author / Social problems 2.13 3 (45%)
Finding defects (desired) Reviews are expected to find defects (regarding external quality
aspects, especially correctness). This is seen as particularly important for defects that are
hard to find using tests, such as concurrency or integration problems.
Learning of the reviewer (desired) Reviews are expected to trigger learning of the review-
ers: They gain knowledge about the specific change and the affected module, but also
more general knowledge on the coding style of the author and possibly new ways to solve
problems. In this way, regular review shall lead to a balancing of skills and values in the
team.
Learning of the author (desired) Reviews are expected to trigger learning of the authors:
They get to know their own weaknesses (sometimes as simple as unknown coding guide-
lines). Furthermore, they learn new possibilities to solve certain problems, for example
using libraries they did not know about: “You just don’t develop [better skills] if other peo-
ple don’t look at [your code].”I.12
3 Additionally, they learn something about the reviewers’
values and quality norms for source code. Like the previous point, regular review shall
consequently lead to a balancing of skills and values in the team.
Sense of mutual responsibility (desired) Reviews are expected to increase a sense of col-
lective code ownership and to increase a sense of solidarity: “. . . that it’s not a single
person’s code, but that we strengthen the feeling of having a common code base”I.10
Finding better solutions (desired) Reviews are expected to generate ideas for new and bet-
ter solutions and ideas that transcend the specific code at hand.
Complying to QA guidelines (desired) There can be external guidelines that demand code
reviews or even certain styles of code reviews. Such guidelines may be safety regulations
and standards or customer demands in the case of contractors.
Staff effort (undesired) Performing reviews demands an investment of effort that could be
used for other tasks.
Increased cycle time (undesired) Performing reviews increases the time until a feature is
regarded “done”. This increase can be split into the time needed until the review starts,
the time for the review itself and finally the time until the found issues are corrected.
3Interviewee IDs are from Table 3.2
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Offending the author (undesired) The author can feel offended (or discouraged) when his
or her code is reviewed or when issues are found. Although this effect is mostly undesired,
one of the interviewees explicitly mentioned a case where an individual used reviews as
a form of bullying and intended to offend the author. A related effect occurs when the
reviewers refrain from noting certain issues because they fear offending or discouraging
the author: “Then unfortunately you always have to give them so many review comments.
Then one always feels bad, because you think they think ’they always beat me up’.”I.10
As stated at the start of this section, the above-mentioned effects are based on the interviews.
In a study at Microsoft, Bacchelli and Bird [18] also studied reasons for performing code reviews
and found a similar set of intended effects.
♦
Summing up, this chapter provides the definitions for code review and its subtype regular,
change-based code review. It shows that review based on code changes is dominating in practice.
Developing better tool-based support for these processes is the main focus of this thesis. A
second contribution that is reused on several occasions is a set of common goals that teams
usually try to reach with reviews.
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5
Use and Non-Use of Reviews – Culture
Beats More Efficient Tools
Review tools can help teams that already use code reviews. But another option to improve
the state of the practice would be to have teams that currently don’t use reviews introduce them
for their benefit. This section presents the results on RQ5: “Why are code reviews used or not
used by industrial software development teams?” It turns out that making reviews more efficient
will probably have little impact on review adoption, as the main influence is the company’s and
team’s culture.
5.1 Triggers of Review Introduction
This section deals with the causes for the introduction of code reviews. According to the in-
terviews, introduction of reviews was done mostly as a reaction to a problematic incident: There
had been quality issues regarding correctness or maintainability I .2 ,5 ,7 ,10 ,12 ,21 ,24 (“It started this
way: There was a mail from the project manager that there are these [quality] problems, and that
we want to solve them [with reviews].”I.2), quality standards in the team were diverging I .11 ,13
or some changes were perceived as risky or insecure I .4 ,21 . Another trigger is demand for code
reviews by an external stakeholder I .19 , or positive experiences with reviews in the past I .13 ,24 .
In many cases, a single developer initiated a discussion on the introduction of reviews in the
(at least partly self-organizing) team, which was followed by an ‘experimental’ introduction of
reviews I .4 ,7 ,24 : “Some day we realized: The code doesn’t look the way we want it to. I don’t
remember it exactly, I think we did it in the retrospective, but it could have been in a discussion
at the coffee maker, too. Where we said: We have to do something, and then somehow reviews
came to our mind.”I.24
On the other hand, when no problem was perceived, there was reluctance to introduce
reviews I .4 ,13 ,15 ,18 : “It’s just this way, . . . everybody has his tasks, and when it works it’s fine.
And you don’t take the time to do [reviews].”I.15; “Eventually, because everything works quite
well, . . . there’s no need for action.”I.4.
“Perceived problem” means that there was a gap between some goal and reality. The goal
is influenced by a role model (like another team/project I .2 ,13 or a professional movement like
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‘clean code development’ I .10 ), the product/project context I .2 ,4 ,8 ,18 ,20 (e.g., ‘Which quality
level is needed for the customer?’), the team members’ personalities I .1 ,11 ,13 ,18 and the team’s
culture I .1 ,2 ,5 ,11 ,15 ,16 ,18 .
Generally spoken, the introduction of code reviews or changes to the code review process are
done when (and only when) this topic area moves into the focus of the team or its management
as being ripe for improvement. In addition to an ad hoc reaction to a perceived problem, this
can also be triggered by a continuous improvement process I .7 ,11 ,24 (e.g., agile retrospectives).
Hypothesis 5.1. Code review processes are mainly introduced or changed when a problem,
i.e., a gap between some goal and reality, is perceived.
5.2 Inhibitors of Review Introduction
In cases where regular reviews were not used, the interviewees named several factors that
inhibited their introduction. The most basic case is when there is nobody who could review
the code, either because there is no other person in the project or because the culture fosters a
strong separation of responsibilities I .9 ,10 ,15 .
Another category of inhibitors are problems that are generally associated with change: There
is resistance to change among the people concerned I .16 . Lack of knowledge and corresponding
insecurity I .16 ,18 belong to this category, too. Furthermore, performing a process change con-
sumes effort, leading to conflicts with other projects and tasks I .12 ,18 . The effort for a process
change varies widely and can be substantial in bureaucratic organizations I .18 .
More specific to reviews, there is a weighing of the desired and undesired effects. One
important factor is the fear of social problems: A general fear of being rated, or fear of annoying
certain (key) developers I .1 ,18 : “I don’t know it definitely, but what I hear again and again, and
the impression I get is: The people have fear of others looking at their code and telling them
they did it badly.”I.1; “With developers that are in the business for a long time, it’s difficult.
You often have the attitude that it’s their code, it belongs to them, and you shouldn’t meddle
with it.”I.18 Where fear of social problems is not dominating, there remains the needed time and
effort facing the expected benefits I .4 ,15 ,22 ,23 .
Hypothesis 5.2. When code reviews are not used at all, this is mainly due to cultural and
social issues. Needed time and effort are another important, but secondary, factor.
Hypothesis 5.2 can be triangulated with data from the online survey. I determined the sub-
set of factors that are the best predictors for the distinction between teams that use reviews
and teams that have not used reviews so far. The selection was done using Weka’s ‘CfsSub-
setEval’ [404]. Based on the resulting set of seven factors, a logistic regression model was built
with R [308]. Table 5.1 shows the respective model statistics. Four of the influential factors can
be considered as aspects of the team’s or company’s culture: A defined (not ‘ad hoc’) devel-
opment process, use of static analysis, a preferred knowledge distribution of generalists instead
of specialists, and a positive error culture. It may seem questionable to consider “use of static
analysis” as a cultural factor, but the decision is backed up by a principal component analysis of
the contextual factors. The two main dimensions of the results can be seen in Figure 5.1. In this
analysis, “use of static analysis” is similar to aspects of quality and long-term orientation and
orthogonal for example to the severity of defect consequences. Nevertheless, the reader should
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Table 5.1: Regression coefficients and analysis of deviance statistics for a logistic regression model to
predict review use vs non-use. Factors written in italic are cultural factors. All factors are binary.
Factor Coefficient Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Deviance p (χ2)
(Intercept) -4.3604 106 105.968
Development process not “ad hoc” 1.7857 11.5957 105 94.372 0.0007
Use of static analysis (code quality
culture)
2.0575 14.7884 104 79.584 0.0001
Team size 5 or larger 1.6489 6.5211 103 73.063 0.0107
Preference to “generalists” instead
of “specialists”
1.2725 4.8392 102 68.223 0.0278
Type of software is neither “games”
nor “research”
18.4912 5.1486 101 63.075 0.0233
Positive error culture 2.4576 5.2481 100 57.827 0.0220
Team works spatially distributed 0.7652 0.7472 99 57.079 0.3874
Figure 5.1: Principal Component Analysis of the contextual factors based on the survey data (projection
on the two main components). Use of static analysis is similar to various aspects of quality orientation
and orthogonal to defect consequences in the shown main dimensions. Unlabeled arrows are other factors
from the survey.
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keep in mind that principal component analysis and stepwise factor selection are not able to
show a direct causal relationship.
Performing reviews normally decreases fear of social problems as well as the problems them-
selves: Fear is reduced due to habituation, the ability to accept criticism is increased and the
corporate feeling is improved I .11 ,24 (“[There have been problems], right at the start, when [re-
views] were introduced. Especially here, where we develop software for fifty years and have some
old veterans. . . . But this learning process has advanced considerably, and now the positive effects
of a code review prevail for everybody.”I.11). The needed time and effort does not decrease as
much. This could explain the observation that although culture and social problems are the top
reason to refrain from starting reviews, a negative assessment of costs versus benefits dominates
when reviews are stopped again I .4 ,19 ,20 .
Hypothesis 5.3. The importance of negative social effects decreases with time when re-
views are in regular use.
When reviews are stopped, this has most often been described in the interviews as “fading
away”I.1,3,7,13,19 and was seldom an explicitly stated directive. The survey asked the teams
whether they are currently using code reviews. Teams not using code reviews were subdivided
further: Have they never used reviews before, and if so have they never thought about it or did
they explicitly decide against review use? Or did they stop using reviews in the past, and if so
was this an explicit decision or did the review use “fade away”? Figure 5.2 shows the results:
With a share of 78% (186 teams), the majority of teams is currently using code reviews.1 38
teams (16%) have never used code reviews so far, 8 of them because there was an explicit decision
against their use. In 16 teams (7%), the use of code reviews ended, but in only one of those
teams this was an explicit decision.
The risk of fading away seems to increase when developers have to perform a conscious de-
cision every time they want to get a review. When taking this decision, there are immediately
observable costs, while many benefits materialize only in the long term. This fits to the obser-
vation that the effects with personal short-term benefits dominate in the cases doing irregular
reviews I .3 ,4 ,14 ,15 ,23 . When reviews are institutionalized, the risk of fading away is reduced: A
fixed integration of reviews in the process and a tool that supports this process impedes decisions
against reviews, and regularly performing reviews leads to routine and habituation. This also
fits the observed cases, where all teams doing frequent reviews have institutionalized them in
their development process.
1This number is likely biased, see Section 3.4.
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Figure 5.2: Survey results on use of reviews and reasons for non-use
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Table 5.2: Review triggers vs review continuation
Trigger Reviews in use Review use faded away
Manager 7 3 (30%)
Reviewer 14 2 (13%)
Author 38 4 (10%)
Rules/conventions 103 3 (3%)
Hypothesis 5.4. Code review is most likely to remain in use if it is embedded into the
development process (and its supporting tools) so that it does not require a conscious
decision to do a review.
The results from the survey can be used to test a subset of this hypothesis: The risk that code
review use fades away depends on the mechanism that is used to determine that a review shall
take place: This risk is lower when rules or conventions are used instead of ad hoc decisions.
To test this hypothesis, two sub-samples from the survey are compared: Teams currently
doing code reviews, and teams where review use faded away. The survey also asked how it
was decided whether a review should take place: By fixed rules or conventions, or ad hoc on a
case-by-case basis. For the ad hoc triggers, the survey further distinguished triggering by the
reviewer, the author or a manager. There was the possibility for respondents to select “other”
and enter a free-text description.
Of twelve teams that answered this question for which review use faded away, three used rules
or conventions and the remaining nine used ad hoc decisions. For the 162 teams currently using
reviews, the relation was 103 with rules/conventions compared to 59 without. Put differently, the
risk to be in the “fade away” subsample increases from 2.8% with rule triggers to 13.2% with ad
hoc triggers, a risk ratio of 4.7. The exact Fisher test of the corresponding 2x2 contingency table
results in a p-value of 0.0124, therefore the difference is statistically significant at the 5% level.
Table 5.2 shows the detailed numbers for the different review triggers. An interesting side-note
is that having managers trigger reviews seems to be especially prone to discontinuation.
Another possible explanation for the higher share of teams with ad hoc triggers in the “fade
away” subsample would be a generation effect: Teams that introduced reviews more recently
could use rule triggers more often. Therefore, teams that have used reviews for less than a year
were compared with those that used them for two years or more. Of 45 teams with brief review
use, 25 use rules (56%). For teams with long review use, the share is 49 of 75 (65%). This
higher share of rule use for longer review use supports Hypothesis 5.4 and opposes the stated
generation effect.
5.3 Comparison to Related Work
The found results confirm some previous studies and challenge or extend others. The current
section discusses the results in comparison to related work as well as to more general theories.
Harjumaa et al. [162] studied characteristics of and motivators and demotivators for peer
reviews. The study is based on twelve development divisions from ten small Finnish software
companies. Interviews were performed in a structured fashion, based on a questionnaire devel-
oped using information from the literature, and analyzed mostly quantitatively. The authors
examined motivators for review, with defect detection being the most important one. The only
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obstacle they identified as relevant is lack of time and resources. They did not examine cultural
or social issues in depth.
In his book “Diffusion of Innovations” [324], Rogers describes a general theory of the mecha-
nisms behind the spread of new ideas and improvements, based on a large body of empirical work
from several disciplines. Diffusion is described as a process of communication in social networks.
Others’ opinions and experiences are most important when deciding if to adopt, but they also
influence the knowledge of innovations. The rate of adoption of an innovation is influenced by
several of its characteristics: Relative advantage compared to current solutions, compatibility
to values, experiences and needs, complexity, trialability and observability.
Code reviews are part of the general software development process, and introducing code re-
views is a special case of software development process improvement. Therefore, it is interesting
to compare the results to general studies on this topic. In Coleman’s study of software devel-
opment process formation and evolution in practice [79, 80], he observed that process change
is triggered by “business events”, often problems. This is similar to Hypothesis 5.1. After a
change, “process erosion” occurs until a “minimum process” is reached. In the studied cases,
major erosion occurred only when code reviews had not been institutionalized (Hypothesis 5.4).
Like this thesis, Coleman found that software process is influenced by cultural issues (“man-
agement style”, “employee buy-in”, “bureaucracy”, . . . ) as well as business issues (“market
requirements”, “cost of process”). However, in his area of research cost of process was dominat-
ing, while this thesis found a dominance of cultural and social issues among inhibitors of review
use. This can possibly be explained by the more social and subjective character of code reviews.
Some other sources also support Hypothesis 5.4: Komssi et al. [205] describe experiences at F-
Secure where document inspections were not integrated into the process and were abandoned as
soon as the champions lost their interest. Land and Higgs [219] describe the institutionalization
of development practices in a case study of an Australian software company.
♦
Summing up, this chapter studied to what degree better review support could lead to higher
review adoption, based on empirically grounded hypotheses on why reviews are introduced and
stopped. Non-introduction of reviews is mainly influenced by cultural and social issues and fit
to the context, so that better review support is unlikely to increase review introduction much.
Stopping of reviews, instead, is often not an explicit decision but a ‘fading away’. By using rules
and conventions to trigger reviews, the risk of ‘fading away’ can be substantially reduced. This
is a strong point of tool-supported change-based review processes.
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6
Variations in Industrial Review Processes
Although industrial review processes are converging, there is a lot of variation in the details.
The next section answers RQ6.1 (“How can the variations between code review processes of dif-
ferent teams and companies be systematized?”) and presents a model to classify these variants.
A single dimension is not adequate to capture the variation. Instead a multi-dimensional model
is used, based on several so called ‘facets’ of the process. But where does the variation come
from, and which factors determine the review process? The later parts of this chapter address
RQ6.2 by discussing these questions, and compare the results obtained from the empirical data
with findings from the literature.
6.1 A Faceted Classification Scheme of Change-Based Code Re-
view Processes
Common classification schemes for review processes use simple labels like “Inspection”,
“walkthrough” or “passaround” to classify types of review processes as a whole. Such a one-
dimensional taxonomy simplifies discussions, but it is inadequate for describing the variations
without losing a lot of information. Therefore, this thesis proposes a faceted classification scheme:
A review process is described by the combination of values for a number of facets/dimensions.
Because the data led to a large number of facets, the scheme is grouped into thematic categories.
Figure 6.1 shows the groups, the contained facets and the possible values for the facets. The
thematic categories in the classification scheme are:
Process embedding The first group of facets contains aspects that vary with regard to how the
code review process is embedded into the rest of the development process, i.e., when and
in which way a review is triggered and which influences it has on other process activities.
Reviewers The facets belonging to this group describe differences regarding the selection of
reviewers.
Checking The facets in this group describe variations regarding the central activity of a code
review: Checking the code. Like in the rest of the scheme, only variations in the codified
processes of the teams are described. Personal differences in the checking habits of the
individual reviewers are out of the scope of the classification scheme.
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Regular, Change-Based Code Review in Industry
Process Embedding (B.1)
Unit of work:
release or story/requirement or task or push/pull/combined commit or singular commit
Tool support/enforcement for triggering:
tool or conventions
Publicness of the reviewed code:
post-commit review or pre-commit review
Means to keep unreviewed changes from customer releases:
organizational or pre-commit review or release branch
Means to ensure swift review completion:
priority and/or wip limit and/or time slot and/or author’s responsibility
Blocking of process:
full follow-up or wait for review or no blocking
Reviewers (B.2)
Usual number of reviewers:
1 or 2 or 1 + author
Rules for reviewer count / review skipping:
component and/or author’s experience and/or lifecycle phase and/or change size
and/or pair programming and/or reviewer’s choice and/or author’s choice
Reviewer population:
everybody or restricted or fixed
Assignment of reviewers to reviews:
pull or push or mix or fixed or discussion or random
Tool support for reviewer assignment:
no support or reviewer recommendations
Checking (B.3)
Interaction while checking:
on-demand or asynchronous discussion or meeting with author or meeting without author
Temporal arrangement of reviewers:
parallel or sequential
Specialized roles:
roles and/or no roles
Detection aids:
checklists and/or static code analysis and/or testing
Reviewer changes code:
never or sometimes
Feedback (B.4)
Communication of issues:
written or oral only or oral stored
Options to handle issues:
resolve and/or reject and/or postpone and/or ignore
Overarching Facets (B.5)
Use of metrics:
metrics in use or no metrics use
Tool specialization:
general-purpose or specialized
Figure 6.1: Overview of the classification scheme. Each gray box is a facet. Possible values are written
in small caps. Values separated by “or” are alternatives, values separated by “and/or” can be combined.
A tuple with values for all facets describes a review process. (based on [38])
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Feedback Feedback in the form of review remarks is the main output of the checking. The
facets in this group summarize differences in the handling of feedback between the team’s
review processes.
Overarching facets The facets in this group pertain to aspects that span the whole code
review process, for example the use of review tools.
The details of the various facets are not described in the current chapter, but are available
in Appendix B.
6.2 Factors Shaping the Review Process
Observing the variation in review processes, the question of the sources of this variation
comes up. This section presents hypotheses on factors that shape the review process. But it
also describes weaknesses of these hypotheses, as they could not be fully validated in the online
survey. An important partial result for the rest of the thesis is that model processes are an
important factor shaping the details of the process, and that review tools are an important
source for these model processes. Scientific publications, on the other hand, seem to have little
direct influence on practice.
When a change in (or introduction of) the review process is triggered, a small number of
possible solutions is examined I .5 ,7 ,17 ,24 (see also Section 6.2.3). Each possibility has to satisfy
mainly three criteria: It has to fit into the context of the team I .4 ,5 ,9 ,12 ,17 ,24 , and it has to
be believed to provide the expected desired effects I .3 ,6 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,14 ,19 ,21 ,22 ,23 while staying in the
acceptable range of undesired effects I .4 ,6 ,7 ,9 ,10 ,14 ,18 ,19 ,21 ,22 . These general relationships are
visualized in Figure 6.2. The term “effect level” shall indicate that the team is looking for a
solution that is “good enough” with regard to the desired effects and “not too bad” with regard
to undesired effects I .10 ,12 ,13 . Influences between the contextual factors are not included in the
diagram.
The factors forming the context are divided into five categories: “culture”, “development
team”, “product”, “development process” and “tool context”. The following text describes the
factors extracted from the interviews. It also gives examples for their influence on the review
process.
The category “culture” subsumes conventions, values and beliefs of the team or company.
The following inter-related factors belong to this category:
Collective Code Ownership In companies with full collective code ownership, every devel-
oper can and should work on every part of the code. At the other end of the spectrum are
companies where only a designated module owner is allowed to change certain parts of the
code. As an example, this directly influences whether a reviewer is allowed to fix minor
issues on his own during the review I .2 ,5 ,6 ,8 . It also influences the importance of clarity of
the code to other developers, which indirectly influences the intended level of code quality
to be reached by reviews.
Intended knowledge distribution The intended knowledge distribution is closely related to
collective code ownership. When every developer should be able to work on every part of
the code, knowledge has to be distributed broadly. This increases the need for review as a
means of knowledge distribution I .11 . Many interviewees believe that face-to-face commu-
nication is better suited for knowledge distribution than written feedback I .4 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,11 ,21 .
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Code review
process
Used review
tool(s)
Intended/Acceptable
levels of
review effects
Process used by
role models
Product:
Defect consequences
Contractual or legislative obligations
Complexity Development process:
Task-based/Story-based/Pull-based
Use of review alternatives
Rigidity
Release cycle
Tool context:
SCM
Ticket system
Development team:
Actual knowledge distribution
Spatial distribution
Culture:
Collective Code Ownership
Intended knowledge distribution
Long-term thinking
Quality orientation
Error culture
Figure 6.2: Main factors shaping the review process. Arrows mean “influences”. (Source: [39])
Long-term thinking An orientation towards the long-term success of the company or prod-
uct increases the importance of code quality and knowledge distribution and therefore
influences review process choices indirectly I .7 ,15 .
Quality orientation The balance between quality, effort and time-to-market differs between
teams and companies. When quality is considered to be of secondary importance, the effort
and time spent on reviews becomes an important factor, and vice-versa I .5 ,6 ,13 ,18 ,23 ,24 .
Error culture When errors are seen as personal failures of the author, this increases the risk
that the author feels offended by review remarks I .12 ,17 .
The category “development team” subsumes factors that characterize the development team:
Actual knowledge distribution The reviewer’s expertise is seen as an important factor for
its effectiveness in finding defects I .2 ,4 ,5 ,9 ,11 ,14 ,22 . Therefore, some teams choose to restrict
the reviewer population to experienced team members I .12 ,22 ,24 . Less experienced team
members often introduce more defects and benefit more from knowledge transfer through
reviews I .14 ,19 ,21 ,24 .
Spatial distribution Some teams work co-located, others are distributed. In distributed
teams, face-to-face interaction in reviews is harder I .4 .
The category “product” contains factors that characterize the requirements posed to the devel-
oped product. These factors have an indirect influence on the review process:
Defect consequences When defects have severe consequences, finding defects becomes more
important. The importance of finding defects influences for example the number of re-
viewers and the selection of certain experienced reviewers I .24 .
Contractual or legislative obligations When code reviews are mandated by a contract or
law, the review process is designed to satisfy these requirements I .20 .
Complexity When the developed code is not very complex, the intended levels of code quality
and defects can possibly be reached without doing regular code reviews I .8 ,18 .
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The code review process is a subprocess of the general development process and is influenced by
the other parts of this process:
Task/Story/Pull-based Some teams divide user stories into development tasks, while others
only use stories or only pull requests based on commits. A team can only choose between
tasks and stories as the unit of work to review when both are available in the development
process.
Use of review alternatives There are alternative techniques to reach the effects intended by
code reviews. A commonly used alternative for defect detection is testing I .6 ,12 ,14 ,20 ,23 ,24 .
Many teams use static code analysis on a continuous integration server to detect maintain-
ability issues I .2 ,3 ,6 ,8 ,11 ,23 ,24 . To find better solutions, many teams discuss requirements
and design alternatives before code review I .5 ,6 ,7 ,23 . Pair programming is another alter-
native to code reviews, often seen to provide similar benefits I .1 ,3 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,24 .
Rigidity When the development process leaves a lot of freedom to the single developer, tech-
niques like pull requests help to ensure that reviews are performed I .2 .
Release cycle When releases are very frequent, the acceptable increase in cycle time through
reviews is lower I .23 . Frequent or even “continuous” releases also demand techniques to
keep unreviewed changes from being delivered to the customer. This often means pre-
commit reviews/pull requests I .2 .
Tools used in the development team can reduce the possible choices of process variants:
SCM To use a pull-based review process, a decentralized source code management system
(SCM) is needed I .9 ,12 ,20 .
Ticket system The review process can only be codified into the ticket system’s workflows if a
ticket system is in use and supports customizable ticket workflows I .12 .
6.2.1 Effect Goals as a Mediator
In the preceding section, it could already be seen that some contextual factors influence the
review process directly by delimiting which process variants are feasible. Many others influence
it indirectly by influencing the intended/acceptable levels of review effects (“. . . , but which
processes you introduce is heavily linked to how valuable you perceive them”I.14; Figure 6.2).
Based on the interviews, many process variants are expected to promote certain effects, and
often also to impair others. This leads to conflicts between the effects. Consequently, the chosen
review process is influenced by the combination of intended effects. Some effects are seen as
more important than others, while others are seen as secondary or not pursued at all. This is
used to perform trade-offs while designing the review process. The resulting combination is not
constant for a team, but can be different for example for different modules or for different phases
of the release cycle.
Hypothesis 6.1. The intended and acceptable levels of review effects are a mediator in
determining the code review process.
An effect can be desired by the team or by a single developer. Only effects that are desired
by the team lead to a codification of the review process in form of a process specification or
conventions. This then leads to a more homogeneous process, while the review practices stay
inhomogeneous when they are driven largely by individual needs.
The process for selection of the review variants is not done comprehensively in most cases.
Most interviewees argued with positive and negative effects of certain techniques but did not
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include every effect into their consideration. And in some cases it seems that the primacy of a
certain effect is taken for granted, without stating it explicitly I .13 ,22 ,24 .
Hypothesis 6.1 was also tested based on the survey results. Following this hypothesis, one
would expect to find that the relative ranking of review effects influences the chosen variant
for some of the review process facets, that the team’s context influences the relative ranking of
review effects, and that this indirect effect is in most cases stronger than the direct influence of
context on review process facets.
I systematically checked each of the combinations of review effect and process facet that were
mentioned in the interviews [27]. For intended review effects, none of the checked interactions
were statistically significant, even at the 10% level and without Bonferroni correction. For the
relative ranking of undesired effects, some of the predicted effects had p-values smaller than
0.05:
• When “increased staff effort” is most unintended this makes a “very small review scope”
(i.e., more overhead due to a higher number of small reviews) less likely: risk ratio=2.2;
p=0.034.
• When “increased staff effort” is most unintended this makes “pull or mixed reviewer to
review assignment” more likely: risk ratio=1.6; p=0.037.
• When “increased cycle time” is most unintended this makes “review meetings” less likely:
risk ratio=2.8; p=0.006.
Those three interactions are also those with the highest risk ratio (i.e., effect size). Even
though they have p-values smaller than 0.05, none of them is statistically significant after Bon-
ferroni correction. A complete list of all tested interactions can be found in the survey study’s
online material [36].
Summing up, only 3 of 30 cases give some support for the expected relationship. Therefore,
there is little evidence that the intended and acceptable levels of review effects influence the
code review process, except in some narrow areas. Consequently, they cannot be mediators, and
Hypothesis 6.1 is not supported by the survey.
Due to the low statistical power and multiple threats, the analysis of this hypothesis is
problematic. Assuming that the non-finding is not caused by flaws in the data collection and
analysis, there are two explanations: (1) There is an effect, but the study checked the wrong sub-
hypotheses, or (2) the intended effects determine a team’s review process only to a small degree.
The second explanation is in line with Ciolkowski, Laitenberger, and Biﬄ’s conclusion that
many companies use reviews unsystematically [75]. It would also mean that ‘satisficing’ [249]
and orientation along experiences from peers and processes used by review tools are even more
important than noted earlier. There remains a lot of research to be done, both to find out
which process variants are best in a given situation, and to find ways to bring these results into
practical use.
6.2.2 Sources of Information
Until here, it was mainly described how the choice among the possibilities is performed, but
it remained open how the possibilities to examine are determined: The interviewees were asked
which sources, if any, they used to gain knowledge on reviews. Most did not explicitly look for in-
formation on reviews very often and also perceived no need for further information I .3 ,8 ,12 ,16 ,17 ,18 .
Own experiences in open source projects and experiences from colleagues were the most influential I .2 .
Overall, the following information sources were mentioned:
• colleagues or other teams in the same company I .2 ,13
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• open source projects I .9
• blogs and web pages I .1 ,10 ,21
• university education I .14
• practitioners’ journals I .1 ,15 ,18 ,24
• practitioners’ conferences I .24
• books on software engineering best practices I .15 ,24
6.2.3 The Influence of Model Processes
In addition to the sources of information mentioned in the preceding section, many of the
considered process variants were conceived without having an explicit source of information I .12 .
When choosing a review process, the number of examined possibilities was often quite low I .7 ,13 ,17 ,21 .
In many cases, only the possibility that first came to mind was examined, and only when
it was not suitable to reach the intended effect levels a search for further possibilities was
started I .7 ,8 ,13 ,21 .
This low number of examined possibilities is especially true for many of the minor decisions
involved in the choice of a review process. Mostly, the potential for improvement of these
process variations is regarded as minimal. Consequently, many of these minor decisions have
been justified by the interviewees with statements like ‘We tried it that way, it worked well
enough, so there is no reason to change it’ I .10 ,12 ,13 . This observation is similar to the one that
led to Hypothesis 5.1 (“change only on perceived problem”).
From another point of view, the observations described in the preceding paragraph also
mean that the initial choice of a possibility for consideration has a tremendous effect on the
final process. Among other things, this explains a pattern of ‘tool shapes process’ that occurred
several times IB ,IE ,IG,IH ,IS : A team selects a certain tool to support its review process. This
tool has certain ‘standard’ process variants. Consequently, the team mainly uses the standard
variants and only tries to circumvent the limitations of the tool (or looks for another tool) when
it expects a notable increase in effect level attainment or the standard is in conflict to fixed
contextual factors.
Hypothesis 6.2. Model processes known from other teams or projects or coming from
review tools have a large influence on many minor decisions shaping the code review process.
6.3 Comparison to Related Work
This section discusses the results in comparison to the related work as well as to more general
theories.
As already mentioned in Chapter 5, Rogers [324] describes a general theory of the mecha-
nisms behind the spread of new ideas and improvements. Others’ opinions and experiences are
most important when deciding if to adopt, but they also influence the knowledge of innovations.
This supports that review processes of familiar teams have a large influence (Hypothesis 6.2).
The rate of adoption of an innovation is influenced by several of the innovation’s character-
istics: Relative advantage compared to current solutions, compatibility to values, experiences
and needs, complexity, trialability and observability. Given these categories, the “intended re-
view effects” coincide with the perceived “relative benefit”, and the cultural issues inhibiting
review use can be seen as cultural incompatibility. Rogers also notes that “re-invention”, the
customization of an innovation to one’s needs, is another factor benefiting innovation adoption.
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All the variations in the interview study are essentially re-inventions of the basic notion of code
review.
Theories of ‘bounded rationality’, particularly ‘satisficing’, are used to explain decisions in
organizations [249]. They claim that humans typically do not choose an optimal solution, but
instead stop searching for further solutions when one is found that satisfies their needs. The
findings support this theory: A team does not search for the optimal review process, but instead
uses one that reaches the intended effect levels (Hypothesis 6.1).
Code reviews are part of the general software development process, and introducing code
reviews is a special case of software process improvement. Therefore, it is interesting to compare
the study’s results to general studies on this topic. Clarke and O’Connor combined several stud-
ies to develop a reference framework of factors affecting the software development process [76].
Compared to the classifications from the current thesis, they provide a lot more structure re-
garding environmental factors (“Organization”, “Application”, “Business”), but cultural factors
are mainly restricted to only two sub-categories (“Culture” and “Disharmony”). Further work
in similar areas has been performed by Sa´nchez-Gordo´n and O’Connor for very small software
companies [333], by Mustonen-Ollila and Lyytinen using diffusion of innovation theory as a guid-
ing framework to quantify some aspects of the adoption of information system innovations [277]
and by Orlikowski on the adoption of computer-aided software engineering tools [286].
Hypothesis 6.1 stated that the review process is tailored according to the pursued goals.
Tailoring of review processes has also been proposed in the research literature, for example in
the TAQtIC approach [100] with a focus on classical Inspection. And Green et al. [149] noted
that “[the pursued] value can change everything” with regard to tailoring software processes.
Porter et al. [301] observed that only a small share of the variance in review performance can
be explained by process structure, and Sauer et al. [336] arrive at a similar result by theoretical
considerations. This indicates that the choice to give little attention to the review processes’
details (Hypothesis 6.2) is likely a sensible one.
♦
This chapter shows the large amount of variation in industrial review processes and proposes
a classification scheme to systematize it. Furthermore, it provides grounded hypotheses on
the factors that influence the used process. In Part II, Chapter 8 uses these findings when
describing the partner company’s context and review process. Another important hypothesis
for this thesis is that there is a cyclic influence between review tool and used process – a chance
and a responsibility for tool creators.
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7
Tools and Techniques to Support Reviews
Researchers and practitioners alike have been looking for ways to support code reviews
for decades. One possibility is to support the reviewer during the checking of the code. Much
research in this regard was done under the label of ‘reading techniques’. These reading techniques
are introduced in the next section, as they are a predecessor of the computerized cognitive
support techniques of Part III. Besides the checking, support is also possible for the bookkeeping
and process management tasks. This is what most current code review tools focus on, and the
last two sections of this chapter provide an overview of research on code review tools (Section 7.2)
and of review tools used in current industrial practice (Section 7.3).
7.1 Code Reading Techniques
‘Reading techniques’ are a largely manual tool to support the reviewer. This section presents
related work on reading techniques, and also discusses their limited use in practice. There is
a multitude of reading techniques, and Table 7.1 shows an overview. Many of these reading
techniques share underlying mechanisms that are assumed to be the cause for their functioning.
These are:
Thoroughness Demanding that all artifacts of a certain type, or all artifacts satisfying certain
conditions, are reviewed.
Focus/Prioritization The reviewer shall focus on parts that are more important, for example
due to high business value or error proneness. Here, focus means a binary decision, whereas
techniques that use prioritization distinguish several levels of priority, up to a total ordering
of items.
Activation These techniques try to make the reviewer work actively with the document under
review, for example by writing test cases for requirements.
Reduce Overlap By focusing different reviewers on different aspects, the overlap between
multiple reviewers in a review team shall be reduced.
Include Documents The reviewer shall perform a comparison to other documents, for exam-
ple to the requirements for a design review.
Step-by-Step The technique gives a detailed step-by-step procedure how to perform the check-
ing, to make the process more repeatable and to guide inexperienced reviewers.
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Table 7.1: Reading techniques and their main mechanisms.
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Checklist-Based Reading [65, 117,
165]
checklist any F
Value-Based Review [231] checklist requirements P
Indicator-Based Inspections [114] checklist req./design • F • • •
Rigorous Inspection Method [234] checklist design • F • •
Abstraction-Based Reading [109] code • F • • •
Functionality-Based Reading [1] scenario code • F • • •
Perspective-Based Reading [24] scenario requirements • F • • •
Traceability-Based Reading [378] scenario design • F • • • •
Task-Directed Software Inspection
[193, 194]
code • • (•) •
Use-Case Based Reading [108] code F • •
Usage-Based Reading [373] design P • • •
Time-Controlled Reading [298] design P • • •
Inspection-Based Testing [401] design/code F • • • •
Test-Case Driven Inspection [113] requirements F • • •
Error-Abstraction and Inspection
[12]
requirements F •
Secondary Outcome The outcomes of the reviewer’s active work are meant to be useful on
their own. This is usually used to lessen the burden of Activation. In ‘task-directed
software inspection’, for example, the reviewers create documentation for the code under
review.
Defect Cause Analysis The reviewer shall explicitly consider defect root causes, like common
human errors.
There are two larger families of reading techniques, indicated by the ‘Type’ column in Ta-
ble 7.1: Checklists are used to focus reviewers on certain aspects and to ensure that these are
checked. Variants of scenario-based reading instead provide detailed descriptions how the re-
viewer should actively work with the document under review, often focusing different reviewers
on different roles to reduce overlap. Not all details of the techniques can be discussed here, but
a book by Zhu [414] and some earlier surveys [23, 25] provide in-depth discussions. Only few
of the reading techniques in the table explicitly focus on code reviews, and none deal with code
changes. Most reading techniques were developed in a time when review tools were in their
infancy, and there is still little computer-support for most of them.
The survey on review use in practice also contained questions to roughly assess the use of the
main families of reading techniques in practice. It is sometimes claimed that “checklist-based
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reading” is the prevalent reading technique in practice. The survey results do not support this
claim: Only 23% (22 of 94) of the respondents state that they use a checklist during reviews.
Only 7% (6 of 90) of the respondents state that they explicitly assign distinct roles to the
different reviewers. 72% (63 of 88) use neither checklists nor roles. Given the high research
effort that went into developing reading techniques, this result is disappointing. The results
from Chapters 4 to 6 hint at possible reasons:
• Reading techniques might not fit the context well: For example, assigning different roles
to different people is only useful when there is more than one reviewer, but often there
is only one. Creating tests during code review is useless when they are created during
implementation. Requirements or design documents can only be reviewed when they exist,
but many teams do not use them consistently. And none of the techniques is tailored for
the review of code changes.
• The choice of review process is influenced more by experiences and tools than by research
publications, and checklist-based reading is the only technique that is supported in at least
some of the practically used tools (see Sections 7.2 and 7.3).
• Many experienced developers dislike the tedious manual work and strict procedures asso-
ciated with many reading techniques. [226, 259]
All in all, this casts doubts on three of the mentioned mechanisms (Reduce Overlap, Secondary
Outcome, and Step-by-Step) for regular change-based code reviews. Empirical results whether
and under which conditions Activation is beneficial are inconclusive [99, 226, 402]. Of the
remaining mechanisms, Chapter 9 shows how the review tool developed in this thesis (CoRT)
supports Thoroughness and Include Documents. The identification of irrelevant change parts
(Chapter 15) helps to Focus the reviewer. Support for Defect Cause Analysis is not discussed
in detail in this thesis.
7.2 Research on Code Review Tools
This section presents the results of a semi-systematic literature review on code review tools.
Such a literature review provides an overview of central innovations and the development of
the field over time. It does not cover review tools not originating in academia, which form the
majority of tools used in practice today and which are discussed in the next section.
In the literature review, an extensive start set of research papers was systematically com-
pleted by forward and backward snowballing [235, 405]. The start set ([48, 49, 53, 59, 62, 63,
64, 70, 74, 93, 94, 95, 106, 112, 141, 155, 156, 163, 167, 168, 174, 185, 189, 217, 224, 225, 237,
239, 296, 297, 335, 359, 370]) consisted not only of articles on review tools, but also of earlier
literature reviews and overviews. Saturation was reached after three iterations. The review in-
cludes peer-reviewed publications that describe implemented code review tools, published until
November 2018. In particular, this excludes (1) tools that are only described in Master or other
student’s theses (e.g., [274, 407]), (2) tools that explicitly target the review of non-code artifacts
(e.g., [53, 151, 154, 156, 181, 209]), (3) descriptions how to apply general-purpose collaboration
or code exploration tools to reviews (e.g., [11, 98, 266, 306, 385]), and (4) publications that only
discuss concepts without at least a prototypical realisation (e.g., [103, 283]).
The literature review found 51 publications that describe 30 tools. They are shown in Tables
7.2 and 7.3. The earliest contribution, ICICLE, was also a substantial one and introduced many
of the central ideas of review tools: Presentation of the code under review, automatic remark
collection, and further support for process administration and bookkeeping. In addition, it
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Table 7.2: Review tools originating from academia (1/2). The tools are ordered chronologically, except
for successors of an earlier tool, which are marked by ↪→.
Tool Name Publ.
Year
Artifact
Type
Process
Integra-
tion
Interaction Evaluation Major Innovations
ICICLE/
TRICICLE
[62, 63, 64,
338]
1990 code no in-person
(ICICLE),
synchronous
(TRICICLE)
industry first published tool, code
presentation, remark
collection, process
administration support,
code cross-referencing,
navigation to background
knowledge, inclusion of
static analysis review
agents
InspeQ
[201, 202]
1991 code no none laboratory support for ‘phased
inspections’, checklist
integration
CSI [106,
251]
1991 generic no synchronous laboratory review of non-code
artifacts, support for
geographical distribution
↪→ CAIS
[252]
1994 generic no asynchronous laboratory
↪→ AISA
[359]
1997 generic no asynchronous industry inspection of graphical
artifacts
Scrutiny
[141, 142]
1993 code no asynchronous
or
synchronous
industry asynchronous
CSRS [185,
186]
1994 code no asynchronous laboratory collection of telemetry data
for research
HyperCode
[296, 297]
1997 code
changes
no none industry shows code changes,
browser-based
ASSIST
[237, 240,
270, 271]
1997 generic no asynchronous
or
synchronous
laboratory configurable process,
evaluation with controlled
experiment, defect content
prediction with
capture-recapture
WIPS [217] 1998 code no synchronous laboratory
WiP [161] 1998 code no asynchronous laboratory
↪→ WiT
[160, 370]
1999 generic no asynchronous laboratory
↪→ SATI
[159]
2001 generic no none laboratory
↪→ XATI
[167, 168]
2002 generic no none laboratory
InspectA
[269]
1999 code no asynchronous laboratory
AnnoSpec
[358]
1999 code no asynchronous laboratory showing annotations from
related code parts
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Table 7.3: Review tools originating from academia (2/2). Names in italics are author names of otherwise
unnamed tools.
Tool Name Publ.
Year
Artifact
Type
Process
Integra-
tion
Interaction Evaluation Major Innovations
IBIS [67,
222, 223,
224, 225]
2001 code no asynchronous laboratory
jInspect
[372]
2004 code no none laboratory support for usage-based
reading
ISPIS [188] 2004 generic no asynchronous laboratory reviewer recommendation
CIT [70] 2005 code no asynchronous laboratory support for scenario-based
reading
Nick [282] 2005 code no none laboratory
WAIT [93,
94, 95, 96]
2007 generic yes asynchronous
or
synchronous
laboratory process integration
CollabReview
[304, 305]
2008 code (no) asynchronous laboratory continuous feedback
SCRUB
[174]
2010 code no asynchronous
and
synchronous
industry
ReviewClipse
[48, 49]
2010 code
changes
yes asynchronous industry
CodeTalk
[360]
2010 code (no) asynchronous laboratory
Fistbump
[189]
2016 code
changes
yes asynchronous laboratory
Du¨rschmid
[112]
2017 code (no) asynchronous laboratory
The
Empire of
Gemstones
[335]
2017 code
changes
yes asynchronous laboratory gamification
contained features that are above the standard of many more recent tools, like support for code
cross-referencing, presentation of background knowledge, and the use of review agents based on
static code analysis. It was focused on Fagan-type Inspections, with mandatory synchronous
review meetings that had to be held in the same room. CSI, published shortly afterward, was
the first prototype tool to overcome this limitation and supported distributed review meetings.
With the introduction of asynchronous discussion by Scrutiny and of explicit support for code
changes in Hypercode, the features that define code review tools until today were established by
the year 1997. Asynchronous discussion has become the standard since then, in line with the
empirical findings from the 1990s that showed no substantial benefit of review meetings [187,
390].
Innovations also happened besides the main features: Certain publications brought support
for reading techniques, like checklists in InspeQ and usage-based reading in jInspect, or other
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extended support features, like support for re-inspection decisions in ASSIST. Further contribu-
tions are targeted towards research, like the collection of detailed telemetry data pioneered by
CSRS or the evaluation with controlled experiments, first performed for ASSIST. Many later
tools brought improvements in the details, adjustments to other technological bases, and occa-
sionally also re-inventions of earlier concepts. Recently, there have also been several prototypes
that try to overcome explicit reviews and move towards continuous feedback on code.
Whereas most early tools were stand-alone and not well integrated into the surrounding
process, integration with SCMs, ticket systems and IDEs has become more common in the last
ten years. Still, few tools from academia support reviews based on code changes, let alone fully
integrated regular change-based code reviews as defined in Section 4.1. As Tables 7.2 and 7.3
show, tools that were developed or evaluated with industry are in the minority, but this minority
was responsible for many of the central innovations.
7.3 The Use of Review Tools in Practice
The previous section presented a large number of review tools from academia. Now, it is
shown which tools are actually used in practice. The survey on the state of the review practice
(Section 3.3) asked development teams that perform reviews which review tools they use, if
any. Figure 7.1 shows the most prevalent answers. 33% of the teams (54 of 163) only use
general-purpose development tools during reviews. Among the specialized tools, the commercial
or service offerings from Atlassian, GitHub, GitLab and JetBrains take the lion’s share, with
Gerrit as only non-commercial open-source contender. For the most prevalent tools (Bitbucket,
GitHub, GitLab) the review support is only a sub-function of a general repository management
and development support suite.
To compare these tools, Table 7.4 shows some of their central features. It contains all tools
that were mentioned in the interviews or the survey, so that there is evidence that these tools
are used in industry, or at least were used in the last years. The information on the tools was
collected by trying them out, asking users, or looking up information from their websites. In
contrast to the majority of tools with an academic origin, most of the tools analyzed here provide
the integration with the SCM and the development process necessary to support regular change-
based code reviews. Most tools are limited with regard to the process variants they support:
0 10 20 30 40 50
only general development tools
Atlassian Stash/Bitbucket
GitHub
GitLab
Gerrit
Atlassian Crucible
JetBrains Upsource
54
32
26
12
11
11
7
Team count
Figure 7.1: Number of teams that use a certain review tool. Multiple mentions were possible. The
figure shows the most prevalent tools in the survey. Further mentions were: Team Foundation Server (3),
SmartBear Collaborator (2), Phabricator (2), Codeflow (1), Reviewboard (1), ReviewAssistant (1), pro-
prietary tools (4)
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Many focus on pre-commit reviews, and few have explicit support for multiple review rounds in
sequential review. Most of the tools are browser-based, and there is neither an IDE-integration
nor an alternative support for advanced code navigation and editing. For many of the tools, the
source code is not available or only available to paying customers, so the only way to adapt these
tools is by using their plugin APIs, or by using hacks like changing the displayed HTML with a
browser plugin. None of the tools provides the cognitive support features that are discussed in
Part III, i.e., automatic change part ordering, advanced identification of irrelevant change parts
and summarization of code changes.
♦
Summing up, the discussion in this chapter shows the ideas underlying various code reading
techniques, the core features that a review tool should possess, and also the limitations of current
tools with regard to supported process variants, tool contexts and extendability for research.
Section 7.2 also supported the design science research approach of developing innovative tools
in the interplay between research and practice. Part II of this thesis now describes how the
requirements of a specific company and the knowledge gained in Part I can be combined to
build a state-of-the-art review tool and platform for code review research.
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Part II
The Code Review Tool and Research
Platform ‘CoRT’
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8
Context for Action Research on Improved
Code Review Tooling: The Partner
Company
The goal of this thesis is to improve code review tooling in industrial practice. To this end,
it is of high value to be able to try out tool features in practice and to improve them iteratively.
The collaboration with a software company provided the chance to do so. A description of this
case-study context is needed for the discussion in later chapters, so the current chapter gives
details on this company setting. In the chapters that follow, the tool and the decisions that led
to its design are described.
The company is a medium-sized software company from Germany. It develops and sells a
software product suite, as well as related consulting and services. Many of its customers are
from the financial or public sector. The most severe consequence of defects can be financial
losses for the customers. The company employs around 70 people, of which about 18 are full-
time developers (growing from 14 in the year 2013, where the earliest empirical data used in
the thesis is from). The thesis author also worked part-time for the company during his PhD
studies and was a full-time employee before and afterwards.
In the year 2013, the SCM repository contained about 28,000 files and directories. Of
these, about 7400 are Java files with a total of about 950,000 lines of Java code1. In 2018, the
repository contained about 86,000 files and directories, of which about 20,000 are Java files with
about 2.3 million lines of Java code. Java is the primary implementation language; only recently
TypeScript was introduced as a second language for UI code.
The company’s development team has been using an agile scrum/scrum-ban process since
2008. Currently, sprints last three weeks, and there is a public release of the product at the end
of each sprint. There is a culture of collective code ownership, and the developers shall be able
to work as generalists on many parts of the code base. The team works mostly co-located. Code
quality is important, and code style, unit tests, and many other quality checks are performed
on a continuous integration (CI) server. The development is done trunk-based in a monolithic
Subversion repository. The company has a policy of a consistent development environment, for
1simply counting lines, not distinguishing between empty lines, comments, etc
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Figure 8.1: Basic state diagram for tickets (Source: [34])
example, all developers use a common setup of the Eclipse IDE.
The company introduced regular code reviews in 2010, and the general process stayed stable
over the last years. For almost every development task (ticket), a review is performed for the
corresponding code changes. When there are review remarks, these are usually addressed in
further commits for the same ticket. In the following, the review process is described along the
facets from the classification scheme that is introduced in Chapter 6:
Unit of work = Task: The team divides user stories into separate implementation tasks. A
review is performed for each such task. Besides, there are “bug” and “impediment” (i.e.,
internal improvement) change tasks that are reviewed, too. All change tasks are hosted as
tickets in Atlassian Jira.
Enforcement for triggering = Tool: Separate states in the Jira ticket workflow ensure that
a review candidate is created for each task. The relevant states are “ready for review”,
“in review”, “rejected” and “done”. Figure 8.1 shows the basic state diagram for a ticket.
Publicness of the reviewed code = Post-commit: A review is performed after the changes
are visible for other developers, i.e., after committing to the Subversion repository.
Means to keep unreviewed changes from customer releases = Organizational: Before
a release, reviews have higher priority and it is checked that all critical reviews are com-
pleted.
Means to ensure swift review completion = Priority: Open reviews have to be completed
before new work is started.
Blocking of process = Full Follow-Up: A ticket is not considered done before all changes
have been accepted by a reviewer.
Number of reviewers / Rules for reviewer count: There is usually one reviewer per ticket,
but for specific modules two reviewers are mandatory. Pair programming reduces the num-
ber of needed reviewers by one.
Reviewer population = Everybody: Every team member shall be available as a reviewer
for every change, albeit very inexperienced team members usually don’t review alone.
Assignment of reviewers to reviews = Pull: A reviewer chooses among the open reviews.
Tool support for reviewer assignment = No support: There is no decision support for
the choice between the open reviews.
Interaction while checking = On-Demand: The review participants only interact on-demand,
e.g., when there are questions regarding the code, and mostly asynchronously. Very rarely,
reviews are performed in an in-person meeting.
Temporal arrangement of reviewers = Sequential: Only one reviewer reviews a ticket at
a time and rework is done after each reviewer.
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Specialized roles = No roles: Even if there are multiple reviewers, they do not take on dis-
tinct roles.
Detection aids = Sometimes testing: Sometimes, reviewers perform a limited amount of
manual exploratory testing during reviews.
Reviewer changes code = Sometimes: The reviewers may change code during checking
and commonly do so for minor changes.
Communication of issues = Written: The found issues are mainly communicated in writ-
ing and stored in Jira.
Options to handle issues = Resolve, Reject: The author usually fixes observed issues right
away or decides together with the reviewer that the remark will not be fixed. Consequently,
review changes are almost always done in the same ticket as the original implementation.
Tool specialization = General-purpose, later Specialized: The traditional way of per-
forming reviews in the company is by looking at the source code changes in TortoiseSVN,
a graphical client for Subversion. In 2016 CoRT was introduced as a specialized review
tool that could optionally be used by the developers.
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9
The Code Review Tool ‘CoRT’
There are two alternatives for the review tool platform to use in the partner company:
Build upon an existing review tool, or implement a specialized tool. Section 9.1 describes why
the second option is chosen, based on major requirements for the tool. The created tool is
named CoRT. The sections after that describe CoRT from the perspectives of user (Section 9.2),
researcher (Section 9.3), and tool developer (Section 9.4).
9.1 Key Design Decisions
This section motivates key design decisions for CoRT: Why not build on an existing tool?
What main features are needed? Why extend the IDE?
The decision to not build on an existing tool is based on two main reasons: Existing tools
did not fit the partner company context well, and they were not easily extensible for research.
The analysis of existing review tools in Section 7.3 shows that they lack one or several features
needed in the context of the partner company: Support for post-commit reviews, integration
with Subversion, and streamlined Jira integration. It might have been possible to change the
company’s environment to accomodate for some of the limitations of the tools, but this would
have meant an invasive, big bang approach. By building a tool that fits well into the context, it
is instead possible to migrate to the new review tooling step-by-step. No developer is forced to
use CoRT.
Another drawback of the existing tools is that they are hard to extend with research features.
One is either limited to the public APIs, has to change the source directly, which is only possible
if it is available, or resort to hacks like changing the created HTML with browser plugins. A
further feature that is deemed important based on the interviews in Part I but missing from
most existing tools are IDE-like code navigation and support features.
The basic features of a review tool, like connecting to the ticket system, getting the code
changes and highlighting them in the IDE, are not hard to implement building upon open-
source libraries. Still, possible drawbacks of this decision are that there is a risk of spending too
much work on non-research implementation, and that there is no existing user base, meaning
less empirical data and less relevance of the development. The latter drawback is considered
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acceptable due to the focus on reviews in the partner company and in-depth research in its
context.
The core feature requirements for the tool were extracted from the analysis of existing tools
and the results of the interviews. The tool needs to manage the review process, determine the
changes that need to be reviewed, allow viewing these changes, and provide facilities to collect,
store and distribute review remarks. It is also found that cross-cutting requirements like good
performance and usability are important.
The interviews from Part I clearly show that developers desire IDE-like navigation features
for reviews. Still, many existing review tools are browser-based. It is certainly possible to
implement such features in a browser-based tool, with Upsource being a prime example. But
integrating the review tool into the IDE is a much easier way to gain these features. Specifically,
the partner company consistently uses the Eclipse IDE, so CoRT is implemented as an Eclipse
plugin. A drawback of this decision is that the tool is restricted to teams that use this IDE.
Although many parts of CoRT do not rely on Eclipse (see Section 9.4), adapting CoRT to a
different IDE is not as easy as adapting it to a different SCM or ticket system.
9.2 CoRT from the User’s Perspective
This section gives on overview on CoRT’s use and its main user interface components. Based
on the result of the interviews in Part I and the research by Myers et al. [278], it is a major
concern to provide a streamlined review experience with good usability. The user does not have
to focus on the minutiae of the bookkeeping, but can focus on understanding and checking the
source code.
CoRT builds on several of Eclipse’s standard UI mechanisms. One of these mechanisms is
that there are distinct ‘perspectives’ that can be customized for specific tasks, like programming
or debugging. CoRT adds two such perspectives, one for reviewing and one for fixing review
remarks. The fixing perspective contains two additional views, one with information on the
ticket and one with the review remarks. It is not discussed further in this thesis.
An example of the review perspective can be seen in Figure 9.1. CoRT provides several
views for the review perspective. The ‘review info’ view (Point 1 in Figure 9.1) shows general
information on the review and the reviewed ticket. It also links to the ticket itself, as a simple
means to implement the Include Documents feature from Section 7.1. As CoRT is integrated
in the Eclipse IDE, all of the IDE’s editors and views can be used during review. Point 2 in
Figure 9.1 shows how a portion of the code that needs to be reviewed is highlighted with a violet
background in the standard Java editor. Such a code portion is called ‘review stop’ in CoRT,
based on the tour-stop metaphor used in other publications [285, 337]. The ‘review content’
view (Point 3 in Figure 9.1) shows the hierachical tours and stops that need to be reviewed (see
Chapter 14), along with their classifications (see Chapter 15). This view also shows which of
the stops have already been reviewed and for how long, by using different shades of green on the
stop’s icons. The reviewer can directly navigate to a stop by clicking on it in the tree, or he or
she can navigate to the next non-reviewed stop. CoRT also indicates when all parts of the code
change have been reviewed. In this way, CoRT helps to reach the Thoroughness demanded in
Section 7.1 without burdening the reviewer with keeping track of what was reviewed.
Reviewing in the most recent version of the code, as shown in Point 2 in Figure 9.1, can
be argued to be beneficial because the most recent version of the code is also the one that will
be deployed. Furthermore, it allows integration with standard IDE features like code cross-
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Figure 9.1: Exemplary screenshot of CoRT’s review views. The example is based on a developer working
with two screens (upper and lower half of the figure).
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Figure 9.2: Interaction flow and main dialogs
referencing. But sometimes it is much easier to understand and verify a code change by looking
not only at the new state, but at the diff of the change. For these cases, the ‘review stop info’
view (Point 4 in Figure 9.1) shows a diff view of the stop. The final view shown in Figure 9.1
is the ‘summary of review content’ view that provides a textual summary of the changes to
be reviewed, which allows the reviewer to get an overview of the code change. This view was
implemented by Roman Gripp in his master thesis [150].
The main checking is done in the review perspective, but several other dialogs interact to
enable a streamlined review. Figure 9.2 shows an overview of the main interaction flow and
dialogs. The top-most dialog in the figure allows the user to select the ticket he or she wants
to review. After selecting a ticket, the respective commits are analyzed and CoRT shows an
overview of the commits. This dialog also displays when earlier reviews of the ticket happened,
and which of the stops CoRT would filter out (see Chapter 15). The user can adjust the selection
of commits and filters. At the end of the review, the user selects which transition in the ticket
workflow shall be used (for example ‘Review OK’ or ‘Reject’).
As shown in Chapter 4, a characteristic of regular, change-based code review is that subjec-
tive planning decisions have been replaced by team-wide rules and conventions. This demands a
team-wide configuration of most of CoRT’s settings. This configuration is stored in an XML file
that can be checked in to version control. Other settings, like passwords or cognitive preferences,
can be customized by each user based on Eclipse’s standard configuration mechanisms.
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CoRT supports me while reviewing
CoRT impedes me while reviewing
Figure 9.3: Mean ratings from longitudinal CoRT user surveys. Both results are from a 5-point scale,
from 1 (don’t agree at all) to 5 (totally agree).
Informal user feedback was gathered continuously since CoRT was deployed in the partner
company. Apart from that, I handed out brief surveys to gather anonymous qualitative and
quantitative feedback at four points in time. The three first surveys were done at the start of
the deployment, each spaced about half a year apart, and the last survey was done near the end of
the thesis timeframe two years later. Figure 9.3 shows the results from the questions on CoRT’s
utility. Having two questions might seem redundant, but apart from avoiding bias, this also
helped to stimulate responses both on things that are liked a lot and that need to be improved.
Among the positive things that cropped up most often are: The streamlined usability and
integration with the development context, the classification of review remarks (see Chapter 15)
and the tracking of reviewed portions of the change. Negative comments often revolved around
performance problems, the early diff views (see Chapter 11), and badly supported contexts, e.g.,
for programming languages that are not well supported by the installed Eclipse IDE.
9.3 CoRT as a Research Platform
The CoRT code review tool has two goals: To be a practically usable code review tool, and
to be a platform for research on better code review tooling. To act as a research platform, CoRT
includes software telemetry features, and it is extensible in several ways.
Software telemetry is an approach that uses instrumentation of software development tools
to collect metrics automatically and unobstrusively [412]. It was pioneered for review tools by
Johnson [185], with other contributions, e.g., by Halling et al. [154]. CoRT, too, is instrumented
to log various events on its use, for example when a review is started, the viewed file is changed,
code is executed, and many more. Each event contains a timestamp, a pseudonymized developer
ID, an identifier for the review session, the event type, and several fields depending on the type.
These events are centrally collected, and the collected data can then be processed further and
analyzed. The developers at the partner company could decide whether to activate CoRT’s
telemetry features. The collected data is used, for example, in the ordering study of Chapter 14.
The ‘Hackystat’ project at the University of Hawaii was a major milestone for software
project telemetry. To stay compatible to potentially existing tools of other researchers, CoRT
uses the same XML format as Hackystat [412]. A lightweight library that logs the events as files
on a shared network directory is a part of CoRT.
The second aspect that increases CoRT’s utility as a research platform is its extensibility.
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Figure 9.4: Component diagram for CoRT. To reduce clutter, dependencies inside the ‘core’ plugin are
not shown.
As a part of the Eclipse IDE, other Eclipse plugins can naturally be used in combination with
CoRT. But more specific extensions are possible, too: CoRT provides an OSGi extension point
for so called ‘configurators’. Plugins that implement this extension point can be configured
together with CoRT, and use this lifecycle to hook into further parts of CoRT’s API.
9.4 Overview of CoRT’s Internal Architecture
The following section describes the basic structure of CoRT’s source code and some key
mechanisms in its implementation. Figure 9.4 shows an overview of CoRT’s architecture. Each
top-level component is an OSGi plugin. For the ‘core’ plugin, the figure also shows the internal
package structure. Coloring is used to classify the components (inspired by Quasar [346]):
Common base components are shown in blue, algorithms for cognitive-support review tools that
are mostly independent from the development context are green, components that interface to
the user or to external systems are yellow, and glue code that assembles the components into
a working application is red. The blue and green parts are largely decoupled from the Eclipse
IDE. The responsibilites of the components are:
core.plugin is responsible for the lifecycle of the Eclipse plugin and for integrating the other
components into a working application.
core.config provides a mechanism for other components to be configurable based on a single
team-wide configuration.
core.ui is a large component with several sub-packages and provides the views, dialogs and
other user interface implementations of CoRT.
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core.viewtracking is responsible for tracking which parts of the code change have already
been visited, based on the user’s interaction with the IDE.
summary is a mostly independent plugin that provides the textual change summary view
developed in Gripp’s master thesis [150].
reminder is a largely independent plugin that informs the user when there are too many tickets
waiting for review, or when they are waiting for too long.
ticketconnectors.jira connects CoRT to the Jira ticket system to store review remarks, show
open reviews and interact with the ticket lifecycle.
ticketconnectors.file provides a simple file-based storage of tickets and review remarks, mostly
for testing.
changesources.git provides the ability to extract code changes from the git SCM.
changesources.svn provides the ability to extract code changes from the Subversion SCM.
core.irrelevancestrategies implements several strategies to classify code changes based on
their relevance for review. Further details on this topic are described in Chapter 15.
core.ordering implements several strategies to determine relations between change parts and
to find a good order of reviewing them. This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 14.
core.tourrestructuring provides strategies to combine the parts of the code change under
review into stops and tours. This is especially relevant when the same code portion was
changed in several commits.
core.preferredtransitions provides strategies that decide which ‘transition’ in the ticket work-
flow shall be pre-selected in the ‘End review’ dialog, based on the found remarks and the
contents of the review.
core.model implements the domain model and provides interfaces to customize parts of the
review process. Important parts of the domain model are the ‘changestructure’, dealing
with commits and the contained changes, and the tours and stops that are later created
based on the changes.
core.telemetry provides the telemetry functionality that is described in Section 9.3.
hackybuffer is the light-weight implementation of Hackystat’s XML format that is mentioned
in Section 9.3.
ordering implements the efficient ordering algorithm of Appendix D, independent from the
review domain.
reviewdata contains the domain model for review remarks, which is described below, and
allows serialization and deserialization of these remarks in textual form.
Figure 9.5 shows the model for review remarks that is used in CoRT, i.e., the model underly-
ing the ‘reviewdata’ component. It is based on the review practices of the partner company, and
on further input gathered from the interviews of Part I. With a sequential temporal arrangement
of reviewers (see Section B.3), the overall review data is split into several review rounds. In each
round, the reviewer(s) can add review remarks. These review remarks contain an initial textual
comment, and are bound to a certain position in the code base. Positions can point to a specific
line in a file (in the reviewed revision), but sometimes it is more adequate to consider a remark
to apply to a file as a whole, or even to the whole ticket (‘GlobalPosition’). A remark can spark
further discussion, which is modeled as a simple thread of additional comments. To mark a re-
mark as considered, the author can add a resolution to it, either stating that he or she fixed the
problem, does not agree with the remark (‘Rejected’) or needs further clarification (‘Question’).
Each remark is classified by the reviewer into one of several types: For remarks that demand
action (‘ToFix’), the reviewer can specify whether he or she regards addressing it as mandatory
(‘MustFix’) or just as a suggestion (‘CanFix’). Furthermore, there are remark types that do not
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Figure 9.5: Domain model for review data
demand an action from the author and just serve to convey information: Remarks that were
‘AlreadyFixed’ on-the-fly by the reviewer, remarks about positive aspects, and other remarks,
for example on process issues. The remark type ‘Temporary’ is special in that it is only used
during the review to store ideas that the reviewer wants to follow-up later during the review. In
this way, they help the reviewer to off-load mental load (see Chapter 12), and they could also
be used to store the results of static analyzer or other agent that should help the reviewer (see
Chapter 15).
♦
This chapter could only provide a brief overview of CoRT. It shows its utility from the user’s
perspective, reflected in very positive ratings, and also its features as a research platform and
how it is designed to be reusable and extendable by other researchers. CoRT’s full source code
is available online.1 The central findings gathered while designing CoRT are summarized in
abstract form in Appendix A. In addition, the next two chapters describe two studies done to
inform the design of CoRT, before Part III goes into details on its cognitive support features.
1https://github.com/tobiasbaum/reviewtool, licence: EPL
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10
A Simulation-Based Comparison of Pre- and
Post-Commit Reviews
In Chapter 6 it is shown that development teams are split between two process variants,
depicted in Figure 10.1: Some perform reviews after the code change has been integrated into
the main development branch (post-commit review), whereas others review before integration
(pre-commit review). This process choice has a large influence on a review tool such as CoRT,
and supporting both would be effortful. The partner company traditionally used a post-commit
review process. In recent scientific publications, pre-commit reviews are more prevalent, espe-
cially in the form of pull requests. Therefore, a simulation study is performed to show under
which circumstances pre- or post-commit review is better, and whether the partner company
should change its process. This chapter describes the basics of the study, its results, and its
limitations. Details on the simulation model are provided in Appendix C. This chapter uses
material from [34] and [35], joint work with Fabian Kortum, Kurt Schneider, Arthur Brack, and
Jens Schauder.
In the interviews for the Grounded Theory study in Part I, the developers named several
reasons why they believe that either pre- or post-commit reviews are more efficient:
• Pre-commit reviews find defects before they impede other developers.
• Pre-commit reviews might extend the cycle time of user stories, increasing the ‘work in
progress’ and consequently increasing task switch overhead. On this basis, Czerwonka et
      central/main
      repository
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      working
      copy
      commit/push
      review
      central/main
      repository
      local
      working
      copy
      commit/push
      review
Pre-Commit Review / 
Review Then Commit
Post-Commit Review / 
Commit Then Review
Figure 10.1: Different levels of publicness of the reviewed change: Pre-commit review and post-commit
review
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al. [85] criticize that “code reviews [...] often do not find functionality defects that should
block a code submission.”
• Post-commit reviews support the early and often integration of changes, better suiting the
mindset behind continuous integration and possibly reducing the risk of conflicts.
This chapter assumes that the best choice might depend on the context and that some of
these effects have a larger influence than others. Consequently, the research questions are:
RQ10.1. Are there practically relevant performance differences between pre-commit and
post-commit reviews?
RQ10.2. How are these differences influenced by contextual factors?
As these questions are still quite broad, they are further detailed in Section 10.1. The study
shall result in a better understanding of the effects responsible for performance differences. This
knowledge can then be used by the partner company and others to decide which variant is
adequate for their situation. To ease adoption, the knowledge is distilled into a set of simple,
practically usable heuristics.
A simulation-based approach is used to assess the research questions, instead of a controlled
experiment or a number of case studies. Performing a simulation permits to study a vast number
of different situations in a holistic way and with less effort than a large scale experiment.
In terms of related work, no other simulation studies explicitly target ‘modern’ change-
based code review, but many studies used simulation to examine classic forms of inspection and
review: Among these are system dynamics models, like the ones by Madachy [242] and Tvedt
and Collofello [381], as well as discrete event models, for example by Neu et al. [281] and Rus,
Halling and Biﬄ [329]. The requirements inspection process has been studied by Mu¨nch and
Armbrust [276], as well as Wakeland, Martin and Raffo [391].
Simulations have been used to assess other questions in the context of agile software devel-
opment: Turnu et al. [380] used a system dynamics model to investigate the effect of test-driven
development in open source development, and Melis et al. [262] built a model to analyze the
effects of test-driven development and pair programming. Anderson et al. [10] used simulation
to compare Scrum, Kanban and a classic process for a team at Microsoft. A comprehensive
overview of further software process simulation studies can be gained from the systematic liter-
ature reviews done by Zhang, Kitchenham and Pfahl [411] and Ali, Petersen and Wohlin [8].
10.1 Methodology
From a very high-level view, the ‘in silico’ study described in this chapter consists of two
iterations of the scientific cycle of induction and deduction: I start with mostly qualitative
empirical observations, create a simulation model (i.e., an executable theory) based on these
observations, use this model to deduce quantitative data, which can then be used to validate
the model but also as the starting point of another cycle, inducing heuristics and checking them
against the simulation results. A closer look reveals that each cycle, in fact, consists of several
iterations of refinement and validation.
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10.1.1 Performance Metrics
The term “performance difference” from this chapter’s general research question is too vague
to be used directly. Following the goal question metric paradigm, it is split into three questions
corresponding to the classic target dimensions of software projects: quality, cost/efficiency and
time to market. The chosen metric for quality is ‘number of issues found by customers per
story point’1. Efficiency is measured as ‘number of story points completed’ because the actual
effort (i.e., number of developers times simulated duration) is fixed for a given situation. Time
to market is measured as ‘mean user story cycle time’, i.e. the average time from the start of
a story to its delivery to the customer. The adequacy of these measures has been checked in
a questionnaire answered by twelve industrial software developers, a convenience sample taken
from the local Java User Group. The respondents also gave bounds for the differences that they
regard as practically relevant in the context of the study. The resulting intervals (and order of
importance) are ±7.5% for quality, ±10% for efficiency and ±15% for cycle time.
10.1.2 Iterative Creation of the Model
I used the model development process described by Ali and Petersen [7], in addition to the
guidelines from Law and Kelton [228] and Page and Kreuzer [291] to create the simulation model.
The conceptual model is based on review processes observed in practice. These observations
mainly stem from the interviews on the state of the practice described in Part I. The model was
reviewed and checked for face validity by two experienced practitioners, one using pre-commit
reviews and the other using post-commit reviews in his daily work. Both of these practitioners
are lead software developers and have worked at several different companies. One has about
eleven years of experience in industrial software development, the other about 19 years. The
reviews of the conceptual model were conducted as a walk-through [179]. Further validation
measures are described in Section 10.3.
The model is implemented as a discrete event simulation model using the DESMO-J simula-
tion framework [291]. Verification is done with a combination of several methods. Among those
are software engineering best practices like unit tests and code reviews. Additionally, a group
of three researchers (Baum, Kortum, Kiesling) checked parts of a simulation trace in detail by
enacting it. Several iterations of global variance-based sensitivity analysis were performed using
the method of Sobol’ [332]. Parameters that were shown to be of little influence were set to fixed
values. After several iterations for verification, I started to generate data to analyze the main
effects and derive heuristics. Details for this sampling process are described in Section 10.2.2.
10.1.3 Data Generation and Analysis
The model is parametric, with input parameters for the details of the development context,
for example, how skilled the reviewers are and how long it takes for customers to find injected
defects. Details for the parameters are described in Appendix C. For a given situation, the model
is executed both using pre-commit and post-commit reviews, and the relative difference for the
three output metrics is calculated. It is also executed without reviews, to be able to exclude
data points for which any type of code review is not advisable. The execution is repeated with
different random number seeds (using common random numbers [228] for variance reduction) to
1I first used ‘number of issues found by customers’, but this is highly correlated with the amount of work
finished.
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obtain a median difference and its confidence interval. Some more details on the data generation
are described in Section 10.2.2.
To extract the heuristics, I used an iterative process based on exploratory data analysis and
local sensitivity analysis: I formed working hypotheses, mainly by looking for correlations and
other distinctive patterns in scatter plots of subsets of the simulation results. These hypotheses
were then checked by two types of local sensitivity analysis [332]: For a single data point, one
factor at a time was increased and decreased, and two data points with opposing results were
systematically interleaved. This process led to an increased understanding of the model’s main
effects but was also quite effective as a further method of verification.
10.2 Results
To derive simple heuristics for the use in practice, the study analyzes a broad range of
different contextual factors. These results are shown in Section 10.2.2, but beforehand a specific
data point based on the partner company is analyzed.
10.2.1 Details for a Specific Data Point
The example in this section is based on data for the partner company. Some parameter
values were derived from the company’s ticket system and the rest is based on expert judgment.
All these values have to be taken with a grain of salt: The ticket system data likely contains
systematic biases, among others due to a tendency to forget to change a ticket’s state or to
pause working on a task without changing its state. The expert estimates are impeded by a lack
of intuition for some of the parameters. The detailed values can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 10.2 shows an output from a simulation run with these estimates. It shows simulation
time on the x-axis and the number of started and finished user stories as well as the number of
issues observed by the customer on the y-axis. The sharp drop in the diagram marks the end
of the warm-up period of 700 days. All counters were reset at that point. Only data collected
in the 600 working days (about 3 years) after that is used for further analysis. At the very
start of the simulation, the number of issues found by customers increases slowly due to the
associated delays in the model. After that, all values show a roughly linear rise, as expected for
a continuous Kanban process. It can be seen that for this data point, the warm-up period is by
far large enough. It is sized this large to allow the same value to be used for data points which
need a longer warm-up.
Table 10.1 shows the results after 42 simulation runs with different random seeds. For each
output dimension, the table shows the median relative difference, the median’s 99% confidence
interval and the minimum and maximum relative difference obtained. Efficiency is measured in
Table 10.1: Relative differences for the example data. A positive relative difference means that post-
commit reviews have the larger value. For efficiency, the larger value is better, for quality and cycle time
the smaller. All percentages have been rounded to the nearest integer for presentation.
Median Tendency Confidence interval Minimum Maximum
Efficiency 0% – −1% .. 1% −3% 6%
Quality −2% post −5% .. 1% −11% 10%
Cycle Time −12% post −15% .. −11% −22% −6%
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Figure 10.2: Example output from a simulation run: Stories and issues over time (Source: [34])
terms of ‘finished story points’, quality in ‘issues found by customers per story point’ and cycle
time by the ‘mean cycle time of a user story’. Those results show that the difference in terms
of efficiency and quality is very small for this data point. The difference in cycle time is much
larger, but still not practically relevant, according to the limits for practical relevance gained in
the respective survey (−15% to 15%).
10.2.2 General Results
To understand the influence of different contextual factors and to derive heuristics, a total of
289,230 random data points was sampled in the final analysis run. This was done after several
iterations of model verification, refinement and parameter exclusion through global sensitivity
analysis. To obtain a data point, each input value was sampled uniformly from an interval (see
Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C for the detailed intervals). These intervals were estimated
jointly by two researchers and two practitioners (one a developer from the partner company),
with a tendency to “if in doubt, enlarge”. For each sampled point, the simulation repeatedly ran
with different random number seeds at least 20 times. This process continued until a statistically
significant classification as one of ‘pre better’, ‘post better’ or ‘negligible (not practically relevant)
difference’ for each of the three target attributes was possible. Furthermore, it was checked that
the data point is not obviously unrealistic (more than 80% of the invested effort wasted on fixing
etc.) and that performing code reviews is beneficial at all. To err on the safe side, the number
of finished story points without review had to be higher than 110% compared to the next best
alternative to dismiss review. After excluding these cases, as well as those where statistical
significance was not reached after 2,000 repetitions, 50,901 data points remained. By far the
largest number of exclusions were situations in which almost no work was finished due to high
error rates and ineffective fixing. Based on these results and the combination of manual analysis
and local sensitivity analysis described in Section 10.1.3, I identified the main effects. They are
described in the following.
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10.2.2.1 Analysis for Quality
Regarding the number of issues found by customers per story point, there is one main effect
that leads to a practically relevant difference between pre- and post-commit reviews: Soon after
a change is committed, other developers can spot (or ‘stumble upon’) issues. The time between
this point and the delivery of the story is generally larger for post-commit than for pre-commit
reviews so that more issues are found outside of reviews. This effect is larger the higher the
chance that developers will really do so, e. g. they are really good at finding issues or there are
many of them, and the effect is larger the higher the difference in time between post-commit and
pre-commit reviews. The relative difference is also higher for lower review skills. That being
said, the difference is not practically relevant for the vast majority of the sampled situations.
The only effect I found that leads to a preference for pre-commit reviews in terms of quality is an
edge case: A high number of global blocker issues2 leads to more review rounds for pre-commit
reviews, and therefore increases total review effectiveness compared to post-commit reviews.
10.2.2.2 Analysis for Efficiency
For differences in efficiency, there are more effects interacting: As described for quality,
post-commit reviews lead to more issues found by uninvolved developers. When review skills
are low, this is a chance to find more issues while the author is still working at the task, which
is beneficial for efficiency. With higher reviewer effectiveness, when most issues would be found
in a review anyway, letting other developers find them is detrimental to efficiency. The relation
between task switch overhead and review mode is double-edged, too: For small teams with task
dependencies, task switch overhead is smaller for post-commit reviews, but for larger teams, the
task switch overhead for issues spotted by other developers grows and makes pre-commit better.
Another relevant effect that is beneficial for pre-commit reviews stems from global blocker issues:
The effect of blocker issues increases with a growing risk of injecting them, increasing time to
recover from them and a growing number of affected developers. It also rises with the probability
of finding blocker issues during a review.
10.2.2.3 Analysis for Cycle Time
The largest difference between pre- and post-commit reviews exists in terms of cycle time:
When there are dependencies between tasks so that one task has to be committed before another
can be started, this leads to longer cycle times for pre-commit reviews. Figure 10.3 shows this
quite well. The relative effect becomes larger when the time between initial implementation
and the end of the review cycle grows in comparison to the total cycle time (e.g., through long
review times or a large number of review rounds). This effect is so large that post-commit review
has a smaller cycle time in the majority of sampled cases with dependencies, whereas without
dependencies a negligible difference in cycle times is prevalent. A second effect that affects cycle
time is again the same as that responsible for differences in quality: With post-commit reviews,
more issues can be found by developers other than the reviewers. This usually takes more time
than finding and fixing them as review remarks. When it does not, and review effectiveness is
low so that a significant number of issues will pop up after review, this can also lead to lower
cycle times for post-commit review. The ‘global blocker’ effect described for efficiency is relevant
for cycle time, too.
2‘global blocker issues’ are issues that will block many developers as soon as they are integrated, e.g., if
someones commits a compile error; see Appendix C
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Figure 10.3: Scatter plot of reviewer effectiveness (x-axis), relative difference in cycle time (y-axis) and
dependency graph constellation (color; light/green = REALISTIC, dark/blue = NO DEPENDENCIES;
see Appendix C for a description of the dependency structures) (Source: [34])
RQ10.1: Under certain circumstances, there are differences in quality, efficiency or cycle
time between teams that use pre- or post-commit reviews. The most common difference is a
higher cycle time for pre-commit reviews, the other differences are rare.
10.2.2.4 Resulting heuristics
Figure 10.4 shows the heuristics derived from the findings on the main effects and the simu-
lation results. When formulating heuristics, the question is not if there will be inaccuracies, but
rather which inaccuracies are least troublesome. In that regard, the simplicity of the rules and
the recall for ‘pre better’ and ‘post better’ is valued highest. The accuracy of the heuristics for
the simulation results can be seen in the confusion matrices in Table 10.2. They show for each
of the three result classes the number of data points classified by the heuristic as belonging to
each class.
RQ10.2: The conditions under which pre- or post-commit reviews are preferable can be stated
as heuristics based on several contextual factors, like the dependency structure of tasks, the
team size and several aspects of developer skills.
Further boiling down the heuristics, the main implication of the study to practitioners can
be summarized as: If the team currently uses code reviews and has no problem with cycle time
or developers being held back by issues that would be found in reviews, it is probably not worth
the effort to switch from post to pre or vice versa. If the team does not have an existing process
yet, it should use pre-commit reviews if the team is large and cycle time is of little importance
or the reviews can be arranged so that no dependent task waits for a review to be finished. It
should use post-commit reviews if the team is small or there are dependencies between tasks that
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For quality:
IF veryGoodAtSpottingIssues THEN Post
ELSE NegligibleDifference
For efficiency:
IF lowReviewSkill THEN
IF veryGoodAtSpottingIssues
THEN Post
ELSE NegligibleDifference
ELSE
IF globalIssuesAreAProblemSolvedByReviews OR veryGoodAtSpottingIssues
THEN Pre
ELSE IF smallTeam AND dependenciesRelevant AND shortIssueAssessment
THEN Post
ELSE NegligibleDifference
For cycle time:
IF lowReviewSkill OR NOT dependenciesRelevant
THEN NegligibleDifference
ELSE Post
Helper definitions:
veryGoodAtSpottingIssues := issue activation time mean for developers < 75 days
lowReviewSkill := review effectiveness < 25 %
globalIssuesAreAProblemSolvedByReviews :=
(global blocker issue risk *
global blocker issue suspend time *
number of developers *
review effectiveness) > 1.5 person-hours
smallTeam := number of developers < 8
dependenciesRelevant := dependency graph constellation != NO_DEPENDENCIES
shortIssueAssessment := issue assessment time mean < 1.5 h
Figure 10.4: Heuristics derived from the simulation results. ‘issue activation time mean for developers’
roughly corresponds to the time it takes a developer to notice a defect or other issue; definitions of this
and the other parameters can be found in Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C
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Table 10.2: Confusion matrices for the heuristics. For quality, only data points with at least 10 issues
found by customers per year were used, because for lower values the “issues per story point” metric is
dominated by differences in story points.
Heuristic for quality:
pre 0 4 271
post 0 10043 263
negl. 0 2910 16693
classified as → pre post negl.
Heuristic for efficiency:
pre 3201 12 1062
post 32 87 44
negl. 9157 1564 35742
classified as → pre post negl.
Heuristic for cycle time:
pre 0 39 531
post 0 18738 397
negl. 0 4143 27053
classified as → pre post negl.
would otherwise increase cycle time3. For pre-commit reviews in the form of pull requests, one
should also keep in mind the benefits that were out of the scope of this study: Pull requests allow
easier contribution to open source projects by outsiders [147], and they enforce more process
discipline and are an easy way to keep unreviewed changes from being delivered to the customer
(see Appendix B.1). Also, what is described as post- and pre-commit review in this study are
actually extremes on a scale with multiple mix processes in between. Understanding the main
effects can help to find the right mix for a given situation.
10.3 Validity and Limitations
The two parts of the current study, creation of the simulation model and derivation of
heuristics, have their own threats to validity. To mitigate these, I mainly used techniques
described by Sargent [334] and de Franc¸a and Travassos [97], in addition to the guidelines
referenced in Section 10.1 and general software development best practices.
Several means helped to establish a valid conceptual model: The general structure of the
model is based on empirical evidence, gained from the in-depth analysis of the code review
processes of several companies in Part I. Two software development practitioners (Schauder,
Brack) performed an independent check for face validity. One of them uses pre-commit reviews
in his daily work, the other post-commit reviews. In addition, the model was discussed with
software developers at a local Java User Group meeting. In contrast, the model’s quantitative
validation is much more limited, mainly due to missing data: We (Baum, Kortum, Brack,
Schauder) estimated some parameter values and fitted distributions based on historical data from
the partner company’s ticket system. The simulation results of this data point were compared
to the real historical outcomes. The results were encouraging, but their value is limited, as many
of the model’s parameters could be estimated only.
There are additional limitations regarding the quantitative empirical data: It is taken only
3These heuristics can be derived from the earlier formal heuristics by assuming that: (1) “veryGoodAtSpot-
tingIssues” is false (2) “globalIssuesAreAProblemSolvedByReviews” correlates with team size and is rare compared
to differences in cycle time and (3) “NegligibleDifference” can be treated as a “don’t care” when optimizing the
resulting boolean formulae.
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from a single company, and it is based on the analysis of data collected for a different purpose.
These limitations do not weaken the main study results, because the values are mainly used to
cross-check the results. In the remaining cases, like for determining a realistic task dependency
structure, we also ran the simulation model with alternative values. The ensuing sensitivity
analysis showed the exact values for these parameters to be of lesser importance.
Like every simulation model, the model is built for a specific purpose (comparison of pre-
and post-commit reviews) and contains simplifying assumptions. As these are related to details
of the model’s implementation, they are described in Section C.4. The computerized model is
verified with a combination of techniques: The model was developed iteratively, with a first
throw-away prototype followed by incremental refinement. Use of an established simulation
framework [291] reduced the chance of defects. In addition to testing, the computerized model’s
code was reviewed by two persons (Brack, Kortum).
The simulation model is a probabilistic model. Therefore, interpretations are done based on
the median and its 99% confidence interval. Following the advice by Pawlikowski et al. [294], the
simulation runs were repeated with different random number seeds until the confidence interval
was small enough to assign each data point to an output class with statistical significance. All
random numbers were drawn from Mersenne Twister pseudo-random number generators.
The developed heuristics intentionally trade accuracy for simplicity. Nevertheless, we took
some measures to ensure validity: When deciding whether to include a model parameter in the
random sampling space, this was done with a policy of ‘if in doubt, leave it in’. Parameter values
were only fixed if global sensitivity analysis showed them to be irrelevant. The large random
sample of 289,230 data points provides some protection against misinterpretation of random
effects. Local sensitivity analysis further ensured that the observed correlations in the output
are really based on specific effects.
Regarding external validity, the model is based on a commonly used type of review process,
but many real team’s processes differ in the details. The main effects discussed for the heuristics
can help to decide if the differences between a specific situation and the implemented situation
are relevant. The external validity of the heuristics is limited by the fact that the empirical
distributions of the input parameters for real development teams are unknown: It is not sure if
an erroneous classification for a data point will affect thousands of real teams or no team at all.
♦
Summing up, this chapter compares two variants of change-based code review, pre-commit
review and post-commit review, regarding differences in software development quality, efficiency
and cycle time. This is done with a parametric discrete event simulation model that is built
based on observations of agile development processes. The model has been validated and verified
in a number of ways, including checks for face validity by one lead software developer per variant.
The simulation model is used to explore the main effects contributing to performance differences
and to derive simple heuristics for the use in practice. Which variant is preferable depends on the
context, for example, if task dependencies exist and are relevant for reviews, how fast developers
are at spotting issues, and how large the team is. In many situations, there are no practically
relevant differences. When there are, there is a tendency for pre-commit review to be better
regarding efficiency and for post-commit review regarding cycle time and quality. The results
of the study were presented to the development team at the partner company. Based on them
the team decided to stay with their process of post-commit reviews. Consequently, CoRT also
focuses on post-commit reviews.
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11
An Empirical Comparison of Multiple Ways
to Present Source Code Diffs
As stated in Chapter 9, CoRT provides two views that show the code to review. One shows
the most recent version of the code, whereas the other shows the change parts with both the old
and new version. An early release of CoRT contained a view for single change parts, which was
changed to the use of a diff view for the whole file according to user feedback. Initially, this view
used the standard ‘compare view’ of Eclipse to show diffs. Before the introduction of CoRT, the
developers used the diff view of TortoiseSVN1, and several developers complained about the new
view. The Eclipse view and TortoiseSVN differ mainly in two ways: The use of color, and the
alignment of the old and new code in the two-pane diff. Several other available tools also disagree
on whether to use color and/or alignment. Therefore, a controlled experiment is conducted to
test whether and how these characteristics influence the efficiency of understanding. The current
chapter describes the design, execution, results and limitations of this experiment.
Three students, Christian Koetsier, Daniel Schulz und Christian Mergenthaler, designed
many of the details of the experiment, as a part of a course on experimentation in Software
Engineering. Further empirical data was later gathered by Katja Fuhrmann and Hendrik Leß-
mann. The author of this thesis co-supervised the students, supported the design and analyzed
the resulting data.
There is one other study that analyzes aspects of diff viewers in a controlled experiment:
Lanna und Amyot [221] compare two viewers in it, the one by Eclipse and a novel implementation
created by them. There are three main differences between these:
• Their implementation uses color.
• Their implementation reduces line jumps for equal content (alignment)
• Their implementation allows interactive switching between old and new version.
Their experiment shows better efficiency with their implementation, but their design confounds
the three factors so that the factors’ individual influence is unclear. In the context of code review,
their interactive switching feature cannot be used well, so that it is not taken into account in
this chapter.
1https://tortoisesvn.net
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Figure 11.1: Visualization of the four combinations of color and alignment
11.1 Methodology
The final goal is to show whether the differences in presentation lead to differences for one of
the intended review outcomes, mainly for the efficiency and effectiveness of finding issues. But
these measures are influenced by many other factors. As efficient understanding is a prerequisite
for efficient review, it is compared instead. The experiment’s goal is to answer two research
questions:
RQ11.1. Does the use of different background colors for hunks in a two-pane diff, instead of
using only a border and a common gray background, lead to more efficient understanding
of code changes?
RQ11.2. Does aligning unchanged lines on the old and new side of a two-pane diff with
empty space, instead of showing the old and new file without additional lines, lead to more
efficient understanding of code changes?
For RQ11.1, old code is highlighted in red and new code in green. The alignment for RQ11.2 is
reached by adding empty gray spacer blocks. Figure 11.1 depicts the four resulting combinations.
Two letter codes are used in the following to denote the treatment combinations: CA for ‘color’
and ‘aligned’, CN for ‘color’ and ‘not aligned’, GA for ‘gray’ and ‘aligned’, and GN for ‘gray’
and ‘not aligned’.
To measure understanding, the participants are asked questions regarding the code change,
and the total needed time and correctness of answers is measured. Correctness is measured in
three levels: Correct, partly correct and incorrect. Besides these measurements, the collected
data also contains subjective assessments of the participants’ opinions and values for several
confounding factors (see Table 11.1).
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Table 11.1: The variables collected and investigated for the diff experiment.
Independent variables (design):
Color dichotomous
Alignment dichotomous
Shown code change / Task A1/A2/A3/A4
Number of task 1/2/3/4
Independent variables (measured confounders):
Age ratio
Student dichotomous
Semester (if student) ordinal
Java experience ratio
Current general programming practice ordinal
Current Java programming practice ordinal
Experience with diff viewers ordinal
Experience with Eclipe’s compare editor ordinal
Color blindness nominal
First or second batch dichotomous
Dependent variables per task (measured):
Needed time ratio
Number of correct answers ratio
Number of partially correct answers ratio
Dependent variables (opinions):
Preferred combination of color and alignment nominal
Opinion on the chosen colors ordinal
The experiment uses a within-groups design, i.e., every participant is tested on all four
combinations of color and alignment. The same participant cannot analyze the same change
twice, so that four different code changes (with associated understanding questions) are used.
The participants are assigned to the four treatment groups in a round-robin fashion. The order
of treatments in each group is shown in Table 11.2. The order of files was randomized for every
participant.
To perform the experiment, the students created an Eclipse plugin that automated most
parts of the experiment flow. Color and alignment were added to the standard compare editor
of Eclipse. The time was measured manually with a stop-watch. To account for the reliance
on manual measurements, the sessions were video-taped (if agreed on by the participant) to
allow later assessment and correction in case of problems. Participants were asked to answer
Table 11.2: Order of treatments in the four treatment groups
Group Treatments
A CA → CN → GA → GN
B GN → CA → CN → GA
C GA → GN → CA → CN
D CN → GA → GN → CA
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Figure 11.2: Participant’s experience with Java programming (in years)
the understanding questions both quickly and correctly.
The experiment was pre-tested, and several refinements to the experiment setup were per-
formed due to the results, for example changes to the wording of some of the understanding
questions. Overall, the experimental procedure for each participant was as follows:
1. The participant enters the room and takes a seat in front of the computer.
2. A researcher explains the steps of the experiment to the participant.
3. The participant is asked for informed consent. The video recording is started if the par-
ticipant agreed to be recorded.
4. The participant starts the experiment in the instrumented IDE.
5. For each of the four code changes:
(a) The IDE shows the diff and the participant has one minute to get used to the code.
(b) After this minute, the first question is posed to the participant.
(c) The participant responds to the question orally and one of the researchers notes down
the result.
(d) This is repeated for a total of five questions per code change.
(e) After answering all five questions, or after five minutes, the elapsed time is noted and
the participant proceeds to the next code change. Questions that were not answered
in time are counted as ‘not answered’.
6. After completing the last code change, the recording is stopped and the participant answers
some final demographic questions.
11.2 Results
In total, 32 participants took part in the experiment. Of these, 13 identified as students. Due
to a problem with the data collection, the demographic data is incomplete for one participant and
is left out in the respective statistics. One group of researchers (Koetsier, Schulz, Mergenthaler)
supervised a first batch of 16 participants, another group (Fuhrmann, Leßmann) several months
later the second batch of the remaining 16.
Figure 11.2 shows the Java experience of the participants. 28 of the participants have three
or more years of experience with Java. 25 of the participants program more than an hour each
week. Only two participants have no prior experience with a diff viewer, 20 often use one. For
Eclipe’s compare editor in particular, there are three participants that did not know it before
and ten that use it often. One participant is red/green color-blind.
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Figure 11.3: Boxplots for time and correctness of answers, dependent on color and alignment
The boxplots in Figure 11.3 provide a first overview of the differences in time and correctness,
depending on the two factors of interest, color and alignment. Correctness is measured in two
ways, by the number of correct answers and by the number of at least partially correct answers.
The graphic indicates a small improvement in the needed time for the color condition compared
to no color and for alignment compared to no alignment, but there is also a lot of variation in
the data. For correctness, there does not seem to be a difference. Looking at the numerical
values of the 20% trimmed means in Table 11.3 also indicates at most small effects.
Due to the complex repeated measures structure with four measurements per participant, a
simple t-test is not adequate to formally check for statistical significance. A linear mixed effect
model [26] is a suitable alternative. Table 11.4 shows the results from building such a model with
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Table 11.3: Trimmed means, relative differences in trimmed means, and effect sizes (d) for differences
in color and alignment.
Color Alignment
Gray Color Diff. d1 Aligned Not Al. Diff. d
Time 150.3 s 141.1 s -6% -0.17 149.1 s 142.0 s -5% -0.13
Fully correct answers 2.56 2.56 0% 0.00 2.60 2.52 -3% -0.08
At least part. corr. answ. 3.20 3.42 7% 0.31 3.27 3.35 2% 0.10
1 d := difference in trimmed means / winsorized standard deviance
Table 11.4: Results of fitting a linear mixed effect model for the needed time
Fixed Effect Coefficient Confidence Interval
(Intercept) 133.3 s 109.1 s . . . 160.0 s
Color -9.7 s -26.1 s . . . 7.7 s
Aligned -8.8 s -26.3 s . . . 8.3 s
Task = A2 -11.4 s -33.2 s . . . 12.1 s
Task = A3 12.0 s -12.5 s . . . 35.1 s
Task = A4 28.7 s 4.9 s . . . 53.4 s
fixed effects for color, alignment, and task, and with a random effect for the participant. It also
shows the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the coefficients. Both confidence intervals
of interest (color and alignment) contain zero, so the effect is not statistically significant at the
5% level, even without alpha error correction. A rough estimation of the study’s power, based
on the observed effect size, shows that it is underpowered: More than 250 participants would
be needed to achieve a power of 80% for the effect on time.
Besides these objective measures, the participants also selected their preferred treatment
combination. Figure 11.4 shows the results. Here, the trend towards color and alignment is
much clearer, with 22 (of 30) participants preferring the CA combination. Splitting by factors,
93% of the participants prefer color over gray-only (conf. int.: 78% – 99%) and 80% prefer
alignment over non-alignment (conf. int.: 61% – 92%).
RQ11.1: The large majority of participants shows a subjective preference for using different
colors instead of gray to highlight change parts. The objective differences are compatible with
this preference, but the effect is small and it did not reach statistical significance.
RQ11.2: The large majority of participants shows a subjective preference for aligning un-
changed lines in the diff view by adding empty lines, instead of showing them unaligned
without spacers. The objective differences are mostly compatible with this preference, but the
effect is small and it did not reach statistical significance.
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11.3 Validity and Limitations
One major threat precludes valid objective conclusions: Low statistical power. There are
two options to deal with low power: Gathering data from more participants, or changing the
measurement procedures to be more likely to obtain a stronger, less noisy effect. When it
became clear after two batches of participants that the chosen experimental setup would need
several hundred developers to obtain a significant effect, I decided to stop looking for further
participants. In retrospect, there are several weaknesses in the experimental setup that reduce
the measured effect: Giving the participants one minute to read the code before asking the
questions swallows a part of the differences. In addition, the effort needed to understand the
posed questions and to phrase an answer is a source of noise. Therefore, a replication of the
experiment should carefully choose a more sensitive measurement instrument.
For the differences in the participants’ subjective preferences, there are other limitations:
First of all, these are just opinions not directly related to objective performance. That said,
matters of taste influence tool choice and should not be neglected. In addition to this construct
bias, there might also be a researcher bias, for example provoked by asking the participants for
their opinion in a face-to-face setting. Prior experience with various diff viewers might have
influenced the participants’ opinion, too. Other factors, like color-blindness or inexperience
of the participants probably introduced some noise into the data, but should not be a major
problem according to the demographics presented in the previous section.
In terms of external validity, the results can probably be transferred to uses of diff viewers
outside of code reviews. Intentionally, the study focused on two limited aspects of presenting
diffs, so other features of diff viewers, like one-pane diffs, need to be investigated separately.
♦
This chapter describes an experiment performed as joint work with several students to study
the influence of color and alignment on the understanding of diffs in a diff viewer. No statisti-
cally significant objective results could be found, but the opinions of the participants and the
tendencies in the data support two conclusions: (1) Diff viewers should use different colors to
highlight the changed parts for the old and new side of the two-pane diff view. Red for old and
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green for new are intuitive candidates for most participants, but it is probably best to make
them configurable. (2) Diff viewers should align unchanged lines by adding spacers as needed.
Several widely used diff viewers are in conflict with these recommendations: Eclipe’s standard
compare editor uses the exact opposite, and Atlassian Crucible and Bitbucket use color but no
aligning. According to the results of the study, the diff viewer used in CoRT was augmented to
use colors and alignment.
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Part III
Cognitive Support: Guiding and
Assisting Reviewers
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12
Cognitive-Support Code Review Tools
Part I shows why improved code review support is worthwhile, and Part II describes CoRT
as a platform for research on review tools. Part III of this thesis builds upon these foundations to
study cognitive support for the reviewer in detail. This first chapter establishes why cognitive-
support code review tools are a promising candidate for the next generation of code review tools
and introduces several ways to provide such support. It combines findings from the empirical
studies discussed in Part I of this thesis and from other works on code reviews and on cognitive
support. The chapter is partly based on [40].
12.1 How to Improve Review Performance
This section argues that the most promising way to improve review performance is to address
the reviewer’s problem of understanding large changes during checking. This conclusion is
reached by two independent arguments. One is bottom-up, based on empirical results on code
reviews. The other is top-down, based on the theory of cognitive load.
12.1.1 Bottom-Up Argument: Factors that Impact a Reviewer’s Performance
A lot of research has been done on code reviews and inspections. Still, many questions
could not be answered conclusively. But some results are relatively well supported and a subset
of these forms the foundation of the current chapter’s discussion on how to improve review
performance.
The first such research result concerns which factors have a major and which only a minor in-
fluence on the effectiveness and efficiency of reviews. When analyzing experimental data, Porter
et al. “found that [reviewers, authors, and code units] were responsible for much more variation
in defect detection than was process structure”, and they “conclude that better defect detection
techniques, not better process structures, are the key to improving inspection effectiveness.” [301]
The results of Chapter 10 support this statement in a specific case. A similar conclusion is also
reached by Sauer et al. [336], who identify “individuals’ task expertise as the primary driver of
review performance” based on theoretical considerations. Correlations between the (inspection)
expertise of the reviewer and the number of found defects have also been reported by Rigby [317]
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as well as by Biﬄ and Halling [54], just to name a few. I conclude that the major factors in-
fluencing code review effectiveness and efficiency are the reviewer, the reviewer’s relation to the
artifact under review and the way in which he or she performs the checking.
The second important result is about the role of understanding the artifact under review.
In their study based on interviews with developers at Microsoft, Bacchelli and Bird found that
“[m]any interviewees eventually acknowledged that understanding is their main challenge when
doing code reviews” [18], which confirmed earlier results from Tao et al. [367]. Further sup-
port for a positive correlation between code understanding and review effectiveness comes from
experiments by Dunsmore, Roper, and Wood [111]. As Rifkin and Deimel [316] put it: “You
cannot inspect what you cannot understand”. The interview results1 fully support these findings,
e.g.: “I have to understand what the other developer thought at that time. And for that, you
look very closely at the code, and then things that should or could be done better somehow come
up automatically”I.3.
The interviewees from Part I were also asked about problems hampering review effective-
ness. One of the most common themes was the difficulty in understanding and reviewing large
changesets: “Smaller commits are generally not a problem. But these monster commits are
always . . . not liked very much by the reviewers.”I.5 “What sometimes impedes me is when the
ticket is just too big.”I.7 “When you have such a big pile to review the motivation is not very
high and you probably don’t approach the review with the needed quality in mind.”I.12
The hypothesis that large, complex changes are detrimental to code review performance
is reflected in many publications. An example is MacLeod et al.’s guideline to “aim for small,
incremental changes” [241], which can be found similarly in the earlier works by Rigby et al. [318,
319]. These guidelines are based on interviews with developers and observations of real-world
practices. Similar guidelines also exist for code inspection (e.g., by Gilb and Graham [140]). In
the context of design inspection in the industry, Raz [315] found support for higher detection
effectiveness for smaller review workloads. Rigby et al. [320] build regression models for review
outcomes based on data from open-source projects. They predict review interval (i.e., time
from the publication of a review request to the end of the review) and the number of found
defects. The nature of their data does not permit to build models for review efficiency and
effectiveness. They observe an influence of the number of reviewers and their experience, and
also that an increased change size (churn) leads to an increase in review interval and number of
found defects. In light of this chapter’s hypotheses, the latter observation should be the result
of two confounded and opposing effects: A higher total number of defects and smaller review
effectiveness in larger changes.
The conclusion that large changesets are problematic can also be deduced from other research
results: There is evidence that the review effectiveness greatly decreases when the review rate
(checked lines of code/time for checking) is outside the optimal interval (see, e.g., [140]). Further
evidence shows that concentration and therefore review effectiveness fades after some time of
reviewing [218, 315]. Combining these values leads to an upper limit on the maximal size of an
artifact that can be reviewed effectively in a single session.
12.1.2 Top-Down Argument: The Cognitive Load Framework
The negative effects of large changes on understanding and review performance can be de-
rived from the construct of cognitive (over-)load from cognitive psychology, too. This section
introduces the associated terms, before providing the respective argument.
1The citations are from the interviews described in Chapter 3.1 and the interviewee IDs are those from Table 3.2.
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Cognitive load is “a multidimensional construct that represents the load that performing a
particular task imposes on the cognitive system” [289]. Two parts of its substructure are the
mental load exerted by the task and the mental effort spent on the task. As an example, consider
the task of adding numbers in the head. The more digits the numbers have, the more mental
load is exerted by the task. Now consider a young child and an older student: With the same
amount of mental effort, the older student can solve summing tasks that are more complex (i.e.,
have a higher mental load) than those the child can solve.
Various theories use cognitive load to explain performance on cognitive tasks. An example
is the cognitive load theory for learning [364], which predicts that better learning success is
achieved by avoiding extraneous cognitive load.
The capacity of human working memory [399] greatly influences cognitive load. Cognitive
psychology defines working memory as a part of human memory that is needed for short-term
storage during information processing. Working memory is used when combining information,
for example, when reading a sentence and determining which previously read word a pronoun
refers to. The capacity of working memory in terms of distinct items is limited [82]. To over-
come this limitation, items can be combined by ‘chunking’ [268, 348] to form new items (e.g.,
when consecutive words are chunked to a semantic unit). Working memory capacity can be
measured using ‘complex span tests’ [89], in which time-limited recall and cognitive processing
tasks are interleaved, and the number of correctly remembered items forms the memory span
score. This score has been shown to be associated with many cognitive tasks, for example,
the understanding of text [89, 90] and hypertext [101]. In the context of software engineering,
Bergersen et al. [47] studied the influence of working memory on programming performance.
They found that such an influence exists, yet it is mediated through programming knowledge,
which, in turn, is influenced by experience. More experience allows for more efficient chunking
and should, therefore, lead to lower cognitive load. In line with this prediction, Crk et al. [83]
found reduced cognitive load during code understanding for more experienced participants in
the analysis of electroencephalography (EEG) data.
For code review, there is evidence of the influence of expertise on effectiveness (e.g., [257]),
but no studies on the influence of working memory capacity on code review performance. Hunger-
ford et al. [177] studied cognitive processes in reviewing design diagrams and observed differ-
ent strategies with varying performance. In a think-aloud protocol analysis study, Robbins et
al. [322] analyzed cognitive processes in perspective-based reading. One of their observations
is that combining knowledge leads to a higher number of defects found. When studying the
cognitive level of think-aloud statements during reviews, McMeekin et al. [258] found that more
structured techniques lead to higher cognition levels.
A different viewpoint on task performance in the presence of computerized tools is to regard
human and computer as a joint cognitive system [105]. This viewpoint is also called distributed
cognition. It has been proposed by Walenstein to study cognitive load in software development
tools [393, 394], looking for an optimal distribution of the load among the parts of the system.
Supposing that code review is a cognitive task that follows the predictions of the cognitive
load framework, code review performance depends on the reviewer’s cognitive load. Overload,
as well as underload, lead to sub-optimal performance. Assuming that overload is the more com-
mon situation, review performance can be improved by reducing cognitive load. The cognitive
load is determined by characteristics of the subject (reviewer), the task, and by subject-task-
interactions [289]. The task, in turn, consists of understanding and checking a code change, so
its mental load depends on the respective sub-characteristics.
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Figure 12.1: Overview of argumentation: Three main problem aspects follow from the empirical findings
as well as the cognitive load theory and can be tackled in several ways.
12.2 Ideas to Address the Challenges
The previous section substantiates that to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of code
reviews for defect detection, researchers should focus on the reviewer and how to help him or her
to understand large code changes better. Better understanding can be achieved by reducing the
cognitive load of the reviewer. Tools with features to reduce cognitive load are called ‘cognitive-
support code review tools’ in this thesis:
Definition 3 (Cognitive-Support Code Review Tool). A Cognitive-Support Code Review
Tool is a code review tool that is designed to reduce the cognitive load of the reviewer
during checking.
Figure 12.1 shows an overview of the argumentation. There are three main problem aspects:
The reviewer, the large change size, and the reviewer’s need to understand the change. For each
problem aspect, there are two general ways to deal with it: Avoid the problem aspect, or accept
it and provide better support for dealing with it. The following subsections discuss each of these
combinations and survey related work in these areas.
12.2.1 Problem Aspect: Reviewer
12.2.1.1 Avoid Human Reviewers
An extreme way to deal with the difficulties of human reviewers in code reviews could be
to avoid human reviewers altogether. As human reviewers are one of the characteristics of code
review according to Definition 1, this is synonymous to avoiding code reviews. Essentially, this is
a question of efficiency: Is code review the most efficient way to find a certain defect type or are
there more efficient ways, e.g., static code analysis, defect prediction, or testing? [140, 325] For
example, Panichella at al. [292] found that certain problems identified during code review could
have been identified earlier using static analysis. But as long as there are practically relevant
defect types for which code review is most efficient, it should be used. If such defect types did
not exist anymore, for example after a breakthrough in static analysis research, code review in
its current form would not be needed any longer for defect detection. Therefore, this topic is
not discussed further in this thesis.
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12.2.1.2 Help Choose the Best Reviewer for the Task
In recent years, there have been a number of studies on ‘reviewer recommendation’, i.e., on
finding the best reviewer(s) for a given change (e.g. [20, 376]). Although this promises a large
effect, there are several problems reducing the practical benefit, especially in smaller teams.
The most obvious is that in a small team, it is often fairly easy to see who is a good reviewer
for a change so that computer support does not provide large gains. In some other cases, the
reviewer for a certain module is fixed (see Section 6.1), so there is no choice at all. A study
by Kovalenko et al. [208] supports this argument and indicates that a central use of reviewer
recommendation is improved usability during reviewer selection. Additionally, always choosing
the best reviewer can lead to a high review load for experienced developers, and a high workload
has a negative impact on review quality [44]. Therefore, reviewer recommendation has to move
from determining local optima for every single review to more global optimization of reviewer
assignment. This thesis does not study reviewer recommendation further.
12.2.2 Problem Aspect: Large Change
12.2.2.1 Avoid Large Changesets
Given the problems with the review of large changes, many teams resort to the frequent
review of small changes [317]. Up to a certain point, this is a good thing to do, but there
are also arguments in favor of larger changes and reviews: The change under review should
be self-contained, it should satisfy certain quality criteria before central check-in (at least to be
compilable) and reviewing very small changes can lead to high overhead and duplicate work [367].
Hence, instead of forcing every change to be very small, the review of larger changes should be
made more effective and so that changes can stay at their ‘smallest natural size’.
12.2.2.2 Shrink the Changeset to be Reviewed
Given large changesets with change parts of varying relevance for the review goals, reviewers
try to manually pick the relevant subset. This is regarded as hard and error-prone: “After some
time you get a feeling which files are relevant and which are not, but it’s hard to filter them out.
And when I don’t look at them there might be some change in there that was relevant, anyway.
That’s problematic.”I.8
An important special case is systematic changes, especially rename and move refactorings.
This special case has been studied for example by Thangthumachit, Hayashi and Saeki [371] as
well as Ge [135]. Zhang et al. [413] describe the tool “Critics” to help inspecting systematic
changes using generic templates. For the more general case, Kawrykow and Robillard [192]
developed a method to identify “non-essential” differences. Tao and Kim [368] propose an
approach to partition composite code changes. A lot could be gained by bringing the promising
existing results into wider use. Beyond that, Chapter 15 presents research to provide a better
foundation to decide which changes are low-risk. It also introduces the distinction between
change parts that are error-prone and need to be checked in detail and change parts that only
need to be read to help to understand other change parts. Another research path is to include
more data, such as test coverage information, to assess review relevance. The latter is not
examined further in this thesis and provides potential for future work.
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12.2.3 Problem Aspect: Understanding
12.2.3.1 Avoid the Need to Understand the Change
From a theoretical point of view, reducing the need to understand the code is another
possibility to solve the stated problem. There are defects that can be found without a deep
understanding of the code, and it could be sufficient to identify these in a review if other defects
are not contained or are found by other means. Chapter 15 discusses the distinction between
knowledge-based and rule-based cognitive processing in this regard, but otherwise, the topic is
not dealt with further in this thesis.
12.2.3.2 Help the Reviewer to Understand the Change
A theme that occurred throughout the interviews is that large changes are best reviewed with
the search and hyperlinking support of an IDE (e.g., “I think reviewing code purely in ’Crucible’
only works for trivialities. Because naturally many features are missing that you have in an
IDE.”I.2). As shown in Chapter 7, this improvement has already made its way into some widely
used review tools. A benefit of IDE-integration is that new features to support understanding,
e.g., symbolic execution [171], will automatically be available for reviewers, too.
Many of the interviewees try to get a high-level understanding of the change at the start
of the review (“at first an overview because otherwise, the problem is that you lose sight of the
interrelation of the changes”I.10; this topic is taken up in Chapter 14). The support for this ac-
tivity in common tools is very limited, consisting mainly of the overview of the commit messages
of the singular commits belonging to the change. There is relatively little research on visualizing
and summarizing code changes for better understanding: McNair, German and Weber-Jahnke
propose an approach to visualize change-sets [260], as do Gomez, Ducasse and D’Hondt [145].
In addition, several textual summarization techniques have been proposed (e.g. [66]).
This thesis does not discuss summarization of changes in detail, but the thesis author
(co-)supervised two master theses on this topic: Gripp [150] collected requirements for tex-
tual summarization of code changes and implemented an extension for CoRT that builds upon
several of the research works mentioned above. It was successfully deployed in practice, and
especially refactoring detection was considered useful by the partner company’s developers. A
brief glimpse at its UI is given together with CoRT’s UI in Section 9.2. A second thesis by Gas-
parini [134] deals with graphical summaries. His study uses a mixed-methods, theory-generating
design. He generated and evaluated several approaches to visualize code changes in reviews. In
the empirical evaluation of prototypes for three approaches, the participants preferred an ap-
proach that made rather little use of graphical depictions. Instead, it provides a better overview
of the call flow relation (cmp. Section 14.3), especially when compared to GitHub or similar sim-
ple tools. The approach was implemented and evaluated in a web-based tool based on GitHub
but has not been integrated into CoRT so far.
A related technique that can help to summarize the contents of a change and to reduce its
observed complexity is ‘change untangling’, i.e., splitting a large change that consists of several
unrelated smaller changes into these smaller changes. Change untangling has first been studied
by Herzig et al. [172] and alternative approaches have been proposed by Dias et al. [102], Platz
et al. [299], and Matsuda et al. [253]. Barnett et al. [21] investigated change untangling in
the context of code review and obtained positive results in a user study. Tao et al. [368] also
proposed to use change untangling for review and showed in a user study that untangling code
changes can improve code understanding.
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After having an overview of the changes, the reviewer needs to step through the change
parts in some order. Many reviewers try to find an order that helps their understanding, but
often fall back to the order presented by their review tool: “The problem is you sometimes
get lost and don’t find a good starting point.”I.10 “If you don’t have that, you just step through
the files in the commit one after another . . . ”I.10. A similar finding resulted from a study by
Dunsmore, Roper, and Wood in which participants suggested “ordering of code” to improve
inspections [109]. Guiding the reviewer shares similarities with the ‘step-by-step’ mechanism
underlying many of the reading techniques studied intensively for inspections (Section 7.1).
Dunsmore et al. [107, 109, 110] developed a reading technique based on the claim that with the
advent of object-oriented software development, delocalized programming plans have become
more common. This also leads to delocalized defects, i.e., defects that can only be found (or
at least found much more easily) when combining knowledge about several parts of the code.
Dunsmore et al. tested their reading technique in a series of experiments. They did not find
a significant influence of their technique on review effectiveness and did not analyze review
efficiency. When efficiency was later analyzed in an experiment by Abdelnabi et al. [1], a
positive effect was found, and the results of an experiment by Skoglund et al. [352] are largely
compatible with these findings, too. The main difference between the proposed guidance and
these reading techniques is that the reading techniques try to change the way the reviewer works,
while the proposed guidance transfers cognitive load from the human reviewer to the tool. In
addition, most reading techniques proposed so far are not intended to be used with changesets.
In Chapter 14 of this thesis, it is shown in detail how ordering the code changes under review
can guide the reviewer.
Clearly, the reviewer can also be supported by ensuring better comprehensibility of the code
before the review, for example with code style checks [5, 28].
12.3 A New Generation of Code Review Tools
About a decade ago, Henrik Hedberg proposed a classification of software inspection/review
tools into generations [167] (see Figure 12.2). He concluded that the coming fifth generation
should provide flexibility with regard to the supported documents and processes and that they
should comprehensively include existing research results. This prediction has come true (with
limitations): Current review tools, as introduced in Section 7.3, are flexible and commonly
1: Early tools
Support of data collection        
2: Distributed tools
Geographically dispersed work
4: Web-based tools
Use of web technologies          
3: Asynchronous tools          
Meeting-less inspection
5: Comprehensive tools       
Flexibility and integration
6: Cognitive-support tools   
Advanced reviewer support
Figure 12.2: Hedberg’s classification of code review tools, with cognitive support tools added as the
sixth generation
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support the review of any kind of text file. The preceding sections show opportunities to reach
a higher level of review effectiveness. For most of them, a reification from the review of changes
in text files to the review of changes in source code is necessary. The tool still allows the review
of various file types, but there is much better support for some of them. I consider this to be a
new generation of code review tools, the generation of cognitive-support review tools.
♦
Summing up, the most promising avenue for better review tooling is to support the reviewer
when understanding large changesets. This leads to the notion of ‘cognitive-support code review
tools’, i.e., tools that are designed to reduce the cognitive load of the reviewer during check-
ing. The next chapter further substantiates the hypothesis that reducing the cognitive load
of reviewers will lead to better review performance. After that, Chapters 14 and 15 study two
possibilities for cognitive support in detail: Ordering of change parts and classification of change
parts.
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13
An Experiment on Cognitive Load in Code
Reviews
The previous chapter argued that reducing the cognitive load of the reviewer leads to better
review performance. To substantiate this claim, this chapter presents a controlled experiment
on aspects of cognitive and mental load during reviews. It studies the effect of working memory
capacity and of code change size on review effectiveness. This chapter is based on parts of [29],
joint work with Alberto Bacchelli and Kurt Schneider.
13.1 Experimental Design
The following section discusses the design of the experiment. It is also used to test hypotheses
regarding the ordering of code changes. The latter parts of the experiment are detailed in the
next chapter (Section 14.6).
13.1.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Based on the importance of human factors for improving code review performance (see
Section 12.1), prior research in text and hypertext comprehension that shows an influence of
working memory capacity on comprehension [101], and Chapter 12’s hypotheses on a similar
influence for reviews, the first research question of this chapter asks:
RQ13.1. Is the reviewer’s working memory capacity associated with code review effective-
ness?
Comparing and mentally combining different parts of the object under review may help in
finding defects [177, 322] and higher working memory capacity could be beneficial in doing so.
Therefore, the study looks for differences in the number of defects found. It also analyzes the
subset of delocalized defects. With one-sided tests, this leads to the following null and alternative
hypotheses:
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H1.1.0 There is no correlation between the total number of found defects and working memory
span scores.
H1.1.A There is a positive correlation between the total number of found defects and working
memory span scores.
H1.2.0 There is no correlation between the total number of found delocalized defects and
working memory span scores.
H1.2.A There is a positive correlation between the total number of found delocalized defects
and working memory span scores.
Section 12.1 presented results from earlier work which brought evidence that large, complex1
code changes are detrimental to review performance. But this evidence is mostly based on
qualitative or observational data. Because a lot of research builds upon this ‘large change’
hypothesis, this thesis reports on more reliable support and quantitative data from a controlled
setting for it:
RQ13.2. Does higher mental load in the form of larger, more complex code changes lead to
lower code review effectiveness?
The hypothesis is that more complex changes pose higher cognitive demands on the reviewer,
leading to lower review effectiveness. The effect on review efficiency is harder to predict: The
higher cognitive load may demotivate reviewers and make them review faster (skimming), but
it may also lead to longer review times. Consequently, only the effect of code change size on
effectiveness is tested formally.
The probability of detection can vary greatly between different defect types. Therefore, one
particular defect type was selected for this RQ: the swapping of arguments in a method call, a
specific kind of delocalized defect.2 Among the defects seeded into the code changes, three are
such swapping defects: one defect in the small code change (SwapWU ) and two defects in one of
the large code changes (SwapS1 and SwapS2; jointly referred to as Swapd with d as a placeholder
in the following). The corresponding null and alternative one-sided hypotheses take the general
form:
H2.<d>.<n>.0 The detection probability for SwapWU and Swapd is the same when Swapd is
in the n-th review.
H2.<d>.<n>.A The detection probability for SwapWU is larger than the detection probability
for Swapd when Swapd is in the n-th review.
With all combinations of d=‘S1’ or ‘S2’ and n=‘first large review’ or ‘second large review’,
there are four null and four alternative hypotheses.
13.1.2 Design
Figure 13.1 shows an overview of the phases, participation, and overall flow of the experiment.
Each participant performs three reviews in total, one for a small code change and two larger
1Size and complexity are often highly correlated [164], therefore, they are not treated separately here.
2The experiment had to be restricted to a specific defect type to keep the experiment duration manageable
and the set of defects that could be seeded into the small change was limited. I know from professional experience
that swapping defects occur in practice and they can have severe consequences. I cannot quantify how prevalent
they are, as studies that count defect types usually use more general categories (like “interface defects”).
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ones. In addition to the questions studied in this chapter, the large reviews were also used to
study the effect of code ordering, which are dealt with further in Section 14.6. Next, each phase
of the experiment is briefly described.
1. The experiment is entirely done through an instrumented browser-based tool that was
created for the experiment to enable performing change-based reviews, collecting data
from survey questions and on the interaction during reviews, and other aspects of the
experiment. The welcome interface gives the participants information on the experiment
and requires informed consent.
2. The participant is then shown a questionnaire to collect information on demographics
and some confounding factors: The main role of the participant in software development,
experience with professional software development and Java, current practice in program-
ming as well as reviewing, and two surrogate measures for current mental freshness (i.e.,
hours already worked today and a personal assessment of tiredness/fitness on a Likert
scale). These questions loosely correspond to the advice by Falessi et al. to measure “real,
relevant and recent experience” [118] of participants in software engineering experiments.
After providing this information, the participant receives more details on the tasks and the
expectations regarding the reviews. Moreover, the participant is shown a brief overview
of the relevant parts of the open-source software (OSS) project that was the source of the
code changes to review.3
3. Each participant is then asked to perform a review on a small change; afterward the
participant has to answer a few understanding questions on the code change just reviewed.
4. Next, the participant is asked to perform the first large review, preceded by a short re-
minder of the expected outcome (i.e., efficiently finding correctness defects). The code
change in the review is ordered according to a randomly selected ordering type (see Sec-
tion 14.6). Like for the small change, the participant has to answer a few understanding
questions after the review.
5. Subsequently, the participant is asked to repeat the review task and understanding ques-
tions for a second large code change.
6. After all reviews are finished, the participant is asked for a subjective comparison: Which
of the two large reviews was understood better? Which change was perceived as having
a more complicated structure? Furthermore, the UI asks for the participant’s experience
with the OSS system that was the source of the code changes.
7. Finally, the participant is asked to perform an optional task of computing arithmetic
operations and recalling letters shown after each arithmetic operation. This task is an
automated operation span test [384], based on the shortened operation span test by Oswald
et al. [288], which I re-implemented for the browser-based setting. This task is used to
measure the working memory capacity for answering RQ13.1. The task is optional for two
reasons: (1) Working memory capacity as a component of general intelligence is more
sensitive data than most other collected data, thus participants should be able to partially
opt-out. (2) The test can be tiring, especially after having completed a series of non-trivial
code reviews.
3All these descriptions could be accessed again on demand by participants during the review.
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Figure 13.1: Experiment steps, flow, and participation (Source: [29])
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13.1.3 Browser-Based Experiment Platform
I created a browser-based experiment environment to support all the aspects of the ex-
periment, most importantly conducting the reviews, gathering data from the survey questions,
conducting the working memory span test, and assigning participants to treatment groups. This
browser-based environment allows access to professional developers and control of the ensuing
threats to validity. The next paragraph details the part devised to conduct the reviews. To
reduce the risk of data loss and corruption, almost no data processing was done in the UI
server itself. Instead, the participants’ data was written to file as log records, which were then
downloaded and analyzed oﬄine.
Part I shows that in current industrial practice, browser-based code review tools that present
a code change as a series of two-pane diffs are widely used. Therefore, I implemented a similar
UI for the current study. Although this setup allows for free scrolling and searching over the
whole code change and thus introduces some hardly controllable factors into the design, we
(Baum, Bacchelli) chose it in favor of more restrictive setups because of its higher ecological
validity. During code review, the UI logged various kinds of user interaction in the background,
for example, mouse clicks and pressed keys.
An example of the review UI can be seen in Figure 13.2. The HTML page for a review starts
with a description of the commit. After that, a brief description of the UI’s main features was
given, followed by the change parts in the order chosen for the particular review and participant.
The presentation of each change part consisted of a header with the file path and method name
and the two-pane diff view of the change part. The initial view for a change part showed at most
four lines of context below and above the changed lines, but the user could expand this context
to show the whole method. Further parts of the code base were not available to the participants
(and not needed to notice the defects). Review remarks could be added and changed by clicking
on the margin beneath the code.
13.1.4 Objects and Measurement
Patches / Code changes. Because it is infeasible to find a code base that is equally well
known to a large number of professional developers, the study uses one that is probably little
known to all participants. This increases the difficulty of performing the reviews. To keep the
task manageable, at least the functional domain and requirements should be well known to the
participants and there should be little reliance on special technologies or libraries. To satisfy
these goals, the jEdit programmer’s text editor4 was selected as the basis from which to pick code
changes to review. To select suitable code changes, I screened the commits to jEdit from the
years 2010 to 2017. I programmatically selected changes with a file count similar to the median
size of commercial code reviews identified in previous work [21, 41]. The resulting subset was
then checked manually for changes that are (1) self-contained, (2) neither too complicated nor
too trivial, and (3) of a minimum quality, especially not containing dubious changes/“hacks”.
With that procedure, I manually checked ten commits for the large reviews and excluded
two as not self-contained, one as too complicated, two as too simple and three as dubious. The
selected commits are those of revision 19705 (‘code change A’ in the following) and of revision
19386 (‘code change B’). In addition, I selected a smaller commit (revision 23970) for the warm-
up task. For this choice, a large number of commits satisfied the criteria, so the sampling was
less exhaustive. Code change A is a refactoring, changing the implementation of various file
4http://jedit.sourceforge.net
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org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTable.java, constructor org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTable.java, constructor(Show more context)
 
org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTableModel.java org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTableModel.java,columnMoved()
 
org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTable.java org/experiment/editor/browser/VFSDirectoryEntryTable.java(Show more context)
 
End review ►
        setDefaultRenderer(Entry.class,
            renderer = new FileCellRenderer());
        header = getTableHeader();
        header.setReorderingAllowed(false);
        addMouseListener(new MainMouseHandler());
        header.addMouseListener(new MouseHandler());
        header.setDefaultRenderer(new HeaderRenderer(
            
(DefaultTableCellRenderer)header.getDefaultRenderer()));
        setDefaultRenderer(Entry.class,
            renderer = new FileCellRenderer());
 
        header = getTableHeader();
        header.setReorderingAllowed(true);
        addMouseListener(new MainMouseHandler());
        header.addMouseListener(new MouseHandler());
        header.setDefaultRenderer(new HeaderRenderer(
            
(DefaultTableCellRenderer)header.getDefaultRenderer()));
    protected void columnMoved(int from, int to) {
        if (from == to)
            return;
        if (from < 1 || from >= getColumnCount())
            return;
        if (to < 1 || to >= getColumnCount())
            return;
        ExtendedAttribute ea = extAttrs.remove(from - 1);
        extAttrs.add(to - 1, ea);
    }
    
    class ColumnHandler implements TableColumnModelListener
    {
        public void columnAdded(TableColumnModelEvent e) {}
        public void columnRemoved(TableColumnModelEvent e) {}
        public void columnMoved(TableColumnModelEvent e) {}
        public void columnSelectionChanged(ListSelectionEvent e) 
{}
        public void columnMarginChanged(ChangeEvent e)
        {
    class ColumnHandler implements TableColumnModelListener
    {
        public void columnAdded(TableColumnModelEvent e) {}
        public void columnRemoved(TableColumnModelEvent e) {}
        public void columnMoved(TableColumnModelEvent e) {
            
((VFSDirectoryEntryTableModel)getModel()).columnMoved(
                    e.getToIndex(), e.getFromIndex());
        }
        public void columnSelectionChanged(ListSelectionEvent e) 
{}
 
        public void columnMarginChanged(ChangeEvent e)
        {
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Figure 13.2: Example of the review view in the browser-based experiment UI, showing the small
code change. It contains three defects: In ‘VFSDirectoryEntryTableModel’, the indices in the check
of both ‘from’ and ‘to’ are inconsistent (local defects). Furthermore, the order of arguments in the
call in ‘VFSDirectoryEntryTable.ColumnHandler’ does not match the order in the method’s definition
(delocalized defect). At each defect, there is a review remark marker (little red square) in the line number
margin, i.e., the figure could show the view at the end of a review that found all defects. (Source: [29])
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Table 13.1: Code change sizes, complexity, and number of correctness defects (total defect count as well
as count of delocalized defects only) after seeding
Code Change Changed
Files
Change
Parts
Presented
LOC1
Cycl.
Compl.2
Total
Defects
Delocalized
Defects
Small / Warm-up 2 3 31 12 3 1
Large code change A 7 15 490 57 9 2
Large code change B 7 21 233 83 10 3
1 presented LOC := Lines Of Code visible to the participant on the right (=new) side of the two-pane
diffs without expanding the visible context
2 total cyclomatic complexity [255] of the methods on the right (=new) side of the two-pane diffs
system tasks from an old API for background tasks to a new one. Code change B is a feature
enhancement, allowing the combination of the search for whole words and the search by regular
expressions in the editor’s search feature. The small change is also a feature enhancement,
allowing columns to be rearranged in the editor’s file system browser UI. Details on the sizes of
the code changes can be found in Table 13.1. Mainly because it contained a lot of code moves,
code change A contains fewer change parts but more lines of code than code change B, but code
change B is algorithmically more complex.
There was a risk that some participants would ignore the given instructions and look for
further information about jEdit (e.g., bug reports) on the internet while performing the exper-
iment. To reduce that risk all mentions of jEdit and its contributors were removed from the
code changes presented to the participants and credit to jEdit was only given after the end of all
reviews. I also normalized some irrelevant, systematic parts of the changes (automatically added
@Override annotations, white space) and added some line breaks to avoid horizontal scrolling
during the reviews, but otherwise left the original changes unchanged.
Seeding of Defects. Code review is usually employed by software development teams to
reach a combination of different goals (see Chapter 4). Of these goals, the detection of faults
(correctness defects; [178]), improvement of code quality (finding of maintainability issues),
and spreading of knowledge are often among the most important ones. As the definition of
maintainability is fuzzy and less consensual than that of a correctness defect, the analysis of the
experiment is restricted to correctness defects. In its original form, code change A contained one
correctness defect and code change B contained two. To gain richer data for analysis, several
further defects were added, so that the small code change contains a total of 3 defects, code
change A contains 9 defects, and code change B contains 10. The seeded defects are a mixture
of various realistic defect types. There are rather simple ones (e.g., misspelled messages and
forgetting a boundary check), but also hard ones (e.g., a potential stall of multithreaded code
and a forgotten adjustment of a variable in a complex algorithm). Six of these defects are
delocalized [107], i.e., their detection is likely based on combining knowledge of different parts
of the code. Two researchers independently classified defects as (de)localized and contrasted
results afterward. Both types of defects can be seen in Figure 13.2: The parameter swap in the
call of ‘columnMoved’ is a delocalized defect because both the second and third change part
have to be combined to find it. The off-by-one errors in the if conditions in the second change
part are not delocalized because they can be spotted by only looking at that change part. The
full code changes and the seeded defects can be found in the study’s replication package [42].
Measurement of Defects. The experiment UI explicitly asked the participants to review
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only for correctness defects. All review remarks were manually coded, taking into account the
position of the remark as well as its text. A remark could be classified as (1) identifying a certain
defect, (2) ‘not a correctness defect’, or (3) occasionally also as relating to several defects. In
edge cases, a remark was counted if it was in the right position and could make a hypothetical
author aware of his defect. It was not counted if it was in the right position but unrelated to the
defect (e.g., it is related only to a minor issue of style). If this procedure led to several remarks
for the same defect for a participant, it was only counted once. To check the reliability of the
coding, a second researcher (Ghofrani) coded a sample of 56 of the remarks again. In 13 of these
cases, it was discussed whether the remark should be counted as a defect or not. In all cases, it
was agreed that the original coding was correct. The detailed coding of all review remarks can
be seen in the study’s online material [42].
Working Memory. As described in Section 12.1.2, working memory capacity can be measured
with complex span tests [89] that consist of interleaved time-limited recall and cognitive pro-
cessing tasks. The implementation of the shortened automated operation span test [288, 384]
consists of two tasks each with 3 to 7 random letters. Each letter is shown for a brief amount of
time, and the letter sequence has to be remembered while solving simple arithmetic tasks after
each letter (see the experiment’s online material for more details [42]). Each correctly remem-
bered letter gives one point, so the maximum score is 50. The theoretical minimum is zero, but
this is unlikely for the study’s population. Rescaling the results from Oswald et al. [288] gives
an expected mean score of 38.2. Before the main tasks, there were some tasks for calibration
and getting used to the test’s UI.
13.1.5 Statistical Data Analysis
For RQ13.1, correlation between working memory span scores and found defect counts is
checked using Kendall’s τB correlation coefficient [4]. τB is used because it does not require
normality and can cope with ties, which are likely for counts. In line with the hypotheses for
this RQ, tests are performed for the total number of found defects as well as the total number of
found delocalized defects. To augment and triangulate the results, I also build a regression model
to predict the number of found (delocalized) defects. The independent variables are chosen by
stepwise selection (stepwise BIC [388]) from the variables listed in Table 13.2.
For RQ13.2, the experiment returned simple count data (defect found in the small review,
defect found in the large review) that leads to 2x2 contingency tables. As the observations are
dependent (several per participant), McNemar’s exact test [3] is used.
13.1.6 Participants
With a large number of participants it is infeasible to use a code base that is well known
to all participants. Also, inexperienced participants (e.g., students) would be overwhelmed by
the difficult review tasks. The choice of an online, browser-based setting helped to increase
the chance of reaching a high number of professional software developers. Because this meant
less control over the experimental setting, the experiment contains questions to characterize the
participants:
• Their role in software development,
• their experience with professional software development,
• their experience with Java,
• how often they practice code reviews, and
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Table 13.2: The variables collected and investigated for the cognitive load + ordering experiment.
Independent variables (design):
Working memory span score (measured) ordinal/interval
Used change part order type (controlled, see Section 14.6) nominal
Used code change (controlled) dichotomous
First or second large review (controlled) dichotomous
Independent variables (measured confounders):
Professional development experience ordinal/interval
Java experience ordinal/interval
Current programming practice ordinal/interval
Current code review practice ordinal/interval
Working hours before experiment (surrogate for tiredness) ratio
Perceived fitness before experiment ordinal
Experience with jEdit ordinal
Screen height ratio
Controlled setting (i.e., lab instead of online) dichotomous
Dependent variables per review:
Needed gross review time ratio
Needed net review time (i.e., without pauses) ratio
Number of detected defects ratio
Number of detected delocalized defects ratio
Number of correctly answered understanding questions ratio
• how often they program.
The experiment UI was made available online in 2017 for six weeks. Similar to canary releas-
ing [176], I initially invited a small number of people and kept a keen eye on potential problems,
before gradually moving out to larger groups of people. To contact participants, we (Baum,
Bacchelli) used our personal and professional networks and spread the invitation widely over
mailing lists, Twitter, Xing, Meetup and advertised on Bing. The complete development team of
the partner company participated in the experiment. This subsample of 16 developers performed
the experiment in a more controlled setting, one at a time in a quiet room with standardized
hardware. This subpopulation allowed us to detect variations between online setting and a more
controlled environment that can hint at problems with the former.
A consequence of the chosen sampling method is that participants could not be assigned to
groups in bulk before the experiment, but had to be assigned with an online algorithm. The
assignment was performed with a combination of balancing over treatment groups, minimization
based on the number of defects found in the small change review (Point 3 in Figure 13.1) and
randomization.
As the mean duration turned out to be about one and a half hours, with some participants
taking more than two hours, we (Baum, Bacchelli, Schneider) decided to offer financial com-
pensation. This was done in form of a lottery [213, 349], offering three cash prizes of EUR 200
each. The winners were selected by chance among the participants with a better than median
total review efficiency so that there was a mild incentive to strive for good review results.
A total of 50 participants finished all three reviews (of 92 who submitted at least the warm-
up review). 45 chose to also take the working memory span test. Unless otherwise noted,
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Figure 13.3: Professional development experience of the 50 participants that finished all reviews. Darker
shade indicates company setting, lighter shade is pure online setting.
Table 13.3: Mean and standard deviation (sd) for the number of defects found (all Defects as well as
the subset of delocalized defects only) and review time, depending on review number and code change
All Defects Delocalized Defects Time (Minutes)
Small / Warm-up 1.76 (of 3), sd=1.13 0.76 (of 1), sd=0.43 8.49, sd=5.48
First large review 3.68, sd=2.12 0.66, sd=0.82 30.03, sd=16.41
Second large review 2.98, sd=2.16 0.68, sd=0.87 20.69, sd=17.32
Large code change A 3.16 (of 9), sd=2.09 0.7 (of 2), sd=0.86 23.85, sd=16.96
Large code change B 3.5 (of 10), sd=2.23 0.64 (of 3), sd=0.83 26.88, sd=17.93
participants who did not complete all reviews are not taken into account in further analyses.
Participants who spent less than 5 minutes on a review and entered no review remark are
regarded as ‘did not finish’. Another participant was excluded because he or she restarted the
experiment after having finished it partly in a previous session. 24 participants dropped out
during the first large review, 13 during the second large review.
42 participants named ‘software developer’ as their main role. Four are researchers and
the remaining participants identified as managers, software architects or analysts. 47 of the
participants program and 32 review at least weekly. 40 have at least three years of experience in
professional software development, only one has none. Figure 13.3 shows the detailed distribution
of experience. None of the participants ever contributed to jEdit.
The minimum observed working memory span score is 17, the maximum is 50, the median is
45 and the mean is 41.93 (sd=7.05). The mean in the study’s sample is about 3.7 points higher
than estimated based on the sample of Oswald et al. [288] (from a different population), and
there seems to be a slight ceiling effect that is discussed in the threats to validity (Section 13.3).
13.2 Results
This section presents the empirical results and the performed statistical tests. Before that, it
briefly describes general results on the participant’s performance and their qualitative remarks.
The complete dataset is available [42].
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Table 13.4: Mean review efficiency and effectiveness for the two levels of control in the study (online or
company setting)
Controlled Setting Effectiveness Efficiency
Yes (Company) 43% 8.8 defects/hour
No (Online) 36% 10.4 defects/hour
Table 13.3 shows the mean number of defects found and the mean review time depending
on the reviewed code change and also depending on the review number (i.e., small review, first
large review or second large review). This preliminary analysis indicates a large ordering/fatigue
effect, particularly striking for the drop in review time between the first and second large review.
Comparing the company and the online setting, the mean review effectiveness in the company
is higher than online, whereas the efficiency is slightly smaller (see Table 13.4).
The participant’s full-text answers were analyzed for potential problems with the experi-
ment. Most comments in this regard revolved around some of the compromises in the design
of the experiment: Little review support in the web browser (e.g., “For more complex code
as in review 2 or three a development IDE would support the reviewer better than a website
can do”PC11
5), mentally demanding and time-consuming tasks (e.g., “I found the last exer-
cises complicated.”PO33), and the high number of seeded defects (e.g., “I am rarely exposed to
code that bad”PO44). There were also a number of positive comments (e.g., “It was quite fun,
thanks!”PO37).
I also scanned the participants’ scrolling and UI interaction patterns. These patterns indicate
that some participants made intensive use of the browser’s search mechanism, whereas others
scrolled through the code more linearly. The detailed patterns are available with the rest of the
experiment results [42].
13.2.1 Working Memory and Found Defects
RQ13.1 asks: “Is the reviewer’s working memory capacity associated with code review effec-
tiveness?” As motivated in Section 13.1.1, all defects as well as delocalized defects are analyzed.
Kendall’s τB rank correlation coefficient (one-sided) is used to check whether a positive correla-
tion exists. For all defects, τB is 0.05 (n=45, p=0.3143). Looking only at the correlation between
the number of delocalized defects found and working memory span, τB is 0.24 (p=0.0186); in-
versely it is almost zero (-0.01) for localized defects. Using an alpha value of 5% and applying
the Bonferroni-Holm procedure for alpha error correction, the null hypothesis H1.2.0 can be re-
jected for delocalized defects, yet with a rather small Kendall correlation. The null hypothesis
H1.1.0 for all defects cannot be rejected.
Looking at the scatter plot in Figure 13.4 helps to clarify the nature of the relation: The plot
suggests that a high working memory span score is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
high detection effectiveness for delocalized defects. In other words, a higher working memory
capacity seems to increase the chances of finding delocalized defects, but it does not guarantee it
and other mediating or moderating factors must be present. It may seem that the leftmost data
point is a very influential outlier and its exclusion would indeed reduce statistical significance;
however, systematic analysis of influential data points showed that it is not the most influential
5The subscripts next to the citations are participant IDs, with POn from the online setting and PCn from the
more controlled company setting.
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Figure 13.4: Scatter Plots of Working Memory Span and Number of Delocalized (Left Plot) and Other
(i.e., Localized; Right Plot) Defects Detected; Slight jitter added
Table 13.5: Results of fitting a linear regression model for the number of all found defects using stepwise
BIC. Coefficient for time is based on measuring in minutes.
Coefficients Model statistics
Intercept Net time for reviews R2 adj. R2 BIC
4.7803 0.0682 0.2768 0.2599 258.61
one. The three most influential participants both for and against the hypothesis were scrutinized,
checking the time taken, found defects, answers to understanding questions and other measures.
Based on these in-depth checks, we (Baum, Bacchelli) decided to stick to the formal exclusion
criteria described in Section 13.1.6 and keep all included data points. If we were to exclude one
influential data point, it would be participant PO15, who spent little time on the reviews; this
exclusion would strengthen the statistical significance.
Other influencing factors were checked for with a regression model fitted by stepwise BIC
(Bayesian Information Criterion) [388]. Additionally, the correlation between all factors and the
defect counts (see Table 13.7) was determined. The only effect strong enough for inclusion in the
regression model for all defects was review time, with longer reviewing time leading to more de-
fects found (see Table 13.5). Looking at the correlations for the remaining factors in Table 13.7,
professional development experience and review practice also seem to be positively correlated
with the total number of defects found, as is the experimental setting. Review practice and ex-
perimental setting can also be found in the regression model for delocalized defects (Table 13.6).
The other factors, e.g., subjective mental fitness/tiredness, are neither highly correlated nor did
they make it into one of the regression models.
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Table 13.6: Results of fitting a linear regression model for the number of all found delocalized defects
using stepwise BIC. Coefficient for time is based on measuring in minutes.
Coefficients Model statistics
Intercept
Net time
for
reviews
Working
memory
span score
Current
review
practice
Controlled
setting
R2 adj. R2 BIC
-3.6914 0.0215 0.0865 0.2717 0.8478 0.5359 0.4895 162.54
Table 13.7: Kendall τB correlation for all variable combinations. The names are replaced by single letter
IDs for space reasons: a := Working memory span score, b := Total number of detected defects, c := Total
number of detected delocalized defects, d := Total number of detected localized (=other) defects, e := Net
time for reviews, f := Controlled setting, g := Professional development experience, h := Current code
review practice, i := Screen height, j := Current programming practice, k := Java experience, l := Code
change B in first large review, m := Working hours before experiment, n := Perceived fitness before
experiment
b c d e f g h i j k l m n
a 0.05 0.24 −0.01 0.07 −0.18 0.04 −0.01 0.13 −0.19 0.22 −0.04 −0.2 0.23
b 0.64 0.88 0.35 0.28 0.24 0.2 0.21 0.07 0.04 −0.05 −0.08 −0.08
c 0.45 0.44 0.3 0.24 0.31 0.22 0.1 0.07 −0.01 −0.07 0.11
d 0.28 0.2 0.21 0.13 0.2 0.03 0.02 −0.06 −0.08 −0.12
e 0.21 0.15 0.13 0.09 −0.07 0.01 −0.12 −0.06 −0.09
f 0.02 0.28 0.3 0.13 −0.07 0.01 0.25 0.02
g 0.14 0.04 0.24 0.5 0.17 −0.05 −0.05
h 0.05 0.47 −0.02 0.03 0.07 −0.04
i 0 0.05 −0.06 −0.05 0.08
j 0.09 0.07 −0.04 −0.19
k 0.05 −0.15 −0.05
l −0.09 0.07
m −0.13
RQ13.1: Working memory capacity is positively correlated with the effectiveness of finding
delocalized defects. Not delocalized defects are influenced to a much lesser degree, if at all.
Even for delocalized defects, working memory capacity is only one of several factors, of which
the strongest is review time.
13.2.2 Code Change Size and Found Defects
RQ13.2 asks: “Does higher mental load in the form of larger, more complex code changes lead
to lower code review effectiveness?” It could already be seen in Table 13.3 that the reviewers
performed better in the small review than in the larger reviews. More specifically, the mean
review effectiveness is 59% for the small reviews and 35% for the large reviews. The mean
review efficiency is 15.65 defects/hour for the small review and 9.47 defects/hour for the large
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Table 13.8: Count of reviews in which the respective defects were detected, p-value from one-sided
McNemar’s test for RQ13.2 and corresponding effect size measured as Cohen’s g [77] (classification as
‘large’ also according to Cohen [77])
Defect found in review
Hypothesis small
only
large
only
both none p Cohen’s g
H2.S1.first large review.0 10 0 9 6 0.001 0.5 (large)
H2.S2.first large review.0 11 0 8 6 0.0005 0.5 (large)
H2.S1.second large review.0 10 1 9 5 0.0059 0.41 (large)
H2.S2.second large review.0 12 1 7 5 0.0017 0.42 (large)
reviews. These numbers depend to a large degree on the seeded defects. For a fair comparison,
a specific defect type was picked to compare in detail (as described in Section 13.1.1): The
swapping of arguments in a method call. The small code change contained one defect of this
type and code change A contained two such defects (S1 and S2 in the following). The defect
has been found in the small reviews in 38 of 50 occasions (detection probability: 76%). When
code change A was the first large review, S1 has been found 9 of 25 times (detection probability:
36%). The detailed numbers for all four situations can be seen in Table 13.8. The corresponding
tests for association are all highly statistically significant (the smallest threshold, after applying
Bonferroni-Holm correction, is 0.05/4=0.0125; the largest p-value is 0.0059). Therefore, all four
null hypotheses H2.<d>.<n>.0 can be rejected, with the conclusion that the probability of finding
‘swap type’ defects is smaller for larger, more complex code changes. In all four situations, the
effect size is large. There is only a small difference in effect size between the first and second
large review, i.e., if there is a fatigue or other ordering effect it does not play a major role.
Part of the hypothesis underlying RQ13.2 is that the lower performance is due to increased
mental load. This increase should have a larger effect for the participants with lower working
memory span score, so one would expect a higher drop in detection effectiveness for them. I
checked for such an effect, but it is far from statistically significant. All in all, it is not possible
to reliably conclude whether the lower effectiveness is due to cognitive overload in spite of high
mental effort or to a decision to invest less mental effort than needed (e.g., caused by lower
motivation).
RQ13.2: Larger, more complex code changes are associated with lower code review effective-
ness. This may be caused by higher mental load or by other reasons, such as faster review
rates or lower motivation.
13.3 Validity and Limitations
This section discusses the threats to validity of the results from the current chapter.
External Validity. A setup similar to code review tools in industrial practice, code changes
from a real-world software system, and mainly professional software developers as participants
strengthen the external validity of the experiment. There is a risk of the participants not being
as motivated as they are in real code reviews, which was tried to counter by making code
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review efficiency part of the precondition to winning the cash prize. External validity is mainly
hampered by four compromises: (1) Usually, code reviews are performed for a known code base.
(2) Unlike in industry, discussion with other reviewers or the author was not possible in the
reviews. (3) The defect density in the industry is usually lower than in the experiment’s code
changes. (4) The experiment UI asked participants to focus on correctness defects, although
identification of maintainability defects is normally an important aspect of code review [248,
374]. This could pose a threat to external validity if the mechanisms for finding other types
of defects are notably different. This threat is probably under control, as there are delocalized
design/maintenance issues with a need for deeper code understanding as well, but this claim
has to be checked in future research. It would also be worthwhile to study whether and to what
extent the high defect density often used in code review experiments is a problem.
Construct Validity. To avoid problems with the experimental materials, a multi-stage pro-
cess was used: After tests among the authors, I performed three pre-tests with one external
participant each. Afterward, the canary release phase started.
Many of the used constructs are defined in previous publications and the experiment reuses
existing instruments as much as possible, e.g., the automated operation span test and many of
the questions to assess the participants’ experience and practice. It was not formally checked
whether the used implementation of the operation span test measures the same construct as
other implementations, but this threat is mitigated since far more diverse tests have been shown
to measure essentially the same construct [399]. Compared to working memory, the mental load
construct is less well defined and usually assessed using subjective rankings.
One of the central measures in the current study is the number of defects found, which
was restricted to correctness defects to avoid problems with fuzzy construct definitions. To
reduce the risk of overlooking defects that a participant has spotted, the experiment UI asked
participants to favor mentioning an issue when they are not fully sure if it really is a defect.
This advice is compatible with good practices in industrial review settings [140]. The defects
were seeded by the author of this thesis, based on his (then) 11-years experience in professional
software development and checked for realism by another researcher (Bacchelli). Still, there can
be implicit bias in seeding the defects as well as in selecting the code changes. Also, a defect
is either considered delocalized or not, which ignores that the distance between the delocalized
parts differs depending on the defect and change part order. This could increase noise in the
data.
A sample of 50 professional software developers is large in comparison to many experiments
in software engineering [351]. For other sources of variation, the experiment had to be limited
to considerably smaller samples, leading to a risk of mono-operation bias and limited generaliz-
ability: For example, there are only three different code changes, and only one analyzed defect
type for RQ13.2. Similarly, the set of analyzed defects and defects types for RQ13.1 is limited
to a small sample of all possible defects and defect types, and there might well be other defect
types whose detection is influenced by working memory capacity. In addition, there could be al-
ternative commonalities between the defects besides ‘delocalization’ that also explain the found
correlation.
Internal Validity. A threat to validity in an online setting is the missing control over par-
ticipants, which is amplified by their full anonymity. To mitigate this threat, the experiment
included questions to characterize the sample (e.g., experience, role, screen size). To identify
and exclude duplicate participation, the experiment UI logged hashes of participant’s local and
remote IP addresses and set cookies in the browser. This threat was further controlled by
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comparing the online and company sub-sample. There are signs that the participants in the
controlled setting showed less fatigue and more motivation, i.e., the difference in review time
between first and second large review is less pronounced than in the online setting. The exper-
iment UI asked the participants to review in full-screen mode and did not mention jEdit, but
it is still possible that participants in the online setting searched for parts of the code on the
internet. If somebody did, this would increase the noise in the data.
The participant sample is self-selected. Many potential reasons for participation make it
more likely that the sample contains better and more motivated reviewers than the population
of all software developers. Probably, this does not pose a major risk to the validity of the main
findings; on the contrary, I would expect stronger effects with a more representative sample. The
participant’s working memory span scores were higher than those observed in other studies [288,
384]. The resulting slight ceiling effect might have reduced statistical power in the analyses that
use working memory span scores. This effect could be due to the selection bias6 and possibly
also to a general difference in working memory span scores between software developers and the
general population. Still, it could also be a sign of a flaw in the implementation of the working
memory span test. A downside of having the working memory span test at the end is that the
study cannot detect a measurement error caused by only measuring participants that are tired
due to the reviews. Given the above-average working memory test results of the participants
compared to other studies, this does not seem to be a major problem.
Statistical Conclusion Validity. Ideally, the experiment should show a causal relationship
between working memory capacity and review effectiveness for RQ13.1. This demands controlled
changes to working memory capacity [295], which is ethically infeasible. Therefore, it was
checked for potential confounders (see Table 13.2) but unobserved confounders cannot reliably
be ruled out and only associations are reported.
♦
Summing up, this chapter shows that working memory capacity is positively correlated with
the effectiveness of finding delocalized defects, and that larger, more complex code changes are
associated with lower code review effectiveness. Both findings support the argument that lower
cognitive load leads to better review performance. This provides a foundation for the studies of
detailed support mechanisms in the next two chapters.
6This explanation is supported by the negative correlation between company/online setting and working mem-
ory (Table 13.7)
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14
Ordering of Change Parts
As motivated in Chapter 12, cognitive-support review tools should help the reviewer to
understand a code change better and faster. The current chapter argues that one way to do so
is to determine an order of reading the code that helps the reviewer understand it. The tool can
then use this order to guide the reviewer. First, it is explored whether the order of code changes
used by the tool is indeed used as a guidance by the reviewers. Then, a theory-generating
mixed-methods study results in principles for how such an optimal order could look like. An
important input for determining an optimal order are the ‘relations’ between the change parts.
The found principles are specified as a formal theory and implemented in software. Selected
predictions of the theory are tested in a controlled experiment, an extension to the experiment
of the previous chapter. Furthermore, the approach is implemented in CoRT and used in the
partner company. The theory-generating study has been published in [41] and the experiment
in [29], both joint works with Alberto Bacchelli and Kurt Schneider.
14.1 Methodology
This section describes the overall methodology for this chapter in more detail. The detailed
information for the individual studies is contained in the respective sections.
14.1.1 Research Questions
Although an iterative methodology has been used, the results are structured linearly along
four research questions.
Reviewers can navigate the code in two ways: On their own, driven by hypotheses they form
along the way, or guided by the order presented by the tool. There is qualitative evidence that
both occur in practice and that the current tool order is sub-optimal (Section 12.2.3.2). To add
further qualitative as well as quantitative support to this claim, RQ14.1 (Section 14.2) asks:
RQ14.1. How relevant to reviewers is the order of code changes offered by the code review
tool?
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Figure 14.1: High-level view of the research method (parts based on [41])
Given that the current order is perceived as sub-optimal, the next question then focuses on
empirically defining what makes a better order (Section 14.3):
RQ14.2. Are there principles for an optimal order of reading code changes under review?
Those principles, if any, would provide a human-readable impression of what is meant when
talking about presenting the changes in a better order. To be implemented in software or used
for predictions, they need to be specified more precisely (Section 14.5):
RQ14.3. How can the notion of ‘better order for code review’ be formalized as a theory?
Appendix D shows how the problem of finding an optimal tour according to the theory from
RQ14.3 can be solved in polynomial time. The claims of the theory can be tested formally in a
controlled experiment (Section 14.6):
RQ14.4. Can the order of presenting code change parts to the reviewer influence code review
efficiency, and does this depend on working memory capacity?
14.1.2 Research Method
This chapter’s theory-generating approach was inspired by methods to iteratively generate
theory from data, most notably Grounded Theory [143, 144]. The study started with interviews
as a flexible means to gather rich data and triangulated the findings with empirical results from
related fields as well as with an online survey. Furthermore, I collected log data from code
reviews in the partner company with CoRT to support the claim that better automatic ordering
of changes can help to improve review. After formalizing the theory, it was tested in a controlled
experiment and implemented in CoRT. Figure 14.1 details the data sources and their connection
to the results.
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Table 14.1: Interview participants: ID, experience, and changeset
ID
Dev. exp.
(in years)
Change
set
ID
Dev. exp.
(in years)
Change
set
OI1 2 A OI7 23 B+C
OI2 8 A OI8 3 A
OI3 3 A OI9 10 A
OI4 3 A OI10 5 A
OI5 7 A OI11 10 A
OI6 5 B+C OI12 10 A
Logged review navigation (Point I in Figure 14.1): There is qualitative evidence from the
interviews in Part I and also from others [21] that the current standard order of review tools, i.e.,
alphabetical by path, is not optimal. To triangulate these findings and to gain more quantitative
information, I analyzed the navigation patterns from the interaction data that was logged by
CoRT in the partner company (see Section 9.3). The data used in the current study consists
of 292 reviews collected during fall 2016. To determine the size of code changes, I analyzed the
company’s versioning system. The data set is available [43].
Task-guided Interviews (Point II): The main method of data collection in the early phases
of the study was a special form of task-guided interview. I prepared exemplary code changes
from real world projects and printed each part of the changes in form of a two-pane diff on a
different piece of paper. Interviewees were asked to sort the shuﬄed parts for a change into the
order believed to be best for review. A short printed description of the participant’s task and
the purpose of the change was also handed out. While sorting, the participant was asked to
think aloud. When the participant had finished, the interviewer explicitly asked for a rationale
for the given order. After that, the interviewer presented an alternative order (either taken from
an earlier interview or prepared by the researchers before the session) and the participant was
asked to explain why his/her order was better than this alternative. In most interviews, this
comparison was repeated with yet another order, in other interviews the whole procedure was
repeated with a different code change.
The study used three different changesets (A, B, and C) sampled from real-world software
systems. The main criteria for selecting the changes were their size/complexity (manageable,
yet not trivial) and their content (based on the preliminary hypotheses). Changes consist of 7 to
10 change parts, mainly in Java files, but also in XML and XML Schema files. In the interviews,
the participants were familiar with the code base for changes B and C, but not for A. Details
on the changes are in the study’s material [43].
All of the sampled interview participants had good programming knowledge, but not all of
them were experienced reviewers. Table 14.1 presents the participants’ experience. Seven of
the interviews were performed by the author of this thesis and five by a co-author of the study
(Bacchelli). In the first four interviews, the researcher took interview notes; all of the other
interviews were recorded and later transcribed.
The interviews resulted in two types of data: the orders declared optimal by the participants
and the interview transcripts. The interview transcripts were analyzed by open coding aug-
mented by memoing. The codes were then refined and checked in a peer card sort session [158,
357] performed jointly by both interviewers, followed by further selective coding. The sequences
given by the participants were included in the card sorting and also analyzed programmatically
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to systematically search for nonrandom patterns. Furthermore, they were used later to check
the formalization of the theory. During the whole research process, I used memoing to capture
ideas and preliminary hypotheses.
Existing Findings in Related Areas (Point III): One of the guidelines in Grounded Theory
is that “other works simply become part of the data and memos to be further compared to the
emerging theory” [143]. With this mindset, existing findings from related areas were used to
inform and triangulate the theory. The selection of related fields was guided by theoretical
sampling, e.g., by looking for works on hypertext after the importance of relations began to
emerge.
Task-based Survey (Point IV): After formulating preliminary hypotheses, we (Baum, Bac-
chelli) conducted an online survey. It contained task-guided confirmatory questions to challenge
the preliminary hypotheses and exploratory questions to develop the theory further. We defined
the target population as ‘software developers with experience in change-based code review’ and
included a set of questions to filter respondents accordingly.
We used established guidelines for survey research [183] to formulate the questions and
structuring the survey. The main part consisted of tasks asking respondents to declare their
opinion regarding different code orders for review. In addition, besides the filter questions, the
survey contained three questions on the participant’s navigation behavior during code review
(for RQ14.1) and four questions to analyze potential confounding factors, such as the used review
tool and programming language. All the questions were optional, except for the filter questions.
The main, task-guided part consisted of four pages; Figure 14.2 shows an extract of one.
Every page started with the abstract description of a code change (Point 1 in Figure 14.2) and
ended with a free text question for further remarks (Point 2). Between that, a selection of
three types of questions was included, which asked for: the participant’s preferred order of the
change parts (Point 3), a comparison of two orders pre-selected based on the research hypotheses
(Point 4), and an assessment of the usefulness of a set of orders on a 4-point Likert scale (not
shown in Figure 14.2). The order in which the change parts and proposed orders were presented
was randomized.
We used eight pre-tests with software developers to iteratively optimize the survey. The
creation and testing of the survey took seven weeks; the final survey ran for five weeks. To
invite software developers to the survey, we randomly sampled active GitHub users and invited
developers from our professional networks. We invited a total of 3,020 developers. The initial
filter questions were answered by 238 people (response rate: 8%), of which 201 were part of
the target population. Not all participants completed the survey or answered all questions. We
excluded participants if values for the respective hypothesis/research question were missing or
if an answer was inconsistent with one of their earlier answers. Therefore, the total number of
answers differs for the analyses.
Of the respondents, 97% program and 85% review at least weekly, so differences in practice
of the participants are of little importance. 57% of the respondents have only one or two years of
experience with regular code reviews; these participants were included unless otherwise noted,
but only after statistically showing their answers to be distributed like those of the respondents
with 3 years or more of experience. The influence of sampling through GitHub is clearly visible:
A majority (102 of 177) uses GitHub pull requests for reviewing and JavaScript (66 of 133) or
Java (41 of 133) as a programming language. 89% (117 of 132) develop software commercially
and 72% (95 of 132) participate in open source. The survey and the data sets are available [43].
Controlled Experiment (Point V): In a controlled experiment, the theory was tested by
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Figure 14.2: Example main page from the survey (data-flow variant/Situation 2a) (Source: [41], c©
IEEE)
comparing the review performance in a specific situation depending on the order of the code.
Details on the design of the experiment are given in Section 14.6, after having introduced the
generated theory.
14.2 The Relevance of the Order by the Tool
RQ14.1 seeks to understand the relevance of the ordering of changes proposed by the code
review tools. To answer this question, the study builds on opinions gathered in interviews, log
data from CoRT, and estimates from the survey’s respondents.
The log data contains traces of files visited in a review session. By comparing these files to
the alphabetical order, they show whether the user followed the order of the review tool, which
was alphabetical at that time. In 156 of 292 studied review sessions (53%), the user started with
the file presented first by the review tool. When reviewing further, 3,071 of 8,254 between-file
navigations (37%) took the reviewer to the next file in the tool order; moreover, in 162 (55%) of
the review sessions, the reviewer visited additional files that were not part of the changeset. The
numbers suggest that the hyperlinking and search features of the IDE might help the reviewer
navigating, after a place to start is found.
For small changes, the presentation order may have a negligible effect, because the number
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Figure 14.3: Survey results: Relevance of the ordering offered by the tool (Source: [41], c© IEEE)
of permutations and the cognitive load for the reviewer grows with change size. In a study
at Microsoft, Barnett et al. [21] found a median size of 5 files and 24 diff regions in changes
submitted for review. The review sessions at the partner company are even larger, with a median
size of 11.5 files per task. About 54% of the reviews have a scope of 10 or more files. There is
no statistically significant pattern connecting review size and navigation behavior.
The interviewers asked for the participants’ opinion on an alphabetical order for review. The
participants were either neutral or negative about it, e.g., “Well, I don’t think file based is a
good order [...] or alphabetical order is definitely not a good order.”OI9 “I mean it’s clear that
GitHub doesn’t have any intelligence behind the way that it presents you the reviews, currently,
so even a small improvement is welcome.”OI10 And although the survey did not ask for it, some
participants left a similar remark, for example: “I’ve never thought about ordering of changes
in code review tools. But while filling this survey I started thinking that proper ordering could
make reviewing of code much simpler.”OS270
When a code review is performed jointly with the author of the code, the author can guide the
reviewer through the code. Therefore, the survey asked about joint reviews. Of 167 participants
answering this question, 32 (19%) perform reviews ‘often or always’ together with the code’s
author. The survey asked the remaining participants about their behavior in two situations:
(1) When starting the review and (2) when in the midst of the review. 132 respondents answered
these questions and a large fraction reported to use the tool’s order ‘often or always’: 97 (73%)
for the start and 87 (66%) for the middle of the review; Figure 14.3 reports the details. There is
a tendency for more experienced reviewers and for reviewers with IDE-integrated review tools
to use the tool’s order less often, but the general picture stays the same for all studied sub-
populations.
Summing up, in a significant number of change-based code reviews, the reviewers use the
order in which the code changes are presented by the review tool to step through the code,
although they report to regard this order as sub-optimal for efficient understanding and checking
of the code. The size of a code change under review is often small, but in a notable number
of cases not small enough to make the effect of the order irrelevant. The problem is more
pronounced for less knowledgeable reviewers. A code review tool should, therefore, present the
changes in an order that is well-suited for a human reviewer. The results of the next research
questions describe how such an order should look like.
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14.3 Principles for an Optimal Ordering
14.3.1 General Principles
The interview participants believe that certain orders are better suited for code review than
others. But the choice of the optimum is subjective. However, participants generally acknowl-
edged that other orders are good, too, and believe that a number of orders will be similar in
terms of review effectiveness and efficiency: “I don’t necessarily think this is worse. It’s more
a different point of view.”OI4 “[This order] probably makes sense if you’re super-deep into the
system.”OI10
Following the ‘tour/path’ metaphor used in other publications [285, 337], the term ‘tour’ is
used in the following to denote a permutation of the change parts under review. ‘Change parts’
and change hunks from the version control system are related, but do not have to be identical,
as is further detailed in Section 14.5.
Based on the combination of the different data sources, it emerges that an order that obeys
the principles described in the following is perceived to lead to better review effectiveness and
efficiency compared to other orders.
Principle 1. Group related change parts as closely as possible.
By grouping related change parts together, a good tour reduces context switches and reduces
the cognitive load for the reviewer. Additionally, it eases the task of comparing neighboring
change parts to spot inconsistencies or duplications: “So here, seems a bit like a code clone.
[...] And this is actually why I think it is really cool to have these two [related change parts]
together.”OI10 “If I was to return on this one, I would have to switch the context, which is
bad.”OI8 “I think a review tool should try to group changes that ’logically’ belong together.”OS44
“Unrelated things should not get in the way of related things.”OS296 As shown in Table 14.2,
Principle 1 is also well supported in the survey results.
Principle 2. Provide information before it is needed.
This allows the reviewer to better understand the change parts: “Without the knowledge
if this attribute is required or optional, I can’t tell if the mapper is correctly implemented.”OI7
“Blue depends on green, so it’s useful to know what green is before reviewing blue.”OS248
Table 14.2: Survey results: Confirmatory questions for Principle 1.
Preference Sit. 2a + 2b1
Sit. 2a
(Only data-flow)
Sit. 2b
(Only attr. decl.-use)
Sit. 42
close 102 67 35 102
not close 14 4 10 6
no preference 7 4 3
Total responses 123 75 48 108
1 Only one of Situation 2a (data-flow relation) and Situation 2b (declaration-use
relation) was shown selected by chance.
2 Results for Situation 4 are deduced from the user-given order (Point 3 in Fig-
ure 14.2), therefore “no preference” does not occur.
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Table 14.3: Survey results: Comparison of different ways to order change parts related by call-flow (one
callee, four callers), used for Principles 2 and 6.
Order strategy Count among
best rated
Count among
worst rated
Mode (prevalent answer)
bottom-up (i.e., callee first) 111 16 very useful (100 times)
top-down breadth-first 35 61 somewhat useful (49 times)
top-down depth-first 34 67 somewhat useful (56 times)
no sensible rule 10 112 not very useful (55 times)1
Total responses 130 130 130
1 For experienced reviewers, the mode is “not at all useful” (21 of 45).
Table 14.4: Survey results: Confirmatory questions for Principle 3.
Preference Sit. 2a + 2b1
Sit. 2a
(Only data-flow)
Sit. 2b
(Only attr. decl.-use)
prefer closeness 82 57 25
prefer direction 26 12 14
no preference 11 5 6
Total responses 119 74 45
1 Only one of Situation 2a (data-flow relation) and Situation 2b (declaration-
use relation) was shown selected by chance.
Although the survey did not include a confirmatory question for Principle 2, one of the results
might be attributable to it: The respondents showed a clear tendency towards going bottom-up
along the call-flow relation, with 111 of 130 (85%) rating bottom-up as preferred (see Table 14.3).
Principle 3. In case of conflicts between Principles 1 and 2, prefer Principle 1 (grouping).
When reviewers come across a change part where they need knowledge they do not yet have,
they need to make assumptions (at least implicitly). As long as the related information-providing
change parts are coming shortly afterward, they can then check the assumptions against reality:
“The order doesn’t actually influence me that much.”OI11 “Maybe the order was not what I pre-
ferred, but the groupings of the snippets made sense.”OI5 “The only thing that matters here is
that purple and gold appear one after the other, whichever first.”OS392 Principle 3 is supported
in the survey, although less than Principle 1: 76% of the respondents who indicated a preference
preferred closeness (see Table 14.4).
Principle 4. Closely related change parts form chunks treated as elementary for further
grouping and ordering.
Principle 4 is needed to explain some of the interview results and is supported in the litera-
ture on cognitive processes, but it did not emerge explicitly from the interviewees’ statements.
Therefore, the survey included two exploratory questions to investigate it (Situation 3). The
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tour using chunking to let the relations point in the preferred direction was chosen as better by
35 of 50 respondents (70%) in one and 38 (76%) in the other question.
Principle 5. The closest distance between two change parts is “visible on the screen at the
same time.”
Seeing two closely related change parts directly after another is good, but seeing them both
at the same time is better: With the latter, the cognitive load is minimal and inconsistencies can
be spotted. As the participants put it: “The most useful presentation would be to display all [5
related] changes at once and to allow the user to navigate freely”OS44 “I’d prefer to have them
both [...] on screen, ideally.”OS54 “I’d make [the description] stay on top, wherever I look at.”OI8
Principle 6. To satisfy the other principles, use rules that the reviewer can understand.
Support this by making the grouping explicit to the reviewer.
An order that the reviewer does not understand can “break his line of thought” and lead
to disorientation. Making the grouping explicit helps the reviewers to understand it, to form
expectations and to divide it into parts they can handle separately. “We’re going back from
something that is more specific to something that is generic. And that kind of breaks my line of
thought.”OI10 “[This order] doesn’t have a specific pattern, at least none that I can immediately
identify. [...] This is bad”OI5 “If the parts had been grouped, the groups made visible and ideally
given sensible names, I would have been able to understand the ordering better.”OI5
When asking the survey participants to rate bottom-up vs top-down tours, there was also a
tour that was not based on a “sensible” rule. This option was rated among the worst by 112 of
130 respondents (86%), thus supporting Principle 6.
The common guideline to ‘keep commits self-contained’ is a special case of Principle 1 com-
bined with Principle 6. In this case, a commit is an explicit group of related change parts.
The importance of a change part for code review varies, e.g., some change parts are more
defect-prone than others. The participants took this importance into account to varying degrees.
Some used it as the prime ordering criterion, while others did not. A lot of the variation in
participant’s orders from the interviews is due to these differences in the assessment and handling
of unimportance. The importance of change parts for review is dealt with in Chapter 15 of this
thesis.
14.3.2 The Macro Structure: How to Start and How to End
At the very beginning of the review, the reviewer should learn about the requirements that led
to the change. Many also wanted to get some kind of overview at the start (“First introduction
to understand the context, then the crucial part”OI2). An example of usage, e.g., a test case,
can help to achieve this. Such overviews are further studied in the master theses of Gripp [150]
and Gasparini [134].
The interviewees use several tactics (T) how to proceed after the initial overview, i.e., start
with: (T1) something easy, (T2) a natural entry point, e.g., GUI, Servlet or CLI, (T3) the most
important change parts, (T4) new things, (T5) change parts that “don’t fit in”, if any. Of these
tactics, T1 and T2 often suit Principle 2 better, i.e., to provide information before it is needed.
In contrast, T3, T4 and T5 are heuristics to visit more important/defect-prone change parts
early.
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Some participants gave tactics for the end of the review, too: (1) End with a wrap-up/overview
(e.g., a test case or some other example of usage putting it all together), or (2) put the unim-
portant rest at the end.
14.3.3 The Micro Structure: Relations between Change Parts
Principle 1 states that related change parts should be close together. The participants gave
a number of different types of ‘relatedness’, e.g.: (1) Data flow, (2) call flow, (3) class hierarchy,
(4) declare & use, (5) file order, (6) similarity, (7) logical dependencies, and (8) development
flow. A more detailed description of the relation types can be found in the study’s supplemental
material [43].
Most of these relations are inherently directed (e.g., class hierarchy or data flow), while
others are undirected (e.g., similarity). For many of the directed relations, there is a preferred
direction (e.g., to put the declaration of an attribute before its use); for others—mainly for call
flow—the preferred direction seems to be more subjective. Many interview participants prefer
to go top-down from caller to callee, but others also talked about going bottom-up from callee
to caller. In contrast, the survey results support bottom-up (see Table 14.3). This indicates
that a simple global rule of “always prefer bottom-up/top-down” probably does not exist.
Another distinction between the relations is whether they are binary or gradual. For a binary
relation, like call flow, there are only two possibilities: Either there is a relation or there is none.
For a gradual relation, like similarity, the distinction between related and unrelated is fuzzier.
Fregnan’s master thesis [129] built upon the identified relations and asked a sample of 18
developers to rank the relation types by importance. The ‘method call’ relation type (a subtype
of ‘call flow’) was considered most important by the developers.
14.4 Input from Other Research Areas
This section discusses related work on the ordering of change parts for review and compares
it to the found principles.
14.4.1 Reading Comprehension for Natural Language Texts
Brain regions responsible for language processing are also active during code comprehension
[347]. There are differences in the activation patterns between code and text, but these become
less pronounced with programming experience [124]. Therefore, I used several studies from the
large body of research on reading comprehension and the understandability of natural language
texts to inform the ordering theory.
The “Karlsruhe comprehensibility concept” [146], an extension of the “Hamburg comprehen-
sibility concept” [220], summarizes multiple studies on factors influencing the comprehensibility
of natural language texts. It names six influencing factors/dimensions: Structure, concision,
simplicity, motivation, correctness and perceptibility. This chapter’s approach to improve code
ordering mainly targets the ‘structure’ dimension.
The positive impact of a sensible, explicitly recognizable or presented text structure is also
reported in other studies (e.g., [128, 148, 267]). A good text structure is “coherent”, i.e., parts
of the texts stick together in a meaningful and organized manner [148]. Reading scrambled
paragraphs takes more time, and is detrimental to recall quality when there is a time limit [200].
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Presenting news and corresponding explanations in a clustered way can improve the understand-
ing and interest of a reader [409]. And there is evidence that stories are mentally organized in
a hierarchical fashion [57].
The aforementioned results fit to those from the previous section, but there is also some
evidence to the contrary: McNamara et al. found that a less coherent structure can improve
the learning of knowledgeable readers from a text, presumably because they have to think more
actively [261]. The same could be true in the case of reviews, with a sub-optimal structure
forcing the reviewer into a more active role. This underlines the need to empirically test the
predictions in a controlled experiment.
14.4.2 Hypertext: Comprehension and Tours
The ordering theory is based on the assumption that the relations between change parts are
an important factor in determining the optimal tour. The resulting part graph shares many
similarities to a hypertext. Hypertext research has studied how different link structures and
different presentations of the structure influence a reader’s interest and understanding (e.g.,
[408]). In the case of reviews, the link structure cannot be influenced, but the presentation can,
and a hierarchical presentation has been found to be beneficial [303]. It has also been found that
characteristics of the reader, notably working memory capacity and cognitive style, mediate the
influence of structure [101].
The notion of ‘guided tours’ has also been proposed for hypertext [379]. In addition, Ham-
mond and Allison [157] suggest the metaphors of “go-it-alone” (similar to the targeted navigation
briefly mentioned in Section 14.1.1) and of “map navigation” (similar to the participants’ need
to get an overview). An approach to automatically create such guided tours has been proposed
by Guinan and Smeaton [152]. They, too, use patterns to determine the order of the nodes.
14.4.3 Empirical Findings on Real-World Code Structure
Developers in long-living projects likely try to structure their code in a way that helps
understanding. Therefore, I looked for empirical results on the order of methods and fields in
software systems. I found two: Biegel et al. observed that in many cases, the code adheres
to the structure specified in the Java Code Conventions published by Sun/Oracle, and that a
clustering by visibility is also quite common [51]. They could also observe semantic clustering
(by common key terms), whereas alphabetic order was rare. Geffen and Maoz studied a number
of different criteria, also on open-source Java projects but with a stronger focus on call-flow
relationships [137]. They found that a “calling” criterion of having a callee after the caller
(i.e., top-down) is often satisfied. Regarding the conflicting results on top-down vs bottom-up
between the interviews and survey, this can be regarded as a point in favor of top-down. The
article of Geffen and Maoz also contains results on a second study: They tested experimentally
whether clustering or sorting by call-flow helps to understand code faster. Their results are
not statistically significant, but they show a tendency that a random order is worst and a
combination of clustering and sorting is best, especially for inexperienced developers.
14.4.4 Clustering of Program Fragments and Change Parts
After the importance of grouping in an optimal tour became clear, I started to look at
existing approaches for clustering in software. Many clustering approaches exploit structural
[247] and similarity relations [210], possibly augmented with latent semantic analysis [245]. Often
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clustering is performed using randomized meta-heuristics, an approach that is incompatible with
Principle 6 (understandable rules). In contrast, the ACDC approach of Tzerpos and Holt [383]
is based on recognizing patterns in subsystem structures and encouraged me to pursue a similar
approach. Most clustering approaches deal with modules. In contrast, ‘change untangling’ (see
Section 12.2) can be seen as a special kind of clustering of change parts.
14.4.5 Program Comprehension: Empirical Findings and Theories
A number of theories on the cognitive processes of developers during code comprehension
have been proposed. Developers sometimes use ‘bottom-up comprehension’, i.e., they combine
and integrate parts of the program into increasingly complete mental models. On other occa-
sions, they employ ‘top-down comprehension’, either inference-based by using beacons in the
code or expectation-based guided by hypotheses [284]. They switch between these modes de-
pending on their knowledge, the needs of the task, and other factors [387, 389]. The survey by
Storey [362] provides further information.
Recent studies looked at the navigation behavior of developers during debugging and main-
tenance. It was found that ‘information foraging theory’ provides a more accurate pattern of
navigation behavior than hypothesis-driven exploration [229, 230]. In information foraging, de-
velopers follow links between program fragments. These links are largely based on dependencies.
The importance of links/relations for developer navigation has also been noted in other studies
[132, 203, 367]. A comparison of developers with differing experience showed that effective de-
velopers navigate by following structural information [323] and make more use of chunking [227].
Storey et al. [361] combined empirical findings from the literature to derive guidelines for
tools that support program comprehension. The theory described in this chapter results in such
a tool, therefore their guidelines should be partly reflected in it. Specifically, two of Storey
et al.’s guidelines for bottom-up comprehension are to “reduce the effect of delocalized plans”
and “provide abstraction mechanisms”. They are addressed by grouping and by hierarchical
chunking, respectively. By allowing the reviewers to also explore the source code on their own,
further of Storey et al.’s guidelines can be satisfied.
14.5 A Theory for Ordering the Change Parts to Review
The principles and findings described in the previous sections detail what makes a good order
of changes for code review, but to implement them in software or to test the hypotheses, they
are still too vague. Therefore, they are formalized based on the guidelines for building theories
in software engineering by Sjøberg et al. [350], i.e., by giving the theory’s scope, constructs,
propositions, and the underlying explanations.
14.5.1 Scope and Constructs
The scope of the theory is regular, change-based code review. The theory has been developed
based on code written in object-oriented languages; it possibly has to be adapted to be applicable
to other programming paradigms. The constructs of the theory are detailed in Table 14.5.
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Table 14.5: Definitions of the constructs for the ordering theory
Construct Description
Code change The ‘code change’ consists of all changes to source files performed in the ‘unit
of work’ (see Definition 2 on page 24) under review. This also includes auxiliary
sources like test code, configuration files, etc. The code change defines the scope
of the review, i.e., the parts of the code base that shall be reviewed. With task
or user story level reviews, a code change can consist of multiple ‘commits’.
Review efficiency Review efficiency is the number of defects found per review hour invested (defi-
nition adapted from [52]).
Review
effectiveness
Review effectiveness is the ratio of defects found to all defects in the code change
(definition adapted from [52]).
Defect In the context of this theory, a defect is any kind of true positive issue that can be
remarked in a review. This encompasses faults as defined in the IEEE Systems
and Software Engineering Vocabulary [178], but also for example maintenance
issues.
Change part The elements of a code change are called ‘change parts’. In its simplest form, a
change part corresponds directly to a change hunk as given by the Unix diff tool
or the version control system. When some part of the source code was changed
several times in a code change, a change part can span more than two versions of
a file. It could be beneficial to split large change hunks into several change parts,
e.g., when the hunk spans several methods.
Tour A tour is a sequence (permutation) of all change parts of a code change.
Relation (between
change parts)
There can be ‘relations’ between change parts. A relation consists of a type
(e.g., call flow, inheritance, similarity; see Section 14.3.3) and an ID that allows
distinguishing several relations of the same type (e.g., the name of the called
method). There are relations of differing strength, but these are not taken into
account in the current formal model. Change parts (as vertices) and relations (as
edges) define a graph with labeled edges, the ‘part graph’. There are directed as
well as undirected relations. Undirected relations can be modeled as two directed
edges so that the graph is directed. There can be multiple edges between two
change parts, but their labels have to be distinct. The approach further demands
that the graph has no loops. A mechanism similar to the one used by Barnett et
al. [21] can be used to get from the syntactic level to the relation graph.
Grouping pattern The grouping and ordering preferences of a reviewer are modeled as ‘grouping
patterns’. A grouping pattern combines a matching rule that identifies a subset
with at least two change parts in the part graph and a function rate to provide
a rating for a permutation of the matched change parts. Only one family of
grouping patterns was sufficient to describe the data so far: A ‘star pattern’
(see Figure 14.4) matches a core vertex and all vertices (at least one) that are
connected by an edge with a given relation type and the same ID to the core.
In the ‘bottom-up’ case, the rating function assigns a high rating (e.g., 1) to all
sequences that start with the core and a low rating (e.g., 0) to all others.
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call,foo()
call,foo()call,foo()
call,foo()
call,baz()
similarity,X
call,bar()
Figure 14.4: Example of a star pattern (thick edges) in a change part graph (Source: [41], c© IEEE)
14.5.2 Propositions
The goal of this section is to define a partial order ≥T ⊆ Tour × Tour (in words: is better
than or equal) between tours that captures the notion of the utility of an order for review. For
every pair of tours t1 and t2 it holds (other things being equal):
∀t1, t2 : t1 ≥T t2 ⇒ (reviewEfficiency(t1) ≥ reviewEfficiency(t2) ∧
reviewEffectiveness(t1) ≥ reviewEffectiveness(t2))
The proposition above states that a tour that is better than another in terms of ≥T will
not be worse in terms of review efficiency or effectiveness. A stronger proposition shall also
hold, namely that there are tours where a better ranking in terms of ≥T means better review
efficiency (with >T defined as usual: x >T y ⇔ (x ≥T y ∧ ¬ (y ≥T x))):
∃t1, t2 : t1 >T t2 ⇒ reviewEfficiency(t1) > reviewEfficiency(t2)
The definition of ≥T is parametric; based on a set P of grouping patterns. Different prefer-
ences of reviewers can be captured by changing this set P . It also depends on the part graph
g, which is assumed to be implicitly known. By using a partial order, the theory allows for two
tours to be incomparable, which is exploited when there is yet no sufficient empirical evidence
to base the comparison upon.
The relation ≥T is defined based on a helper construct, the ‘satisfied matches’ (SM) of a
tour. The satisified matches set consists of all occurrences of a grouping pattern in a tour. A
grouping pattern match occurs in a tour when all vertices matched for the pattern in the part
graph are direct neighbors in the tour. Structurally, a grouping pattern match is a pair (p, v) of
a grouping pattern p and the set of matched change parts v.
A tour is better than another when its set of satisfied matches is better, i.e., when it has
more matches or the same matches with higher ratings, as given by the grouping pattern’s rating
function (rate):
t1 ≥T t2 ⇐⇒ sM(t1, g) ≥SM sM(t2, g)
⇐⇒ sM(t1, g) ⊃ sM(t2, g) ∨
(sM(t1, g) = sM(t2, g) ∧ ∀m ∈ sM(t1, g) : rate(m, t1) ≥ rate(m, t2))
The inclusion of all pattern matches from the sequence of change parts in a tour into the sat-
isfied matches mainly formalizes Principles 1 (group related parts) and 3 (prefer grouping). To
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Table 14.6: Relating the formalization of the ordering theory to the empirical findings
Principle/Finding Way it is accounted for in the formalization
Subjectiveness By changing the set of patterns, the comparison of tours can be adapted to different
preferences or cognitive styles of reviewers.
Principle 1
(group related
parts)
A grouping pattern captures the notion of “all related change parts”, and the
definition of the satisfied matches and the “is better than” relation ensure that in
a better tour more related change parts are close together.
Principle 2
(provide
information
before needed)
It is hard to formalize the notion of provided information; not least because in-
formation structures in software are often cyclic, e.g., with the caller of a method
providing information on why the callee exists and how it is used and the callee
providing information about its pre- and postconditions. Currently, reviewers often
resort to heuristics like going bottom-up or top-down along the call flow, and these
heuristics can be included in the formalization in the grouping pattern’s rating
function.
Principle 3
(prefer
grouping)
A pattern match is only included in the satisfied matches if the matched parts are
close together, and the rating function is only relevant for matches included in the
satisfied matches. This is a very strict interpretation of the principle; it was chosen
because the participants of the survey rated tours with intervening unrelated change
parts low, irrespective of the distance: For 85 of 113 (75%) respondents a tour with
one unrelated change part in between was rated as “not very useful” or “not at all
useful”, and almost the same number said this for two unrelated change parts in
between (82 of 113).
Principle 4
(chunking)
The notion of chunking is formalized by the recursive evaluation of sM on shrunk
tours and graphs.
Principle 5
(closest is
neighbouring)
This principle is more relevant to the presentation of the change parts in the review
tool and therefore not explicitly integrated into the formalization.
Principle 6
(understandable
rules)
The grouping patterns as a central part of the formalization can be easily explained
to software developers. Furthermore, they can be made explicit to the reviewer.
Macro structure In the study’s observations, applying the ordering principles generally leads to a
sensible macro structure, too, mostly due to the inclusion of the chunking principle.
Therefore, the formalization does not include further measures regarding the macro
structure.
Importance
order
The importance of a change part for review has not been included in the formal-
ization. Instead, I propose to remove clearly unimportant change parts from the
review scope (see Chapter 15) and to optimize the order of the remaining for un-
derstandability.
Open questions There are a number of areas where data is lacking for a grounded formalization, e.g.,
how to best include differing strengths of gradual relations or differing priorities of
grouping patterns. Therefore, a conservative approach is taken and the relation ≥T
is defined to be partial, with the downside that many tours end up as incomparable.
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also formalize Principle 4 (chunking), the notion of shrinking a tour (and the corresponding part
graph) by combining change parts is introduced: The function shrink : Tour × PartGraph ×
P (ChangePart) → Tour × PartGraph creates a new tour by removing all change parts con-
tained in the set given as the third parameter and replaces them with a composite part. On the
part graph, it also combines all given change parts into the composite part. Edges that pointed
to one of the removed parts now point to the composite part. If this leads to duplicate edges or
loops, they are combined/removed.
The formalization is concluded by defining the recursive function sM : Tour×PartGraph→
SM (pM stands for patternMatches, i.e., the matches for a pattern in a tour given a graph):
sM(t, g) :=
⋃
p∈P
pM(p, t, g) ∪ ⋃
m∈pM(p,t,g)
sM(shrink(t, g,m.v))

Table 14.6 shows how the formalization reflects the principles and other empirical findings
presented in Section 14.3.
14.5.3 Explanation
To end the presentation of the theory, this section now summarizes and extends its rationale:
The theory is based on the assumption that the efficiency and effectiveness of code review (with
a fixed number of reviewers) is largely determined by the cognitive processes of the reviewers.
The reviewer and the review tool can be regarded as a joint cognitive system, and the efficiency
of this system can be improved by off-loading cognitive processes from the reviewer to the tool.
The relevant cognitive processes can be divided into two parts: Understanding the code change,
and checking for defects. The way in which the changes are presented to the reviewer influences
both. A good order helps understanding by reducing the reviewer’s cognitive load and by an
improved alignment with human cognitive processes (hierarchical chunking and relating). It
helps checking for defects by avoiding speculative assumptions and by easing the spotting of
inconsistencies.
14.6 An Experiment on Change Part Ordering and Review Ef-
ficiency
The ordering theory that was developed in the previous sections is rooted in empirical data.
But much of this data is the opinion of developers, and opinions are fallible. A controlled ex-
periment can test the theory more objectively. This section presents the results from such a
controlled experiment regarding the impact of change part ordering on review efficiency. The
data was gathered together with the data on working memory, cognitive load, and review per-
formance that is presented in Chapter 13. The current section presents the remaing details of
the experiment design and the respective results.
RQ14.4 asks: Can the order of presenting code change parts to the reviewer influence code
review efficiency, and does this depend on working memory capacity? Suppose there are two
orders a and b for a given code change and that a ≥T b. Then the proposed theory predicts
that review efficiency and effectiveness for a is not inferior to that of b. For efficiency it also
predicts that there are cases where efficiency is greater, based on the rationale that a better
order might lead to a faster review with the same found defects, or to finding more defects in
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Table 14.7: Considered order types
ID Origin Explanation
OF ‘optimal + files’ a best order (i.e., a maximal element according to ≥T ) that keeps file
boundaries intact
ONF ‘optimal + no files’ a best order (i.e., a maximal element according to ≥T ) that is allowed
to ignore file boundaries
WF ‘worst + files’ a worst order (i.e., a minimal element according to ≥T ) that keeps file
boundaries intact
WNF ‘worst + no files’ a worst order (i.e., a minimal element according to ≥T ) that is allowed
to ignore file boundaries
the same amount of time. Focusing on efficiency, this leads to the following null and alternative
hypotheses:1
H3.<a,b>.0 reviewEfficiency(a) = reviewEfficiency(b)
H3.<a,b>.A reviewEfficiency(a) 6= reviewEfficiency(b)
To study the dependence on working memory capacity, the sub-sample with less than median
working memory capacity is also tested. This sub-sample should be more prone to cognitive
overload.
For a given code change of non-trivial size, there is a vast number of possible permutations
and consequently many possible comparisons to perform; a subset has to be selected for the
experiment. As the experiment is the first to measure the effect of change part ordering on code
review, the choice is exploratory: The experiment compares one of the best change part orders
according to ≥T with one of the worst orders. Usually, such a worst order mixes change parts
from different files. As a more realistic comparison, one of the best and one of the worst orders
that keep change parts from the same file together are also included. In the following, these
order types are called as described by the terms in the column ID in Table 14.7.
By construction, it holds that OF >T WF , ONF >T WNF , WF >T WNF and, by
transitivity, OF >T WNF . The experiment considers the first 3 pairs. When inserted into the
above-mentioned hypotheses, they give rise to a total of 3 combinations of null and alternative
hypotheses, each named after the first order in the pair: H3.OF.0, H3.OF.A, H3.ONF.0, . . .
14.6.1 Design
The general structure follows a partially counter-balanced repeated measures design [123],
augmented with additional phases. It is ‘partially counter-balanced’ because the order of treat-
ments and patches is randomized, but only two of the four treatments per participant are
measured. The basic experimental setup was already described in Section 13.1.
When designing an experiment on code reviews, one has to account for large variations in
the review performance between participants. Therefore, counterbalanced repeated-measures
designs are common (as argued, for example, by Laitenberger [215]). To gain maximum infor-
mation from the experiment, it would be desirable to gather data for each of the four types of
orders from each participant. But this is infeasible due to the large amount of participants’ time
and effort needed for each review. Therefore, we (Baum, Bacchelli) decided to restrict ourselves
to pairs of change part order types, specifically, those pairs needed for checking the predictions
1The two-sided formulation is used for reasons of conservatism, even though the theory’s prediction is one-sided
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for RQ14.4: ONF vs WNF, OF vs WF and WF vs WNF. Each participant is shown a different
change in each review. For each pair of order type, the experiment uses a fully counter-balanced
design. Consequently, there are four groups per pair, differing in the orders of change part order
type and of code change.
To determine the four different orders (ONF, OF, WNF, WF) for each of the two code
changes, I first split the code changes into change parts. I mainly split along method boundaries,
i.e., if several parts of the same method were changed, the method was kept intact and regarded
as a single change part. If a whole class was added, it was kept intact. After that, I determined
the relations between the change parts. I checked for the following subset of the relation types
identified from the ordering interviews: (1) Similarity (moved code or Jaccard similarity [182]
of used tokens > 0.7), (2) declare & use, (3) class hierarchy, (4) call flow, and (5) file order. The
previous sections did not specify which relation types should be regarded as more important
than others. To determine a concrete order, I had to assume a certain priority and used the
order just given (i.e., similarity as most important; file order as least important). To construct
the OF and WF orders, an additional relation type ‘in same file’ was added as the top priority.
To find the orders based on the relations, I implemented the partial order ≥T in software and
semi-automatically constructed minimal and maximal elements of this partial order relation.
One of the experiment’s main variables of interest is review efficiency, measured as the ratio
of found defects and needed time. It is generally believed that there is a trade-off between speed
and quality in reviews [140], which lets many researchers control for time by fixing it to a certain
amount. This would run contrary to one of the experiment’s main research goals, i.e., finding
differences in efficiency. Therefore, participants were allowed to review as long as they deem it
necessary and the total time was measured. A participant who needed to interrupt the review
could press a ‘pause’ button; 14 participants did so at least once. The study measures gross
time (including pauses) and net time (without pauses).
I performed power analysis for RQ14.4, because I expected a smaller effect for it and it had
more groups compared to the other RQs in the experiment (Chapter 13). I used Monte Carlo
power analysis: I implemented a simple simulation model for the experiment2, estimated effect
sizes and some parameters and performed randomized simulation runs with and without a sim-
ulated effect. Based on 1000 simulated experiments per run, the model estimated false positive
and false negative rates. Among the analyzed variants were different choices for the treat-
ment groups, different statistical tests and different sample sizes. We settled for the incomplete
repeated-measures design described so far. To deal with this design and allow for potentially
imbalanced groups and several confounding factors, we planned to use linear mixed effect (lme)
regression models [26] and determine confidence intervals for the coefficients using parameterized
bootstrap. The dependent variable is review efficiency (‘Number of detected defects’ / ‘Needed
net review time’), independent variables are ‘used change part order type’ and ‘first or second
large review’ (fixed effects) and ‘used code change’ and participant ID (random effects). Using
further of the measured confounders in the model is not beneficial here as they are subsumed in
the random effect per participant. It turned out that some of the assumptions in the simulation
were wrong, most notably that it did not take drop-outs into account. Also, the empirical data
does not satisfy all assumptions needed for lme models.3 A non-parametric alternative with
a minimal set of assumptions is the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, but it is also problematic due
to imbalanced groups after removal of drop-outs. Therefore, both results are presented to the
2‘generateTestData.r’ and ‘SimulateExperiment.java’ in the replication package [42]
3for further discussion, see ‘Statistical Conclusion Validity’ in Section 14.7
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Table 14.8: Number of participants by treatment groups, with details for order of treatment and order of
code change. Only the first large review is given for each group, the second review is the respective other
value (e.g., in the OF-WF group, when WF+Change A was reviewed first by a participant, OF+Change
B was second).
OF-WF ONF-WNF WF-WNF
OF
first
WF
first
total ONF
first
WNF
first
total WF
first
WNF
first
total
Change A first 5 6 11 5 4 9 3 2 5
Change B first 3 4 7 4 5 9 4 5 9
total 8 10 18 9 9 18 7 7 141
1 The slightly lower number for the WF-WNF combinations is intended, the
balancing algorithm slightly favored the other two treatment combinations.
reader. The R code of all analyses is available [42]. The full set of all participants as well as the
subset of participants with lower than median working memory capacity is analyzed, but the
difference is not tested formally.
14.6.2 Results
Due to the online assignment of participants to groups and due to data cleansing, the number
of participants per group is not fully balanced, especially in the WF-WNF group. Table 14.8
shows the distribution. There are also signs that the review skill is not equally distributed
among the three groups: The mean efficiencies in the small, warm-up review are 13.9 (OF-WF),
17.23 (ONF-WNF), and 15.88 defects/hour (WF-WNF).
RQ14.4 asks: “Can the order of presenting code change parts to the reviewer influence code
review efficiency, and does this depend on working memory capacity?” Figure 14.5 shows box
plots with efficiency for the different change part orders for each of the treatment groups. The
difference in medians is in the direction predicted by theory, but subject to a lot of variation
(Table 14.9 shows the exact numbers). As mentioned in the experiment design, it was originally
planned to analyze the full data with a linear mixed effect model [26]. Such a model can take
the slightly unbalanced and incomplete nature of the data into account, but its preconditions
(independence, homoscedasticity, normality of residuals) were not fully satisfied. To ensure in-
dependence, each treatment group is analyzed separately instead of being pooled. Regarding
the other preconditions, the data is also analyzed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, acknowl-
edging that it is more prone to bias due to ordering and/or different code changes. With neither
analysis, there is an effect that is statistically significant at the 5% level (especially after taking
alpha error correction into account). Looking at the tendencies in the data, there seems to be
a medium-sized positive effect of the OF order compared to WF. For ONF vs WNF instead,
there is a conflict in the direction of the effect between mean and median. As expected, the
difference between WF and WNF is small. The theory suggests that the positive effect of a bet-
ter ordering should be larger for participants with lesser working memory capacity. Except for
the ONF-WNF sub-sample, the tendencies for the respective sub-samples in Table 14.9 support
that prediction, but the sub-samples are too small to draw meaningful statistical conclusions.
For the percentage of understanding questions answered correctly at the end of the reviews,
the results are weaker but otherwise similar: Largely compatible tendencies but statistically
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Figure 14.5: Box plots for review efficiency (in defects/hour), effectiveness (found defects/total defects),
and review time (in minutes) for the three treatment groups. In each plot, the left treatment is the
theoretically better one.
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Table 14.9: Comparison of efficiency (in defects/hour) for the different change part orders; overall,
for each treatment combination and for the subsamples with below median working memory capacity.
Caution has to be applied when interpreting the results of lmer as not all assumptions are met. Due to
the small samples, lmer models for low wm span are left out and the respective intervals are inaccurate.
Every row from the upper part is continued in the lower part. ‘conf.int.’ = ‘confidence interval’, ‘sd’ =
‘standard deviation’, ‘negl.’ = ‘negligible’
theoretically better treatment theoretically worse treatment
group n median (conf.int.) mean (sd) median (conf.int.) mean (sd)
all 50 10.1 (7.1 .. 11.4) 9.9 (6.2) 7.0 (5.8 .. 9.3) 9.1 (7.0)
low wm span 22 11.9 (6.5 .. 13.4) 11.2 (5.9) 7.2 (5.3 .. 9.6) 9.8 (8.2)
OF-WF 18 8.7 (5.5 .. 13.0) 9.1 (4.7) 5.5 (2.3 .. 8.1) 6.3 (5.0)
OF-WF, low 11 10.1 (3.9 .. 13.4) 10.2 (5.1) 5.3 (0.0 .. 8.1) 5.8 (5.4)
ONF-WNF 18 9.4 (4.1 .. 10.8) 9.4 (7.8) 7.0 (5.8 .. 9.1) 9.8 (7.8)
ONF-WNF, low 6 8.6 (0.0 .. 12.4) 8.7 (5.9) 7.2 (6.3 .. 9.5) 11.0 (8.9)
WF-WNF 14 11.9 (5.6 .. 14.8) 11.4 (5.8) 12.1 (5.5 .. 14.7) 11.8 (7.4)
WF-WNF, low 5 15.7 (11.4 .. 25.3) 16.4 (5.3) 15.5 (6.0 .. 29.7) 17.0 (8.7)
comparison
group relative
differ-
ence of
medians
p
(Wilcoxon)
Cliff’s δ lmer
coefficient
(conf. int.)1
all 44% 0.2587 0.14 (negl.)
low wm span 67% 0.2479 0.22 (small)
OF-WF 59% 0.1084 0.35 (medium) 2.66 (-0.66 .. 5.45)
OF-WF, low 91% 0.0537 0.52 (large) –
ONF-WNF 35% 1.0000 0.07 (negl.) -0.36 (-2.63 .. 2.04)
ONF-WNF, low 21% 0.5625 0 (negl.) –
WF-WNF -2% 0.6698 0.02 (negl.) -0.38 (-3.56 .. 3.15)
WF-WNF, low 1% 0.6250 -0.04 (negl.) –
1 Goodness of fit for the lmer models [22]: OF-WF R2m = 0.11, R
2
c = 0.17;
ONF-WNF R2m = 0.01, R
2
c = 0.81; WF-WNF R
2
m = 0.03, R
2
c = 0.51
non-significant results, with the strongest effect for the OF-WF condition. Mean correctness in
detail: OF-WF 67.1% vs 56.5%, ONF-WNF 60.6% vs 64.8%, WF-WNF 63.1% vs 60.1%.
Part of the hypothesis underlying RQ14.4 is that a better order means less mental load. To
roughly assess mental load, the experiment UI asked participants to rate which of the large
changes was subjectively more complicated. In line with the hypothesis, a majority of the
participants rated the worse order as more complicated (answer as expected: 26 participants,
no difference: 11, inverse: 13). Interestingly, this difference does not carry through to subjective
differences in understanding (as expected: 22, no difference: 10, inverse: 18). When justifying
their choice when comparing the two large reviews for complexity and understanding, many
participants gave reasons based on properties of the code changes (e.g., “The change in the
second review contained a more behavioral change whereas the change in the third review involved
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a more structural change”PC5). But many of their explanations can also be attributed to the
different change part orders, e.g.: “Changes in the same files were distributed across changes
at various positions”PC4, “the [theoretically worse review] involved moving of much code which
was hard to track”PC1, “there were jumps between algorithm and implementation parts for the
[theoretically worse review]”PO6, “in the [theoretically worse] review changes within one file
were not presented in the order in which they appear in the file.”PO11, “The [theoretically worse
review] was pure code chaos. [The theoretically better one] was at least a bit more ordered.”PC8
or plainly “very confusing”PC6.
The theory proposed in Section 14.5 contains additional hypotheses that a better change
part order will not lead to worse review efficiency or effectiveness. As the examination of the
box plots in Figure 14.5 and the confidence intervals in Table 14.9 gives little reason to expect
statistically significant support or rejection, formal non-inferiority tests are left out.
RQ14.4: Strong statistically significant conclusions cannot be drawn. If an effect of better
change part ordering on review efficiency exists, its strength is highly dependent on the
respective orders.
14.7 Validity and Limitations
This section presents limitations for the results on change part ordering for reviews. The
theory-generating part of the study is limited by two assumptions underlying the argumentation:
(1) For the interviews and survey: What is a good tour and what experienced developers
think is a good tour coincides to a large degree. (2) For the usage of related work: Findings
from natural language reading and program comprehension can be transferred to code change
comprehension. To overcome these and other limitations, the results from the various data
sources were triangulated, as detailed in Table 14.10. Most importantly, the theory was tested
with the controlled experiment described in Section 14.6. The following sections give more
details on limitations of the used data sources.
Log Data. The main limitation of the collected log and repository data of Section 14.2 is that
Table 14.10: Triangulation of the single data source’s weaknesses with a mixed-methods approach
Study Weakness Triangulated by
Log Data • single company → survey
• no data on goodness of order → interview, survey, experiment
Interviews • small sample → survey, literature
• researcher bias → survey, experiment
• depends on opinion of developers → literature, experiment
Literature Study • not specific for code order in reviews → interviews
Survey • depends on opinion of developers only → experiment
• needs to focus on few specific hypotheses → interviews, literature
Experiment • depends on opinion of developers only → experiment
• needs to focus on few specific hypotheses → interviews, literature
• missing statistical significance –
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it comes only from a single company and code review tool. Since the general tendency in this
data was also supported in the survey, this should only be a limitation to the generalizability of
the exact numbers.
Task-Guided Interviews and Survey. One of the greatest risks in the ordering interviews
and the survey was to accidentally introduce a bias for a certain order. Several measures were
taken to counter this risk: In the interviews, all change parts were shuﬄed and random words
instead of numbers were used as IDs for the distinct parts. Line numbers were not removed as
they could be part of a sensible ordering strategy. The survey used randomized orders in the
questions and in the descriptions, and used colors as part IDs. Color names instead of random
words were found to be easier to understand in the pre-tests. To avoid the anchoring effect [382]
in both the interviews and survey, the interviewers first asked for the participant’s preferred
order before presenting other orders. Describing the steps of the interview in an interview guide
and videotaping some sessions increased intersubjectivity. Mitigating researcher bias was one of
the reasons to perform a joint card sort.
During survey creation, I checked against published guidelines [183] and we (Baum, Bacchelli)
performed several rounds of pre-testing. Nevertheless two factors probably introduced some noise
into the data: (1) Understanding the abstract situations was still a problem for some participants
(some respondents indicated that they left the respective questions empty, but others might have
answered without having understood the described situation); (2) the drag and drop support in
the ranking widget (used for the questions of type Point 3 in Figure 14.2) had to be used with
a certain care to avoid unintended results.
A negative side-effect of the sampling method is that the sample should be regarded as self-
selected; the survey included a number of questions to characterize the sample and check for
influencing factors.
The generalizability of the survey results to the population of users of change-based review is
probably quite high, mainly due to the large number of participants in the survey. The sample
of distinct code changes in the survey is much smaller, which could impede generalizability in
this regard. Specifically, the set of relations given in Section 14.3 may be incomplete.
Controlled Experiment. Many general limitations of the experiment were already discussed
in Section 13.3. What follows is a discussion more specific to the ordering-related parts of the
experiment.
One of the central measures needed to determine review efficiency is the time taken for a
review. By having a ‘pause’ button and measuring time with and without pauses, the experiment
UI allowed to measure time more accurately, but it cannot be assured that all participants used
this button as intended. A risk when measuring time is that the total time allotted for the
experiment, which was known to the participants, could bias their review speed. To partially
counter this threat, participants were not told the number of the review tasks, so that the time
allotted per task was unknown to them. To avoid one participant’s time influencing another’s in
the lab setting, only one participant took part at a time. Participants were asked to not talk to
others about details of the experiment but it is not known whether all complied. Participants did
not get feedback on their review performance during the experiment, to not influence them to go
faster or more thoroughly than they normally would. A common threat in software engineering
studies is hypothesis guessing by the participants. The experiment UI stated only abstractly
that we are interested in improving the efficiency of code review and did not mention ordering
of code at all.
A sample of 50 professional software developers is large in comparison to many experiments
in software engineering [351]. For other sources of variation, the experiment was limited to con-
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siderably smaller samples, leading to a risk of mono-operation bias and limited generalizability:
There are only two large code changes, and only four different change part orders.
A likely consequence of the difficult task is the observed ordering effect, i.e., participants
spent less time on the last review. By random, balanced group assignment and inclusion of the
review number in the regression model for RQ14.4 we tried to counter the ensuing risk. Due to
drop-outs and the failed assumptions of the lme model we did not fully succeed. There is a high
drop-out rate, likely again a consequence of the difficult task and the online setting. A larger
share of drop-outs, 23 of 37, happened when either a WF or WNF order was shown. On average,
the drop-outs have lower review practice and performed worse in the short review (differential
attrition), which could partly explain the differences between groups described in Section 14.6.2.
Each treatment group had to be analyzed separately to counter that risk.
A failure to reach statistically significant results is problematic because it can have multiple
causes, e.g., a non-existent or too small effect or a too small sample size. Based on the power
analysis for RQ14.4, we planned to reach a larger sample of participants than we finally got,
and the sample we got had to be split into three sub-samples due to differential attrition. This
could be a reason that statistical significance is not reached for RQ14.4. For the analysis with
linear-mixed effect models for RQ14.4, the statistical conclusions could be influenced by failing to
meet several assumptions of these models (normality of residuals, homoscedasticity). Therefore,
we decided to also report results from Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, which do not share these
assumptions. But these tests have their own problems, mainly that they do not account for the
imbalance in treatment group sizes and have lower power. All in all, it is not possible to draw
reliable conclusions for RQ14.4.
♦
This chapter went a long way, from motivating why improved code ordering for code reviews is
worthwhile, over inductive generation of a theory for a good ordering, to a controlled experiment
that tests this theory. An efficient algorithm for the ordering is now implemented in CoRT.
Overall, the results are promising, but unfortunately the controlled experiment did not give
conclusive results.
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Classification of Change Parts
This chapter studies how the computer can support the human reviewer by automatically
analyzing and classifying the change parts to review. Marking change parts as irrelevant for
review is derived as a promising possibility for such support, extending the argument from
Chapter 12. An approach that uses data extracted from software repositories to create such a
classification model is presented. It is based on [31], joint work with Steffen Herbold and Kurt
Schneider.
In sum, the purpose of this chapter’s study is to analyze ways to use repository mining to
identify the importance of change parts for code review and to improve code review efficiency
based on this information. This chapter includes a discussion on the foundations of the approach,
rooted in research on code reviews and, to some degree, cognitive psychology. The resulting
concepts are applied in a case study at the partner company. The study’s ambition is to go
the whole way from the initial discussion to the use in practice. By using an interactive and
multi-objective approach for rule mining, the study leaves the beaten path followed by most of
the current defect prediction research to explore a promising alternative.
As motivated in Chapter 12, the focus is on support for the reviewer. Answering this chapter’s
first research question derives possibilities to help the reviewer, assuming that the importance
of the parts of the code change under review is known:
RQ15.1. How can information on change part importance help to reach code review goals
more efficiently? What is “importance” in this regard?
RQ15.1 is treated deductively, based on earlier findings from this thesis and others.
A model to determine change part importance can be built based on empirical data that
shows which change parts act as triggers for review remarks. We (Baum, Herbold) extract
such empirical data from the partner company’s source code repository and use the data to
build a prediction model. We choose a mining approach based on preferences articulated by the
developers at the partner company. We evaluate the results of our approach and a standard rule
mining approach, both subjectively with the developers and objectively based on performance
metrics:
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RQ15.2.1. Which requirements for the classification model are considered most important
by the developers in the partner company?
RQ15.2.2. What are the characteristics of good rulesets found in the data?
RQ15.2.3. How good are the found rulesets in the developers’ opinions?
RQ15.2.4. How well do the found rulesets perform on unseen data?
15.1 Methodology
For RQ15.1, a purely deductive methodology is used: Based on findings from earlier chapters,
on concepts from cognitive psychology, and on logical arguments, possibilities to consider change
part importance in code reviews are discussed and evaluated.
The remaining research questions in this chapter are assessed with a case study, which studies
review remark prediction in the context of the partner company. The research design is flexible,
and it pragmatically mixes methods: The study combines qualitative as well as quantitative
data, e.g., when triangulating the quality of the found rules from the results on the extracted
data (Sections 15.4.3 and 15.4.5) and opinions from the team (Section 15.4.4). The specific data
sources are described in the sections where they are used.
Both case study research, as well as data mining, are highly iterative endeavors [250, 328].
I also used an iterative approach, starting with the initial stages of the study in fall 2017, until
the discussion of the study’s results with the development team in fall 2018. Figure 15.1 depicts
central data sources and research steps. The current chapter linearizes the results. It starts with
the goal of the mining process (Section 15.2), followed by the approach for data extraction and
mining (Section 15.3). Finally, the results of applying the approach to the company data are
shown in Section 15.4. The chapter concludes by discussing problems (Section 15.5), threats to
validity (Section 15.6) and related work (Section 15.7).
      Cognitive-Support
      Approach       Literature       SCM       Ticket System
      Survey in
      Partner Company
      Goal of Mining
      (RQ      15.1)
      Data Extraction
      (Appendix F)
      Intended Model
      Characteristics
      (RQ      15.2.1)
      Evaluation of Found Rule Sets
      on Unseen Test Data (RQ      15.2.4)
      Developers' Opinion on
      Found Rule Sets (RQ      15.2.3)
Figure 15.1: Overview of the data sources and steps used in this chapter
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15.2 Use of Change Part Classification to Reach Code Review
Goals more Efficiently
15.2.1 Possibilities for Using Change Part Importance to Improve Review
In other studies, defect prediction or static analysis are used to create review agents (e.g.,
[69, 233]). Those agents act as a computerized reviewer by highlighting certain parts of the
changed code as problematic, with varying degrees of specificity. The results of the agents are
then either meant to be double-checked by a human reviewer, or they are communicated directly
to the author. Depending on the quality of the review agent, these approaches can be useful, but
there are further possibilities for support. Therefore, another point of view to use change part
classification to improve review performance is proposed here. The proposed approach follows
the agenda of cognitive-support code review tools by focusing on support for the reviewer during
checking and by relying on theories of human cognitive processing.
Rasmussen [311] put forward that it is beneficial to regard human cognitive processing to
happen on one of three levels: (1) Skill-based behavior “take[s] place without conscious control as
smooth, automated, and highly integrated patterns of behavior.” Examples of skill-based behavior
are bicycle riding or musical performance (for experienced cyclists resp. musicians). (2) Rule-
based behavior is “controlled by a stored rule or procedure”, which has been acquired in the past
and which is activated based upon the given situation. In contrast to skill-based behavior, “the
higher level rule-based coordination is generally based on explicit know-how, and the rules used
can be reported by the person”. He gives an example of a skilled operator who observes some
measurements and controls valves accordingly. (3) Knowledge-based behavior is characterized
by effortful explicit mental processing, and “the internal structure of the system is explicitly
represented by a “mental model” which may take several different forms”. It occurs “during
unfamiliar situations, faced with an environment for which no know-how or rules for control
are available from previous encounters”. After the first letters of the three levels, Rasmussen’s
model is called ‘SRK taxonomy’.
Checking of the source code during a review can also happen on each of Rasmussen’s levels.
When trying to understand an unfamiliar algorithm, the reviewer is acting on the knowledge-
based level. An example of rule-based processing is when an experienced reviewer looks at the
code and finds a pattern of ‘array access’ that triggers the rule ‘there should be boundary checks’.
Skill-based checking in a review is probably rare; an example could be finding a typographic
Knowledge-based
processing
Rule-based processing
Skill-based processing
No processing
N decision K decision
explicit, eﬀortful
thinking
automatic, pattern-based
activation of rules
unconscious automated
behavior
no cognitive processing
Figure 15.2: The SRK taxonomy with ‘no processing’ added, and the two options to decide how to
process a change-part
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Table 15.1: Pros and cons for the possibilities to use the information on change-part importance for
reviewing
Option Pros Cons
(1) Show importance value Most information available for user Might not reduce effort for decision
(2) Sort by importance Ensures that most important parts
have been read when review is
ended prematurely
Resulting order can be confusing to
the reviewer; Does not provide a
clue for the reviewer whether and
when the review should be ended
early
(3) Leave out unimportant Most reduction in effort for re-
viewer
Hard threshold needed
error. Rasmussen’s model assumes that some cognitive processing is done by the human. In
the following, it will be useful to introduce the distinction between processing and no processing
explicitly as a fourth level (‘no processing’). This happens, for example, when the reviewer
decides to skip the review of certain parts of the changes. One of the core assumptions for the
remaining chapter is that the most efficient cognitive mode can differ between the change parts
in a review. For some parts, it is worth to think deeply about them, whereas it is sufficient for
others to skim them (i.e., to process them rule-based and skill-based only) or not have a look at
them at all. In the interviews of Part I and the ordering study described in Chapter 14, some
of the developers stated accordingly that not all parts of an artifact under review are equally
important for the review. Varying importance for review has also been mentioned in much
older works, e.g., by Gilb and Graham [140]. To some degree, the cognitive mode of checking
a change part can be chosen (Figure 15.2): The reviewer can decide to not expend the effort
to do knowledge-based processing and stay on the skill- and rule-based level (‘K decision’), and
the reviewer can decide to not check a certain part at all (‘N decision’). This chapter proposes
to provide computer support for this choice of mode. In the following, the study focuses on
the N decision and leaves the K decision for future work, for three reasons: (1) There is more
existing support that not reviewing certain change parts at all will help to increase review
performance both directly by saving time and indirectly by reducing the cognitive load (see
Chapters 12 and 13). (2) Relative to the checking itself, the effort for the K decision is much
smaller than for the N decision. Therefore, a model for the N decision is already beneficial when
it has a performance similar to the human, whereas a model for the K decision needs to be
better than the unsupported reviewer’s choice. (3) Data to learn a model for the N decision can
more readily be extracted from software repositories.
So the goal for the remaining chapter is to support the reviewer when deciding whether to
skip certain change parts during a review. A change part can be skipped when its inclusion is
not important for one of the review goals. Section 15.2.2 discusses what this means in detail.
Given that such an importance value is known, it can be used in at least three ways: (1) The
importance value can be presented to the reviewer so that he or she can decide whether to review.
(2) The change parts can be sorted from most important to least important. (3) The review tool
can leave out all change parts less important than a certain threshold from the proposed review
tour. Table 15.1 shows pros and cons of these options. Because it has the highest potential
to reduce cognitive load and does not interfere with the optimal code order as determined in
Chapter 14, option 3 is pursued in the following.
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Table 15.2: Assessment of the effect of leaving out change parts from reviews on the attainment of
review goals and avoidance of unintended review side-effects.
Review goals:
Better code quality. The direct positive effect of code reviews on code quality is based on the
correction of the code according to the review remarks. Reaching this goal is unaffected as long as the
review of the reduced set of change parts still leads to the same fixed remarks.
Finding defects. Same as above, reaching this goal depends on the fixed remarks.
Finding better solutions. When the review discussion leads to better solutions, this results in
changes to the code base (i.e., fixed review remarks), so an indicator that this goal is still reached is
again when the fixed remarks stay the same.
Learning (author). The code’s author mainly learns from the review remarks communicated to
him/her, so that this goal will be unaffected when the communicated remarks stay the same.
Learning (reviewer). This goal is unaffected when the knowledge gained from the shrunk review
set is comparable to the original review. A necessary (but not sufficient) precondition for that is that
the shrunk change under review is still understandable.
Complying to QA guidelines. When the quality assurance guidelines demand the review of certain
parts of the code, these may not be left out from the review scope.
Improved sense of mutual responsibility. The attainment of this goal mainly depends on doing
reviews at all, not on the exact review scope.
Team awareness. The attainment of this goal mainly depends on how the reviews are communicated,
not on the exact review scope.
Track rationale. Review remarks can point to portions of the code with an insufficient description of
the rationale, so the attainment of this goal also depends on the set of communicated review remarks.
Avoid build breaks. Usually, build breaks can be avoided more efficiently by automatic checks than
by manual reviews. In case reviews are still used for this goal, its attainment also depends on the set
of fixed remarks.
Review side-effects:
Avoid higher staff effort Leaving out parts to review should usually lead to lower review effort and,
therefore, help to attain this goal. A potentially adverse effect could occur when the understandability
of the change is hampered by leaving out change parts needed for understanding.
Avoid increased cycle time Same as above, the review duration could only be negatively affected
when the understandability of the change is hampered.
Avoid offending/social problems Leaving out change parts based on objective rules probably does
not influence the risk of offending people or provoking other social problems through reviews.
15.2.2 Influence of Leaving out Change Parts on Possible Review Goals and
Derivation of Target Metrics
Table 15.2 shows for each of the common review goals how leaving out change parts can
make a difference in achieving the goal. The goals have been consolidated from Section 4.3 and
Bacchelli and Bird’s findings [18]. The essence of the analysis is that most of the goals depend
either on the communicated or the fixed review remarks. The decision whether to communicate
a remark or to fix it on-the-fly is unlikely to be affected by shrinking the review scope so that
these are treated the same in the following.
There are two main preconditions for a reviewer to find a remark: The reviewer needs to
understand the relevant portions of the code and needs to observe a trigger for the remarks.
Consequently, the set of review remarks stays the same when the relevant code portions are still
understandable and when there is still at least one trigger for each review remark in the shrunk
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change. The notion of triggers for review remarks is discussed further in Section 15.3.1.
Two goals do not directly relate to review remarks: ‘complying to QA guidelines’ and ‘learn-
ing of the reviewer’. For many teams, these are the least important goals (see Section 4.3),
whereas ‘better code quality’ and ‘finding defects’ are very often among the top reasons for
doing reviews. Therefore, the study focuses on shrinking the review scope while leaving the set
of triggered remarks and the understandability of the change intact.
In commercial software development, code reviews are usually not an end in itself but are
a means among several to obtain a high profit or return on investment. Therefore, it is often
acceptable to find a few review remarks less when this is offset by higher savings in the review
effort. A simple model for the profit of shrinking the changeset is:
profitshrinking = savings− effortmissedRemarks
=
∑
l∈leftOut
reviewEffort(l)−
∑
m∈missedRemarks
cost(m) (15.1)
As a further simplification, a constant cost factor c that relates the review effort for change
parts to the effort caused by missed remarks is assumed, i.e., profit ∝ |leftOut |−c·|missedRemarks|.
The time needed to review a change part can be estimated based on the empirical data from
code review logs, but the effort caused by a missed review remark is much harder to quantify.
The study uses two alternatives: (1) The cost factor is treated as unknown and the break-even
point for a positive profit calculated, i.e., the maximum cost per missed remark up to which
the profit will still be positive for a given rule. A rule with a higher break-even point is more
conservative and therefore usually better. (2) The mining UI (see Section 15.3) provides the
results for several cost factors to the user so that he or she can easily compare the possibilities.
RQ15.1: Information on change part importance can help the reviewer to reach code review
goals more efficiently by: (1) Leaving out change parts that neither trigger review remarks
nor are needed for understanding, or (2) highlighting change parts that the reviewer should
review in a higher cognitive mode than he or she otherwise would. The rest of the chapter
focuses on (1) and takes the point of view that a slight decrease in found remarks is acceptable
when offset by a significant saving in effort, i.e., when the overall profit is positive.
15.3 Approach for Data Extraction and Model Creation
Next, an overview of how the data for the mining study was extracted from the partner
company’s repositories and used to build a prediction model is given.
15.3.1 Extracting Potential Triggers for Review Remarks from Repositories
This section motivates the approach taken to extract the needed data from the partner
company’s SCM and ticket system. A more detailed discussion of the rationale and applied
simplifications, and a description of the used algorithms, can be found in Appendix E.
As discussed in the previous section, a change part is not important for review when it does
not lead to a review remark (i.e., it is not a ‘trigger for a remark’) and is also not needed to
understand a trigger. Multiple change parts can act as a trigger for the same review remark, for
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      public void printMesage(String m) {
          System.out.println(m);
}
      ...
      printMesage(“      Hello World!“);
      ...
      ...
      printMesage(null      );
      ...
      ...
      if (activeMessages()) {
          this.messagePrinting = true;
}
      ...
      Remark 1: There is a Typo in the
      method name „printMesage“
      Remark 2: You should provide a
      message instead of null
      Remark 3: There is no unit test for
      the new method
Figure 15.3: Example how change parts can act as triggers for review remarks. Arrows mean ‘can be
trigger for’.
example, when a problem in a method’s interface is manifested in several calls to that method.
Furthermore, a change part can also contain multiple problems, i.e., be a trigger for multiple
remarks. Figure 15.3 shows an example with several change parts and remarks.
In a very simple situation, each review would deal with only one commit and the used review
tool would store which change parts from that commit triggered each remark. The situation in
the partner company is more complicated in several ways:
• Structured information on remark positions is only available for a fraction of the reviews.
CoRT stores the position of review remarks, but reviews before its introduction don’t have
that information, as do reviews performed by non-users of CoRT. Therefore, the actual
changes performed in reaction to the review are extracted from the company’s SCM and
used as a proxy for review remarks.
• Remark positions refer to the state of the code base at the time of review. The extracted
review remarks are from a later state of the code base than the commits under review.
Therefore, they need to be traced back to the original commits. This is similar to the
tracing of defects to defect-introducing commits with the SZZ approach [353], but it is not
the same. This thesis proposes an adjusted tracing algorithm, called RRT. It can be found
in Appendix E.4, and Appendix E.5 shows how much RRT’s results differ from those of
simply applying SZZ.
• Reviews are performed for multiple commits at once. This can lead to situations where
the same part of the code was changed multiple times so that the tracing algorithm cannot
tell which of these is the correct trigger.
• There are commits that cannot be triggers for a remark. As the company performs post-
commit reviews, other changes outside of the reviewed ticket can happen to the codebase.
Because these do not change the review scope, it would be useless to treat them as change
parts that can be left out from the review scope, and they need to be skipped when tracing
remarks to their triggers.
Figure 15.4 exemplifies a situation in which a review remark is traced back to potential
triggers. The mentioned complications are not specific to the partner company. For example,
Part I’s survey1 revealed that 33% of the teams do not use a specialized code review tool and
that 54% of the teams perform post-commit reviews.
1with detailed numbers in Appendix B
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Ticket
Type of Commit
Commit 1
TIC-1
impl.
Commit 2
impl.
TIC-1
Commit 3
TIC-2
impl.
Commit 4
review
TIC-1
cannot be trigger
because other ticket
algorithm cannot tell
which of both is trigger
Figure 15.4: Example of a review remark (i.e., change in review commit) that is traced back in SCM
history to find potential triggers
15.3.2 Intended Characteristics of the Model
With the approach outlined in the previous section, a mapping between change parts from
the implementation commits and review remarks/changes can be created. The next step is to
use this data to construct a classifier for change parts to be left out from reviews.
Various types of models are used in data mining techniques, e.g., rules, neural networks,
regression models, etc. A suitable model for this study should meet the following requirements:
• The constructed model must be able to reach an adequate profit, as defined in Sec-
tion 15.2.2.
• The model shall be discussed with the development team of the partner company, both
to achieve better results and to increase user acceptance [365]. Therefore, it needs to be
understandable by human developers.
• For each review, it shall be transparent why certain parts of the change are left out from
the review, i.e., its decisions shall be explainable [88]. Furthermore, the reviewer shall be
able to override this decision for certain parts.
To cross-check the requirements, I performed a survey among all available software developers
of the partner company. The survey was handed out on paper and collected anonymously in the
following days. The questionnaire asked for a rating of the importance of several requirements
for the model and the modeling process on a 7-point Likert-type scale. It furthermore asked
for a rating of several granularities to group code changes in the review into review remarks.
For both questions, explanations and other free-text comments could be given. I received 13
responses, of which 3 answered that they are not experienced enough with the topic to reply to
the remaining questions. The analysis is based on the remaining 10 responses.
Table 15.3 shows the aggregated results for the requirements’ importance. The most impor-
tant requirements are a low number of misclassifications and a quick review start. Here, “quick
review start” is more a restriction on the usable features of the data, as all common model
types are quick to evaluate. Next, and also with high importance on average, come the three
requirements on the understandability of the model. The requirements with the least relative
importance are the quick and effortless creation of the model and maximization of the number
of change parts that the model classifies as ‘no review needed’. When looking at the latter
result in detail, there is a large spread in the answers, with some developers considering this
as very important and others of the opposite opinion. One of the developers who considered
a high number of ‘no review’ classifications as unimportant explained his answer: “I consider
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Table 15.3: Survey results for the importance of various requirements for the prediction model and
mining process. All ratings are on a scale from 1 (not important at all) over 4 (neutral) to 7 (extremely
important). The requirements are translations of the German originals. Rows are ordered by mean
rating.
Rating
Requirement Mean Median Min. Max.
The model classifies as few change parts as possible as “no review
needed” by error (i.e., the leaving out leads to as few oversights as
possible)
5.9 7.0 3 7
The model can be evaluated quickly at review start 5.5 5.5 3 7
I can see why a certain change part was classified as “no review
needed”
5.3 6.0 1 7
The parts of the model have been checked by the development team
before deployment to production
5.2 5.0 4 7
I can override/disable parts of the model so that the respective
change parts remain in the review scope
5.2 5.0 2 7
The initial creation of the model from the raw data requires little
human interaction
4.7 5.0 1 6
The model classifies as many change parts as possible as “no review
needed”
4.4 4.5 1 7
The initial creation of the model from the raw data is quick 4.0 4.0 1 7
leaving out change parts in reviews as dangerous because it can give a false sense of security.
Personally, I prefer thorough code reviews.”
For the second question in the survey, the right granularity for counting missed review
remarks, the developers preferred counting change parts, followed by counting lines. Counting
at a coarser granularity, i.e., files or whole tickets, was considered inadequate by the majority
of respondents.
RQ15.2.1: The three most important requirements from the team are that the model provokes
as few missed review remarks as possible, does not lead to additional waiting time in the
review, and is transparent to and checked by the team.
Concerning this section’s goal to select an adequate type of model, the survey results sup-
port the initially stated requirements. A rule-based model seems well-suited to satisfy these
requirements: Rules are a well-known concept for software developers, and a rule-based model
is relatively easy to analyze manually. The classification task is binary, classifying each change
part as either ‘needs no review’ or ‘review’. Based on the intuition that it is possible to find
some rules for change parts that definitely need to be reviewed, other parts that definitely need
no review and a harder to classify rest that will conservatively be kept for review, rules should
have the following form:
sk ip when one o f
( . . . and . . . and . . . )
or ( . . . )
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. . .
u n l e s s one o f
( . . . and . . . and . . . )
or ( . . . )
. . .
Or, put mathematically: skip :=
∨
r∈incl
(∧
c∈r c
)∧¬∨r∈excl (∧c∈r c). This notion allows certain
rules to be written more concisely than a simple disjunctive normal form but is still simple and
easily explainable. Furthermore, every single rule in the disjunctions can be treated as a separate
nugget of knowledge and can be used to explain and override the decisions of the review tool.
The rules are restricted to propositional logic for the single conditions: ‘less or equal’ and ‘greater
or equal’ for numeric features and ‘equals’ and ‘not equal’ for categorical features.
15.3.3 Mining Rules from the Extracted Data
There are two complications when using standard data mining algorithms on the extracted
data: (1) The standard algorithms optimize for accuracy, not for profit. (2) They cannot
take into account that remarks are not just simple classification labels but are objects with a
distinguishable identity: A mining algorithm can exploit the identity of the remarks because it
suffices to cover only one of the potential triggers for each remark. As an example, consider
two potential triggers, one an addition of complex code and the other a minor change. Without
taking into account that only one of these triggers is needed, a rule of the form ‘minor changes
need no review’ would be unnecessarily seen as inaccurate. Section 15.4 shows that the generic
rule mining algorithms RIPPER [78] and C4.5-Rules [404] indeed create inferior results in this
study’s context.
One of the variants of profit, as introduced in Section 15.2.2, is the primary target metric.
But simply maximizing it on the training set can lead to overfitting. Simpler rules and rules
that have fewer features can work better on unseen data, even though they seem worse on the
training set. This thesis assumes that this problem is best dealt with by letting the development
team select the final ruleset from a number of candidates with different characteristics. Simpler
rules have the additional benefit of being easier to explain, and rules with fewer features lead to
less implementation effort in a tool. Therefore, the mining task is treated as a multi-objective
problem: The basic objectives are ‘maximize saved effort’, ‘minimize the number of missed
review remarks’, and ‘minimize rule complexity’. Saved effort and missed review remarks are
used in favor of profit because the latter can be derived from the former and do not need an
estimate of the cost of missed remarks. More details on the finally used objective vector are
given in Section 15.4.1.
To be able to take the above problems and the multi-objective nature of the problem into
account, we (Baum, Herbold) developed the GIMO approach for interactive, multi-objective
rule mining. Its main characteristics, distinguishing it from other data mining approaches, are:
Multi-objective Instead of optimizing for a single objective, the approach considers multiple
competing objectives and determines a Pareto front of solutions (see Figure 15.5). In
this way, the user can decide a posteriori, with knowledge of the found solutions, which
compromise of the objectives to settle for.
Geared towards domain expert feedback Many data mining approaches treat human feed-
back as an after-thought, if at all. In contrast, GIMO is designed to allow efficient col-
laboration of domain expert and computer. To reach this goal, it uses rules as a human-
understandable model, allows the users to give interactive feedback in domain terms (e.g.,
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Figure 15.5: Example to illustrate the concept of Pareto-optimality. Solution B dominates solution D
because it is better in both objectives. The other solutions do not dominate each other because they are
better for one but worse for the other objective. They form the Pareto front.
as patterns of rules that do not make sense in the domain) instead of opaque tuning pa-
rameters, and integrates data mining and interactive data exploration and preprocessing.
In contrast to many data mining algorithms that cannot be influenced once started, GIMO
allows iterative user interaction at any time.
Domain-specific evaluation As shown above, evaluating the quality of a rule is not a simple
matter of counting misclassifications of change parts. Instead, multiple change parts can
act as triggers for the same review remark, and the approach assumes that it suffices
to read one of these change parts to find the remark. Contrary to usual data mining
algorithms, GIMO allows the integration of this ‘set cover’ aspect for model evaluation.
To keep the current chapter focused, it does not contain the details of the GIMO rule mining
system. A detailed description is available in a separate report [30].
15.3.4 Feature Selection
A data mining model can only deliver good results if the used features fit the task. To select
the features for the current study, I use two sources: (1) Features that showed good results in
defect prediction studies, based on a survey of the literature. (2) Iterative analysis and idea
generation (“open coding”) based on the code change data. By combining these sources, the
similarity between defect prediction and review remark prediction is taken into account, as are
the likely differences and more specialized features. The selection is restricted to a subset of the
potentially applicable features to limit the effort for this part of the study. Details on the used
features can be found in Appendix F.
15.4 Application of the Approach within the Partner Company
After having outlined the approach in the previous sections, this section describes the results
of applying it in the partner company.
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15.4.1 Iterative Improvement of the Approach
The interactive rule mining system outlined in Section 15.3.3 was used to infer rules from the
data. Input from domain experts on intermediate results was given by the thesis’ author and by
three other developers from the partner company. The field notes and interaction logs can be
found in the online material [32]. The feedback can be categorized into specific feedback on the
mining results and meta-feedback on the approach. This section describes the meta-feedback
and the resulting improvements to the approach.
The other developers found the system helpful and considered it interesting to analyze the
data with it. Apart from minor technical problems with the rule mining system, the domain
experts identified two major problems:
Too much focus on a small fraction of large tickets. Initially, the algorithm focused too
narrowly on parts of the data with large-scale changes, e.g., single tickets that changed
many files. These are correct findings that shouldn’t simply be removed as ‘outliers’, but
they are not very interesting because they account only for a small fraction of the tickets
and the review effort.
Too much noise in the data. Noise appears in the data in several ways: Identified remarks
might not be remarks at all, or they might be traced to wrong triggers. These problems
can be due to remarks that are follow-ups of other remarks (e.g., rename refactorings or
overrides) or remarks for code not belonging to the ticket. Another form of noise is caused
by not taking the severity of the remarks into account, e.g., if a whitespace correction
influences the algorithm as much as a critical defect. I analyzed a random sample of 100
remarks from an early version of the data to assess the problem. When checking for quality
of the remarks, 19% were no true remarks. When checking the tracing, the tracing was
OK for 71% of the remarks. Of the remaining 29%, 9% were definitely wrong.
Based on this feedback, the data extraction and mining objectives have been adjusted to mitigate
the problems:
Additional objectives. The approach initially started with four objectives: missed remark
count (to minimize), saved record count (to maximize), rule complexity (to minimize)
and number of used features (to minimize). These are generic objectives that could be
applied to almost every data mining problem2. Using only these objectives gives rise to
the above-mentioned “too much focus” problem. This problem is countered with three
further objectives: (1) “Saved lines of code in Java files” captures the intuition that the
main effort of a review is mostly spent on the source code. (2) “Log-transformed missed
remarks” is calculated by counting each missed remark with the logarithm of the total
number of remarks in its ticket (instead of 1 as for “missed remark count”). This objective
puts less weight on large review changes, based on the intuition that these are often
systematic. (3) “Trimmed mean of saved records per ticket” is calculated as the 20%
trimmed mean [398] of the number of saved records per ticket. It puts less weight on rare
tickets that have a large number of records. As a per ticket measure, it is also easy to
interpret by domain experts. Table 15.4 shows the seven finally used objectives.
Additional target functions. The GIMO approach uses combinations of the objective values
to guide the search. These are called ‘target functions’. The additional objectives described
above give rise to additional target functions, too. The most important of these is a family
2taking into account that “missed remark count” is similar to “false positives” and “saved record count” is
similar to “true positives + false positives”
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Table 15.4: The seven objectives used for the multi-objective data mining
Objective Group Objective Rationale
Minimize missed
review remarks
Missed Remark Count The fewer remarks are missed, the better.
Simple metric.
Log-transformed missed
remarks
When there are many remarks in a ticket, it
could be more likely that each single remark
is systematic and, therefore, less important.
Maximize saved effort Saved record count The more change part records can be skipped,
the better. Simple metric.
Trimmed mean of saved
records per ticket
By using the trimmed mean, outlier tickets
with a large number of remarks have a lesser
influence.
Saved lines of code in Java
files
Java LOC count could be a better approxi-
mation of review effort than the number of
change part records.
Minimize rule
complexity
Complexity (= Number of
Conditions)
The fewer conditions a rule set has, the easier
it is to interpret.
Feature Count The fewer features are used in a rule set, the
easier it is to understand and the fewer imple-
mentation effort is needed in the review tool.
of per-ticket cost functions. With cost defined as negative profit as given in Equation 15.1
and the cost factor c as introduced in Section 15.2.2, it can be stated as:
costc =
r
t
c− s
In this formula, r is the log-transformed missed remark objective value, t is the number of
analyzed tickets, and s is the trimmed mean of saved records per ticket.
Merging of remarks with identical content. One of the problems with determining the
review remarks based on the changes in review commits is that systematic changes lead
to a large number of ‘remarks’ whose number does not adequately represent the cost of
missing one of them. In addition to the “log-transformed missed remarks” objective (see
above), all change parts that represent the same textual change in the same commit are
merged into one remark.
Removal of certain remark types. Another means to get rid of remarks with minor rele-
vance is to delete certain types of remarks: Remarks with whitespace-only changes, re-
marks with changes to package declaration or import statements only, and other derived
changes.
Manual cleaning of the data. I systematically checked tickets with a large number of changes
or a large number of review commits and removed problematic ones, e.g., when there was
a violation of the development process that led to unusable data.
15.4.2 Extracted Data
Before delving into the details of the mining, this section gives some characteristics of the
extracted data. Table 15.5 shows statistics for the extracted training data. It can be seen that
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Table 15.5: Number of commits, change part records and review remarks in total and per ticket for the
extracted training data. Commits are subdivided into implementation and review commits. There are
6,005 tickets in total. All counts are after cleaning.
per Ticket
Total Min. 25% Qu. Median 75% Qu. Max.
Commits (impl. + review) 23,853 1 2 3 5 88
Commits (impl.) 15,365 1 1 1 3 65
Commits (review) 8,488 0 0 1 2 32
Change part records 703,706 1 10 27 77 53,594
Change part records (Java) 370,130 0 4 18 57 5,749
Review remarks 68,960 0 0 2 10 1,437
the distributions per ticket are all heavily skewed, with a few huge changes. Java is the primary
implementation language, and therefore the majority of changes is performed in Java files. Next
in frequency of occurrence are XML schema files. XML schema is heavily used for interface
definitions in the company. Most other frequently occurring changes are due to test data and
committed dependencies. The earliest analyzed commit in the training data is from March 2013,
the most recent from July 2018. Of the 703,706 change part records, 439,626 have no association
to a review remark at all. Of the remaining, a minority of 14,385 records is the only trigger for
at least one review remark. These records must be triggers in the proposed approach, whereas
the remaining records are only candidates for triggers.
15.4.3 Rule Mining Results
The results from the multi-objective interactive approach (called “MO I” in the following)
are compared to three other approaches: The results from the multi-objective algorithm, but
without human interaction (“MO A”), rule sets created by the RIPPER and C4.5-Rules rule
mining algorithm [78]3, and a baseline of skipping a randomly sampled share of the records
for each ticket. To make the information on review remarks and their potential triggers (see
Section E.1) amenable for RIPPER and C4.5, the study took a conservative approach: Every
record that is linked to at least one remark is labeled as ‘must review’ and records without a
link to a remark are labeled as ‘no trigger’.
There are no established guidelines on how to assess the mining results in a multi-objective,
interactive setting. Relying on iterative human feedback makes cross-validation impossible, and
many metrics (like precision, recall, or cost) are only defined for single rulesets and not for a
Pareto set of rulesets. Therefore, several evaluation approaches are combined: (1) Checking
where the results from RIPPER and C4.5 lie relative to the Pareto front of MO I. (2) Selecting
rulesets from the Pareto fronts for MO I and MO A and comparing the objective values of all
four rulesets. (3) Asking the company’s developers for their opinion on the rules. Section 15.4.4
presents the results of the developer assessment and the discussion with the development team.
Section 15.4.5 shows the quantitative results for unseen test data. The results for the training
data are given in Appendix G. For the discussion with the development team, the ruleset MO I
was further adapted. This adapted version will be referred to as ‘SESSION’.
3the RIPPER and C4.5 baselines were mined by Herbold
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skip when one of
( changetype == ’DELETE’ )
or ( isNodeModules == ’ true ’ )
or ( packageAndImportOnly == ’ true ’ )
or ( whitespaceOnly == ’ true ’ )
or ( changeInHunkSize >= −0.5 and hunkCountInFile >= 147 .5 )
or ( f i l e t y p e == ’ jav ’ )
or ( b inary == ’ true ’ )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 55.5 and hunkCountInCommit >= 2560 .0 )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 274 .0 )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 11.5 and s r c d i r == ’ t e s tda ta ’ )
or ( g i t S i m i l a r i t y >= 9 8 . 5 )
or ( p r o j e c t == ’ UnitTestRunner ’ )
or ( p r o j e c t == ’ TestPlug ins ’ )
or ( commitsSinceLastRemarkInFile >= 7 8 . 0 )
or ( newLineCountInFile >= 12170 .0 )
or ( entropyCbMed <= 0.0919)
or ( v i s i b i l i t yChangeOn ly == ’ true ’ )
Figure 15.6: Ruleset SESSION, i.e., the ruleset that was used in the discussion with the development
team. It is based on MO I.
All selected rulesets can be found in the online material [32]. To give an impression of the
found rulesets, Figure 15.6 shows the ruleset SESSION. It is the least complex of the five rulesets,
and similar to MO I. Abstracting its specific contents a bit, it contains the following groups:
• Derived or too low-level changes, e.g., changes in imports or generated code4,
• Likely systematic changes, e.g., very large commits5 or additions in files with many changes,
• Changes that are low-risk due to previous checks (compiler, CI server, . . . ), e.g., deletions
or pure whitespace changes,
• Files that are empirically low-risk because there was no remark for a long time,
• Changes that are low-risk because they concern non-production code, e.g., the “UnitTestRun-
ner” project, and
• Very non-surprising changes, i.e., changes with a low entropy compared to the rest of the
code base.
The three rules that are responsible for most of the savings are packageAndImportOnly ==
’true’, whitespaceOnly == ’true’, and binary == ’true’. When using only these three
rules, the trimmed mean of saved hunks per ticket is 8.5 records/ticket. This is a share of 84% of
the value for the whole SESSION ruleset. The most influential single rule is packageAndImportOnly
== ’true’, with savings of 5.4 records/ticket.
RQ15.2.2: The interaction between mining tool and domain experts with the GIMO approach
identified a collection of Pareto optimal rule sets. Of these, the domain experts selected the
rule set shown in Figure 15.6 as the most promising one. On the training data, 84% of the
savings of this ruleset are due to three simple syntactic rules.
4The team uses the file extension “jav” to denote generated Java code.
5Even when a large commit does not contain systematic changes only, the chance of finding problems in it
might be lower.
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Table 15.6: Survey results for the subjective quality of the mined rulesets. All ratings are on a scale
from -5 (extremely bad) over 0 (neutral) to 5 (extremely good). Rows are ordered by mean rating.
Rating
Ruleset Mean Median Min. Max.
MO I -0.21 0 -5 3
MO A -1.08 -1 -5 3
RIPPER S -3.25 -5 -5 0
15.4.4 Developers’ Opinion on the Rules
The requirements survey (Section 15.3.2) revealed that the developers prefer to check the
rules before using them. Therefore, the development team and the author discussed the ruleset
SESSION in a joint session. Before that session, the team answered a survey for a subjective
ranking for the four other rulesets. Each rule was printed on a separate sheet of paper, and
the participants were asked to rate it on a scale from -5 (extremely bad) to 5 (extremely good).
They were also asked to give reasons for their rating. The sheets were shuﬄed before handing
them out and did not mention how the rules were obtained. A total of 14 developers filled out
this survey and took part in the discussion.
Table 15.6 shows that the team members considered the ruleset MO I to be the best, and
RIPPER S as worst. But even the best ruleset has a negative mean rating (-0.21). Analysis of
the textual comments from the survey and the audio recording of the discussion sheds light on
the reasons.
Especially the RIPPER results were criticized for being hard to understand and containing
partial rules that looked nonsensical. Large size, use of negation and rules with many numerical
thresholds were especially detrimental to understanding. Often, this led to worse ratings, but
sometimes the rulesets were still rated neutrally based on trust that “there will be something
good in there”. Contrary to the other rulesets, two participants criticized MO I for not filtering
out further change parts.
For MO A and MO I, the criticism was more towards specific rules and features. Often
rules were regarded as not explicit enough, i.e., they left a theoretical chance of defects slipping
through. Additional conditions were suggested to reduce this chance. This problem is discussed
further in Section 15.5. Very coarse rules that lead to the non-review of whole files or commits
were also criticized. To the developers’ intuition, these rules and the features used in them miss
a strong link to the importance of the changes for review. Most criticized for missing this link
were the time/day features. The latter was also disapproved for providing the opportunity to
“game the system”, e.g., when waiting for a specific day to avoid a review. Single feature rules,
for example based on whitespace or entropy, were instead praised as intuitive.
There were two opposing points of view among the company’s developers. Some agreed
with the point of view taken in the current thesis: Leaving out parts during review is a cost-
benefit-tradeoff, and the costs and benefits can be derived from empirical data. Others took on
a point of view that opposed leaving out change parts in reviews. The latter group often argued
with the theoretical possibility of defects, no matter how small the empirical risk. Instead of
shrinking the review scope, the reviewers should take more time for reviews and make pauses
to avoid overload. Looking again at the results of the survey on the requirement importance
(Section 15.3.2), the vast spread of responses for leaving out many change parts can be explained
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by these opposing views.
Based on the controversial discussion in the development team, the team decided to imple-
ment the skipping rules in its review process in a limited way for now: The classification and
reasons for the classification of every change part shall be visualized, but they should not be left
out entirely in an automated way. In this way, their consequences can be studied in practice.
RQ15.2.3: The ruleset obtained by the interactive multi-objective approach (MO I) is rated
best by the developers. The ruleset from RIPPER is rated worst. But even MO I is rated
only neutral on average. Likely reasons are a rejection of specific contained rules and a
general opposition to the idea of leaving out change parts in reviews by some developers.
15.4.5 Performance on Unseen Data
After creating and discussing the results based on the training data, I waited until mid-
November 2018 and extracted the new data that had accumulated in these 3.5 months. This
test set contains data from 311 tickets. After applying the same filtering as for the training
data, the found rulesets were re-evaluated on the test data.
Figure 15.7 shows projections of the Pareto front obtained by the multi-objective algorithm
with and without input from domain experts. It also shows the position of the four selected
rules in the objective space. RIPPER and C4.5 are dominated by both Pareto fronts, and do
not perform much better, and sometimes worse, than just skipping the review of random change
parts. RIPPER differs from all other rulesets by having the form “skip all except . . . ”. RIPPER
and C4.5 are insensitive to the (high) cost of missed remarks and lead to rulesets with many
missed review remarks. The RIPPER and C4.5 rulesets are also more complex than the MO
rulesets. The exact numbers for these and the other objectives are shown in Table 15.7, and
Table 15.8 reframes the results for savings and missed remarks as relative values.
Comparing the results to those on the training set (Appendix G) shows that MO A’s per-
formance strongly degraded: The saved hunk count and the saved Java source line count plum-
meted, so that it does not filter out much at all on the test data. The trimmed mean of saved
hunks is already low for this ruleset on the training data, indicating that the difference in per-
formance might be due to focusing too much on large but rare events. A likely cause is that
MO A is the only ruleset whose creation did not employ an automated or interactive mechanism
against this problem.
For the SESSION ruleset, twelve remarks are counted as missed. I analyzed these in detail:
In six cases the remark would have been found anyway, i.e., they are false positives. For two of
these false positives, the remark is real but not all triggers were identified, and the other four
were follow-up changes and no real remarks. This leaves six cases in which a real remark would
have been missed. Of these, two are negligible improvements. Another one is a build script
maintainability issue that would have been missed because the respective commit was larger
than 274 files. The most severe misses are three customer-facing documentation issues/typos
that would have been missed because the file containing the documentation became longer than
12,170 lines. These misses echo the developers’ criticism of coarse rules that miss a strong link
to the importance of the changes for review (Section 15.4.4).
Looking at the objective values for the ruleset SESSION, it allows skipping of 25.2% of the
records per ticket (trimmed mean) and of 23.2% of Java source code lines in reviews. According
to the tracing mechanism, this skipping will lead to non-detection of 0.6% of the review remarks
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Figure 15.7: Pareto fronts and selected rulesets, evaluated on the unseen test data. The plots show
two-dimensional projections from the seven-dimensional objective space. The gray dots show the baseline
performance of leaving out a certain percentage of records per ticket; each dot corresponds to a percentage
value, with results averaged over 100 random seeds.
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Table 15.7: Objective values for the selected rulesets on the unseen test data
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Compl-
exity
Feature
Count
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.1
Saved
Records
per Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 40 17 12 4.1 13,998 9.5 11,425
MO I 58 17 8 3.1 11,733 7.8 11,004
MO A 184 24 8 2.9 6,293 1.3 2,469
RIPPER S2 200 17 539 110.1 14,166 19.2 18,784
RIPPER 342 25 456 100.9 14,294 21.2 20,338
C4.5 2 151,084 39 312 59.6 14,277 14.9 27,625
C4.5 3 63,872 38 628 105.8 13,106 14.5 22,756
Max. Valu3 ∞ 52 1,940 310.7 26,968 37.8 49,199
1 Tr.M. := trimmed mean
2 During the team session it was decided to remove one further ticket from the training data. RIPPER
is the rule set learned with the final data, RIPPER S is based on the older data and was used in the
survey.
3 The last row shows the total count / maximum possible value for the respective objective.
Table 15.8: Relative objective values (i.e., percentages of the maximum) for the selected rulesets on the
unseen test data. Tr.M. := trimmed mean
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.
Saved
Records
per Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 0.6% 1.3% 51.9% 25.2% 23.2%
MO I 0.4% 1.0% 43.5% 20.7% 22.4%
MO A 0.4% 0.9% 23.3% 3.5% 5.0%
RIPPER S 27.8% 35.4% 52.5% 50.8% 38.2%
RIPPER 23.5% 32.5% 53.0% 56.1% 41.3%
C4.5 2 16.1% 19.2% 52.9% 39.5% 56.1%
C4.5 3 32.4% 34.1% 48.6% 38.3% 46.3%
(resp. 1.3% when using the log-transformed value). Based on the raw objective values, approx-
imations for profit can be calculated. As motivated in Section 15.2.2, these values depend on a
cost factor that determines how much more costly missing a remark in a review is compared to
reviewing a change part. A break-even value that determines when the profit will become posi-
tive can be calculated. When using the log-transformed remark count and the trimmed mean of
saved records per ticket, this break-even value is 726, i.e., using the ruleset has a positive profit
as long as missing a review remark is less than 726 times as costly as reviewing a record. When
using Java lines of code as the approximation of effort instead, the profit is positive as long as
missing a review remark is less than 2,793 times as costly as reviewing a line of Java code.
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The three simple syntactic rules that are responsible for most of the savings for the SES-
SION ruleset on the training data are responsible for most of the savings on the test data,
too. packageAndImportOnly == ’true’ is most influential, binary == ’true’ second and
whitespaceOnly == ’true’ third. When using only these three rules, the trimmed mean of
saved hunks per ticket is 7.8 records/ticket. This is a share of 82% of the value for the whole
SESSION ruleset.
RQ15.2.4: The ruleset SESSION, and the closely related MO I, both perform well on the
unseen test data. They allow savings of more than one-fifth of reviewed records and Java
LOC. In turn, they lead to about one percent of missed remarks. The RIPPER and C4.5
rulesets lead to much higher numbers of missed remarks. MO A filters out very little on the
test data.
15.5 Discussion
The study could successfully extract data and mine useful rules, but some problems were
not yet satisfyingly solved:
Noise. Section 15.4.1 describes a significant amount of noise found in the data, due to failed
assumptions of the tracing algorithm. Other problems are caused by non-obedience to the
development process, e.g., when remarks are not fixed in the proper ticket or the ticket state is
not changed correctly. Noise is a significant problem: The most relevant target for the mining
process is the profit of using the ruleset. The cost of missing a remark is magnitudes larger than
that of reviewing a change part. Therefore, the profit metric behaves similarly to precision,
which is known to be vulnerable to noise [264]. Many potentially interesting rules might be
obscured by the noise in the data.
Unknown individual costs. The cost per individual missed remark is not known. This can
lead to wrong incentives for the mining algorithm, which might opt for a rule that leads to
the oversight of one critical error instead of another that misses two trivial issues. The same
problem exists for the cost of reviewing change parts, but this cost can at least be approximated
for example by the number of lines of code.
Reliance on Occam’s razor. Ruleset complexity is one of the algorithm’s objectives for two
reasons: (1) Simpler rules are easier to understand. (2) There is the hope that of two competing
and otherwise similar rules, the simpler one is the better model of reality (Occam’s razor).
Albeit useful, Occam’s razor is only a heuristic that fails sometimes. An example that was
criticized by some of the company’s developers illustrates this: The algorithm selected a rule
to ignore whitespace-only changes. This rule is straightforward, and it is also highly successful,
as there are many whitespace-only changes in Java files that do not lead to review remarks.
But in other file types, whitespace changes are much more dangerous and remark-prone. When
changes in these files occur rarely, the ‘ignore whitespace-only changes’ rule will seem better
than the ‘ignore whitespace-only changes in Java files’ rule, albeit the latter better represents
the underlying domain.
Reliance on historical data. A general problem of every empirical approach for rule creation
is that the rules are built for past data. Changes in the project structure, development processes,
or other areas can make found rules obsolete. One example is the growth in file size that led to
the missed remarks described in Section 15.4.5. Another example is the “isNodeModules” rule
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in MO I, MO A, and SESSION, which relates to the practice of committing certain libraries to
the SCM. This practice was stopped by the development team so that the rule will not lead to
savings in the future. Besides input from domain experts, regular re-training can help to reduce
this problem.
Amplification of reviewers’ weaknesses and self-fulfilling prophecies. If a change part
does not trigger review remarks, this can have two causes: There is no problem, or the reviewer
did not find the problem. The latter case is disputed: When there are changes in which the re-
viewers consistently overlook problems, this weakness of the reviewers might be institutionalized
as a skipping rule. This rule deprives the reviewers of the remaining small chance to find the
issue. The problem could be reduced by combining a model for skipping with the SRK model
discussed in Section 15.2 or with a general defect prediction model. A variant of the problem
occurs when data from a team in which skipping rules are in use is used to re-evaluate the rules:
As the reviewers did not see the change parts that are matched by the rules, they probably left
few remarks for them. So, the existing rules will look good no matter how good they really are
– a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Much ado about .. not much. A large share of the savings of the SESSION and MO I
rulesets are due to simple syntactic rules. This leaves the impression that similar benefits for
the company could have been reaped in a more lightweight way, without going through the
hassle of extracting the remark data and performing a large-scale data mining study. It is open
whether less noisy data would allow the extraction of less obvious high-impact rules or whether
there is just nothing to be found. Please note that the criticism of the high effort applies mostly
to the action research view of the study; I still consider it worthwhile to gather and analyze
empirical data in detail from a basic research perspective.
Most of the mentioned problems are not unique to the current study; they are shared by
many other repository mining studies. This might contribute to their still relatively low use in
industry.
15.6 Validity and Limitations
RQ15.1 is only studied theoretically, deducing arguments from previous findings. To show
that these arguments really hold, empirical validation is needed.
The answers to the remaining research questions (RQ15.2.1 to RQ15.2.4) provide a first step
towards such empirical validation. Still, several limitations apply to them as well. One of the
central limitations stems from being a single case study, which makes the generalizability of the
results to other contexts hard to judge. This applies to the mined data and found rules as well
as to the results of the surveys and discussion sessions. As an example, the high savings due to
leaving out changes in import statements are probably influenced by the use of version numbers
in some package names and by a positive attitude towards refactorings, both of which might not
exist in other contexts.
Another limitation is that the study does not measure the final outcomes of introducing
the model in practice. A smaller review scope leads to better results (Chapter 13) and the
case study results indicate that applying the model will safe effort, but it does not measure the
construct ‘effort’ explicitly. The validity of many other of the measured constructs depends on
the correctness of the mining and extraction programs. Many parts of the extraction and mining
source code are tested with automated unit tests. But as a heuristic approach, the mechanism to
count the number of missed review remarks can still fail. It might do so in two ways: identifying
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too many or too few missed remarks. By manually checking a sample of the remarks, the ‘too
many’ case could be assessed. But the ‘too few’ case, e.g., review remarks that were fixed in a
commit that was not correctly labeled with the ticket number, is only assessed qualitatively.
A usual practice in data mining studies is to use repeated cross-validation to statistically
judge the quality of the results. This is not possible with an interactive approach. Instead,
the study uses a training set and a separate test set. Having only one test set leads to less
reliable results. On the other hand, using a test set collected after mining is a very realistic way
of performance evaluation. To put the interactive, multi-objective mining approach in context,
it is compared to RIPPER and C4.5 as a baseline. In defect prediction studies, other mining
approaches outperform RIPPER and C4.5 [366]. But these approaches, like random forests, lead
to opaque models that do not meet the team’s requirements. Therefore, a rule mining approach
is an adequate baseline.
Various threats apply to the opinions gathered from the developers. In the interactive eval-
uation sessions, the participants needed more time than initially expected to understand the
system, as they were overwhelmed by the current UI of the system. This limited the amount of
feedback that could be gathered in the available time. The opinions on the mined rulesets were
gathered directly before the discussion session. As some of the presented rules were clearly sub-
optimal, this might have put some developers in a negative mood for the discussion. Another
threat here is reactivity, in particular, because the researcher presenting the approach and the
rules was also a colleague.
For the analysis of the qualitative data, best practices from qualitative data analysis, like
transcribing the audio recordings and performing several passes of open coding, were used. Still,
having only one coder amplifies the risk of researcher bias. To allow others to judge this and
other potential biases, the session transcripts are available [32]. All other raw data is also made
available, albeit the dataset was anonymized to protect confidential company data. With an
interactive data mining approach, it is not sufficient to make the data mining algorithms and
scripts available to allow others to double-check or recreate the results. Therefore, logs of the
interactive sessions are also provided as an audit trail.
15.7 Related Work
Besides the discussion of cognitive-support review tools in the current thesis, positive effects
of reducing the review size are also discussed in other works (e.g., [315, 318, 319]). Section 15.2
also relates to another theory from cognitive psychology, the SRK taxonomy that divides human
cognitive processing into three modes that differ in the degree of automation and efficiency
of processing [311]. A general analysis of the utility of these and other theories for software
engineering research is performed by Walenstein [393].
SZZ [353] is the standard algorithm for tracing defect fixes to the introducing changes in
defect prediction studies. Kim et al. [199] proposed a variant of this algorithm that reduces the
noise in the extracted data. Like the proposed tracing algorithm for review remarks, they skip
changes that cannot be a cause/trigger. The problem of noise in defect prediction is studied by
Kim et al. [198].
Review remark prediction is not the same as defect prediction: A change part might contain
a defect that does not lead to a review remark, and the different assumptions during tracing
also lead to differences in the raw data (see Section E.5). Still, review remark prediction and
defect prediction are related. Defect prediction and repository mining are vast research areas,
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so this section can just give a small overview of the literature.
This chapter’s approach classifies at the level of change parts. Most defect prediction studies
work at a coarser granularity, e.g., predicting defect proneness for whole changes (also called
“just-in-time” prediction) or for methods, files or components. An early study to predict the
risk of a software change was performed by Mockus and Weiss [272] at Bell Labs. Shihab et
al. [340] use input from industrial developers to assess the risk of changes. One of the problems
of the current study is that it considers the severity of the review remarks only to a limited
degree. Shihab et al. [341] tackle a similar problem for just-in-time defect prediction and study
“high impact” fixes. Results of just-in-time prediction at Google were disappointing [233], but
Tan et al.’s case study at Cisco [365] and especially Nayrolles and Hamou-Lhadj’s case study
at Ubisoft [280] show that an elaborated approach can bring just-in-time defect prediction to
industrial usefulness. There are further defect prediction studies with change granularity (e.g.,
[191, 197, 345, 355]). Ray et al. [314] show that the entropy of code is related to its defect density
and go down to the level of single lines. Results of Pascarella et al. [293], when re-evaluating
a study by Giger et al. [139], indicate that the current state of the art of method-level defect
prediction does not lead to results that are satisfying in practice. Shippey [344] analyzes the
relation of AST patterns to defective and non-defective methods. He finds associations for
defective methods, but not for non-defective methods.
The current study argues that the meta-parameters of many data mining techniques are
hard to interpret for domain experts. Other researchers (e.g., [366]) use automatic approaches
to optimize these meta-parameters. Arisholm et al. [14] criticize that often used evaluation
measures like precision and recall do not directly relate to cost-effectiveness. As Kamei et
al. [190] show, effort-aware evaluation of models leads to different conclusions. A benefit of the
proposed approach is that it is easy to include domain-specific evaluation measures. The decision
to go for a multi-objective mining technique was encouraged by Fu et al.’s promising results
with DART [133], which can be regarded as an ensemble of rules created with a multi-objective
approach. Further studies on defect prediction are surveyed by Hall et al. [153], Radjenovic´ et
al. [309], and Malhotra [246].
Review remarks can relate not only to defects but also to other quality problems. These, too,
can be found with data mining, for example like Fontana et al. [126] who predict code smells.
This thesis focuses on ways to support the reviewer. Another avenue to improve code reviews
is to create automated review agents [69], i.e., programs that directly create review remarks.
Just-in-time defect prediction is one possibility to create such automated reviewers [121, 280,
326]. Another possibility is to use results from static analysis [46, 63, 119, 170]. Automated
reviewers can already work during check-in [28, 369] or even in parallel to development [244].
Section 15.2 discusses sorting change parts by their importance for review. Similar ideas have
been studied by other researchers, e.g., by Lumpe et al. [236]. The idea to focus reviewing on
“sections where finding defects is really worthwhile” can already be found in Gilb and Gra-
ham [140, p. 74], albeit they relate more to the severity of defects and not to the probability of
finding them. Begel and Vrzakova [45] study eye movements of reviewers and find that devel-
opers focus on relevant portions instead of the entire text, which supports this chapter’s idea
of automatically classifying parts as irrelevant. Huang et al. [175] propose a machine learning
approach to identify the ‘salient class’ in a change, i.e., the class whose change is at the core of
the commit. This could be a further criterion to rate the importance of code changes for review.
The idea to leave out lines of lesser importance to improve understanding has been studied in
the context of end-user programming by Athreya and Scaffidi [16].
The proposed approach is bottom-up and empirically determines change parts that are ir-
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relevant for review. Other researchers instead start by assuming that certain types of changes
are irrelevant. Refactorings are one such type, and Ge et al. [136] propose to use refactoring
detection in code reviews. Thangthumachit et al. [371] use refactoring detection to improve the
understandability of source code changes. Going beyond refactorings, Kim et al. [196] describe
how to discover systematic code changes and Zhang et al. [413] propose a tool to interactively
match systematic changes in code reviews. Simple syntactic rules (e.g., whitespace and import
statements) are responsible for a large part of the savings with the selected rulesets. Similar
results could be obtained by using semantic or otherwise improved diff algorithms [13, 125, 192,
410].
The current chapter studies the importance of change parts for review. Other aspects of
review data have also been assessed in data mining studies: For example, Gerede and Mazan [138]
predict at the coarse granularity of whole patches whether they will lead to review remarks.
Padberg et al. [290] predict the defect content after reviews and Kononenko et al. [206] study
factors that influence review quality in Firefox subprojects. Bird et al. [55] have deployed a
code review analytics platform at Microsoft, which could also be useful to determine irrelevant
change parts. It was used by Bosu et al. [61] to develop a model to distinguish useful review
remarks from less useful ones (i.e., noise).
The current study uses a multi-objective rule mining meta-heuristic and domain feedback to
create comprehensible rules. With the same goal, Vandecruys et al. [386] use the AntMiner+
meta-heuristic for mining. Other researchers use a two-step process: First, a black box model is
created, and as a second step this model is transformed into a comprehensible model [273]. This
approach is not without criticism [327]. Still another approach is to create explanations for the
model’s decision upon request [88, 365]. Multi-objective meta-heuristics were also used in other
software engineering studies, often based on genetic algorithms. They are used for the model
creation itself [73, 92], but also for feature selection [72] or model refinement [68, 330, 406].
There are also studies that explicitly incorporate iterative human feedback, e.g., to determine
patterns for implicit coding rules [254], common defects [400] and requirements tracing links
[166].
♦
Summing up, this chapter discusses how classification of change parts can support the re-
viewer. It shows how a bottom-up repository mining approach can be used to build such a
classifier. The approach contains a novel extraction and tracing algorithm for review remarks
and makes use of a multi-objective, interactive data mining system. Albeit there are some prob-
lems with the approach, especially with noise in the data, it leads to a substantial reduction in
review scope. Consequently, the most promising found rules have been implemented in CoRT,
with positive user feedback.
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Conclusion
This final chapter summarizes the thesis, discusses a selection of its implications and hints
at major areas of further research related to code reviews.
16.1 Summary
This thesis started out with the idea to improve computer support for code reviews in practice
that goes beyond the book-keeping and data-handling support of current tools. In its three main
parts, the thesis gives an extensive discussion of the state of the art and the practice (Part I),
shows how an instrumented review tool is used as a foundation for code review research in
a partner company (Part II), derives the concept of cognitive-support code review tools, and
provides extensive empirical studies on several ways to provide such cognitive support (Part III).
16.1.1 Cognitive-Support Code Review Tools
The systematically derived notion of “cognitive-support code review tools” forms the cen-
tral contribution of this thesis. Such tools extend the current state of the art of review tools
with features that reduce the cognitive load of the reviewer during checking. An empirically
and theoretically founded catalog of essential requirements for cognitive-support code review
tools, including general core features of review tools, can be found in Appendix A. This catalog
summarizes the main findings on review tools from this thesis in a way that is geared towards
tool developers.
Chapter 12 presents a number of ways to provide cognitive support. Two of them are
studied in detail: Ordering of change parts (Chapter 14), and classification of change parts by
importance based on repository mining (Chapter 15). Both approaches are derived and tested
empirically, and both have shown their practical viability with an implementation in the review
tool CoRT. A limitation of this thesis is that the controlled experiment to test the proposed
ordering could not show a statistically significant improvement. There are some indications that
this could be a problem of statistical power. Regarding the study on change part classification
in Chapter 15, reducing the review scope by more than 20% while missing out very few remarks
is an opportunity that should not be left untapped. But when it comes to how to establish
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the model underlying this mechanism, repository mining does not seem to be the best way at
the moment. Most of the found savings are due to simple syntactic rules, and it seems that
most of these could have been conceived without laborious repository mining, albeit with worse
empirical underpinning.
In addition to the analysis of cognitive-support, improvements of the scientific foundations
of code review tools in general are a contribution of this thesis, too. Based on the analysis in
Part I, Part II describes the CoRT code review tool, which is used both as a practically-used
review tool in a partner company and as a platform for code review research. The thesis presents
two studies that influenced the development of CoRT. In the first study (Chapter 10), the effects
and contextual factors that influence whether pre-commit or post-commit reviews lead to better
results regarding efficiency, quality, or cycle time are analyzed. It shows no striking differences
in most cases, with a disadvantage of pre-commit reviews in terms of cycle time usually being
the main difference. The study’s more detailed results are condensed into heuristic rules for the
use in practice. The second study (Chapter 11) compares different ways to present source code
diffs. Albeit no statistically significant performance difference could be measured, it shows a
preference of developers towards colored and aligned presentation.
16.1.2 Results on Code Reviews beyond Tools
State of the practice. Part I of this thesis contains an extensive discussion of the state of the
art and state of the practice regarding code reviews. Particularly, both the interview study and
the survey on code review use in practice are the largest scientific studies of the respective type
done to date. They confirm the observation from other researchers [18, 318] that code review
in practice is converging towards a change-based process, which is used by development teams
to reach a combination of goals. But the studies also show that there is a lot of variation in the
details of these processes, and the thesis proposes a classification scheme (see Appendix B) to
capture these variations. Large parts of the survey’s questions are based on this classification
scheme, and they are made available for re-use by other researchers.
Hypotheses on the use of reviews. Following the Grounded Theory methodology, the
interview study led to several hypotheses on the use of reviews, of which some could be confirmed
in the survey (Chapters 5 and 6). Particularly, the thesis provides evidence that the use or non-
use of code reviews depends to a large degree on cultural factors. Furthermore, there is evidence
that code review is most likely to remain in use if it is embedded into the development process
(and its supporting tools) so that it does not require a conscious decision to do a review.
Systematic overview of review tools and reading techniques. As a final contribution of
Part I, Chapter 7 contains a semi-systematic literature review on code review tools and contains
an analysis of the common ideas behind several code reading techniques.
Influence of working memory capacity and change size on review performance.
Part III’s main purpose is to present the rationale and formation of cognitive-support review
tools, but it also contains findings that transcend this purpose. The experiment in Chapter 13
provides evidence that the reviewer’s working memory capacity is associated with code review
effectiveness for certain kinds of defects. Additionally, the thesis provides a confirmation from
a controlled experiment that review effectiveness is higher for smaller code changes, a fact that
was widely assumed but not studied systematically so far.
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16.1.3 Methodological Advances
A wide variety of research methods are used in this thesis, and novel and significantly im-
proved methods form a contribution of this thesis on their own. Specifically, software engineering
research could benefit from the following methods and practices:
Heuristics derived from simulation. Software process simulation has been proposed as a
means to support decision making in development teams. But software process simulation is
expensive [8], too expensive for small companies or agile teams. It is better thought of as a means
for theory development [91]. Heuristic rules are an efficient way of communicating theories to
developers, and Chapter 10 uses a combination of simulation and rule mining to develop such
heuristics. Other researchers could use a similar approach for research questions that are not
easily amenable to direct empirical evaluation.
Machine learning with the human in-the-loop. A basic theme underlying this thesis is
that the best results can often be reached by combining the strengths of the human and the
computer, instead of focusing on only one of them. Still, much research on software repository
mining neglects the human side. The approach taken in Chapter 15 embraces iterative human
feedback. It should encourage other authors to try multi-objective and interactive approaches
to data mining when domain feedback and acceptance are essential.
Combination of systematic theory generation and theory testing. Iteration between
theory generation and theory testing is a basic principle of science, and this thesis used it in
several of its studies with good results.1 Software engineering as a discipline could benefit from
embracing it more thoroughly.
Open science. The datasets and algorithm implementations for the studies of this thesis were
made publicly available as far as possible. The thesis also benefitted from publicly available
implementations and results of others. Software engineering research is slowly moving towards
open science, and perhaps this thesis can encourage others to follow and increase the pace.
16.2 Implications of the Findings
This section presents selected implications of the findings that go beyond cognitive-support
code review tools. The detailed implications for building code review tools are summarized as
‘essential requirements’ and ‘realizations’ in Appendix A.
Research on improvements to change-based code review can have large practical
relevance. The studies in Part I of this thesis confirm Rigby and Bird’s [318] observation
of convergence towards change-based code reviews in practice. Comparing the survey results
to those of Ciolkowski, Laitenberger, and Biﬄ [75], the raw survey numbers indicate a large
increase in the use of code reviews in the last 15 years. Another survey by Winter, Vosseberg,
and Spillner [403] also shows an increase in the use of reviews. This implies that research on
improvements to code reviews can have a large practical relevance.
Software Engineering research should not focus on open source development and
large companies only. Many of the variations between the processes described by Rigby and
Bird [318] could be observed in Part I’s interview and survey data, too. However, this thesis
couldn’t observe as much convergence as they do regarding the subtleties of the processes. In
part, this is probably due to a more fine-grained comparison of the processes, but there are
1Like the next point, this point is neither new nor unique to this thesis, but subjectively under-used in current
software engineering research practice.
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contradictions, too, for example for pre-commit vs post-commit reviews. Assuming that most of
these differences are rooted in different contextual characteristics of the respective study samples,
this is an indicator that results from studies of open source software development can be valuable
for commercial development, but it is also a warning that results from large companies and open
source development are not fully generalizable to smaller companies.
Proposed Software Engineering techniques need to fit the real-world context. By
strengthening the evidence that using rules or conventions to trigger code reviews helps to keep
code review use from fading away, Chapter 5 provides a partial explanation for the observed
dominance of change-based reviews. As a more abstract consequence for future software engi-
neering research, this finding strengthens the case for software engineering techniques that not
only work in isolation but are also able to survive in the environment of a software development
team. The low number of teams using perspective-based reading or a similar technique for code
review could be an example for such a mismatch: There is little use in perspectives when there
is only one reviewer.
Review tools should contain cognitive-support features. To have an impact on practice,
improving a review tool is more effective than publishing a research paper, at least according
to the findings from Part I’s interviews. As argued in Chapter 12, better cognitive support is a
promising opportunity for improvement, and Part III shows the viability of several such options.
They all share the benefit that once such tooling is available, the effort of using it in a team is
very small, compared to classic reading techniques that have to be taught to every reviewer. The
observed variations in review processes and contextual factors imply that it is hard for a single
tool to fit all practical contexts. This is one of the reasons to summarize the results abstractly
in Appendix A so they can be used by other tool-builders.
Reviewers’ mental resources matter. Chapter 13 shows that the reviewer’s working memory
capacity is associated with code review effectiveness for certain kinds of defects. Given that
working memory capacity can be measured computerized in around 10 minutes per participant,
it is reasonable to recommend researchers to measure it as a potential confounding factor in
future studies. This finding also has practical implications for reviewer recommendation [376]:
Code changes with more potential for delocalized defects could be assigned to reviewers with
higher working memory capacity; moreover, working memory capacity could be used when
distinguishing between reviewers for critical and less critical code changes in an attempt to find
a globally optimal reviewer assignment.
Defect types matter. The finding that the factors that influence detection effectiveness differ
between defect types leads to several new questions: Which further factors influence effectiveness
for other defect types? And which other defect types or defect properties are relevant at all?
Future studies should investigate better review support for defect types that are currently not
found easily.
The problem of noise in review remark prediction needs to be solved. The study of
change part classification in Chapter 15 establishes that review remark prediction is a distinct
application area in repository mining and that there is much open work in this area. This
thesis only follows one of the possibilities outlined in Section 15.2.1, and further delving into
the distinction between knowledge-based and rule-based cognitive processing in reviews could
lead to interesting results. It seems advisable to first tackle the open problems of the chosen
approach, most importantly the reduction of noise in the data.
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16.3 Next Steps in Code Review Research
To conclude the thesis, this section looks at promising directions for future code review
research.
Further computer support for reviews. The first idea is also the one most related to this
thesis: Chapter 7 analyzes the principles underlying various code reading techniques, and some
of these principles are integrated into the developed tool, in addition to the idea of cognitive
support. Further research could try to combine more of these principles with computer support.
Additional support could also be gained by asking the author to provide further information
for the reviewer and the tool [87]. This thesis tried to lessen the burden on the author and not
mandatorily demand such additional work, but giving the option to add, e.g., information about
importance could augment the approach.
Instrumentation of other review tools. By deploying a code review tool into practice
that was explicitly designed as a research platform, this thesis could gather rich empirical data.
Many other code review studies rely on data from more widely deployed review tools, with the
benefit of a large empirical basis but the drawback of lacking information for several possible
research questions. Researchers could try to collaborate with review tool builders to integrate
further lightweight data collection facilities and extension points into popular review tools. This
investment could pay off in a few years in a much better empirical basis for code review research.
More research on cognitive processes in reviews. The third research idea is based on
the findings of Chapter 13: It is by now well-established that code review effectiveness is lower
for larger changes. But the cause for this effect is not known. Several hypotheses have been
proposed by this thesis and others: (1) Large changes lead to mental overload, (2) large changes
lead to lower motivation, (3) large changes seduce the reviewer to review faster than optimal,
(4) the mental focus of the reviewer fades after some time, and larger changes need more time,
(5) larger changes increase the risk that delocalized defects are spread out, which in turn reduces
the chance of finding them. Basic research on the cognitive processes during code review could
shed light on the combination of these hypothesized effects that leads to the observed decrease
in effectiveness. This topic touches on the more general question of whether the model of mental
and cognitive load is adequate to explain performance in code reviews. The results of the thesis
generally support the model, but it could be too simple and abstract to be useful to guide
research. For example, it needs improvement for the currently quite fuzzy definitions of mental
and cognitive load. Another mechanism that would benefit from further quantitative evaluation
is the association between code understanding and review performance. Research can be carried
out to investigate an extended version of the model, more specific for code reviews, and test it
more thoroughly.
Fun in reviews. In the interviews and experiments of this thesis, many developers mentioned
that they have less fun reviewing code than developing it, whereas others seemed to like re-
viewing. This was also observed in previous research [180], but is somehow surprising: Code
reviews are similar to ‘spot-the-problem’ puzzles, and many people do such puzzles for leisure.
Gamification of code reviews has been studied to some degree [335], but future research could
investigate reasons for disliking reviews and propose techniques to make them more fun. One
idea is that, in contrast to puzzles, reviews are lacking positive feedback for the reviewer. An-
other, related to the mental load hypothesis of this thesis, is that reviews often overload the
reviewers and put them out of their ‘flow’ zone [84].
Training for reviewers. The reviewer and his or her fit to the reviewing task significantly
influence review performance (see Chapter 12). This thesis briefly discussed reviewer recom-
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mendation as a way to exploit this fact, and also why reviewer recommendation is often of little
practical use. But reviewer recommendation is not the only possibility to have better reviewers
for the task – reviewer education is another. The data gathered for the experiment in Chap-
ter 13 shows a correlation between reviewer experience and performance. It also hinted at a
much better review performance for defects that can be found with rule-based cognitive process-
ing [311]. Deliberate practice [115] could be used to train these skills, and computerized tools
could support this training. As the mental assessment of possible solutions is also a central skill
when developing code [392], such review training could even lead to better general programming
performance.
Culture in development teams. A final result that hints at future work is the observed
influence of team and company culture (Chapter 5). When considering the software engineering
industry as a whole, the potential gains of faster wide-spread adoption of best practices dwarf
the benefits of improvements to specific techniques. Research on the intersection between busi-
ness administration and software engineering can study how development team culture can be
improved.
♦
The main text of this thesis is now about to end. It started with an assessment of the state
of the practice, based on several empirical studies and the literature. Motivated by the lack
of a good code review tool that fits the context of the partner company and can be used as a
platform for code review research, the second part of this thesis then described the code review
tool ‘CoRT’ and two studies that supported its design. Finally, the notion of cognitive-support
code review tools was proposed, tested, and two possibilities for cognitive support were studied
in detail: Ordering of change parts, and classification of change parts as irrelevant for review.
My hope is that several of the proposed ideas will make their way into other code review tools so
that they can benefit a wider variety of software development teams. And I hope that some of
the results of the thesis and some of the ideas for future work proposed in this final chapter will
spark the interest in code reviews in other researchers. Their improvements to the understanding
of the requirements of practice and of the cognitive processes during reviews could then lead to
still better review support.
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A
Essential Requirements for Code Review
Tools and Possible Realizations
This thesis started out with the goal to show how better tool support can help to improve code
review in industry, and it shows and evaluates several possibilities. The findings are summarized
under the label ‘cognitive-support code review tools’, and many of them are implemented in the
tool CoRT. But one of the results in the first part of this thesis (mainly Chapter 6) is that there
is a lot of variation between the review processes of teams in industry. One tool will not fit all.
Other tool-builders need to integrate the findings into other code review tools. To ease the task
of these tool-builders and to summarize the respective findings, this chapter condenses them into
essential requirements for building code review tools, and lists realizations from this thesis for
these requirements. Similar to patterns [6], these shall form a toolbox that other tool-creators
can use. Figure A.1 shows an overview of the essential requirements that are discussed in the
following.
After each ‘realization’, small icons indicate the strength of the respective evidence. Their
meanings are:
Strong quantitative evidence from this thesis. A controlled experiment showed conclusively
that the realization leads to the intended effect.
Weak quantitative evidence from this thesis, e.g., correlational results from a survey or
promising but inconclusive results from an experiment.
Strong ‘action research’ evidence from this thesis. The realization is implemented in CoRT
and was explicitly mentioned as important/beneficial by the users, or it is a standard
feature of most review tools that are in wide-spread use.
Weak ‘action research’ evidence from this thesis. The realization is implemented in CoRT
and perhaps a few other tools and is known to be used.
Strong qualitative evidence from this thesis. The realization was mentioned as importan-
t/beneficial by various interviewees or survey participants.
Weak qualitative evidence from this thesis. The realization was mentioned as importan-
t/beneficial by a few interviewees or survey participants.
Strong deductive evidence. It can be clearly derived from the literature, or is perhaps even
shown there, that the realization is beneficial.
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Figure A.1: Overview of the essential requirements for cognitive-support code review tools
Weak deductive evidence. The realization is mentioned in the literature, or can be derived
with additional assumptions.
A.1 Cross-Cutting Requirements
From the interviews and from the experiences gained when using CoRT in practice, I found
a number of cross-cutting requirements that need to be taken into account throughout the whole
tool. When these are not addressed adequately, developers resort to using general-purpose soft-
ware development tools. This topic cropped up in the interviews (Part I), and is a possible reason
for the high number of developers that do not use a specialized review tool (see Section 7.3).
A.1.1 Usability
As Myers et al. [278] state it, “Programmers are Users too”, and good usability is a major
concern to allow efficient use of software development tools. A code review tool should streamline
the review process. Some examples where usability plays a role is the integration with the ticket
system to avoid context switches (Section 9.1), adding of remarks directly from the source view
(Section 9.2) and the presentation of diffs for efficient examination (Chapter 11).
A.1.2 Performance/Reactivity
The performance and reactivity of the review tool could be regarded as a sub-aspect of
usability. Reviewers do not want to wait more than a few seconds when starting a review (see
Section 15.3), and other interactions with the tools shall be swift, too. To reach this goal, it
might be needed to cache data locally or to trade reviewer support for speed when the full
calculation takes too long (see Section D.1).
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A.1.3 Good Fit to Context
The development and review process and other contextual factors that influence the review
tool differ a lot between teams and companies (see Chapter 6). A review tool has to integrate
well into this context. Two examples: if there is an interface to an SCM, this needs to be
the SCM used in the team; and if the team uses a post-commit review process this needs to be
supported by the tool. For each contextual variant, a tool creator can decide whether to support
it and make the tool configurable in this regard, or to not support it. In the latter case, the tool
might not be usable for these teams, or the teams might decide to change the context (i.e., the
tool shapes the process; see Section 6.2).
A.1.4 Broad and Deep Support
The variety in the tool’s context also applies to the artifacts under review. There is not only
source code in one programming language, but other languages, build scripts, test cases and
much more that can be changed in a unit of work [120]. The advanced reviewer support that is
proposed in this thesis is based on language-specific analyses, and such a deep support is only
possible for a small part of the possible file types. But there needs to be a graceful fallback to
keep up broad and robust support for all changes, for example resorting to simple textual diffs.
A similar reasoning applies when there are very large changes that cannot be analyzed fully
without compromising performance. Here, a graceful fallback is needed, too, to ensure basic
functionality is still working.
A.2 Core Features
These are the core requirements that every tool for change-based review needs to satisfy.
They are satisfied by most current tools (see Chapter 7).
A.2.1 Determine the Changes that Need to be Reviewed
A review tool must be able to determine the scope of the review for a unit of work, i.e.,
which parts of the code base need to be checked in the review.
Realization: Interface to SCM To determine the review scope, a review tool can gather the
needed information automatically from the SCM. The tool determines the commits that belong
to the unit of work and the changes that were performed in these commits. In this way, the tool
is well integrated into the development context and provides a streamlined user experience.
( ; Ch. 4, Ch. 7, Ch. 9, [241, 318])
A.2.2 Allow Viewing the Changes that Need to be Reviewed
The second core requirement is that the reviewer must be able to view and explore the
changes that need to be reviewed with the review tool. There are several non-exclusive ways to
allow this.
Realization: Show changes/diff To understand a change, it can be helpful to see the origin
(old version) of the change. Checking that the new code works is easier when the reviewers know
what changed and can assume that the old version did not contain unknown defects. To allow
this type of analysis, a review tool can provide a two-pane diff view of the changes. Chapter 11
discusses a number of different ways to present these diffs.
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( ; Ch. 7, Ch. 9, [296, 318])
Realization: Show in current code While working on a task, a portion of code may be
changed several times. With post-commit reviews, changes might also happen from outside
the unit of work under review. These intermediate steps do not matter much, the important
question is whether there are issues in the final version of the code. To allow this type of analysis,
a review tool can provide a view in which the review scope is highlighted in the most recent
version of the code. Such a view also aligns well with other patterns such as ‘Review in IDE
editor’ (Section A.4.2) or ‘Allow for exploratory testing’ (Section A.3.5).
( ; Ch. 9)
Realization: Free Navigation The reviewer needs to explore the various parts of the change
under review. If the reviewer has a good knowledge of the code base, a good approach can be to
form hypotheses on expected changes and to check whether the changes were done as expected.
A review tool can support this type of analysis by providing means for free navigation, with
facilities such as hyperlinking, determining callers, determining subclasses, and so on.
( ; Ch. 9, Ch. 14, [140, 377, 387])
Realization: Guided Navigation The reviewer needs to explore the various parts of the
change under review. With limited background information, it is hard to predict which parts
of the code need to be checked and in which order. The review tool can help the reviewer by
providing a means for guided navigation. In its simplest form, this can be a list of the change
parts that need to be reviewed. Chapter 14 deals with the question how to determine a good
order to guide the reviewer.
( ; Ch. 9, Ch. 14, [157])
A.2.3 Collect, Store and Distribute Remarks
Another core requirement for a review tool is the handling of review remarks: Reviewers must
be able to enter remarks, and these must be stored and distributed to the other stakeholders.
Storing the remarks also allows for later analysis or auditing.
Realization: Adding of remarks in source view Reviewers usually notice an issue that
leads to a remark while viewing the code. To streamline the process of adding a remark, the
review tool can provide a feature to add a remark in such a view and to take the current context
into account. For example, the remark could automatically be attached to the current line or
current file.
( ; Sect. 7.3, Ch. 9)
Realization: Remark classification Remarks may come in different types. For some, the
reviewer thinks that they definitely need to be addressed, but others might be optional, or even
just notes for the author. To allow the author to clearly distinguish these types of remarks,
the review tool can force the classification of remarks. CoRT’s remark types can be found in
Section 9.4.
( ; Ch. 9, [140])
Realization: Remark storage in tickets Many ticket systems allow the addition of custom
fields to tickets, and the review tool can use such a field to store the review remarks. In this
way, they are automatically stored together with their ticket, and there is no need for a separate
database. This also allows other developers to read the remarks without having to use the review
tool, and therefore allows for gradual introduction and graceful fallback.
( ; Ch. 9)
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Realization: Remark storage in separate database When a review tool uses ‘Remark
storage in tickets’, the review tool depends on the ticket system. This dependency might hamper
its use in a broad range of teams with different ticket systems. Another possibility to store
remarks is to use a separate database. This is available in CoRT as a second option, and is used
in many other review tools.
( ; Sect. 7.3, Ch. 9, [141, 275, 338])
A.2.4 Manage the Review Process
Another core requirement is that the review tool must manage the review process, for example
by allowing reviews to end with either acceptance or rejection, spawn the fixing of remarks, etc.
The exact form of the support also depends on the chosen review process. The classification
scheme in Chapter 6 presents many of the relevant process facets (e.g. Post-Commit vs Pre-
Commit, Fixing on the same ticket or postponed to separate tickets, . . . ). Rule-based process
integration is one of the factors that differentiate change-based review from other forms of review
which rely on subjective review decisions, and Chapter 5 shows that such process integration is
associated with a higher chance of keeping up the use of reviews.
Realization: Interface to Ticket System Often, the development process for tickets is
managed in the ticket system. It can be adapted to also include the review sub-process. By
interfacing with the ticket system, the review tool can find open reviews and change the state
of tickets. This provides for a streamlined review experience while still leaving the possibility to
gradually introduce the tool.
( ; Sect. 7.3, Ch. 9)
Realization: Pull Requests Another option to embed reviewing in the development workflow
are ‘pull requests’. With pull requests, code changes are not directly applied to the main/master
repository. Instead, submission of changes leads to a ‘pull request’ which is then reviewed (pre-
commit review).
( ; Ch. 10, [147])
Realization: Team-wide configuration For regular reviews, the review process is defined for
the whole team or company. Therefore, a review tool should allow the team-wide configuration
of the respective settings. For teams that use a ‘mono repository’ strategy [184], this can be
done by committing the configuration to version control.
( ; Sect. 4.1, Ch. 9)
A.3 Advanced Reviewer Support
The requirements stated in the previous section form the core of what today’s review tools
provide. Section 12.1 motivates that the main way to achieve better review results goes through
the reviewer, either by finding (or educating) better or better-matching reviewers, or by sup-
porting the existing reviewers to understand large changes better. The latter is more amenable
for tool support. I propose that the review of large changes means high cognitive load, and that
reducing this cognitive load can lead to better understanding and review results. The following
requirements outline several ways to reduce the reviewer’s cognitive load.
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A.3.1 Reduce Cognitive Load: Shrink the Task
A cognitive-support review tool should reduce the size of the task, either by reducing the
amount of code to review or by reducing the depth with which it needs to be reviewed. This
not only reduces the cognitive load, but also directly reduces the needed effort.
Realization: Leave out unimportant change parts A cognitive-support review tool can
reduce the review scope by identifying change parts that are not important for review and
leaving them out from the list of items that need to be reviewed (see ‘Guided Navigation’
above). Chapter 15 performs a data mining study to classify change parts by importance. It
concludes that simple syntactic checks are sufficient to reap most of the benefits here.
( ; Ch. 15, [136, 373])
Realization: Help focusing on the most important parts A cognitive-support review tool
can also help the reviewer to decide which parts of the change need to be checked in detail and
for which parts skimming is sufficient. Section 15.2 touches upon this topic, but it is not studied
deeply in the current thesis.
( ; Sect. 15.2, [311])
A.3.2 Reduce Cognitive Load: Help to Off-Load Items from Human Memory
to the Computer
The more items have to be stored in human working memory for a task, the higher its mental
load. Therefore, a cognitive-support review tool should help the reviewer to off-load items from
his or her memory to the computer.
Realization: Take Care of Tracking what was Checked Apart from the main task of
checking the code, a reviewer has to perform book-keeping to assure that no important part of
the change is missed. A cognitive-support review tool can provide means to move this book-
keeping load to the computer. One possibility is to automatically track which parts of the change
have been viewed, another is to allow the reviewer to explicitly mark change parts as checked.
( ; Sect. 9.2)
Realization: Allow Oﬄoading of Temporary Markers to the Tool During review, a
reviewer might suspect a potential problem, but needs to check other things first before con-
firming the suspicion. Keeping such a suspicion in memory adds to the mental load of the task.
A cognitive-support review tool can provide temporary review markers that the reviewer can
use to keep notes of such suspicions. In this way, the review tool can make sure that they are
not lost.
( ; Sect. 9.2, Sect. 9.4)
Realization: Efficient guided exploration Frequent context-switches lead to unnecessary
mental load. Reviewers often rely on the order given by the review tool to guide them through the
change, especially when they are no experts in the respective part of the code base (Section 14.2).
The theory developed in Chapter 14 of this thesis argues that an optimal order of reading source
code keeps related change parts close together, which reduces the mental load. A cognitive-
support review tool can automatically determine such an order and allow more efficient guided
exploration that way.
( ; Ch. 14)
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A.3.3 Reduce Cognitive Load: Allow Efficient Chunking
Another way to overcome the limits of human working memory is chunking. By chunking,
a number of items are conceptually combined into a single item, and this combined item can
be processed more effectively in working memory. An example is a developer that subsumes a
large number of syntactic source code items as “a standard loop over the items in an array”. A
cognitive-support review tool should help the reviewer to perform mental chunking.
Realization: Provide background/context information Mental chunking depends on la-
bels and links that connect the information fragments. A cognitive-support review tool can
provide such background information, for example by showing the description of the task un-
der review or the commit descriptions. The reviewer can then map the code changes to these
descriptions more easily.
( ; Ch. 14)
Realization: Provide views of the change with different granularity A cognitive-
support review tool can also suggest groupings of the change. Having such high-level views
of the change can help the reviewer to put the low-level changes in context. One such possibility
is discussed in Section 14.3 with the hierarchical view of the code change. Another is Gripp’s
summary view of the change briefly discussed in Section 12.2.3.2.
( ; Ch. 14, [150])
A.3.4 Take the Differing Working Styles and Backgrounds of Developers into
Account
Cognitive load is based on the combination of the mental load of the task and the capabilities
of the human. The human influence is not only a matter of raw cognitive abilities, but also
depends on its background and experiences. For example, the needed support differs between
a developer with a lot of experience in the changed portion of the code and another with little
experience there. A cognitive-support review tool should allow different developers to benefit
from its features.
Realization: Customizability In some cases, developers know what way of presenting infor-
mation is best for them. And if they don’t, providing ways to customize the tool to their wishes
can still increase the tool’s acceptance. A cognitive-support review tool can provide customiz-
ability in various regards, for example for the creation of the hierarchical tours (Chapter 14) or
for the presentation of the source code diffs (Chapter 11).
( ; Ch. 11, Ch. 14, [278])
Realization: Efficient free exploration Developers with experience in a code base might
readily know how a certain method is usually used, whereas others need to collect this knowledge
from the code on-demand. A cognitive-support review tool can provide various means for free
exploration of the change and the code base: Hyper-linking and back-referencing between callers
and callees, analysis of inheritance hierarchies, tooltips with Javadocs, and so on. Many of these
features can be subsumed as IDE-like navigation features, and consequently one possibility to
provide these features is by integrating the review tool with an IDE.
( ; Ch. 9, Sect. 12.2.3.2, [323, 361, 362])
A.3.5 Support Checking
This thesis focused on more efficient understanding of large changes, mainly by reducing the
cognitive load of the reviewers. But this is not the only way to aid the reviewer, support can
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also be provided for the checking itself. The thesis briefly touched upon two ways to do so.
Realization: Incorporate review agents / context-sensitive checklists Context-sensitive
checklists, i.e., checklists whose content depends on properties of the change, can help to find
problems during check-in [28]. They are similar to the review agents that were touched upon
in Section 15.2. Both analyze the change and create items of the form “There could be this
kind of problem here. Please check it.” Similar checklists can also be used during review, to
provide hints especially for inexperienced reviewers. It remains to show in future work whether a
framing as checklist targeted at the reviewer or as agent-created remarks targeted at the author
is better.
( ; Sect. 6.1, Sect. 15.2, [28, 69, 121, 280])
Realization: Allow for exploratory testing The interviews and the survey in Part I show
that developers sometimes execute the code during review, for example to gain a better un-
derstanding or to test a hypothesis about a potential problem. A review tool can allow such
execution, for example by integrating into the IDE.
( ; Sect. 6.1)
A.4 Further Basic Features
So far, this section discussed the core features that every change-based review tool must
possess and the cognitive support features that are one of the main contributions of this thesis.
But apart from these, there are more features that a creator of a review tool should consider.
A.4.1 Allow Communication around Remarks
Reviews are not only about finding defects, but also about communication and discussion of
improvement possibilities (see Section 4.3). Like other remarks, this discussion usually spawns
at a certain position in the code, or as a reaction to a remark.
Realization: Discussion Threads for Remarks A review tool should allow discussion
threads for remarks, i.e., other developers can respond to remarks and this responses form
a linear discussion thread. By starting at a remark, the discussion has a focus and is bound to
a certain position in the code, and the linear form is easy to grasp.
( ; Sect. 6.1, [318])
A.4.2 Allow Fixing On-The-Fly
Chapter 6 mentions that many developers commonly fix small issues on-the-fly during review.
A review tool should support such on-the-fly edits. The reviewer should still be able to give
a rationale for the change, and other reviewers or the author should be able to see and check
them.
Realization: Review in IDE editor The review tool can provide the possibility to fix remarks
on-the-fly by integrating into the IDE. In this way, continuous compilation and many of the
other checks in the IDE prevent the introduction of simple errors, and the changes need to be
committed and are, therefore, automatically traceable to the reviewer. Chapter 9 discusses the
pros and cons of integrating a review tool with the IDE in more depth.
( ; Sect. 6.1)
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A.4.3 Fixing Support for the Author
Without fixing the found issues, many of the benefits of reviews cannot be reaped. Therefore,
a review tool should also provide support for the author during fixing.
Realization: List of Remarks By providing a list of the found remarks, the review tool can
help the author to address them in a systematic way.
( ; Ch. 9)
Realization: Navigation from Remarks to Code For remarks that are bound to a certain
position in the code, the review tool should allow easy navigation from the list of remarks to
that part of the code.
( ; Ch. 9)
Realization: Check-off for Remarks The author needs to keep track of which items still
need to be addressed. The review tool can provide a feature to check-off remarks as addressed
or to reject their fixing.
( ; Sect. 6.1, Ch. 9)
♦
Summing up, this chapter presented essential requirements for cognitive-support code review
tools, and possible realizations to satisfy these requirements. The requirements are separated
into four groups, of which three apply to all code review tools and one contains the advanced
reviewer support features that are specific to cognitive-support code review tools.
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B
The Faceted Classification Scheme in Detail
This chapter presents the details on the facets of the classification scheme that was introduced
in Chapter 6.1. When there was a corresponding question in the online survey from Part I, the
percentages of the teams that use the respective variant are also given.
A variation point is included as a facet of the classification scheme when it is an identifiable,
fixed part of the process for at least one case and at least two different variations were observed.
Some of the interviewees reported several distinct cases of review use for a single company.
For the scheme, I consider a review variant a distinct case if it differs from other review process
variants in the same company and if this choice only depends on external factors (team, product,
. . . ). The IDs from Table 3.1 (in Section 3.1) are used as subscripts to refer to the companies.
When the ID is followed by a number, this refers to a specific case for that company.
B.1 Process Embedding
The first group of facets contains aspects that varied with regard to how the code review
process is embedded into the rest of the development process, i.e., when and in which way a
review is triggered and which influences it has on other process activities.
Unit of work The definition of regular change-based code review (Definition 2) states that
the changes performed in a “unit of work” define the scope of the review. The smaller the unit of
work, the smaller the effort spent on every single review, but the higher the number of reviews.
In the studied cases, one of these types of unit of work was chosen as a trigger for reviews:
release Review is triggered for changes that are put into production or are ready for “produc-
tion approval”. I .IQ Survey: 1% (1/136)
story/requirement Review is triggered for a user story/requirement that is considered done.
I .IF1 ,IH ,IL Survey: 11% (15/136)
task Many teams divide user stories into separate implementation tasks. If the chosen value
for unit of work is “task”, a review spans the changes done in such an implementation
task. I .IE ,IF2 ,IG,LX ,LF Survey: 53% (72/136)
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push/pull/combined commit Review is done for each source code management (SCM) ‘pull
request’ or some other type of combined commit. A pull request often corresponds to a
task when a team uses both. I .IB1 ,IO ,IS ,LA,LS ,LQ Survey: 27% (37/136)
singular commit Review is triggered for every small-grained SCM commit. Mainly, this vari-
ant is used when changes are rare and strictly controlled, such as in release branches. I .ID ,IB2 ,
IP1 ,IP2 Survey: 8% (11/136)
Tool support/enforcement for triggering The triggering of reviews can either be sup-
ported by tools, or it is done completely manually:
tool A tool ensures that a review candidate is created for each unit of work. This can be
accomplished, for example, with a separate state in a bug tracker’s ticket workflow or
with specialized tools that enforce this process, like pull requests on GitHub1 or Ger-
rit2. I .ID ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IO ,IS ,LG,LS ,LQ
conventions If no tools are employed, conventions and group pressure are used to reach process
compliance: “. . . and this is more like peer pressure. If something goes live and there was
no review, the other developers will ask ‘Why not? What’s up?’ ”I.IQ I .IB1 ,IB1 ,IH ,IL,IQ ,LM
Publicness of the reviewed code The changes under review can be made public to other
developers before the review, or they are still private during the review. This is studied in detail
in Chapter 10. The two corresponding values for this facet are:
post-commit review A review is performed after the changes are visible for other develop-
ers3. I .IB1 ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IH ,IL,IP2 ,IQ Survey: 54% (76/140)
pre-commit review A review is performed before the changes reach the main development
trunk4. Review using pull requests is a special case of pre-commit review. I .IB2 ,ID ,IO ,IP1 ,IS ,
LA,LV ,LM ,LG,LQ ,LN ,LY ,LH ,LD Survey: 46% (64/140)
Means to keep unreviewed changes from customer releases All studied teams that
perform regular reviews to detect defects try to avoid performing reviews after the changes have
been released to the customer(s). They choose different means to reach this goal:
organizational They manually check for open reviews when a release approaches, in com-
bination with organizational means to ensure swift completion of reviews (see “Means to
ensure swift review completion”). I .IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IH ,IL,IQ Survey: 26% (26/99)
pre-commit review They use pre-commit reviews (see “Publicness of the reviewed code”),
either generally or for a certain time before releases. I .IB2 ,ID ,IO ,IP1 ,IS ,LA,LV ,LS Survey: 40%
(40/99)
release branch There is a permanent technical separation between development branch/stream
and release branch/stream. I .IG,LS Survey: 33% (33/99)
1https://github.com
2https://www.gerritcodereview.com
3also called “Commit Then Review” in other publications
4also called “Review Then Commit” in other publications
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Means to ensure swift review completion To ensure that a review does not stay open for
too long and open reviews don’t accumulate too much, many teams employ at least one of the
following organizational means:
priority Reviews have higher priority than other tasks (“In one team we defined a rule in
which order tasks have to be worked on. That production problems are the first priority,
but that when the implementation of a user story is done and it is ready for review on the
taskboard, that this has a higher priority then starting a new story. To keep the cycle times
in a sprint short.”I.IF ). I .IE ,IF1 ,IF2 Survey: 24% (24/99)
WIP limit The team has a “work in progress (WIP) limit”5 that restricts the number of tasks
that can be “ready for review”. I .IH Survey: 13% (13/99)
time slot The reviewers reserve specific times of the day or week for code review. I .IG Survey:
19% (19/99)
author’s responsibility The author actively seeks out a reviewer, perhaps they even review
together. When pre-commit reviews are used, the author has an incentive to get the review
done, in order to get his changes included into the common code base. I .IB1 ,ID ,IL,IO ,IP1 ,IQ ,IS
Survey: 35% (35/99)
Blocking of process There are steps following code review in a unit of work’s life cycle.
Commonly this is declaring the feature ready for use and delivering it to the customer. The
observed cases differ in whether these following steps are blocked while the review is underway:
full follow-up The steps following code review in a unit of work’s life cycle, e.g., declaring
it as ‘ready for delivery’, are not begun until all issues found in the review have been
resolved. I .IB2 ,ID ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IL,IO ,IP1 ,IP2 ,IS ,LA,LF ,LM ,LG,LS ,LQ
wait for review The unit of work is blocked until the reviewers finished checking. Fixing is
done based on trust only and not explicitly waited for. I .IH ,IQ
no blocking The unit of work can be further processed, e.g., delivered to the customer, without
checking for missing reviews. I .IB1
B.2 Reviewers
The facets belonging to this group describe differences we found regarding the selection of
reviewers.
Usual number of reviewers It was noted as a commonality of the observed processes that
there are usually at most two reviewers (excluding the author). Some teams report rare cases
with more reviewers: “When it’s database migration code [. . . ], five to six selected reviewers
have to give their OK to it”I.IH . In cases ID and IL, the author usually takes part in reviewing
(see “Interaction while checking”).
Rules for reviewer count / review skipping The teams have different rules regarding
the minimal number of reviewers, and whether this number can be zero, i.e. review can be
skipped. In most cases, at least one of the following factors can influence the minimal number
of reviewers:
5a term from “Kanban” and similar methodologies [212]
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component Review is only obligatory for certain components, or certain components have to
be checked by more reviewers. These components are commonly more complex or the
estimated consequences of defects are more severe. I .IB1 ,IE ,IO ,LS Survey: 27% (25/93)
author’s experience Only changes by inexperienced developers have to be reviewed. I .IP2
Survey: 23% (21/93)
life cycle phase In some teams, review is only obligatory near releases. I .IB2 ,ID ,IP1 ,LS Survey:
12% (11/93)
change size Changes smaller than a certain threshold do not have to be reviewed. I .IL Survey:
13% (12/93)
pair programming Changes done using pair programming do not have to be reviewed or have
to be reviewed by one reviewer less. I .IE ,IF2 ,IS Survey: 35% (33/93)
reviewer’s choice The reviewer can decide that a review is not needed or that a second re-
viewer would be advisable, for example, based on an assessment of the change’s complexity.
I .IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IH
6
author’s choice The author can choose to have additional reviewers, e.g., because she con-
siders the change risky. I .IB1 ,IB2
Reviewer population There are large differences in the studied cases regarding the set of
potential reviewers. The significant factor is how, and to what extent, the experience of the
potential reviewer is taken into account. The authors themselves are not employed as the
only reviewer in any of the cases, but they are sometimes asked to review jointly with another
developer. Among the studied teams, the variants were:
everybody Every team member shall be available as a reviewer for every change, mostly with
some exceptions allowed. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IH ,IL,LF Survey: 87% (80/92)
restricted Only a certain subset of experienced developers, core team members or specialists
shall do reviews. I .IG,IS ,LF ,LG,LL Survey: 2% (2/92)
fixed All reviews are done by the same reviewer(s). In one of the observed cases, the team
elects two experienced reviewers to perform every review. Another variant is the team
leader reviewing everything. I .ID ,IP2 ,IQ ,LX Survey: 11% (10/92)
Assignment of reviewers to reviews The interviewees described several possibilities how
the connection between reviewers and reviews can be determined:
pull Using this style of reviewer assignment, it is the reviewer who chooses among the out-
standing reviews. I .IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,LF Survey: 30% (47/155)
push This is the opposite of the “pull” style: The author chooses who should perform the
review. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,IL,LA,LV ,LM ,LQ ,LL Survey: 35% (54/155)
mix In a mix of the “push” and “pull” style, the author invites a preferred subset of the reviewer
population and the potential reviewers then decide if they want to participate. I .IG,IH ,IS ,LA,
LM ,LQ Survey: 21% (32/155)
fixed The same reviewers perform all reviews for a certain team or module, so that there is no
choice left. I .ID ,IP2 ,IQ ,LA,LV ,LQ Survey: 12% (18/155)
discussion The assignment of reviewers is discussed in the team. Survey: 1% (2/155)
random Reviews are assigned randomly to reviewers. Survey: 1% (1/155)
6The options “reviewer’s choice” and “author’s choice” were not considered in the survey, because the survey
focused on situations where a specific number of usual reviewers can be given.
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Tool support for reviewer assignment When the number of potential reviewers is large
and reviewer assignment is performed in the ‘push’ style, tool support can help the authors find
suitable reviewers.
no support There is no support for finding a suitable assignment of reviewers to reviews. I .ID ,IE ,
IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IH ,IL,IP2 ,IG,IS
reviewer recommendations There is computer support for finding suitable reviewers for a
given change. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,LV ,LF ,LM ,LN ,LD
Tool support for ‘pull’ assignment, i.e., help for the reviewers to find open reviews that are
suitable for them, comes to mind as an obvious additional possibility. We could not observe this
kind of support in the studied cases.
B.3 Checking
The facets in this group describe variations that were observed regarding the central activity
of a code review: Checking the code. Like in the rest of this chapter, I only describe variations in
the codified processes of the teams. Personal differences in the checking habits of the individual
reviewers are out of the scope of the classification scheme.
Interaction while checking Differences in reviewer interaction while checking have been
described in some of the earliest publications on code reviews. We could also observe similar
differences in the studied cases:
on-demand The review participants only interact on-demand, e.g., when there are questions
regarding the code. I .IE ,IG,IP2 ,LV ,LF Survey: 16% (26/158)
asynchronous discussion In addition to on-demand interaction, review remarks are instantly
communicated and are discussed asynchronously by the review participants. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,IH ,IO ,
IS ,LA,LM Survey: 56% (89/158)
meeting with author All review participants, potentially including the author, meet for
checking. Often, the author actively guides the reviewer and explains the code. This
has been called “pair review” by some of the interviewees. I .ID ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IL,LS Survey: 26%
(41/158)
meeting without author The reviewers meet to discuss the code. This variant has been
called “pair review”, too. I .IQ Survey: 1% (2/158)
The main use of direct interaction, according to the interviewees, is to help to understand
the code and to gain background information on implementation decisions (e.g., to decide if
something is there for a legitimate reason or if it is an issue). It is also used to foster discussion
on better solutions.
Temporal arrangement of reviewers When multiple reviewers perform a review, we ob-
served two variants of temporal arrangement:
parallel All reviewers work in parallel and rework starts when all are finished. Parallel re-
view is a prerequisite for direct inter-reviewer interaction. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,ID ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IH ,IO ,IQ ,LF ,LM
Survey: 73% (73/99)
sequential Only one reviewer reviews at a time and rework is done after each reviewer. I .IE ,IG,LV
Survey: 26% (26/99)
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Specialized roles When there are multiple reviewers, they can take on different roles, spe-
cializing on certain quality aspects. We only observed a limited number of cases using different
roles, so that we divided this facet’s possibilities coarsely:
roles The different reviewers take on different roles, e.g., with one reviewer specializing in code
quality and another looking at GUI aspects. I .IG,LF Survey: 7% (6/90)
no roles Reviewers do not take on different roles. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,ID ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IH ,IL,IP2 ,IQ ,IS ,LF ,LQ
Survey: 93% (84/90)
Detection aids The checking in a code review is performed mainly by viewing and reading
source code (Definition 1). To increase the chance of finding defects, some teams use one or
several auxiliary techniques:
checklists A checklist, i.e., a list of questions or topics that have to be checked in a review,
is used by a subset of the observed cases. I .IF1 ,IF2 ,IL,IQ ,IS ,LA Survey: 23% (22/94)
static code analysis Static code analysis during checking can be used to guide and focus the
reviewer on portions of the code that might need further attention. This differs from the
use of static analysis before reviewing that is commonly done to find simple issues early
(see Section 4.1 and Chapter 15). I .IE Survey: 79% (72/91)
testing In several of the cases, a limited amount of manual exploratory testing is common when
performing a review (sometimes even adding additional unit tests during reviewing). I .IB1 ,
IB2 ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IL,LS Survey: 76% (69/91)
Reviewer changes code When performing a code review, it is often tempting for the reviewer
to directly change some code. The observed teams use one of two options with regard to code
changes by the reviewer:
never The reviewer is not allowed or technically not able to change code during checking. I .IB1 ,
IB2 ,ID ,IH ,IQ Survey: 46% (73/157)
sometimes The reviewers may change code during checking. This option is most often used
for changes that are small and which are regarded as risk-free and not worth the effort to
write a remark. I .IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IL,IS Survey: 54% (84/157)
B.4 Feedback
Feedback in the form of review remarks is the main result of the checking. The facets in this
group summarize differences in the handling of feedback between the teams’ review processes.
Communication of issues The bulk of issues that is not fixed by the reviewer (and sometimes
also issues that have been fixed) has to be communicated to the author. This communication
can generally be divided into oral and written communication.
written The found issues are mainly communicated in written form. Depending on the
used tools, this can happen for example in the form of email, as ticket comments, us-
ing comments in the source code or using a specialized review tool. I .IB1 ,IB2 ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,
IH ,IO ,IQ ,IS ,LA,LV ,LF ,LM ,LG,LS ,LQ Survey: 53% (84/158)
oral only The issues are discussed orally with the author, mostly face-to-face. They are not
stored except for short-term note taking. I .ID ,LX Survey: 23% (36/158)
oral stored The issues are mainly communicated orally, but also stored in written form, e.g.,
for traceability purposes. I .IL Survey: 24% (38/158)
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Options to handle issues When the review remarks finally reach the author, he or she
decides how to cope with them. The following possibilities were found:
resolve Change the code according to the remark. Survey: 100% (91/91)
reject Ask for clarification or justification of the remark (when it is seen as some sort of ‘false
positive’ by the author). Survey: 99% (90/91)
postpone Create a task to perform the needed changes. This task is then prioritized according
to the team’s development process. I .IB1 ,IH ,IL,IQ Survey: 65% (59/91)
ignore Do nothing. I .IB1 ,IH ,IQ Survey: 42% (38/91)
The actually found differences apply to the options postpone and ignore. Some teams
dismiss postponing with an attitude of “either fix it now or forget it”. And some teams demand
a reaction on every raised issue (“. . . when the reviewer says something, that either has to be
done this way or it has to be discussed together and a consensus reached.”I.IS) while for some
it is an accepted practice to ignore remarks. The survey also asked about the frequency of
the respective behaviors. When only counting teams in which the respective behavior happens
occasionally or more often, the counts go down to 31% (28/91) for “postpone” and 4% (4/91)
for “ignore”.
B.5 Overarching Facets
The facets in this group pertain to aspects that span the whole code review process.
Use of metrics The collection of review metrics and the systematic use of review results to
improve the process is mentioned in the literature as a key feature that separates “inspection”
from “Inspection” [140]:
metrics in use Metrics on the code reviews are gathered and used systematically, for example
for report generation and process improvement. I .LA,LF ,LM Survey: 5% (4/88)
no metrics use Metrics on the code reviews are either not available or not used systematically.
I .IB1 ,IB2 ,ID ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IH ,IL,IO ,IP1 ,IP2 ,IQ ,IS Survey: 95% (84/88)
We could not observe the value metrics in use in the empirical data from the interviews,
but only in the cases described in the literature and in the survey.
Tool specialization In the preceding sections, several facets referred to tool support for
specific tasks. More generally, we observed a difference between the use of a specialized tool and
the combination of general-purpose tools:
general-purpose No specialized review software is in use. Instead, the teams use a combi-
nation of IDE, source code management system (SCM) and ticket system/bug tracker.
Combined, these systems support all features seen as the core of a review tool: View-
ing, examining and possibly editing the code, determining which parts of the code belong
to a unit of work, documenting issues and integration of reviews into the development
process. I .ID ,IE ,IF1 ,IF2 ,IG,IL,IQ
specialized The teams use a specialized code review tool that combines all relevant features.
I .IB1 ,IB2 ,IH ,IO ,IP2 ,IS ,LA,LV ,LF ,LM ,LG,LS ,LL
Section 7.3 goes into more detail on the specific tools that are used in the sample.
♦
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By choosing a faceted description, it is possible to cleanly describe the variations found in
the study. A weakness of this approach is that it is more complicated to use, compared to a
small number of placative process names. In addition, interdependencies between certain values
of the facets are not immediately obvious. Another drawback of the proposed model is the
large number of facets. There intentionally was no exclusion of facets based on some measure
of relevance, because relevance depends on the context in which the model is used. Researchers
using the model should consider excluding facets that they know to be irrelevant for their study.
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C
Details on the Simulation Model for the
Comparison of Pre- and Post-Commit
Reviews
This chapter provides implementation details on the discrete-event simulation model that is
used in the simulation study in Chapter 10. The description is based on [35].
The model’s basic structure follows an agile Kanban-style [9] development process, incorpo-
rating agile best practices and common industrial practices: A development team continuously
pulls user stories from a pool of requirements, splits them into tasks, works on the tasks until all
of them are finished and then delivers the results to the customers. After the implementation of
a task is finished, the corresponding changes are reviewed. If issues are found during the review,
they have to be fixed and another round of review follows, otherwise, the task is considered done.
This basic life-cycle of a task is depicted in Figure C.11. Further quality assurance measures,
like unit testing and static code analysis, are subsumed under “implementation”. The model
assumes that some kind of ‘continuous delivery’ process ensures that finished stories will be
available to the customer shortly after they are finished, but does not model it in detail. Also
out of scope is the prioritization process: Stories are simply created with random attributes
when needed.
At the start of Chapter 10, the effects that the interviewees believed to influence whether
1As advised in [291], the UML is used to describe the model. The full diagrams are available online [33].
Figure C.1: State diagram for Tasks (see also Figure C.2) (Source: [35])
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Figure C.2: Overview of important classes from the model (Source: [35])
pre-commit or post-commit reviews are a better fit are shown. All of these effects are considered
in the model: Injection of ‘normal’ and ‘blocker’ issues, task switch overhead, and conflicts
on commit. The review variant is a special model parameter that is used in some of the sub-
processes described below.
Figure C.2 shows the classes constituting the model. It contains two ‘active’ parts: De-
velopers2 and Issues. The next sections first describe a Developer’s life-cycle in more detail
and elaborate on Issues afterward. Not every detail of the model is described as thoroughly as
needed for detailed replication and scrutiny of the results. Therefore, the full model has been
made available online [33].
C.1 Details on the Modeling of Developers’ Work
A Developer is an active process and follows the process model depicted in Figure C.3.
When looking for something to do, the Developer follows a strict priority order: When there
is an Issue that just newly occurred, she has a look at it and decides what to do with it
(“issue assessment”). When no such Issues exist, she checks whether a Task she implemented
was rejected with review remarks and fixes these remarks. Next in priority order comes the
reviewing of Tasks implemented by others, then fixing of IssueFixTasks, then implementation of
new StoryTasks and finally, when there is no other work to do, planning a new Story or joining
someone else who is already planning.
The sub-process of implementing a task belonging to a story is shown in Figure C.4. It
starts with the Developer changing the Task’s state to “in implementation” and moving it to
the corresponding column of the Board. She updates her local working copy from the source
code repository, which registers the current simulation time for the later calculation of potential
conflicts. The following two activities are shown separated, but could also be seen as interleaved:
Depending on the time she last worked on the Story, she has to spend some “task switch
overhead” to (re-)familiarize herself with it. Additionally, she performs the implementation
work (including testing), which for the sake of this model mainly boils down to the creation of
2In the rest of this section, class names are written in italic.
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Figure C.3: Activity diagram: Main process followed by Developer (see also Section C.1) (Source: [35])
new Issues. The step after that depends on the review mode: In pre-commit review mode, the
Task’s state is directly changed to “ready for review”. In post-commit mode, she first has to
commit her changes, during which there can be conflicts that have to be resolved.
When performing a review, the Developer first changes the Task’s state and has to cope
with task switch overhead, too (see Figure C.5). Then, the code is checked, which means that
each Issue that is currently ‘lurking’ in the Task is found with a certain developer-specific
probability. If the developer found at least one Issue, she rejects the Task and notes the found
Issues as review remarks. Otherwise, if in pre-commit mode, the Task’s accumulated changes
will be committed to the main development source tree, like described above. The Task is then
considered “done”, which could mean that the corresponding Story can be finished.
The process for fixing review remarks is similar to the process for the implementation of
tasks. One of the main differences is that when fixing review remarks, the corresponding Issue
will be marked as “fixed” on commit so that it cannot occur anymore (see Figure C.6 for the
issues’ states). Furthermore, the time needed for fixing depends on the sum of the single remarks’
sizes and not the task’s size.
C.2 Details on the Modeling of Issues
The preceding section already alluded to the life-cycle of an Issue, which is now described
in more detail: In the model, an Issue is very broadly defined as every true positive that can
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Figure C.4: Activity diagram: Details for the sub process “Implement task” (from Figure C.3)
(Source: [35])
be remarked in a review [248]. The model distinguishes two kinds of issues: NormalIssues
stand for problems like an incorrectly implemented algorithm (corresponding to the definition of
fault in [178]), as well as maintainability or performance problems. GlobalBlockerIssues on the
other hand handle the special case when a Developer injects a problem that will block all other
currently implementing Developers soon after it is committed. In contrast, when a NormalIssue
is observed by a developer or customer, it is put in a queue with Issues that have to be assessed.
During issue assessment, a Developer determines which Task the Issue belongs to. Depending
on the Task’s current state, the Issue can be fixed by some Developer who is currently at it
anyway, or an IssueFixTask has to be created. Conceptually, time lost due to distraction by
an issue while working on another task is also modeled as part of the issue assessment time.
Further details on issue assessment can be seen in Figure C.7.
There are two ways a NormalIssue can become visible. It can be observed by a Developer
after it has been committed to the main development source tree, and it can be observed by a
customer after the story has been finished and delivered (see Figure C.6). As soon as a fix for
the Issue is committed, it cannot be observed anymore. Not all NormalIssues can be found by
customers: A significant share of issues found in code reviews are maintainability issues [248],
and as such can only be observed by Developers (“internOnly”).
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Figure C.5: Activity diagram: Details for the sub process “Perform review” (from Figure C.3)
(Source: [35])
Figure C.6: State diagram for NormalIssues (see also Figure C.2) (Source: [35])
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Figure C.7: Activity diagram: Details for the sub process “Perform issue assessment” (from Figure C.3)
(Source: [35])
Issues can be injected every time a Developer implements a StoryTask, or fixes a review
remark or an IssueFixTask. The number of Issues injected is calculated based on the Developer’s
skill (measured in issues/hour for the sake of simplicity), and the time spent implementing (taken
as a surrogate for the task’s complexity). An additional increase is due to follow-up issues3:
issue count ≈ issue injection ratedeveloper · relevant time
+ follow up issue spawn probability ·
∑
p∈prerequisites
∣∣lurking issuesp∣∣ (C.1)
When fixing issues, there is an additional ‘fixing issue rate factor’ in the first part of the sum.
It accounts for the possibly lower chance of introducing new issues when fixing old ones (due to
fewer degrees of freedom). The relevant time depends on several parameters and on the type of
the task. As an example, it is calculated for issue fix tasks as:
relevant time := review remark fix duration · review fix to task factor
+ task switch overhead · task switch issue factor (C.2)
The calculation of the task switch time is modeled with an exponential decay, inspired by the
forgetting curve of Ebbinghaus [243]. Full details on its calculation are available in the model [33].
3Please refer to Tables C.1 and C.2 and Figure C.2 for more details on the parameters and terms from the
model used in the formulas. Like the rest of the model, the formulas were generated and validated with the
iterative process described in Section 10.1.2
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C.3 Empirical Triangulation of Model Parameters
As described in Section 10.1, the main empirical foundation of the simulation study is qual-
itative. In addition, quantitative empirical data was used in three ways: (1) To validate the
shape of probability distributions for input parameters, (2) to determine realistic dependency
structures, and (3) to cross-check the choice of input parameter ranges. The quantitative data
was collected in retrospect from the partner company’s ticket system. It contains information
on all software development tasks for the company’s product for several years.
The distribution for the time between when an Issue could be observed and when it will
be observed belongs to the category (1) (“determine the shape of probability distributions”). I
sampled 15 user-found issues and manually determined the date they were injected and the date
they were observed (i.e., the bug ticket was created). The median difference was 207 days. The
obtained distribution matched an exponential distribution fairly well. As it can also be argued
on a theoretical basis that the time until an issue is found by a customer follows a (shifted)
exponential distribution, this distribution was chosen for the simulation.
To cross-check the choice of parameter ranges for the durations of task implementation and
review, I also sampled data from the same ticket system. As this analysis was fully automated,
I was able to take a larger sample. I excluded tasks with obviously erroneous durations, leaving
1896 tasks. The median time for implementation was about 4 working hours, the arithmetic
mean about 9 working hours. For the review time, the median was 0.5 working hours and
the arithmetic mean was 1 working hour. A day was counted as 8 working hours for the
calculation. Both distributions are skewed to the right. The Pearson correlation coefficient of
implementation and review time is (only) 0.18, so that I chose independent distributions for
the implementation and review time. For distribution fitting, I compared log-normal, gamma,
normal and exponential distributions using R [307]. A log-normal distribution is the best fit for
all task durations.
As described in the previous section, new stories are created when needed in the simulation.
During creation, the number of tasks and their dependency structure has to be determined. To
gain realistic structures, I sampled 49 stories from the industrial ticket system and determined
the dependency structure of the subtasks. The minimal number of tasks per story was one,
the maximal number in the sample was 16. Small numbers of tasks were much more frequent
than larger numbers. The obtained empirical distribution of task counts can be seen in Fig-
ure C.8. I encountered 25 different dependency graphs. To provide a little more insight into
their structure, I determined the number of start tasks (tasks not dependent on anything) and
end tasks (task on which no other tasks depends). In 14 of the graphs (15 of the stories), there
are more end tasks than start tasks. In 4 cases it is the other way around so that there is
a tendency towards common prerequisite tasks followed by parallel work. In addition to this
“REALISTIC” dependency structure, the simulation study uses four artificial structures: In
“NO SUBDIVISION” every story consists of only one task. In “NO DEPENDENCIES” the
number of tasks per story is distributed like in “REALISTIC”, but without any dependencies
between the tasks. In “CHAINS” the tasks are totally ordered so that their dependencies form
a sequential structure. Every story contains at least two tasks, otherwise the distribution of
small to large tasks is similar to “REALISTIC”. In the last studied structure, “DIAMONDS”,
there is a single start task and a single end task. All tasks in between can be done in parallel.
Consequently, every story consists of at least three tasks. During sensitivity analysis, it turned
out that the exact dependency structure is not that relevant so that only “REALISTIC” and
“NO DEPENDENCIES” were studied in full detail. More information on the graph structure
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data can be found in the class DependencyGraphConstellation of [33].
Tables C.1 and C.2 summarize the main parameters of the model. A dagger (†) in the last
column indicates that example values could be taken or estimated from empirical data.
C.4 Simplifying Assumptions
Like every simulation model, this simulation model is built for a specific purpose (comparison
of pre- and post-commit reviews) and contains simplifying assumptions, notably:
• A developer works on only one task at a time.
• Breaks and interruptions are not modeled, as are weekends and breaks between working
days.
• There is a strict priority order of task types.
• The review round does not influence the time for a review, as well as the probability of
finding an issue.
• A review is never canceled, even if there is a very high number of issues found.
• Review effects other than defect detection and spent effort (e. g. better knowledge distri-
bution or social problems) are not modeled. Neither are psychological effects.
• The model representation of the planning process is very simplistic (a developer starts
planning alone, other developers join anytime, . . . ).
• While working on a task, a developer will not update his working copy.
• The process of developers finding issues while working on other tasks can be modeled with
an exponential distribution.
• Soon after they are finished, stories will reach the customer (like continuous delivery with
cherry picking) without further issues being injected (unlike cherry picking).
• The model contains no distinction between issues found by customers and issues found by
system testing after development. That is, ‘issues found by customers’ really means ‘issues
found by customers or by external QA’ in the context of this study.
• The “topic” that determines if a change of topic leads to task switch overhead is the story
the task belongs to.
• Dependencies between tasks only occur within a story.
• The same distribution is used for the issue assessment times of issues found by developers
and issues found by customers.
• Normal issues can only be found once by a developer and once by a customer.
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Table C.1: Main model parameters (1/2). The example values marked with † are derived from the
partner company’s ticket system.
Name/topic Description Sampling
range
(Sec. 10.2.2)
Example
value
(Sec. 10.2.1)
Issue injection
rate
The mode and width of a triangular distribution
giving the implementation skills of the developers,
measured in issues injected per implementation task
hour.
0.0 – 1.5 i./h
0.0 – 0.4 i./h
0.26 i./h†
0.1 i./h
Review
effectiveness
The mode and width of a triangular distribution
giving the code reviewing skills of the developers,
measured as the probability of detecting an issue in
review.
0.0 – 1.0
0.0 – 0.3
0.45
0.05
Global blocker
issue risk
The probability that a global blocker issue is injected
while implementing a task or fix.
0.0 – 0.1 0.001
Global blocker
issue suspend
time
Mode of a triangular distribution taken for sampling
the time for interruptions through global blocker
issues.
0.01 – 3.0 h 0.15 h
Conflict
probability
The probability that a conflict occurs between a task
and another specific task that was committed
between the first task’s update and now.
0.0 – 0.1 0.012
Conflict
resolution time
Mode of a triangular distribution taken for sampling
the time for resolving a conflict on commit.
0.1 – 3.0 h 0.3 h
Implementation
task duration
Mode and difference between mode and mean for the
distribution from which a story task’s duration
(without overhead) is sampled. A log-normal
distribution provided the best fit to the empirical
data, a shifted exponential distribution was used as a
second alternative (this applies to all durations).
0.1 – 2.0 h
0.1 – 28.0 h
0.2 h†
9.5 h†
Review
duration
Mode and difference between mode and mean for the
distribution from which the time needed for a single
review round is sampled.
0.02 – 1.0 h
0.1 – 6.0 h
0.0323 h†
1.625 h†
Review remark
fix duration
Mode and difference between mode and mean for the
distribution from which the time needed to fix a
single review remark is sampled.
0.01 – 0.25 h
0.01 – 4.0 h
0.02 h
0.7 h
Issue fix task
overhead
Mode and difference between mode and mean for the
distribution from which the overhead analysis time for
fixing an issue as an issue fix task (in addition to the
time needed to fix it as review remark) is sampled.
0.01 – 2.0 h
0.1 – 28.0 h
0.0132 h†
5.5 h†
Issue
assessment
duration
Mode and difference between mode and mean for the
distribution from which the time needed for issue
assessment is sampled.
0.01 – 1.0 h
0.1 – 4.0 h
0.1 h
0.35 h
Internal issue
share
Share of issues that can not be found by customers. 0.0 – 1.0 0.5
Issue activation
time –
Developer
Shift and mean for a shifted exponential distribution
giving the time between committing an issue and its
surfacing to a developer.
0.0 – 8.0 h
4 - 4000 h
0.5 h
2000 h
Issue activation
time –
Customer
Shift and mean for a shifted exponential distribution
giving the time between “delivering” an issue and its
surfacing to a customer.
4.0 h
4 - 4000 h
4.0 h
1000 h†
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Table C.2: Main model parameters (2/2)
Name/topic Description Sampling
range
(Sec. 10.2.2)
Example
value
(Sec. 10.2.1)
Planning
duration
Mean of the distribution from which the time needed
for planning a story is sampled.
0.1 – 30.0 h 4.0 h
Developer
count
Number of developers working in the team/same part
of the software.
3 – 29 12†
Task switch
overhead
Time it takes for a developer to re-familiarize himself
with a topic after working on another topic for (1)
one hour (2) a very long time.
0.01 – 0.5 h
0.5 – 3.0 h
5 min.
30 min.
Task switch
issue factor
Factor that determines to which amount time needed
for task switch will be taken into account when
calculating the number of issues injected.
0.0 – 1.0 0.0
Fixing issue
rate factor
Factor for the issue injection rate that determines
how safe fixing is compared to creating new code.
0.2 – 1.1 0.3
Follow up issue
spawn
probability
Probability that an issue in a predecessor task leads
to a follow up issue in a dependent task.
0.0 – 0.15 0.005
Review fix to
task factor
Factor determining how time-consuming fixing an
issue (without finding it) is in an issue fix task
compared to a review remark.
0.9 – 2.0 1.1
Dependency
graph
constellation
Different types of task dependency structures, for
example “NO DEPENDENCIES” when there are no
(relevant) dependencies between tasks of a story and
“REALISTIC” for empirically observed structures.
NO DEP./
REALIS-
TIC
REALISTIC†
Figure C.8: Relative frequency of different task counts per user story in the empirical sample
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D
An Efficient Algorithm to Find an
Optimally Ordered Tour
Section 14.5 formalized what is meant by an optimal tour. The current chapter builds upon
this formalization and presents a polynomial time algorithm to find an optimal tour, given a
collection of pattern matches.
D.1 Description of the Algorithm
This section outlines the algorithm. In many cases, there are several mutually incomparable
optimal tours, because ≥T is only a partial order. Putting further constraints on which of these
tours to select can increase the computational complexity of the problem. For example, the
problem becomes NP-hard when looking for an optimal tour with a maximal number of non-
clustered pattern matches (proof by reduction from Hamiltonian path). The algorithm presented
here takes a different route: It assumes a list of pattern matches as input that is ordered from
most to least important. The optimal tour is then found greedily, trying to satisfy the most
important pattern match first.
Another clarification is needed for the function rate that was left unspecified in Section 14.5.
Both the results from this chapter’s survey (Table 14.3) and from Fregnan’s thesis [129] indicate
a preference for starting with the center of a star pattern. The respective rate function is:
ratebottomUp(m, t) =
{
1 if the center of m is before all other change parts of m.v in t,
0 otherwise
The notion of shrinking the part graph, as used in the formalization of the theory in Sec-
tion 14.5, is intuitive for humans, but it can be further simplified to ease the construction of
the algorithm. The simplification is based on the observation that the only information needed
from an undirected pattern match is the set of matched change parts. And for directed matches,
with the restriction to the ‘bottomUp’ rate function, it is sufficient to have two sets for ‘center’
and ‘rest’. Instead of looking for matches in a shrunk graph, the matches from the original sets
can also be ‘expanded’ before checking whether they are satisfied for a tour.
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To ease the formulation of the algorithm, this thesis proposes a novel abstract data type
called ‘Binder’ (B). The intuition is that such a binder can be used to accumulate requests to
‘bind together’ a group of change parts, as long as they do not conflict with earlier requests,
and finally to get a tour that satisfies the accumulated requests. Its interface is as follows:
create : P (ChangePart)→ B
bind : B × P (ChangePart)→ B
bindOrdered : B × P (ChangePart)× P (ChangePart)→ B
get : B → Tour
For ease of specification, a binder b ∈ B is regarded as a triple (e, s, o), with e the set of change
parts that need to be ordered, s the set of satisfiable matches added so far, and o the additional
center/rest information for the subset of s that are ordered matches.
create(e) := (e, ∅, ∅)
bind((e, s, o),m) := addIfSatisfiable (e, s, {m}, o, ∅)
bindOrdered((e, s, o),mc,mr) := addIfSatisfiable (e, s, {mc ∪mr}, o, {(mc,mr)})
get((e, s, o)) := t such that satisfiesAll(t, e, s, o)
addIfSatisfiable(e, s1, s2, o1, o2) :=
{
(e, s1 ∪ s2, o1 ∪ o2) if ∃t : satisfiesAll(t, e, s1 ∪ s2, o1 ∪ o2)
(e, s1, o1) otherwise
satisfiesAll(t, e, s, o) := t is a permutation of e
∧ ∀m ∈ s : satisfiesBind(t,m)
∧ ∀(mc,mr) ∈ o : satisfiesOrder(t,mc,mr)
satisfiesBind(t,m) := ∃i ∈ N : ∀j ≥ i, j < i+ |m| : tj ∈ m
satisfiesOrder(t,mc,mr) := ∀i, j ∈ N : ti ∈ mc ∧ tj ∈ mr ⇒ i < j
The wording “A call to ‘bind’ or ‘bindOrdered’ could be satisfied” is used for the situation where
the call led to a Binder which reflects the parameters in the call.
The description of the algorithm itself is split over the Figures D.1, D.2, and D.3. The
algorithm has three main phases. In the first, it tries to satisfy as many match sets as possible
without taking folding into account. In the second, it tries to satisfy further match sets with
folding. In the final phase, it tries to satisfy the bottom-up ordering for ordered match sets
induced by ratebottomUp. The first and third phase are simple greedy loops, the second phase is
more complicated. It needs to find a minimal set of folds that satisfy further match sets. Simply
testing all subsets would not be possible in polynomial time. Instead, it starts with applying all
folds at once and then leaves out unnecessary folds until a minimal set is found. The algorithm’s
correctness is proven in Section D.3.
A rough estimation of the runtime complexity of the presented algorithm shows that is
O(m4 · b(m,n)), with m being the number of match sets, n the number of change parts and b a
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placeholder for the runtime complexity of the bind operation. Most of the runtime complexity
lies in the handling of folds. Section D.2 introduces an implementation of the abstract data
type Binder for which b is O(n), as are the other operations. In the worst case, the number of
match sets m is O(n2). All combined, this leads to an upper bound of the worst-case complexity
of O(n9), which is better than the exponential complexity that would follow from the direct
implementation of the definitions in Section 14.5. The actual implementation of the algorithm
in CoRT contains some further optimizations to avoid testing unnecessary folds.
Often, there are far fewer than n2 match sets, and many of them can be satisified without
folding. In these cases, the performance of the algorithm is good enough for use in industrial
practice. But cases with a high number of change parts or match sets occur in practice. One
example are large systematic changes, for which many pairs of change parts are related by
similarity. These cases led to problems in an early implementation of the algorithm in CoRT.
In these cases, CoRT takes advantage of the incremental nature of the algorithm. When the
calculation is stopped prematurely, the intermediate state of the binder contains the successfully
satisfied match sets. So CoRT monitors the time spent for finding the optimal tour. If the user
has to wait for too long, the optimization is stopped prematurely and the current intermediate
result is used.
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function determineOptimalOrder ( changeParts , matchSets )
b inder = Binder . c r e a t e ( changeParts )
t o S a t i s f y = matchSets
s a t i s f i e d = empty s e t
// Phase 1 : b ind e v e r y t h i n g t h a t can be bound wi thout f o l d i n g / expanding
( binder , newlySat i s f i edMatches ) = bindAl l ( binder , t o S a t i s f y )
t o S a t i s f y . removeAll ( newlySat i s f i edMatches )
s a t i s f i e d . addAll ( newlySat i s f i edMatches )
// Phase 2 : tak e f o l d i n g i n t o account
loop
// expand the u n s a t i s f i e d matches ( e q u i v a l e n t to f o l d i n g the tour )
// and t r y to s a t i s f y f u r t h e r matches wi th a minimal s e t o f f o l d s
toFold = f indMin ima lSetOfSucces s fu lFo lds ( binder , t o S a t i s f y , s a t i s f i e d )
i f ( did not f i n d a s u c c e s s f u l f o l d )
//no f u r t h e r match s e t s can be s a t i s f i e d , even wi th f o l d i n g
break
else
t o S a t i s f y = expandAll ( t o S a t i s f y , toFold )
( binder , newlySat i s f i edMatches ) = bindAl l ( binder , t o S a t i s f y )
t o S a t i s f y . removeAll ( newlySat i s f i edMatches )
s a t i s f i e d . addAll ( newlySat i s f i edMatches )
end−i f
end−loop
// Phase 3 : t r y to s a t i s f y the ord er in g r e q u e s t s
foreach matchSet in s a t i s f i e d
i f ( matchSet demands bottom−up order )
b inder = binder . bindOrdered ( matchSet . center , matchSet . r e s t )
end−i f
end−foreach
return binder . get ( )
end−function
Figure D.1: Pseudo-code description of the algorithm to determine an optimal tour (1/3): Main algo-
rithm. This is a simplified version, the full algorithm contains additional performance optimizations and
is distributed with CoRT.
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function f indMin imalSetOfSuces s fu lFo lds ( binder , t o S a t i s f y , foldsToTry )
// s t a r t wi th a p p l y i n g a l l f o l d s and then remove f o l d s
// as long as matches can s t i l l be s a t i s f i e d
i f ( ! a l lowsFurtherBinds ( binder , foldsToTry ) )
return empty s e t
end−i f
do
unnecessaryFold = findFoldThatCanBeLeftOut ( binder , t o S a t i s f y ,
foldsToTry )
foldsToTry . remove ( unnecessaryFold )
while ( unnecessaryFold != n u l l )
return foldsToTry
end−function
function findFoldThatCanBeLeftOut ( binder , t o S a t i s f y , foldsToTry )
foreach f o l d in foldsToTry
i f ( a l lowsFurtherBinds ( binder , t o S a t i s f y , foldsToTry / { f o l d }) )
return f o l d
end−i f
end−foreach
return n u l l
end−function
function a l lowsFurtherBinds ( binder , t o S a t i s f y , foldsToApply )
t o S a t i s f y = expandAll ( t o S a t i s f y , foldsToApply )
( , newlySat i s f i edMatches ) = bindAl l ( binder , t o S a t i s f y )
return ! newlySat i s f i edMatches . isEmpty ( )
end−function
Figure D.2: Pseudo-code description of the algorithm to determine an optimal tour (2/3): Finding the
folds to apply.
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function bindAl l ( binder , toBind )
newlySat i s f i edMatches = empty s e t
foreach matchSet in toBind
binder = binder . bind ( matchSet )
i f ( bind was p o s s i b l e )
newlySat i s f i edMatches . add ( matchSet )
end−i f
end−foreach
return ( binder , newlySat i s f i edMatches )
end−function
function expandAll ( t o S a t i s f y , foldsToApply )
expandedMatchSets = empty l i s t
foreach m in t o S a t i s f y
expandedMatchSets . add ( expand (m, foldsToApply ) )
end−foreach
return expandedMatchSets
end−function
function expand (m, foldsToApply )
expanded = m
foreach n in foldsToApply
i f (m and n are not d i s j o i n t )
expanded . addAll (n)
end−i f
end−foreach
return expanded
end−function
Figure D.3: Pseudo-code description of the algorithm to determine an optimal tour (3/3): Utility
functions.
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D.2 An Implementation of the Abstract Data Type ‘Binder’
This section illustrates a tree-based implementation of the abstract data type ‘Binder’, which
was specified in the previous section. It focuses on the idea and intuition. The full implementa-
tion is complicated by the handling of several special cases and can be seen in the implementation
of CoRT (component “ordering”; see Section 9.4).
A ‘BinderTree’ is a tree in which every leaf node corresponds to exactly one change part and
which has exactly one leaf node for every change part. The inner nodes can be of several types,
and each type restricts the possible permutations of the children in a specific way. The possible
types for inner nodes are:
• set: Denotes that every permutation of the children leads to a valid order.
• sequence: Denotes that the children must be sorted in their given order or reversed in
total to give a valid order.
• fixed: Denotes that the children must be sorted in their given order and may not even
be reversed.
Semantically, a BinderTree stands for a subset of the permutations of the changesets. The
semantic for a leaf node is the one-element sequence with the change part itself. The semantic
function s for the intermediate nodes is as follows:
s : BinderTree→ P (Tour)
s(set(c1, c2, . . . , cn)) :=
⋃
p∈Sn
s(cp(1))× s(cp(2))× · · · × s(cp(n))
s(sequence(c1, c2, . . . , cn)) := (s(c1)× s(c2)× · · · × s(cn)) ∪ (s(cn)× · · · × s(c2)× s(c1))
s(fixed(c1, c2, . . . , cn)) := s(c1)× s(c2)× · · · × s(cn)
Here, Sn denotes the set of all permutation operations on n items.
In the following, the operations on a BinderTree are illustrated by various examples. The
examples use a short-hand notation for BinderTrees in which set(. . . ) stand for a set node,
seq(. . . ) stands for a sequence node, fix(. . . ) stands for a fixed node, and leaf nodes are
denoted by single uppercase letters. Figure D.4 depicts this notation.
Assume that there are eight change parts, A to H. The initial BinderTree does not restrict
the possible permutations at all:
create({A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H}) = set(ABCDEFGH)
Binding together certain change parts results in a tree that reflects the reduced set of possible
permutations:
bind(set(ABCDEFGH), {A,B,C,D}) = set(set(ABCD)EFGH)
bind(set(set(ABCD)EFGH), {E,F,G,H}) = set(set(ABCD)set(EFGH))
set(seq(ABC)DEset(FGH))
set
sequence D E set
A B C F G H
Figure D.4: Example of a BinderTree and its textual notation
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When change parts that reside in different subtrees shall be bound together, sequence nodes
need to be introduced so that the parts cannot be torn apart any more:
bind(set(set(ABCD)set(EFGH)), {A,H}) = seq(set(BCD)AHset(EFG))
bind(seq(set(BCD)AHset(EFG)), {A,B,C}) = seq(Dset(BC)AHset(EFG))
bind(seq(Dset(BC)AHset(EFG)), {C,D}) = seq(DCBAHset(EFG))
Sometimes, a sequence node needs to be reversed to allow satisfying a bind:
bind(set(ABCDEFGH), {A,B}) = set(set(AB)CDEFGH)
bind(set(set(AB)CDEFGH), {B,C}) = set(seq(ABC)DEFGH)
bind(set(set(ABC)DEFGH), {D,E}) = set(seq(ABC)set(DE)FGH)
bind(set(seq(ABC)set(DE)FGH), {E,F}) = set(seq(ABC)seq(DEF )GH)
bind(set(seq(ABC)seq(DEF )GH), {C,F}) = set(seq(ABCFED)GH)
Sequence nodes can occur inside sequence nodes, as set nodes can occur inside set nodes:
bind(set(set(seq(ABC)seq(DEF ))seq(GHI)), {D,E, F,G,H, I}) =
seq(seq(ABC)seq(DEF )seq(GHI))
Because the in-order traversal of the tree leaves always leads to a valid permutation, the get
function simply needs to return this order:
get(set(seq(ABCFED)GH)) = (A,B,C, F,E,D,G,H)
The ‘bindOrdered’ operation binds together the center set, the rest set, and the union of
center and rest. Furthermore, it needs to assure that these will not be reversed anymore by
introducing a fixed node:
bindOrdered(set(ABCDEFGH), {A,B,C}, {D,E, F}) = set(fix(set(ABC)set(DEF ))GH)
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D.3 Proof of Correctness for the Ordering Algorithm
Section 14.5 defined the partial order relation ≥T and Section D.1 introduced an algorithm
to determine a maximal element regarding ≥T . This section now proves that this algorithm
works correctly.
The general structure is that of a proof by contradiction, showing that assuming both that
ta is the result of the algorithm and that there is an element tb >T ta leads to a contradiction.
Like the algorithm, the proof does not use the graph-based formulation of the theory but is
instead based on sets of change parts that need to be grouped. Before showing the proof itself,
this alternative definition of >T is given.
Definition 4 (MatchSet). A match set is a set of change parts that are matched by a rule.
The set “MatchSet” is the set of all possible match sets:
MatchSet := P (ChangePart)
For ordered matches for a star pattern, it is also assumed that there are projections ‘center’
and ‘rest’ that return the respective disjoint subsets of change parts for the match set.
Definition 5 (SatisfiedMatch). ‘SatisfiedMatch’ is a shorthand notation for a set of pairs
of a match set and a set of match sets that need to be considered in shrinking the graph to
satisfy it for a given tour:
SatisfiedMatch := MatchSet×P (MatchSet)
Definition 6 (sM). The function ‘sM’ from Section 14.5 can be redefined based on match
sets:
sM : Tour×P (MatchSet)→ P (SatisfiedMatch)
sM(t,M) := sME(t,M, ∅)
The second parameter to ‘sM’ are the sets of change parts that were matched in the change
part graph. Therefore, the graph and the set of patterns can be left out from this defini-
tion. The recursive helper function ‘sME’ takes the match sets that shall be considered for
expansion/shrinking as the third parameter:
sME : Tour×P (MatchSet)× P (MatchSet)→ P (SatisfiedMatch)
sME(t,M,E) := pM(t,M,E) ∪
⋃
(m, )∈pM(t,M,E)
sME(t,M,E ∪ {m})
The helper function ‘pM’ returns the match sets that are satisfied for a given tour and set
of expansions (with ‘satisfiesBind’ as defined in Section D.1):
pM : Tour×P (MatchSet)× P (MatchSet)→ P (SatisfiedMatch)
pM(t,M,E) := {(m,E) : m ∈M ∧ satisfiesBind(t, expand(m,E))}
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Definition 7 (expand). The function ‘expand’ enlarges a match set by joining it with
overlapping match sets:
expand : MatchSet×P (MatchSet)→ MatchSet
expand(m,E) :=
{
expand(m ∪ x,E \ {x}) ∃x ∈ E : m ∩ x 6= ∅
m otherwise
For ordered matches of a star pattern, expanding the center is preferred:
expand(m,E).center = expand(m.center, E)
Definition 8 (>T ). Based on the original definition of >T and ≥T as given in Section 14.5,
an alternative definition of >T can be given as:
t1 >T t2 ⇐⇒ sM(t1,M) ⊃ sM(t2,M) ∨
(sM(t1,M) = sM(t2,M)
∧ ∀(m,E) ∈ sM(t1,M) : rate(expand(m,E), t1) ≥ rate(expand(m,E), t2)
∧ ∃(m,E) ∈ sM(t1,M) : rate(expand(m,E), t1) > rate(expand(m,E), t2))
It is parametric, based on the set M of MatchSets derived from the pattern matching in the
part graph. In the following, rE(m,E, t) is used as a shorthand for ‘rate(expand(m,E), t)’.
With these preparations in place, this chapter’s main proposition can be stated:
Proposition D.1 (Correctness of ordering algorithm). For a given set C of change parts
and M ⊆ MatchSet (with MatchSet = P (C)) and any permutation M ′ of M , it holds that
ta := determineOptimalOrder(C,M
′) is a maximal element of ≥T , i.e., there is no tb such
that tb >T ta. The implementation of ‘determineOptimalOrder’ is given in Figure D.1 in
Section D.1.
Proof of Proposition D.1, High-level overview. Assume that ta := determineOptimalOrder(C,M
′)
and that there exists an tb >T ta. According to Definition 8, two cases can be distinguished:
Case ‘set difference’: sM(tb,M) ⊃ sM(ta,M)
Case ‘rating difference’: sM(tb,M) = sM(ta,M) ∧ ∀(m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M) : rE(m,E, tb) ≥
rE(m,E, ta) ∧ ∃(m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M) : rE(m,E, tb) > rE(m,E, ta)
As is shown later, both cases lead to contradictions. Therefore, such a tb cannot exist and ta
must be maximal.
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To prove Case ‘set difference’, some auxiliary definitions are useful:
Definition 9 (expand path). An ‘expand path’ of length n is a pair (binds, expands) with
binds := bind0, bind1, . . . , bindn
bindi ⊆ MatchSet
expands := expands1, . . . , expandsn
∅ ⊂ expandsi ⊆
⋃
0≤j<i
bindj
It is useful to have a short-hand notation for the union of expanded match sets in the path
up to length i:
ems(p, i) := {expand(m,
⋃
1≤k≤j
p.expandsk) : j ≤ i ∧m ∈ p.bindj}
The intuition behind an expand path is that the match sets in bind0 can be satisfied without
expanding, those in bind1 can be satisfied by applying the expansions in expands1, those in
bind2 by applying the expansions in expands1 and expands2, and so on.
Definition 10 (expand path for algorithm call). Each call to ‘determineOptimalOrder’
corresponds to an expand path as follows:
• bind0 is the set of satisfied matches after Phase 1
• expandsi corresponds to the value of ‘toFold’ after the i-th iteration of Phase 2’s loop
• bindi, i ≥ 1 corresponds to the unexpanded versions of the newly satisfied match sets
after the i-th iteration of Phase 2’s loop
Definition 11 (conflict). The predicate ‘conflict’ is true for a set of match sets when the
match sets cannot be satisfied jointly:
conflict(M) := @t ∈ Tour : satisfiesAll(t, C,M, {m ∈M : m is ordered match})
with satisfiesAll as defined in Section D.1, and C the set of change parts. Besides the ‘one
set’ variant of the predicate defined above, a variant that takes two arguments is useful,
too: conflict(m,M) := conflict({m} ∪M).
As the algorithm heavily relies on the abstract data type Binder, the following Lemma is
useful later:
Lemma D.1. Every call to ‘bind’ or ‘bindOrdered’ for a match set m and a Binder B can
either be satisfied or there is a non-empty set S of match sets used in earlier calls that
cannot be satisfied jointly with m.
Proof of Lemma D.1. The proof is done by structural induction over the interface of Binder.
Induction start, operation ‘create’: B = create(s). For the newly created binder, every call to
‘bind’ or ‘bindOrdered’ can be satisfied so that the Lemma is trivially true.
Induction step, operation ‘bind’: B = bind(B′, x). When bind(B′,m) cannot be satisfied, then
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there exists a non-empty set S′ that cannot be satisfied jointly with m by the induction pre-
condition. Adding further calls to ‘bind’ cannot make non-satisfiable match sets satisfiable, so
that bind(B,m) cannot be satisfied, too and S ⊇ S′ is non-empty. When bind(B′,m) can be
satisfied but bind(B,m) cannot, x must be an element of S and S is non-empty.
Induction step, operation ‘bindOrdered’: Like for ‘bind’.
The expand path for a run of the algorithm as specified in Definition 10 satisfies two prop-
erties that are needed later:
Lemma D.2. Let p be the expand path for the call determineOptimalOrder(C,M). For
all bindi in p, it holds that
∀m ∈M,m /∈
⋃
0≤k≤i
bindk : conflict(expand(m,
⋃
1≤l≤i
expandsl), ems(p, i))
I.e., the bindi are complete in a way that no further match set could be added without
conflicting with another one.
Proof for Lemma D.2. Case i = 0: bind0 corresponds to the matches that could be satisfied in
Phase 1. In Phase 1, the algorithm calls ‘bindAll’ to try to bind all match sets in M . If such a
call to ‘bind’ cannot be satisfied, there exists, according to Lemma D.1, another match set m′
that was satisfied earlier. Therefore, m′ is contained in bind0.
Case i > 0: The items in bindi for i > 0 are determined by calling ‘bindAll’ in the i-th
iteration of Phase 2’s loop. The binds that are tried are obtained by expanding the original
match sets with the items in expands1 to expandsi. The same binder is kept from one iteration
to the next. Again, if a call to ‘bind’ cannot be satisfied there must be another match set m′
that was satisfied earlier (Lemma D.1).
Lemma D.3. Let p be the expand path for the call determineOptimalOrder(C,M). For
all expandsi in p, it holds that
∀e ∈ expandsi : ∃m ∈ bindi,me = expand(m,
⋃
1≤j≤i
expandsj \ {e}) :
conflict(me, ems(p, i))
I.e., the expandsi are minimal in a way that removing one will make at least one match set
in the path unsatisfiable jointly with the rest.
Proof of Lemma D.3. The set expandsi is determined by a call to ‘findMinimalSetOfSuccessful-
Folds’. The loop in that operation only stops when any further removal of an element would
make any additional bind impossible.
Proof of Proposition D.1, Case ‘set difference’. It needs to be shown that the assumption that
sM(tb,M) ⊃ sM(ta,M) when ta is the result of the ordering algorithm leads to a contradiction.
Spelled out, the assumption can be written as ∃x ∈ sM(tb,M) : x /∈ sM(ta,M)∧∀y ∈ sM(ta,M) :
y ∈ sM(tb,M). According to the definition of sM, x can be written as a pair (m,E), meaning
that m can be satisfied after the expansions in E are applied.
The proof is done by induction over the size of E.
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Induction start: E = ∅. This means that m can be satisfied without expansion. According
to Definition 10, there is an expand path p corresponding to ta, and m would be in bind0 of that
path. According to Lemma D.2, there is an element c in bind0 which cannot be satisfied jointly
with m. Therefore, c ∈ sM(ta,M) and c /∈ sM(tb,M), which contradicts this case’s precondition.
Such a (m, ∅) cannot exist.
Induction step: To show: Assuming that @(m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M) : |E| < n ∧ (m,E) /∈
sM(ta,M), there is also no (m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M) : |E| = n ∧ (m,E) /∈ sM(ta,M). This is
shown by separating a number of cases:
• Case 1: ∃E′ : E′ ⊂ E∧(m,E′) ∈ sM(tb,M). By the induction precondition, it follows that
(m,E′) ∈ sM(ta,M). By adding further expansions, a satisfied match cannot be made
unsatisfied, so (m,E) ∈ sM(ta,M), leading to a contradiction.
• Case 2: @E′ : E′ ⊂ E∧(m,E′) ∈ sM(tb,M). Again, p is the expand path for ta. Determine
the smallest i such that
⋃
1≤j≤i p.expandsj = U ⊇ E.
– Case 2.1: There is no such i. This can only happen when one of the e ∈ E could
not be satisified, i.e., ∃(e, E′′) ∈ sM(tb,M) : |E′′| < |E| ∧ (e, E′′) /∈ sM(ta,M). This
contradicts the induction precondition.
– Case 2.2: There is such a i.
∗ Case 2.2.1: U = E. Similar to the induction start, it can be shown based on
Lemma D.2 that this leads to a contradiction.
∗ Case 2.2.2: U ⊃ E. The following again uses p as notation for the expand path
for ta.
· Case 2.2.2.1: m ∈ p.bindi. According to the condition for Case 2.2.2, there
is an x ∈ U, x /∈ E that could be removed from the expand path without
affecting the satisfiability of m in p.bindi. But according to Lemma D.3, there
is another (m′, E∗) ∈ sM(ta,M) that depends on this x. This contradicts the
precondition that ∀e ∈ sM(ta,M) : e ∈ sM(tb,M)
· Case 2.2.2.2: m ∈ p.bindj , j < i. In this case, there must be an (m,E∗) ∈
sM(ta,M) with E
∗ ⊂ U but not E∗ ⊂ E. Respectively, there is an x ∈
E∗, x /∈ E. Like for Case 2.2.2.1, it can be argued based on Lemma D.3 that
this leads to a contradiction.
· Case 2.2.2.3: m /∈ ⋃0≤j≤i p.bindj . According to Lemma D.2, there must
be another match set that conflicts with (m,U). When (m,U) cannot be
satisfied, (m,E) cannot be satisfied, either (contraposition of the observation
that adding items to the expands set will never lead to conflicts).
As all possible cases lead to contradictions, it can be concluded that sM(tb,M) is not a superset
of sM(ta,M).
Proof of Proposition D.1, Case ‘rating difference’. With this case’s precondition, sM(tb,M) =
sM(ta,M). Note that sM(ta,M) is reflected in the variable ‘satisfied’ in the function ‘determi-
neOptimalOrder’.
With the ‘bottom-up’ definition of ‘rate’ from Section D.1,
∃(m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M) : rE(m,E, tb) > rE(m,E, ta)
can be stated as
∃(m,E) ∈ sM(tb,M),me = expand(m,E) :
satisfiesOrder(tb, center(me), rest(me)) ∧ ¬satisfiesOrder(ta, center(me), rest(me))
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It follows from the initial observation that every element in sM(tb,M) was tried to satisfy
by calling ‘bindOrdered’ in Phase 3 of the algorithm. So ‘bindOrdered’ was also called for me.
There are two possible outcomes: The call to ‘bindOrdered’ was successful for me. In this case,
satisfiesOrder(ta, center(me), rest(me)) must have been true, leading to a contradiction. Or
the call to ‘bindOrdered’ was not successful for me. In this case, an earlier call to ‘bind’ or
‘bindOrdered’ must have rendered it impossible (Lemma D.1). It cannot have been a call to
‘bind’, because sM(tb,M) = sM(ta,M) and all successful binds are reflected in the ‘satisfied’
variable. According to Lemma D.1, there must be a non-empty set S ⊂ sM(tb,M) which
cannot be satisfied together with me and which is satisfied for ta. For the elements in s ∈ S,
rE(s, E, tb) = 0 < rE(s, E, ta) = 1, which again contradicts the for-all-clause in the case’s
precondition.
♦
All in all, Proposition D.1 could be proven. This shows that the ordering algorithm will find
an order of change parts that is a maximal element according to ≥T and, therefore, a good order
for review. The definition of ≥T allows for various mutually incomparable maximal elements,
so this result does not mean that the algorithm will return the single empirically best order (if
such an order should exist at all).
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E
Details on How to Extract Review Remark
Triggers
The study on change part classification in Chapter 15 needs data on which change parts can
act as triggers for which review remarks. The following sections provide details on how this
information can be extracted from the SCM and ticket system at the partner company. The
final Section E.5 furthermore provides evidence that it is not sufficient to use the simpler SZZ
approach [353] to trace review remarks to their triggers.
E.1 Remarks, Triggers, and Change Parts
To judge the importance of a change part for review, one needs to tell whether it contains
triggers for review remarks. A trigger is the portion of code whose review leads to the creation of
a review remark. In a simple case, the trigger is a defect in a specific line of the code. Another
example could be a misspelled or confusing method name: Every occurrence of the method
name in the code can lead to the observation of the problem and creation of the remark. As this
example shows, the relation between remarks, triggers, and change parts is not a simple one-to-
one relation: There can be multiple types of composite conditions. Several of the possibilities
are depicted in Figure E.1.
The simplest possibility is when a change part acts as a trigger for exactly one review remark,
as for C1 and R1. A single change part can also lead to several remarks (C2, R2, and R3). In
some cases, there can be more than one trigger for a remark. One example is the typo in a
method name mentioned above. This situation is similar to a logical ‘or’: R4 is triggered when
C3 or C4 is reviewed. In other cases, the knowledge of several parts of the code is needed to
spot a problem and trigger a remark, i.e., a logical ‘and’. The figure shows a combined case,
where reviewing C5 and at least one of C6 or C7 triggers the remark R5. There are also change
parts that do not act as a trigger at all (C8), which is the primary motivation for the current
study. The concept of “and” relations in triggers is related to the issue of understandability for
the reviewer mentioned in the previous section. It is not studied further in this thesis.
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Change Parts Review Remarks
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
or
or
and
Figure E.1: Several possibilities how change parts can act as triggers for review remarks
E.2 Selecting a Data Source
This section discusses how the information on potential review triggers can be extracted
from software repositories. The technique is based on the assumption that one of the triggers
for a review remark is close to the position of the remark.
There are two possibilities to gather review remarks from software repositories: (1) Commu-
nicated review remarks can be extracted from the repository of the code review tool; or (2) fixed
review remarks can be extracted from the SCM. Although there usually is a high overlap be-
tween communicated and fixed remarks, there is a subset of non-fixed remarks that cannot be
found in the SCM and there are remarks that the reviewer fixes ‘on-the-fly’ without recording
them in the review discussion1. Table E.1 contains a detailed discussion of benefits of both
approaches to extract review remarks. There are strong reasons for both options, but I decided
to use the SCM data in the current case study. One of the main reasons for this choice was that
there are historically many reviews in the partner company done without a tool that captures
the necessary data and I wanted to include these reviews in the analysis. This decision has a
significant impact on the type of noise occurring in the data. Resulting problems are discussed
in Section 15.5.
E.3 Determinining Review Commits
Having decided that all changes done in ‘review commits’ shall be counted as review remarks,
the next question is how to decide whether a commit is a review commit for a certain ticket. The
corresponding algorithm is based on the assumption that it is known which commits belong to
a certain ticket and that a commit belongs to only one ticket. The partner company has a hook
script in the SCM that demands a ticket ID at the start of every commit message, which makes
this information easy to extract. Figure E.2 shows how the classification of the commits is done:
During its lifetime, a ticket can have one of several states, of which “in implementation” and
“in review” are the most important here. “In implementation” means that the code’s author is
currently working on the ticket, whereas “in review” means that a reviewer is checking the code.
Both, changes performed as a reaction to review remarks, as well as changes performed by the
1CoRT allows reviewers to leave remarks for their on-the-fly fixes (see Chapter 9), but this is used only for a
fraction of the fixes.
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Table E.1: Comparison of the benefits of the two options to extract review remarks from software
repositories
Benefits of extracting the fixed review remarks from the SCM:
The remarks that led to changes in the code base are arguably the most practically relevant.
They can be extracted quite easily and with high accuracy from the SCM, only ticket IDs and time
intervals for the reviews are needed.
Gathering complete data is easy.
Remarks that have been communicated only orally will not be missed.
The technique is also usable in settings where review remarks are not stored in a structured form.
Benefits of extracting the review remarks from the review tool database:
The remarks that the reviewer took the time to write down textually are arguably the most practically
relevant. (This definition of “practical relevance” would contradict the one given above for SCMs.)
This approach will also cover remarks given only to transport knowledge to the code’s author.
The line where a review remark is anchored is probably close to the line that triggered this remark.
One high-level remark can lead to several changes in the code when fixed (like in the example with
the typo in the method name given in Section E.1). The review tool stores these conceptual remarks,
whereas the SCM stores the low-level changes.
The number of remarks is well-defined, in contrast to the data from the SCM where it is unclear
whether two consecutive changed lines should be regarded as one or two remarks (or possibly even
more).
Remarks for which the fixing was postponed and not done in the respective ticket can be extracted
(also in contrast to the SCM data).
Ticket state Open InbImplementation WaitingbforbReview InbReview Rejected InbImpl. Waiting InbReview Done
Commits co1 co2 co3 co4 co5 co6
lastbimplementation
endbtimebbefore
firstbreview
middlebof
interval
firstbreviewbstart
time
Figure E.2: Example of how to decide which commits for a ticket shall be regarded as “review commits”
reviewer when fixing on-the-fly, shall be included. Therefore, every commit after the start of
the first review can be regarded as a ‘review commit’. Complications arise because (1) a ticket’s
state is sometimes changed before the author commits the respective changes (e.g., “co3” in
Figure E.2), and because (2) in non-tool reviews, developers sometimes forget to change the
ticket state when starting their work and do so later. To deal with these complications, the
algorithm heuristically uses the middle of the interval between the end of the last pre-review
implementation phase and the start of the first review as the split point.
E.4 Finding Potential Triggers: The RRT Algorithm
Given a set of review commits, the changes (i.e., remarks) in these commits have to be traced
back to their potential triggers. This section describes the corresponding algorithm, RRT (for
‘review remark tracing’). For now, the finest possible granularity of tracing every changed line
is used, as the data can be aggregated later if needed.
As mentioned above, the tracing algorithm is based on the intuition that a remark’s trigger
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is usually close to the position of the remark. In the simplest case, some line was added or
changed during implementation, and some defect in that line was found and fixed in the review
phase. This is similar to the SZZ algorithm [353] that is often used in defect prediction studies.
But there’s a difference to SZZ: In the review case, it is known that a trigger must be one of the
changes in the ticket’s implementation commits2. So in contrast to SZZ, the algorithm cannot
stop once it found the previous change of the remark’s line (e.g., via ‘blame’). If that previous
change is not in one of the implementation commits, it needs to skip it and trace back further3.
The algorithm might find no potential trigger this way, for example, if there was a change in a
method during implementation, and in the review it was found that another part of the method
has to be changed, too. In this case, the trigger is still close to the remark (i.e., in the same
method), but it is not in the same line. This means that the search scope needs to be expanded.
These considerations lead to the tracing algorithm outlined in Figure E.3.
As motivated from the example above, the expansion of the search scope should take the
structure of the source file into account. I implemented corresponding parsers for Java and
XML (and derivatives), the file types most relevant for the case study. If no potential trigger
for a change is found in a single line, the algorithm first looks for triggers in the line’s block,
then in the enclosing blocks, in the containing method, the containing class, until the whole file
becomes the search scope. Figure E.4 shows an example of this scope expansion in a Java file.
In case there was no implementation commit in the whole file, the algorithm resorts to marking
all changes in the whole ticket as potential triggers. For text files not supported by one of the
specialized parsers, the algorithm directly moves from the line scope to the file scope.
Another important detail of the algorithm is that it does not stop when the first potential
trigger for a remark is found, but instead keeps on searching for further triggers with the same
scope. The intuition here is that code might be added in one implementation commit, with a
minor change (e.g., fixing a code style issue found by static analysis) done in a later implemen-
tation commit. If the algorithm would stop after the first potential trigger, it would only find
the minor change, whereas the initial addition of the code is more likely to be the “real” trigger.
To sum up, review remarks can be extracted either from code review repositories or from
review commits in the SCM. The thesis focuses on the latter and proposes the RRT algorithm
(Figure E.3) to associate review remarks (i.e., changed lines in review commits) with potential
triggers (i.e., changed lines in implementation commits for the same ticket). The RRT algorithm
finds these triggers by tracing back in history, expanding the search scope if no matching trigger
could be found with the smaller scope. It is based on two main assumptions: There exists at
least one trigger for each review remark, and the most likely triggers are close4 to the remark.
E.5 Comparison of RRT to SZZ
The reasoning in Section 15.2 shows that review remark prediction differs from defect pre-
diction. Nevertheless, there are similarities, and it is yet to be shown that the simple SZZ
approach [353] that is commonly used for tracing in defect prediction studies is not suitable to
determine review remark triggers. I perform SZZ-style tracing (with “git blame”) for all review
2“Trigger” in this case does not necessarily mean that the root cause for the remark (e.g., a defect) was injected
with an implementation commit. It just means that the remark was created because of reviewing that part of the
code.
3Similar to how Kim et al. [199] skip changes that cannot be the cause of a defect in their improved version of
SZZ
4with closeness defined according to a suitable scope concept for the file type
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function t r a c eT i cke t ( t i c k e t )
foreach rev iew commit c in t i c k e t
traceCommit ( c )
end−foreach
end−function
function traceCommit ( commit )
foreach change part p in commit
i f p i s add i t i on o f whole f i l e
a s s i gn whole t i c k e t as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r f o r p
else i f p i s d e l e t i o n o f whole f i l e
or p i s rename o f whole f i l e without f u r t h e r changes
or p i s change in binary f i l e
or p s h a l l be f o r c ed to f i l e scope ( e . g . f i l e too l a r g e )
traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( c r e a t e a scope ob j e c t f o r the whole f i l e in p)
else
traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( c r e a t e a l i n e range scope f o r each s i n g l e l i n e
in p)
end−i f
end−foreach
end−function
function traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( scope )
do
found := traceWithScope ( scope )
i f found == AT LEAST ONE TRIGGER FOUND
return
else
// scope expansion happens depending on the f i l e type
scope := expand ( scope )
while scope could be expanded
// the l a r g e s t ( imp l i c i t ) scope i s ”whole t i c k e t ”
a s s i gn whole t i c k e t as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r f o r p
end−function
function traceWithScope ( scope )
i f scope i s l i n e range scope
prevChange := l a s t change to scope . l ineRange be f o r e scope . commit
else
prevChange := l a s t change to scope . f i l e b e f o r e scope . commit
end−i f
i f prevChange not found
return NO TRIGGER FOUND
end−i f
i f prevChange i s implementation commit f o r t i c k e t
a s s i gn change par t s in prevChange as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r ( s ) f o r scope . remark
traceWithScope ( ad jus t scope to commit be f o r e prevChange )
return AT LEAST ONE TRIGGER FOUND
else
return traceWithScope ( ad jus t scope to commit be f o r e prevChange )
end−i f
end−function
Figure E.3: RRT algorithm for tracing review remarks to potential triggers (simplified)
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Figure E.4: Example for scope expansion in a Java file, starting with the single line scope in line 12
remarks extracted from the dataset and compare the results to the results of the proposed RRT
tracing algorithm.
The analysis is performed on the raw data, i.e., with line granularity. Figure E.5 shows
the results. Of 326,066 remark records, only 119,031 (37%) are traced with the same result
for the proposed approach and SZZ. For 9,947 (3%), the proposed approach returns further
potential triggers because it does not stop at the first candidate. For 197,088 (60%) the results
differ completely: For 70,582 (22%) the tracing is stopped prematurely either at a commit from
another ticket or at a review commit. For 126,506 (39%) SZZ does not find a trigger because
it does not enlarge the search scope when no trigger is found. Figure E.5 also shows that the
distribution for the subset of remark lines in Java source files is similar.
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Figure E.5: Comparison of the tracing approach from the current thesis (RRT) and SZZ, both for all
remarks (i.e., changed lines/files in review commits) and for remarks in Java files only.
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F
Features Used for Classifying Change Parts
Chapter 15’s model to predict importance for review uses data from a variety of features.
Which features to use was determined systematically, combining results from the literature with
an inductive approach.
To identify features from the literature, I looked for defect prediction studies and especially
studies that compare the relative suitability of features for defect prediction. I identified these
studies using searches on Google Scholar and performed snowballing [405] for further studies, but
did not perform a formal systematic literature review. Few studies use change part granularity
for prediction, so the features were partly adapted to fit the current context. The studies selected
for analysis are: [14, 72, 86, 116, 139, 256, 263, 265, 272, 279, 287, 309, 313, 339, 340, 343, 345,
355].
As second feature source, I used an inductive approach, inspired by qualitative approaches for
hypothesis generation [144]: Initially, I sampled some code changes from the data and assigned
“codes” to the change parts, similar to “open coding” in qualitative data analysis. Later, I
extended the data mining tool with a feature to sample misclassified change parts. These were
again analyzed for missing features that could explain the misclassification.
Tables F.1 to F.3 show the final selection of features implemented for the study, with a
brief explanation and the source for each feature. ‘Source’ means the source responsible for the
inclusion in this study and does not contain an exhaustive list of all studies that use that feature.
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Table F.1: Final selection of change part features used as input for the mining (1/3)
Name and Type Description Source /
Inspired by
Ticket and commit granularity:
issueType
(nominal)
Type of the Jira ticket (e.g., bug or user story task) [340]
author (nominal) User ID for the author of the commit inductive
authorDay
(nominal)
Weekday of the commit
[116, 340]
shiftedAuthorHour
(numeric)
Hour of the time of the commit. The value is shifted so that
0 stands for 6 AM. In this way, “night” vs “day” can be
expressed with a single comparison.
fileCountInCommit
(numeric)
Count of files that were changed in the commit. inductive
hunkCountIn-
Commit
(numeric)
Count of change parts in the commit (changes in binary files
count as 1)
inductive
commitContains-
Test
(boolean)
“true” iff the commit contains changes to test code [313]
File granularity:
binary (boolean) “true” iff the file is treated as binary. Very large text files (≥
1 MiB) are also treated as binary.
inductive
filetype (nominal) Extension of the filename (e.g., “java” or “txt”) inductive
srcdir (nominal) Classification of the file in the project: “src” (production
code), “test” (test code), “testdata” or “resources”
inductive
project (nominal) Project to which the file belongs. In the partner company,
there are also some pseudo projects, e.g., for common build
scripts or external dependencies.
inductive
frequentFilename
(nominal)
Filename (without path, but with extension), but set only
when it is one of the 20 most common filenames. In the
partner company there are some very common filenames that
denote specific roles, e.g., “Messages.java” or “Logger.java”.
inductive
fileAgeDays
(numeric)
Number of days since the creation (initial commit) of the file. [287, 309, 343]
fileCommitCount
(numeric)
Number of commits to the file since its creation. [14, 256, 263,
340]
distinctFileAuthor-
Count
(numeric)
Number of distinct authors of the file since its creation. [14, 139, 256,
263, 287, 340,
343]
newLineCountIn-
File
(numeric)
Total number of lines in the file (after the commit) [265, 339]
recentProject-
Ownership
(numeric)
Ratio of the number of commits to the file’s project in the
last year by the author to the number of commits to the
file’s project in the last year by all authors.
[272, 355]
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Table F.2: Final selection of change part features used as input for the mining (2/3)
Name and Type Description Source /
Inspired by
File granularity (continued):
commitsSinceLast-
RemarkForAuthor-
InProject
(numeric)
Number of commits since the file’s author last received a
review remark in the file’s project.
[86, 287, 309,
340, 343, 355]
commitsSinceLast-
RemarkInFile
(numeric)
Number of commits since the file last received a review
remark.
hunkCountInFile
(numeric)
Count of change parts in the file inductive
changetype
(nominal)
Git’s classification of the change to the file
(MODIFY/ADD/RENAME/DELETE/COPY).
inductive
gitSimilarity
(numeric)
Git’s similarity statistic for the file content (i.e., 100 when
the content stayed the same)
inductive
newShareOfLines-
InFile
(numeric)
Ratio of the changed lines to the total number of lines (in
the new file version).
[313]
isNodeModules
(boolean)
“true” if the file path denotes a commited external
dependency from npm (node.js package manager)
inductive
Change part granularity:
oldHunkSize
(numeric)
Number of lines of the change part in the old file version inductive
newHunkSize
(numeric)
Number of lines of the change part in the new file version inductive
changeInHunkSize
(numeric)
newHunkSize minus oldHunkSize inductive
commentLine-
CountOld
(numeric)
Number of comment lines in the old side of the change part
[139, 265]
commentLine-
CountNew
(numeric)
Number of comment lines in the new side of the change part
changeInComment-
LineCount
(numeric)
commentLineCountNew minus commentLineCountOld
oldBlockCount
(numeric)
Number of Java blocks (i.e., braces pairs) in the old side of
the change part. [265]
newBlockCount
(numeric)
Number of Java blocks (i.e., braces pairs) in the new side of
the change part.
changeInBlock-
Count
(numeric)
newBlockCount minus oldBlockCount
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Table F.3: Final selection of change part features used as input for the mining (3/3)
Name and Type Description Source /
Inspired by
Change part granularity (continued):
responseForHunk-
Old
(numeric)
RFC metric (Response For a Class; approx. number of
distinct method calls) restricted to the code in the old side of
the change part
[14, 72, 86, 139,
287]
responseForHunk-
New
(numeric)
RFC metric (Response For a Class; approx. number of
distinct method calls) restricted to the code in the new side
of the change part
changeInResponse-
ForHunk
(numeric)
responseForHunkNew minus responseForHunkOld [14, 86]
whitespaceOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff only whitespace was changed for the change part. inductive
packageAndImport-
Only
(boolean)
“true” iff only package declarations and import statements
were changed for the change part.
inductive
finalChangeOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff the change consists only of adding or removing
Java’s “final” keyword.
inductive
nonnlsChangeOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff the change consists only of changes to the marker
comments and annotations for non-internationalized string
constants.
inductive
visibilityChange-
Only
(boolean)
“true” iff only visibility modifiers (“public”, “private”, . . . )
were changed.
inductive
overrideAnnotation
(nominal)
Denotes which side of the change part contains an
“@Override” annotation (none/old/new/both)
inductive
entropyCbMax,
entropyCbUp-
pQuar,
entropyCbMed,
entropyCbSum,
entropyCbAvg
(numeric)
This group of features conceptually denotes the
“surprisingness” of the new code given the old code base.
Formally, the SLP library by Hellendoorn et al. [169] is used
to compute an entropy for each token on the new side of the
change part, with smaller values for less surprising tokens.
These per token entropies are then combined to find the
maximum (“Max”), 75% quantile (“UppQuar”), median
(“Med”), sum (“UppQuar”) and mean (“Avg”) for the
change part.
inductive, [169]
entropyReMax,
entropyReUp-
pQuar,
entropyReMed,
entropyReSum,
entropyReAvg
(numeric)
This group of features conceptually denotes the
“surprisingness” of a change part given the earlier change
parts under review. Like the “entropyCb. . . ” group of
features, it uses the SLP library by Hellendoorn et al. [169]
and combines the per token values differently for each feature
(“Max”, “UppQuar”, . . . ). Pre-processing is performed to
make the library work on code changes instead of code; its
details can be seen in the study’s online material [32].
inductive, [169]
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G
Results of the Remark Classification Model
for the Training Data
Chapter 15 contains the results of the found rules on the unseen test data. Mainly to identify
signs of overfitting, the results on the training data can be useful, too.
Figure G.1 shows projections of the Pareto front obtained by the multi-objective algorithm
with and without input from domain experts. It also shows the position of the four selected
rules in the objective space. RIPPER and C4.5 are dominated by both Pareto fronts, and do
not perform much better, and sometimes worse, than just skipping the review of random change
parts. RIPPER differs from all other rulesets by having the form “skip all except . . . ”. RIPPER
and C4.5 were insensitive to the (high) cost of missed remarks and created rulesets with many
missed review remarks. The RIPPER and C4.5 rulesets are also more complex than the MO
rulesets. The exact numbers for these and the other objectives are shown in Table G.1.
Figure G.1 also allows an estimate of the hardness of the mining task for the objectives.
Without missing remarks, the best found model can save the review of 46% of the records. But
practically more relevant are the relative numbers of saved Java lines and the trimmed mean of
saved records per ticket. Both are much lower (17% and 10%), indicating that the good numbers
are due to rare events: tickets with a large number of changes to non-source files. Also, all the
stated numbers are optimistic, as they are evaluated on the training set. More realistic results
from unseen data follow in Section 15.4.5.
Summing up, the results of the multi-objective rule mining algorithm are better than those
obtained with RIPPER and C4.5. The results obtained with user interaction are better in the
regions of the objective space that were focused on by the user, i.e., complexity and broad ticket
coverage. Figure 15.6 shows the ruleset that came out of this interaction between mining tool
and domain experts. 84% of the savings of this ruleset are due to three simple syntactic rules.
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Figure G.1: Pareto fronts and selected rulesets, evaluated on the training data. The plots show two-
dimensional projections from the seven-dimensional objective space. The gray dots show the baseline
performance of leaving out a certain percentage of records per ticket; each dot corresponds to a percentage
value, with results averaged over 100 random seeds.
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Table G.1: Objective values for the selected rulesets on the training data.
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Compl-
exity
Feature
Count
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.1
Saved
Records
Per Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 40 17 1,500 142.4 410,974 10.1 303,943
MO I 58 17 338 40.6 384,058 8.8 292,371
MO A 184 24 0 0.0 300,266 1.2 161,920
RIPPER S2 200 17 16,806 2,493.6 445,275 21.6 431,981
RIPPER 342 25 12,867 2,245.3 460,408 22.1 464,148
C4.5 2 151,084 39 7,669 1,476.6 394,179 15.4 515,225
C4.5 3 63,872 38 17,231 2,838.4 402,585 18.4 514,911
Max. Value3 ∞ 52 68,960 8,055.8 703,706 43.9 1,155,636
1 Tr.M. := trimmed mean
2 During the team session it was decided to remove one further ticket from the training data. RIPPER
is the rule set learned with the final data, RIPPER S is based on the older data and was used in the
survey.
3 The last row shows the total count / maximum possible value for the respective objective.
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Glossary
API Application Programming Interface.
Author In the context of a code review, the author is the developer that implemented the unit
of work to be reviewed.
BIC Bayesian Information Criterion.
CAQDAS Computer-Aided Qualitative Data Analysis.
CI Continuous Integration.
CLI Command Line Interface.
Change Part The elements of a code change are called ‘change parts’. In its simplest form, a
change part corresponds directly to a change hunk as given by the Unix diff tool or the
version control system. In the context of Chapters 13 and 14, we combined hunks from
the same method into one change part.
Changeset Used as synonym to ‘Code Change’ in this thesis.
Code Change The ‘code change’ consists of all changes to source files performed in the unit of
work under review (see also Definition 2 on page 24). The code change defines the scope
of the review, i.e., the parts of the code base that shall be reviewed.
Code Review See Definition 1 on page 23.
Cognitive Load ‘Cognitive load’ is a multidimensional construct that represents the load that
performing a particular task imposes on the human cognitive system. It depends on traits
of the task, of the environment, of the human (e.g., the working memory capacity) and
the mental effort spent. [289]
Delocalized Defect A defect that can only be found or found much more easily by combining
knowledge about several parts of the source code. [109]
IDE Integrated Development Environment.
Mental Load The term ‘mental load’ of a task is used to refer to the subset of factors that
influence the task’s cognitive load which depends only on the task or environment, i.e.,
which is independent of subject characteristics. [289]
QA Quality Assurance.
Regular, Change-Based Code Review See Definition 2 on page 24.
Review Effectiveness ‘Review effectiveness’ is the ratio of defects found to all defects in the
code change. [52]
Review Efficiency ‘Review efficiency’ is the number of defects found per review hour in-
vested. [52]
Reviewer The humans performing the code review, excluding the author, are called ‘reviewers’
(see also Definition 1 on page 23).
SCM Source Code Management system, e.g., Subversion or git.
SE Software Engineering.
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Tour A ‘tour’ is a sequence (permutation) of all change parts of a code change. This thesis also
uses ‘code change part order’ as a synonym.
Trigger (for review remark) A trigger for a review remarks is a change part that, when
reviewed, leads to the creation of that remark. The term is mainly used in the context of
Chapter 15’s data mining study.
UI User Interface.
UML Unified Modeling Language.
Working Memory ‘Working memory’ is the part of human memory that is needed for short-
term storage during information processing. Its capacity can be measured using ‘complex
span tests’. [399]
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